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BRINGING THE INFORMATION AGE TO RURAL
AMERICA

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE,

AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE Comm I'm ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 1 p.m., in room

2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert E. Wise, Jr.
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representatives Robert E. Wise, Jr., Glez.n English, Al
McCandless, and Steven Schiff.

Also present: Lee Godown, staff director, Audrey A. Bashkin,
professional staff member; Susan Chadderdon, clerk; and Brian
Lockwood, minority professional staff, Committee on Government
Operations.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN WISE

Mr. WISE. The Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture
Subcommittee will come to order.

The title of this hearing is Bringing the Information Age to
Rural America.

Recent years have brought major changes to the telecommunica-
tions industry. The breakup of the Bell System has transformed
the way we think about the telephone network and the way we
regulate telecommunications providers. During the same period, we
have witnessed the advent of technological miracles such as satel-
lite, optical fiber, and microwave transmission. Many of us have
come to regard fax machines, personal computers, and computer-
ized data bases as essential tools of the workplace.

But not all of us. For some rur al Americans, single line tele-
phone service is still not yet a reality. Because of the comparative
expense of bringing new telecommtmications services to smalltown
America, there is a danger that it will be many years before the
entire county will fully enjoy the technological advances of recent
times.

As a Nation, we can't afford to let the information age pass rural
America by. While the telecommunications industry has been
booming, small town America has been in a state of decline. The
rural economy has shifted away from its traditional mainstaysag-
riculture, mining, and manufacturingand turned instead to serv-
ice industries. Deregulation of the transportation industry has

(I)
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meant that buses and trucks run less oftenactually they don't
run at allin rural iaarts of the country and make fewer stops.
Rail and air travel have become much more costly. As a result,
residents are leaving the less populous regions of America to make
their fortunes in our increasingly congested and polluted metropol-
itan areas.

Bringing the information age to rural America sooner rather
than later is a major key to reversing this trend. Modern telecom-
munications can help replace the buses, trucks, and trains that
pass the small towns by. It can allow businesses, such as mail order
companies and airline reservation services, to locate in rural areas.
And it can make sophisticated educational and medical services
available throughout the countryside.

In my own experience, I note modern telecommunications can
mean a source of many, many new joba because we do have the ca-
pacity to be the reference center, the airlines reservation center.
Indeed, in our area, our major telephone company is now providing
directory information service for the Washington, DC area. When
you call to get that number, you are talking to an operator in West
Virginia. So the rural areas of our country have much to offer, as-
suming we can build that telecommunications infrastructure that
is so vital.

In some cases, we may be able to pass by the highways to contin-
ue with the roads we have and not depend on massive highways
coming to our area as long as we have a modern telecommunica-
tions structure. Incidentally, we would still like the highways also.
We won't be able to touch upon all the issues today, but m this
hearing and others to follow, we will be examining some of the
more significant problems, looking at the regulatory climate, and
addressing sometimes conflicting policy concerns.

We will hear first from Dr. Edwin Parker, coauthor of the newly
published Aspen Institute study entitled "Rural America in the In-
formation Age: Telecommunications Policy for Rural Develop-
ment." Next, we will have testimony from the chairmen of the
Texas Public Utility Commission and the West Virginia Public
Services Commission. And last, we will hear from spokespersons
for the four major associations that represent rural telecommunica-
tions concerns.

I want to express my appreciation to those of you who have
come, some of you, from long distances. I want to apologize in ad-
vance because I suspect this hearing will be broken up from time
to time by votes on the floor which will be necessary to go to, but
we look forward to having a good hearing.

Mr. McCandless, anlylsarementa?
Mr. MCCANDLF.BS. k you, Mr. Chairman. I do not have an

opening statement. I welcome our panel and look forward to their
testimony.

Mr. WISE. Thank you.
Mr. WOE. The first witness then will be Dr. Edwin Parker with

Parker Telecommunications. Dr. Parker, if you would care to take
your place at the witness table. Before you sit down, if I could
swear you in.

[Witness sworn.]
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Mr. WIER. Thank you very much. Please proceed. Dr. Parker, in
your case, as with all witnesses, your written testimony is being
made a part of the recotd. It will be printed as such, so please feel
free to summarize.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN 13. PARKER, PRESIDENT, PARKER
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Dr. PARKER. Thank you. It is a pleasure to be here today.
My name is Ed Parker. I am president of Parker Telecommuni-

cations, a consulting firm in rural Oregon. I am a coauthor, as you
said, of "Rural America in the Information Age: Telecommunica-
tions Policy for Rural Development," published by the Aspen Insti-
tute and University Press of America. That report was sponsored
and paid for by the Ford Foundation with support from the rural
economic policy program of the Aspen Institute.

What I would like to do is just summarize briefly some of the
comments and conclusions in that report. Rural America, as you
know, has been in economic distress through most of this decade.
Rural jobs in agriculture, mining and manufacturing have been in
decline. Only 9 percent of rural jobs are now in agriculture. Service
jobs have been increasing and now account for 65 percent of rural
jobs.

However, the rural service sector is growing at only two-thirds of
the rate of the urban areas. Further, the service jobs in rural areas
are mostly in wholesale and retail trade, private services and Gov-
ernment, primarily local school systems. In contrast, the urban
areas are capturing a disproportionate share of the producer and
export services which have the gr*?atest potential for economic
growth.

Modern telecommunications infrastructure is one key to rural
economic development. I say one key because it is not a panacea,
we do need other things also.

The ability to attract traditional industries, as well as footloose
businesses not dependent on geographic location, such as software
development, telemarketing, mail order financial services, some of
the things that you cited in your remarks, are increasingly depend-
ent on modern telecommunications, including touch tone digital
service, facsimile transmission, and data services.

Communities with access to these modern services have opportu-
nities for survival and growth. Those without are doomed to eco-
nomic stagnation and decline.

Telecommunications networks are today's highways. They offer
development opportunities to rural areas that railroads and high-
ways once brought. Rural areas not integrated into a modern digi-
tal telecommunications network will suffer the same economic fate
as towns bypassed by the Federal highway system.

By thinking of telecommunications systems as highways, we can
illustrate the extent to which rural areas are falling behind.
Nearly 12 percent of rural households have no roads at all, that is
no telephone service; another 7 percent have only multiparty serv-
ice incapable of accessing modern telecommunications services,
which is like having a dirt road suitable only for an all terrain ve-
hicle. Approximately 12 percent of rural telephone lines are below

9
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the specifications set by the Rural Electrification Administration.
These lines can be thought of rural electronic highways with pot
holes making them questionable for fax machines and data
modems.

Most rural single party service does not yet have the touch-tone
service which we take for granted, and is essential for most busi-
ness information transactions. Currently only 30 to 35 percent of
rural communities have access to digital services made possible by
replacing the old analog switches, with modern digital switching
capability. The remaining 65 to 70 percent could be upgraded by
the year 2000 with a modest increase in Federal loan programs and
some changes in regulatory policy.

Providing digital information access would be like upgrading
narrow, winding two lane roads to modern interstate highways
over which the economic transactions of the information age take
place. If the rural areas are to prosper or in some cases even sur-
vive, telecommunications facilities suitable for reliable facsimile
and data transmission, as well as voice, are absolutely essential.

Rural telecommunications infrastructure fell behind as urban
areas leaped forward into the information age for a variety of rea-
sons, many related to the dramatic changes in the telecommunica-
tions regulatory environment.

National telecommunications policy continues to move toward
less regulation and more competition. In urban areas, competitive
telecommunications services ranging from competitive long-dis-
tance carriers to easy access to fax machines for rapid document
delivery have mushroomed, but the new competition did not bring
these changes to rural communities.

Under the prior regulatory structure, rural areas benefited from
nationwide rate averaging and the resulting subsidy from interur-
ban and long-distance service. Now most rural areas don't have
competitive long-distance services or the other benefits of competi-
tion, but they do share the higher phone prices, the access charges
that were part of that regulatory change, and they are vulnerable
to higher prices and relatively lower quality because each piece of
the telecommunications business is now under pressure to stand on
its own.

Small rural carriers surviving on the fringes of the national tele-
phone network compare their plight to the last person in the chil-
dren's game of "crack the whip,' policies which ripple past those in
the middle of the market have whiplash effects on those at the end.

The Federal telecommunications policy goal of the past 50 years,
universal telephone service, is nearly fulfilled. It is now time to
change that goal to universal information access. Information serv-
ices are among the fastest growing segments of the United States
and the global economy. Reliable, efficient access to information
services are increasirgly critical to the success of any economic en-
terprise. Rural areas without access are doomed to be uncompeti-
tive; rural areas with efficient access to thc same information serv-
ices available in urban areas can bridge the traditional, rural bar-
rier of distance and compete on a level field with urban businesses.

Our report concluded that government assistance in rural tele-
communications development is needed at this time for three rea-
sons. First, to achieve improved economic performance in rural

to
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areas by providing a basic infrastructure necessary for develop-
ment.

Second, to help rural America adjust to the new telecommunica-
tions marketplace by way of sped 11 transition policies; and, third,
to empower rural communities with an equal opportunity to com-
pete in the national economy.

To help rural areas achieve parity with presently available
urban services by the year 2000, our report recommended two
major actions: One, a 30 percent increase in Rural Electrification
Administration te)ephone loan funds to assist small independent
rural telephone carriers to upgrade their facilities; and, second, we
suggested that regulatory incentives are also needed to help the
Bell operating companies and the larger independents so they
could be encouraged and motivated to upgrade their telephone in-
frastructure in their rural service areas.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Parker follows:]
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RURAL AHERII.LA IN THE INFORMATION AGE

Edwin B. Parker

June 14, 1989

I. Qualifications

My name is Ed Parker. I am president of Parker
Telecommunications, a consulting business located in the rural
community of Gleneden Beach, Oregon. I am a co-author of the
recent report, "Rural America in the Information Age:
Telecommunications Policy for Rural Develot_ment," published by
the Aspen Institute and University Press of America.

Previously, I was president of the Data Networks Division of
Contel ASC, a unit that included the former Equatorial
Communications Company. I had co-founded Equatorial in 1979 and
was its president and chief executive officer prior to its merger
with Contel in 1987.

From 1962 to 1979 I was a professor of Communication at
Stanford University, where I specialized in studies of the social
ind economic effects of information technology. I taught at the
University of Illinois from 1960 to 1962. / have co-authored or
co-edited four books and more than 75 professional articles. '1.

graduated from the University of British Columtia in 1954 and
received my Ph.D. from Stanford University in 1960.

II. Rural America is in Trouble

would like to summarize today some of the highlights of
the report, "Rural America in the Information P.ge." Rural
America has been in economic distress through most of this
decade. Rural jobs in agriculture, extraction industries and
manufacturing have been in decline. Only nine percent of rural
jobs are now in agliculture. Services jobs have been increasing
and row account for 65 percent of rural jobs. However, the rural
services sector is growing at only two-thirds the rate of urban
areas. Further, the service jobs in rural areas are mostly in
wholesale and retail trade, private services and government--
piimarily local school systems. In contrast, urban areas are
captslring a disproportionate share of the producer and export
services which have the greatest potential for growth.

3
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III. Telecommunications is a Key to Economic Development

Modern telecommunications infrastructure is one key to rural
economjc development today. The ability to attract traditional
industries, as well as "footloose" businesses not dependent on
geogiaphic location, such as software development, telemarketing,
mail order and financial services, are increasingly dependent on
modern telecommunications, including towel tone digital
telephone, facsimile and data services. Communities with access
zeu these modern services have opportunities for survival and
gLowth; those without are doomed to economic stagnation and
decline.

Telecommunications networks are today's highways. They
offer development opportunities to rural areas that railroads and
highways once brought. Rural areas not integrated into a modern
digital telecommunications network will suffer the same economic
fate as towns bypassed by the federal highway system.

Sy thinking of telecommunications nystems as highways, we
can illustrate the extent to which rural areas are falling
behind. Nearly 12 percent of rural households have no roads at
all--no telephone service. Another seven percent have only
mulciparty service incapable of accessing modern
telecommunications services, which is like having only a dirt
road requiring an all-terrain vehicle and unsuitable for ordinary
automobile traffic. Approximately 12 percent of rural telephone
lines are below specifications set by the Rural Electrification
Administration. These lines can be thought of as rural
electronic highways with potholes making them questionable for
fax machines and data modems.

Most rural single party telephone service does not offer the
touch tone digital service that is taken for granted in urban
areas and is essential for most business information
transactions. Currently only about 30 percent or rural
communities have access to the digital information services made
ree.i:oie by replacing old analog telephone switch,s with modern
digital switching capability. The remaining 70 percent could be
upgraded by the year 2000 with a modest increase in federal loan
programs and changes in regulatory policy. Providing digital
information access would be like upgrading narrow winding two-
lane roads to modern interstate highways over which the economic
transactions of tbe information age teAke place. If rural areas
are to prosper or even survive, telecommunications facilities
suitable for reliable facsimile and data transmission as well as
voicc are essential.

Rural telecommunications infrastructure fell behind as urban
areas leaped forward into the information age for a variety of
reasons, many related to the dramatic changes in
telecommunications iegulatory environment. National

14.
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telecommunications policy continues to move toward less
regulation and more competition. Ir urban areas competitive
telecommunications services ranging from competitive long
distance carriers to easy a_:cess to fax machines for rapid
document delivery, mushroomed. But the new competition did not
bring these changes to rural communities.

Under the prior regulatory structure, rural areas benefited
from nationwide rate averaging and the resulting subsidy from
inter-urban long distance services. Now, most rural areas don't
have competitive long distance services or other benefits of
competition, but are vulnerable to higher prices and relatively
lower quality because each piece of the telecommunications
business is :20e under pressure to stand on its own. Small rural
carriers, surviving on the fringes of the national telephone
network, compare their plight to that of the last person in the
children's game ,4!) crack the whip": policies which ripple past
those in the middle of the market have exaggerated whiplash
effects on those at the end.

IV. A New Goal for Telecommunications Policy

The federal telecommunications policy goal of the past 50
years, universal telephone service, is nearly fulfilled. It is
now time to change that goal to universal information access.
Information services are among the fastest growing segments of
the J.S. and the global economy. Reliable, efficient access to
information services are increasingly critical to the success of
any economic enterprise. Rural areas without access are doomed
to be uncompetitive. -ural areas with efficient access to the
same information se es available in urban areas can bridge the
traditional rural b r of distance and compete on a level
field with urban bus-...sses.

Our report concluded that government assistance in rural
telecommunications development is needed at this time for three
reasons:

(1) To achieve improved economic performance in rural areas
by providing a basic infrastructure needed for development,

(2) To help rural America adjust to the new
telecommunications marketplace by way of special transition
policies, and

(3) To empower rural communities with an equal opportu..-ty
to compete in the national economy.
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To help rural areas achieve parity with presently available
urban services by the year 2000, two major actions are required.
A modest 30 percent increase in Rural Electrification
Administration telephone loan funds is required to assist small
independent rural telephone carriers to upgrade their facilities.
Regulatory incentives also need to be given to Bell operating
companies and larger independent telephone companies to enc'uragc.
them to upgrade the telephone infrastructure in their rural
service areas.

1 6
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Mr. WIsE. Thank you very much. We have been joined by the
former chairman of this committee, Glenn English and Steven
Schiff.

I would first ask Glenn and then Steve if you would like to make
an opening statement.

Mr. ENGLISH. Only that I believe these hearings are extremely
important. The House Agriculture Committee is this month having
hearings with regard to rural development. There is no question
communications play an extremely important role in all that. I
know of your interest, and certainly this subcommittee's interest,
in that topic, and we applaud your efforts, Mr. Chairman, and that
of the subcommittee in this work. It is certainly going to be benefi-
cial to us; I know it is going to be beneficial to the whole question
of telecommunications.

Mr. WISE. You taught us well, Glenn.
Mr. ENGLISH. I don t know about that.
Mr. WISE. Mr. Schiff.
Mr. &HIM Mr. Chairman, I just want to join in those remarks. I

represent the Albuquerque, NM area. It is mostly urban, but I
have rural areas in my district, and most of the rest of New
Mexico, I think, could be correctly described as rural more than
urban in nature. I thank you for having this hearing.

Mr. WISE. Thank you.
In your statement, you make the observation that nearly 12 per-

cent of rural households have no telephone service at all, which
struck me as being fairly high. I guess my first question is: Where
does that data come from? My second question is: Is that a function
of cost or unevailability of service? How would you break that out?

Dr. PARKER. The source of the data was basically from the Feder-
al Communications Ccan rtission, and your intuition is correct, of
that number without te' rihones in rural areas, less than 10 per-
cent don't have telephoi s because they couldn't get service. It just
isn't there. More than t' o percent is a case of the problem of rural
poverty, they can't affo1 telephones.

Mr. WISE. Have you any increase in the past 3 or 4 years in
the number of families that are not, that do not have telephone
service or may be perhaps turning a phone back as we have gone
through this change in the telephone system?

Dr. PARKER. On the contrary, I think that programs that the
FCC has instituted in some of the States, lifeline service and the
link-up America program of the Federal Communications Commis-
sion have helped to reduce the number of households without tele-
phones.

Mr. WISE. You had mentioned needing a modest, I always liked
the word, a modest increase in Federal loan funds. Having the
privilege of sitting on the Budget Committee this year, I have
learned even modest usually costs you a lot. What kind of dollars
are you talking about?

Dr. PARKER. We are talking about loan authorizations, an in-
crease on the order of $150 million a year. But I think I should
point out that those are loans, not grants, and in the more than 40-
year program history of the REA telephone loan program, I don't
believe there has been a single default. The history is good, the
money gets paid back.

1 7
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Mr. WISE. As opposed to what the House is taking up today in
the savings and loan industry.

Your book talks about the chicken and egg problem of promoting
rural communications and perhaps the question could be stated
this way. Should we encourage the development of enhanced tech-
nologies in rural areas where demand does not currently exist in
the hope that it will encourage economic development in those
areas? What are your thoughts on that?

Dr. PARKER. I would like to make two comments that indirectly
answer that question. First, I have a colleague who is very experi-
enced in rural development programs who likes to quote the old
saying, "You can lead a horse to water, but you can't make it
drmk." The moral drawn from that is that in rural development
programs you should look for thirsty horses. I submit that there
are a large number of thirsty horses in rural America, there are a
large number of independent telephone companies, cooperatives,
and others who need support in getting access to the capital funds
necessary to upgrade their telephone systems. There are a number
of rural communities where the business people, the political com-
munities understand they need better telecommunications, but
they don't have it in their power to get it, sand they are thirsty and
they need help.

The second comment, if I may, is that I don't think there is a
demand for high technology. People don't care abut digital switch-
es. I think people care about the services. And people want, the
large number of people want the services or want the jobs that the
availability of that service am provide, and that's what we should
focus on.

Mr. WISE. You said that about 30 percent rural communities
have touch-tone service. How much difference does that make?

Dr. PARKER. Actually, I don't have completely accurate data on
touch-tone service. As a surrogate for that and the other modern
digital services, we did find data on digital switches and only ap-
proximately 30 to 35 percent have digital switches. A few more, but
probably less than half the communities

Mr. WISE. Would you be willing to recommend replacement by
new digital switches? Do you think that is essential?

Dr. PARKER. I would recommend the modernization in a way that
gets the modern services there. I don't think we need to make the
judgments as to which technology is appropriate as long as there is
a way to get the service there.

If some of the software in the late model analog switches can be
modified to provide new services, great. If there are ways to route
the calls through a modern switch without having to replace the
old one and still get the service therethe issue is to get the serv-
ice to the constituents.

Mr. WISE. You are dealing with your present lay person. The dif-
ference between digital and analogwhy is digital important?
What services can it bring?

Dr. PARKER. I think we have lived for a long time with touch-
tone services, for example, just take it for granted without even re-
alizing it. It is like the air we breathe. We make a phone call, and
sometimes we don't even realize the voice on the other end of the
;hone wasn't a human being but it was a zomputer answering the
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company switchboard, saying punch "1" if you want customer serv-
ice, punch 2 if you want personnel, punch the extension if you
know it." You use it when you are entering into a number of trans-
actions. We just use that all the time and don't even realize it.

I use it to call my- answering machine so that I can fmd out what
messages I have in Oregon when I am traveling. I think small busi-
nesses require that kind of service. We require the call-waiting
service so that when we are on the line we can hear there is an-
other incoming call. We need the call-forwarding service to forward
the calls after laours from our office to our homes.

Mr. WISE. Are the digital switches also necessary for operation of
faxes, modem, data transfer?

Dr. PARKER. Not if the line quality is goal enough. If the line
quality is good enough and the switches don't introduce bursts of
noise, then if the quality is good enough, digital switching isn't ab-
solutely essential.

Mr. WISE. My 5 minutes has expired.
Mr. McCandless.
Mr. McCANDLEss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am going to take a little different line of questioning here.

Having come up through the local government chain and having to
provide services to rural aieas, or attempting to provide service in
rural areas, the population density becomes an important factor in
providing any kind of service. The way I could take your statement
here is that if you are 50 miles from the nearest city, you or the
government or some regulatory power should provide a level of
service equal to that of downtown Manhattan, Los Angeles, or Chi-
cago. Now that's the general flavor I am getting of your statement.
Am I in error?

Dr. PARKER. No, I am not recommending that there is an entitle-
ment program the Government should give the rural people the
exact same service that is available in urban areas, but I do think
that we have a number of rural small-town governments and tele-
phone companies who are trying to find a way to make that play-
ing field more level, and I think giving some modest support is a
way to help.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. We have something one refers to as economic
feasibility. If you have a limited subscribership to the phone com-
pany, fbr ex^...mple, it becomes very difficult to capitalize what is
necessary to bring that phone system up to what it is I think we
are talking about here, and to ever. service a debt at a lower inter-
est rate because of the lack of subscribers. How do you get around
something like that?

Dr. PARKER. I think in some cases where the rural community
and its telephone company just don't have the resources to pay for
the debt, I believe they would not apply for the REA loan in the
first place. It is not like we are requiring every single community
to have it whether they want it or not. This is recommended as a
program that helps those who do want it and need it to give a help-
ing hand.

McCANnis.ss We haveand I must become regional here,
Oregon has a favorite slogan, "Don't come to Oregon, go to Califor-
nia," or words to that effect, which means in plain English, not
Glenn's English, but plain English, we have enough people, we
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have enough growth, we don't need any more, we want to retain
the life style that we have.

Mr. &HOT. Except on vacation. They invite you on vacation.
Mr. McCArmuss. We always like fresh green money from down

South.
They enjoy their milk, fruit and vegetables and the quiet life and

a lack of intense urban development. If one begins to get involved
in trying to upgrade to the degree that we are talking about here,
certain rural areas, aren't we kind of going contrary to the life
style of those who moved into the area or inhabit the area looking
for that serene life?

Dr. PARKER. Many of the people who would like to have the
amenities to be able to live in the rural environment and have
those amenities economically, don't have that option and can't
make that choice unless there is a way to earn a living there, and
this does provide an opportunity to have jobs and economic growth
that aren't necessarily as intensive as in urban areas.

I think, given the depression in the logging industry and all of
the problems of the Oregon economy, because of the problems out
of logging and timber, I think they are more open now to other
avenues. Telecommunications is a very clean kind of development
rather than the smokestack kinds of industrial development.

Mr. Wiss. And in a rural area, only 1 hour's drive from here, we
want you. Come to West Virginia.

Mr. 111CCANDLESS. We have high sulfur coal.
Mr. WISE. And low.
Mr. McCANnmss. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. Mr. English.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Parker, some 50 years ago, we in the Congress and the U.S.

Government adopted the policy of universal telephone service and
the concept we would make this service available to virtually ev-
eryone in this country. The question I supe that is occurring
these days, though, is exactly what does that mean? Does that
mean that virtually every community, every person, has access to
the same level of service? Or are we going to see a gap? The gap
has already started to develop, it is going to continue to grow, I am
afraid, between the kinds of service that are available.

That kind of service has an impact not just on the person who
lifts up the telephone to use it, but it also has an impact upon the
educational opportunities for young people in those communities.
We are finding more and more that we might need fiber optics
with the two-way communications to be able to provide educational
opportunities to young people. We are finding as far as small busi-
ness and industries locating in rural communities, they need
modern, up-to-date communications systems.

In looking at this question of providing universal service, in
trying to deal with the problems of rural communications, should
we be looking at this in total as a package type of deal rather than
simply looking at trying to make certain, as Mr. McCandless was
pointmg out, that a person sitting out on the end of a line some
place in a remote rural area is guaranteed the same type of service
that someone has who is located downtown Manhattan, for in-
stance?
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Dr. PARKER. There's certainly a demand for comparable service,
and if we want to have jobs for people in rural areas, the busin-ss-
es aren't going to locate in rural areas that don't have comparable
service. \There there's any opportunity for economic development, I
think we want to be able to help the telephone companies that
need a little help in order to get that comparable service there.

I think we should have a lational policy goal of what I call the
universal information accesc as the updated version of universal
telephone service. When all you could do on the telephone was talk
on it, then whether it was rural or urban, that is all you needed.
Now that all the urban phones are good for fax machines and data
modems and a variety of other services, the rural areas that don't
have those services are disadvantaged severely.

Mr. ENGLISH. But we also, of course, are looking, during these
difficult times of Gramm-Rudman and budget problems, at the abil-
ity to go out and to do this, to provide equal service to every
person, or even every community in the United States. Fiber optics
is an expensive proposition. There are economics that come into
play with regard to not only the wisdom of moving in that direc-
tion but also it comes into play with the ability to do it.

Are we going to find ourselves in effect prioritizing where in
rural America we are able to put the most modern, up-to-date com-
munications systems, and should that be a part of' the overall deci-
sions as to a community that in fact is going to have a chance to
grow in the future? Or do we put the system in and then simply
hope that maybe something will happen and that community will
grow?

I guess it is a chicken and egg type proposition. Have you any
solution for us as to which direction we should go in?

Dr. PARKER. I agree with you, it is probably too expensive to
think of putting fiber everywhere at this time, and I think it is not
our place to make the judgment is fiber more or less expensive
than copper or microwave or radio. For a lot of the rural areas, I
think the basic exchange radio telephone service, adding a radio
telephone to the rural household, is the way to solve the problem,
not fiber. I think those technology decisions may need to be mad"
on a case-by-case and community-by-community basis.

And with respect to the Gramm-Rudman question, I really don't
understand Gramm-Rudman scorekeeping, but I think

Mr. WISE. Please don't feel bad, nobody else does either.
Dr. PARKER. It seems to me asking for an additional $150 million

in loan funds where the money will be repaid, it's sort of funny
scorekeeping to count all of the loans and not credit against it the
money when it is paid back. I think the actual cost to the taxpayer
is really the interest rate subsidy, and if there is a differential of 1
percent between the borrowing rate and lending rate on $150 mil-
lion, the taxpayer cost is $1.5 million, and when you are used to
dealing in billions and more, $1.5 million is not a lot of money,
which is why I said it was a modest proposal.

Mr. ENGLISH. If I could, one final question with regard to that.
The fact of the matter is we do have Gramm-Rudman, it is charged
against us. it is something that we have to deal with and live with,
and it does mean that there is likely not enough in the way of re-
sources; $300 million is provided in the budget, $300 million is
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probablywell, $300 million is not going to be enough to provide
seed money for a new progrgm. We are going to have to take exist-
ing programs, and we have worked those, readdress them, and do
that with regard to the REA funds that we have.

So the question becomes one of priorities. How do we establish
those priorities? Which communities are, in effect, going to receive
assistance, and which communities are not? Or at least which com-
munities are going to receive them first if you would like? There
are some communities, there is no ciuestion in my mind, that be-
cause of the type of leadership they have in those communities, the
kind of people they have, they are very likely going to grow. There
are other communities, quite frankly, that I have got my doubts
about it, and I think we have all seen that.

I think it is probably up to the communities themselves as to
which ones grow and which ones don't. Some communities don't
want to grow, they want things just like they have been, like they
were 10, 20, or 30 years ago, and that is fine if that is what they
want.

But at some point, it seems to me, we have got to devise a system
that assists those that in fact have that opportunity and use those
very limited resources in that regard. You don't have any guidance
for us as to how we should approach that, do you?

Dr. PARKER. I agree completely with what you just said, I think
that is the right approach.

With respect to overall budget issues, in the larger scheme of
things, given that agricultural employment is only 9 percent of the
jobs in rural areas, I don't think we can depend on agricultural
policy to solve rural development policy, and you may want to have
some reallocation and reprioritizing within agriculture budgets to
su *rt nonagriculture rural development programs.

ith respect tofor that piece, however much or little, that is
allocated to telecommunications infrastructurt.. I think you said, in
other words, what I said earlier about thirsty horses, I think we
have lots of thirsty horses, and they are the ones to be first in line
for whatever REA funds are available.

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. Thank you. Mr. Schiff.
Mr. SCHIFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions.
Mr. WISE. I have one question I would like to ask, which is per-

haps a big question. Since the subcommittee has jurisdiction, are
there any policies .of the FCC you think impede development in
telecommunications for rural areas?

Dr. PARKER. I think the FCC is to be commended for all of the
consideration they have given to rural areas in crafting their poli-
cies very carefully. I think the comments I would make are to some
extent fine tuning.

The major issue is to create incentives for the larger telephone
companies to upgrade their rural areas and their trunk lines that
connect the rural areas into the rest of the network, and it seems
to me that some kind of regulatory tradeoff could be entered into.
Some might call it a new social compact, others might more cyni-
cally call it a political deal, but it seems to me there are things
that large telephone companies want from regulators in the way of
deregulation, and there are things the regulators should want from
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the telephone companies in the way of upgrading service quality in
rural areas. Maybe there is the mAings for a deal there.

Mr. Wunc. I thank you very much. Dr. Parker, I may submit addi-
tional questions to you in writing. If so, I would ask you to return
them in writing, and we will make them part of the record.

Dr. PARKER. I would be very pleased to do that.
Mr. Win. I appreciate very much your coming here today.
Dr. PARICER. My pleasure.
Mr. WISE. The next panel, we are privileged to have from two

State public service commissions, we have the Honorable Marta
Greytok, chairman of the Public Utility Commission of Texas rep-
resenting the National Association of Regulatory Utility Qmamis-
sioners; and the committee is also glad to see returning the Honor-
able Boyce Griffith, chairman of the Public Service Commission of
West Virginia.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WISE. It is a pleasure to have you here. You both have a

good deal of experience, particularly in the area of rural areas. So I
would invite you to proceed in any way you want. Your written
statements will be made a part of the recorcl.

Ms. Greytok, why don't we start with you.

STATEMENT OF MARTA GREYTOK, CHAIRMAN. PUBLIC UTILITY
COMMISSION OF TEXAS, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL ASSO-
CIATION OF REGULATORY UTILITY COMMISSIONERS
MS. GREYTOK. Mr. Chairman, I wouhl like to read a portion of my

remarks the record and then ask that the entire text be en-
tered into the record at the conclusion, and then I will stand ready
for questions.

Mr. WISE. Certainly.
MS. GREYTOK. Good afternoon. I wish to thank you for allowing

me this opportunity to discuss telecommunications issues facing
rural America.

As chairman of the Public Utility Commission of Texas and as a
member of the committee on communications of the National Asso-
ciation of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, I am vitally concerned
about the balance of interests at stake in bringing the information
age to all residents of our Nation.

My testimony today will focus on three issues: The introduction
of limited competition in telecommunications services, the impor-
tance of maintaining local exchange franchise boundaries, with
particular regard to the Texas ARCO case; and the public policy
challenges of bringing the information age to all citizens.

Let me begin with a brief discussion of our regulation of the local
exchange franchise. With very few exceptions, our 66 local ex-
change telephone utilities in Texas operate in a "singly-certified"
service territory. That is, our commission has granted authoriza-
tion to the telephone company to provide service within the specific
geographic area and has guaranteed that no other business or utili-
ty is allowed to provide local exchange service in that same area.

The regulated public utility exchange franchise arrangement has
served the public well for over 100 years. Since the late 1960's,
however, the public telephone utilities have encountered a chang-
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ing environment that has brought new competitive challenges to
the previously secure monopoly market.

Perhaps the clearest example of a now competitive service
market in the local exchange industry is the manufacture and sale
e customer promises equipment.

The transition of any service from a regulated monopoly environ-
ment to an unregulated free market has been, and must continue
to be, a cautious and well studied change. We, as policymakers,
must ensure that partial deregulation of telecommunications does
not endanger the availability of that service to our consumers, or
threaten to destabilize a fledgling competitive industry.

Earlier this year, our commission issued a report to the 71st
Texas Legislature that evaluated the extent of competition in local
exchange and interexchange service markets throughout our State.
In that study we find that very little competition currently exists
for basic local exchange service in Texas.

Because, in my opinion, the provision of basic local exchange
telephone service remains a monopoly, we must preserve not only
the regulation of local service, but also the integrity of local ex-
change franchise boundaries. There is currently a Texas case on
appeal in the Federal court which, I believe, threatens to disrupt
the balance between the regulated monopoly and its protected serv-
ing area.

Allow me to provide you with a brief history of that case. In
1983, the Atlantic Richfield Co., or ARCO, expanded its research fa-
cilities in Plano, TX, outside of Dallas/Fort Worth. Plano is in
GTE's service territory. ARCO used its own microwave link to con-
nect the Plano complex to additional Southwestern Bell circuits in
Dallaseffectively providing Bell dial tone to its Plano offices. In
doing so, ARCO claimed it needed ready and accessible access to
high quality telecommunications facilities that would link the
Plano comple% with ARCO's other operations around the world.
GTE objected, of course, because that rerouting represented not
only a great loss of local, private line, and toll revenue to the com-
pany, but an infringement on its service territory as well.

In 1985, the Texas commission ordered Southwestern Bell to
cease providing the additional circuits thrpogh which ARCO was
routing the service. ARCO petitioned the for relief. The FCC
preempted the PUC order, stating that the order violated a rate-
payer's Federal right to interconnect with the public switched net-
work in ways that are "privately beneficial without being publicly
detrimental." We are now all anxiously awaiting the decision of
the Federal appeals court, and I understand that in May the hear-
ing was held on that.

I believe that by allowing a large customer to receive local serv-
ice from a different exchange than that in which the customer was
located, the FCC has created the opportunity for telephone compa-
nies to "poach" large customers from one local exchange to an-
other. Such a policy, if upheld, will surely undermine the funda-
mental principles by which local exchange services are regulated,
and may have a particularly great impact on rural local exchange
customers. Without the assurance that every local exchange carrier
will have the right to serve those customers, large or small, who
locate in their service territories, what incentive will the carriers
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have to try to attract those companies to their communities? In
many rural areas, the local phone company is the single largest
economic presence and a community leader in the promotion of
economic development.

Moreover, business customers in rural areas serve a particularly
critical role in helping bring to those areas the latest technological
advantages in telecommunications, many of which their urban
neighbors may have already come to expect. If the local exaiangp
carrier loses those firms or fails to continue to attract those bnin-
nesses, it may further postpone the availability of information age
technologq to au residents in our country.

This brings me to the fmal issue I will discuss today, and that is
the challenge we face in bringing the benefits of the "information
age" to all local telephone users. Aside from my formal remarks, I
would like to say I grew up in south Texas near the Rio Grande
Valley, and in that area, even today, the black rotary dial tele-
phone is pretty "high tech." z think it is important to note that
some of the questions that were asked earlier are ones that I can
definitely relate to, and I hope that we will have an opportunity to
discuss those.

The cost of bringing new technologtv to the network is an issue
greatly magnified for our rural telephone subscribers. These sub-
scribers are doubly disadvantaged, in that rural networks generally
serve a fewer number of customers over which to distri'bute the
costs of the network upgrades; and furthermore the cost of install-
ing those upgrades may be higher due to the large distances the
network covers. We have a local telephone company in Texas, for
example, for which the nontraffic-sensitive cost of simply maintain-
ing its network, absent any upgrades, exceeds $2,000 per subscriber
per yearover 10 times the national average.

Clearly, this phone company would be unable to recover those
costs through local rates alone. And the additional cost of updating
the system to compare with that of the company's urban counter-
parts would simply be prohibitive.

For those reasons, the Federal hig. h-cost assistance program ad-
ministered through the National Exchange Carrier Association,
and the reduced rate loans offered by the REA are critical to the
well-being of Texas raral phone companies. The high cost assist-
ance program directly defrays the cost of maintaining the networks
that keep our farmers, ranchers, and other far flung citizens within
the reach of our telephones. And the REA loans help ensure that
rural phone companies can afford to undertake the expensive con-
struction and maintenance programs that keep those networks
working. Programs such as these must be maintained if we are
committed to ensuring that our rural subscribers do not become
technologically second class citizens.

I see the trends, clearly at the Federal level, toward shifting a
greater and greater proportion of telephone service costs to the
local subscriber. The FM's subscriber line charge has now in-
creased every residential user's phone bill by $42 every year. Texas
lawmakers and policymakers alike are committed to promoting
universal service in our State, and I believe that a gteMily rising
burden for local subscribers is counterproductive to that purpose.
Moreover, I would like to promote universal service of a sort t.hat
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does not discriminate between rural and urban subscribers but
makes technology and economic benefits available to all our resi-
dents.

In closing, then, I would simply encourage our Federal policy-
makers to keep in mind the ongoing struggle of our rural neighbors
to keep pace with the rapidly changing world of telecommunica-
tions technology. I would urge them to preserve the integrity of the
local exchange franchise, because that is the cornerstone of our
regulatory framework and a critical element in our careful balance
of regulatory policy.

And, finally, I would ask them to take every measure to ensure
that telecommunications technology is available not only to the
privileged urbanites, but to rural communities as well who are
equally concerned with preserving their own economic vitality.

Than you.
Mr. WIsz. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Greytok followsj
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I appreciate having the opportunity to present a st2te

regulator's perspective on this important issue in

telecommunications. As Chairman of the Public Utility Commission of

Texas and as a member of the Committee on Communications of the

National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, I am

vitally concerned about 4L balance of interests at stake in bringing

the Information Age to zll residents of our nation.

My testimony toclay, will focus on three issues: the role of the

local exchange franchise as a provider of regulated monopoly

services; the introduction of limited competition in

telecommunications services; and the public policy challenges of

bringing the information age to all citizens.

Let me begin with a brief discussion of the most basic principle

that guides us: regulation of the local exchange franchise. The

concept :if local exchange carrier regulation is, of course, founded

upon the theory of the natural monopoly. Through regulation, we

protect consumers of the monopoly services from unfair pricing or

business practices that might otherw'se occur in a monopoly

environm;Int. Moreover, we impose an obligation on the monopolist to

serve all of the consumers within its service territory in accordance

with our specifications. In Texas, for example, we require each

local exchange carrio to provide service to ninety-five percent of

its applicants within five days of the request, and to repair ninety

percent of its out-of-service lines within one day. lo return for

these regulatory conditions, we offer the monopolist a protected

service area in which to operate.
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And how do we identify a monopolistic market? Through a number

of economic measures, such as the existence of natural barriers that

would prevent other firms from entering the market--for example, the

economies of scale and the prerequisite capital investment--and the

extent to which the service may be substituted with other types of

services. Clearly, basic local telephone service qualifies as a

natural monopoly. There are few substitutes for a telephone, and the

cost of two or more companies building side-by-side local networks

would be prohibitive and wasteful.

With very few exceptions, local exchange telephone utilities in

Tex's operate in a "singly-certified" service territory. That is,

our Commission has granted authorization to the telephone company to

provide service within the specific geographic area, and has

guaranteed that no other business or utility is allowed to provide

local exchange service in that same area.

The regulated public utility exchange franchise arrangement has

served the public well for over one hundred years. Currently, over

ninety-three percent of American households have basic telept.one

service. The quality of service generally remains high throughout

the country.

Since the late 1960's, however, the public telephone utilities

have encountered a changing environment that has brought new

competitive challenges to the previously secure monopoly market.

Recognizing that potential competitors could bring new vitality to

the telecommunications industry, public policymakers have re-defined

certain aspects of th egulated moncipoly Tramework to allow those
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competitors to enter certain portions of the utilities' business

territories.

Perhaps the clearest example of a now-competitive service market

in the local exchange industry is the manufacture and sale of

customer premises equipment, or CPE. CPE, to the residential

consumer, is simply the telephone itself; to the business consumer,

however, 't may represent equipment as complex as a PBX or in-house

switching mechanism. In a series of major public policy decisions,

the Federal Communications Commission determined that the provision

of telephone sets and other premises equipment should no longer be

treated as regulated monopoly service. As a result, competitors are

now allowed to provide telephones and other business communications

systems in the telephone utilities' territory. In return, regulation

over the telephone company's provision of those services has been

lifted.

The transition of any service from a -egulated monopoly

environment to an unregulated free market has been, and must continue

to be, a cautious and well-studied change. We, as policymakers, must

ensure that partial deregulation of telecommunications does not

endanger the availability of that service to our consumers, or

threaten to destabilize a fledgling competitive industry.

State utility regulators are faced with a growing number of

service markets tha. are encountering competitive challenges; today,

however, our Commission believes that the level of competition in

those markets has not yet matured to a degree that would warrant

deregulation. z'ather, in those markets our Commission exercises its

3
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statutory authority to approve competitive pricing plans and detariff

services. Such flexible regulatory treatment allows the utility to

compete more effectively in the designated markets. As always, our

Commission continues to protect customers in those non-competitive

service or geographic markets through the traditional application of

Commission-approved, tariffed rates.

Earlier this year, our Commission issued a report to the

Seventy-first Texas Legislature that evaluated the extent of

competition in local exchange and interexchange service markets

throughout our state. We make one observation in that study which, I

believe, is particularly relevant to my testimony today. That is,

very little competition currently exists for basic local exchange

service in Texas. True, some services are currently zvailable toat

enhance customer acceis to the local exchange, such as cellular and

rural radio-telephone systems. Those services, however, are not so

widely used nor universally applicable to pose a significant

challenge to the provision of local exchange service at this time.

We recognize that other systems, such as satellite or two-way

interactive cable television, might offer substantial competition in

the future, but that day has not yet arrived.

Because, in my opinion, the provision of basic local exchange

telephone service remains a monopoly, we must preserve not only the

regulation of local service, but also the integrity of local exchange

franchise boundaries. There is currently a Texas case on appeal in

the Federal Court which, I believe, threatens to disrupt the balance

between the regulated monopoly and its protected serving area.

4
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Allow me to provide you with a brief history of that case. In

1983, the Atlantic Richfield Company, or ARCO, expanded its research

facilities in Plano, Texas. Plano is in GTE's service territory.

ARCO used its awn microwave link to connect the Plano complex to

additional Southwestern Bell circuits in Dallaseffectively

providing Bell dial tone to its Plano offices. In doing so, ARCO

claimed it needed ready and accessible access to high-quality

telecommunications facilities that would link the Plano complex with

ARCO's other operations around the world. GTr objected, of course,

because that rerouting represented not only a great loss of local,

private line, and toll revenue to the company, but an infringement on

its service territory as well.

In 1985 the Texas Commission ordered Southwestern Bell to cease

providing the additional circuits through which ARCO was routing the

service. ARCO petitioned the FCC for relief. The FCC pre-empted the

PUC order, stating that the order violated a ratepayer's federal

right to interconnect with the public switched network in ways that

are "privately beneficial without being publicly detrimental." We

are moo all anxiously awaiting the decision of the Federal Appeals

Court.

I believe that by allowing a large customer to receive local

service from a different exchange than that in which the customer was

located, the FCC has created the opportunity for telephone companies

to "poach" large customers from one local exchange to another. Such

a policy, if upheld, will surely undermine the fundamental principles

by which local exchange services are regulated, and may have a

5
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particularly great impact on rural local exchange customers. Without

the assurance that every local exchange carrier will have the right

to serve those customerslarge
or smallwho locate in their service

territories, what incentive will the carriers have to try to attract

those companies to their communities? In many rural areas, the local

phone company is the single largest economic presence and a community

leader in the promotion of economic development.

Moreover, business customers in rural areas serve a particularly

critical role in helping bring to those areas the latest

technologi-al advantages in telecommunications, many of which their

urban neighbors may have already come to expect. If the local

exchanr,e carrier loses those firms, or fails to continue to attract

thovi businesses, it may further postpone the availability of

Information Age-technology to all residents in our country.

This brings me to the final issue I will discuss today, and that

is the challenge we face in bringing the benefits of the "Information

Age" to all local telephone users. It's my experience that we all

tend to play pretty fast and loose with that term. I believe

'Information Age' technology may have a difflArent meaning to every

user, and that term is certainly a moving target over time.

I grew up in the Texas Rio Grande Valley, and in those days

having any kind of telephone at all was pretty high-tech. A black,

rotary-dial phone on an eight-party line was the best we could hope

for. In fact. that Oone is still in my home today. And while the

Rio Grande Valley is making slow but steady progress in

telecommunications, and eight-party lines are few, still, the black

6
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rotary telephone and the absence of direct-dial long distance are the

facts of life in that area.

Today, however, most people expect to be provided with a

touch-tone telephone on a single-party line that's quiet enough to

handle computer modem transmissions and capable of directly dialing

worldwide without operator assistance. The challenge, then, is in

predicting with accuracy the services that consumers will expect as

part of their basic local service ten, twenty, or thirty years from

now. It's important that we correctly anticipate those consumer

demands in the regulated provision of basic local service. Those

demands will determine the extent to which we promote the developmtnt

of enhancements to the local network; and incorrect predictions could

lead to costly errors for our utilities and our consumers.

The cost of bringing new technology to the network is an issde

greatly magnified for our rural telephone subscribers. These

subscribers are doubly disadvantaged, in that rural networks

generally serve a fewer number of customers over which to distribute

the costs of the network upgrades; and furthermore, the cost of

installing those upgrades may be higher due to the large distances

the network covers. We have a local telephone company in Texas, for

example, for which the non-traffic-sensitive cost of simply

maintaining its network, absent any upgrades, exceeds $2,000 per

subscriber per year--over ten times the national average.

Clearly, this phone company would be unable to recover those

costs through local rates alone. And the additional cost of updating

the system to compare with that of the company's urban counterparts

would simply be prohibitive.

7
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For these reasons, the federal high-cost assistance program

administered through the National Exchange Carrier Association, and

the reduced-rate loans offered by the REA, are faltical to the

well-being of Texas rural phone companies. The high-cost assistance

program directly defrays the cost of maintaining the networks that

keep our farmers, ranchers, and other far-flung citizens within the

reach of our telephones. And the REA loans help ensure that rural

phone companies cad afford to undertake the expensive construction

and maintenance programs that keep those networks working.

Similarly, the Texas toll pooling system serves an important role

in helping all local subscribers in our state share in the cost of

promoting universal service to our rural neighbors. Our toll pool

redistributes the revenues chat local companies collect on intraLATA

toll calls through a foraula based partly upon each carrier's cost of

providing service.

Omr current cost allocation methods are also important in helping

all of our state's telephone subscribers enjoy the benefits of modern

technology. These cost allocations allow local carriers to recover

some of the cost of network upgrades through access charges to

long-distance carriers. All these cost and revenue-sharing programs

are simply the lifeblood of many of our small rural carriers, and

must be maintained if we are committed to ensuring that our rural

subscribers do not become technologically second-class citizens.

see the trends, certainly at thP federal level, toward shifting

a greater and greater proportion of telephone service costs to the

local subscriber Ihe FCC's subscriber line charge has now increased

8
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every residential user's phone bill by $42 dollars every year. Our

Commission has made every effort at the state level to see that our

share of the network's cost is not similarly redistributed. Texas

lawmakers and policymakers alike are committed to promoting universal

service in our state, and I believe that a steadily rising burden for

local subscribers is counterproductive to that purpose. Moreover, I

would like to promote universal service of a sort that does not

discriminate between rural and urban subscribers. I would like to

see a universal service that makes technology equally available to

all our residents, so that they may enjoy the economic benefits that

such technology may offer.

In closing, then, I would simply encourage our federal

policymakers to keep in mind the ongoing struggle of our rt:al

neighbors to keep pace with the rapidly changing world of

telecommunications technology. I would urge them to preserve the

integrity of the local exchange franchise, because that is the

cornerstone of our regulatory framework and a critical element in our

careful balance of regulatory poliry. And finally, I would ask them

to take every measure to ensure that telecommunications technology is

available not only to the privileged urbanites. but to rural

communities .s well who are equally concerned with preserving their

own economic vitality. Thank you.

9
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Mr. Win. Our next witness will be the Honorable Boyce Griffith.
I would like to make a personal observation. Boyce, I have had the
privilege of living outside the town of Glendenning, which is a
rural area much like what you come from, where you drive 5 miles
out of Clendenin, turn left, go 2 miles on the hard road, go half a
mile until you cross the creek, and when you pass through the
creek and you can't go any further, that is our house. And the tele-
communications or the telephone system there has always been a
long-distance call from Clendenin to Charleston.

You became chairman 6 months ago, and when I went home 2
weeks ago and picked up the phone to call Charleston and dialed
"1", they said I no longer had to do that any more. I want to thank
you for bringing modern telephone service to another rural area in
West Virginia. You are a heck of a chairman.

With that introduction
Mr. GRIFFITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I didn't realize I had done that.
Mr. WISE. There are a few things people have thanked me for,

too. You ought to take some credit for some of the things you may
not have done.

STATEMENT OF BOYCE GRIFFITH, CHAIRMAN, PUBLIC SERVICE
COMMISSION OF WEST VIRGINIA

Mr. GRIFFITH. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
I am Boyce Griffith, chairman of the West Virginia Public Service
Commission. I appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf of
the State of West Virginia.

West Virginia is primarily a rural State of mountainous terrain
with many small communities /rad cities, the largest having less
than 10000 inhabitants. The total population of the State is less
than 2 million. Manufacturing and mining are the dominant indus-
tries. However, tourism and service industries have the highest
growth rate. Of particular interest in West Virginia is the growth
of telecommunicationslinked businesses made possible by our up-
to-date telecommunications network.

The information age has brought jobs to West Virginia. The in-
formation age provides employment opportunities for rural Ameri-
cans in the service sector. Technology does not recognize geograph-
ic boundaries. This enables telecommunications intense industries
to locate in rural areas and easily serve both rural and urban cus-
tomers.

West Virginia is served by 10 local exchange carriers totaling ap-
proximatoly 800,000 access lines, over 600,000 of which are residen-
tial. The Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone Co. of West Virginia
(C&P) serves 85 percent of the access lines with the rest served by
GTE South, Contel, Alltel, two cooperatives and several other small
telephone companies. Interexchange carriers include AT&T, MCI,
U.S. Sprint and several resellers and alternate operator service
companies. The public service commission allows intralata toll com-
petition within the State's two primary latas and market area. Cel-
lular operations presently serve the Ohio and Kanawha River Val-
leys and several more will go into operation in the near future.

ri
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By the end of 1989, C&P will have one party service to all cus-
tomers with equal access capability to 80 percent of their market.
By the end of 1991, 76 percent of the central offices will be digi-
talthe highest penetration in the Bell Atlantic region. Interoffice
fiber optic is in place for the largest population areas and is being
deployed at a rapid rate throughout the State. Next year custom
local area switching service [class], made possible by the latest sig-
naling system, will be available in a large part of C&P's service
area.

These developments have enabled C&P Telephone to place opera-
tor service centers in Fairmont and Parkersburg, WV which pro-
vide operator services not only to West Virginians but to their cus-
tomers in other C&P areas as well. A directory assistance center to
serve the Washington, DC area is to open in Beckley in the near
future. Cap has also located two collection centers in West Virgin-
ia to perform services for out-of-State areas. Bell Atlantic operates
a large multistate telephone directory distribution center from
West Nrirginia's eastern panhandle.

In 1987, AT&T opened a credit management center and a busi-
ness collection center in Charleston, one of three such centers in
the Nation. The centers have been expanded three times and now
500 West Virginians do AT&T collection for one-third of our coun-
try. Chilton Research also located an office in Charleston to con-
duct telephone surveys on customer satisfaction for the seven State
Bell Atlantic territory.

West Virginia University was the first location in our region to
have a full, working integrated services digital network [ISDN] ap-
plication.

One of four AT&T satellite communications centers which trans-
mits and receives voice communications for the main long distance
company with international service from Europe, Africa, and a
m 'or part of South America is located in Preston County at Etam,

information age service requires unique terrain found
only in remote rural areas.

Aside from a technologically advanced telecommunications
system, other considerations which attract telecommunications/de-
pendent-type service to rural areas, such as West Virginia, include
a readily available work force, often not found in major metropoli-
tan areas, low crime, a generally lower cost of living compared to
urban areas, and the availability of affordable lease space.

Potential information type activities in a rural State could in-
clude electronic banking, catalog sales and services, computerized
warehousing, airline/hotel reservation systems, credit card oper-
ations, telemarketing, and remote 800 answering services.

The telecommunications infrastructure of a State is as important
to its economic development as is its highways, waterways and rail-
ways. The importance of a state-of-the-art communications system
can hardly be overstated in the upcoming information age. To
States such as West Virginia with terrain barriers limiting road
and rail construction, telecommunications is by far the most effi-
cient link to provide connection to the rest of the Nation and to the
world for that matter. Fax machines, video-audio teleconferencing,
voice messaging and retrieval, packet switching, intelligent net-
work, satellite communications, and host of enhanced services and

3 8
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features yet unheard of opens up rural areas for economic develop-
ment as never before and effectively ends geographic isolation.

One thing to guard against is toll rate deaveraging. Deaveraging
would put rural areas at a big disadvantage in that high density
areas would eAjoy lower rates than less dense rural areas, making
them less attractive locations for information and other type indus-
tries.

In conclusion, I believe it is imperative for rural States to be po-
sitioning themselves to participate in the information age by limit-
ing, to the degree practicable, roadblocks which may inhibit the de-
velopment of an efficient, modern, communications network while
maintaining universal service through reasonable, affordable rates.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Griffith follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am 3oyce

Griffith, Chairman of the West Virginia Public Earvice

Commission. I appreciate this opportunity to testify on behalf

of the State of West Virginia.

West Virginia is primarily a rural state of mountainous

terrain with many small communities and cities, the largest

having less than 100,000 inhabitants. The total population of

the state is lees than 2 million. Manufacturing and mining are

the dominant industries. However, tourism and service industiqes

have the highest growth rate. Of particular interest in West

Virginia is the growth of telecommunications linked busIneasee

made possible by our up-to-date telecommunications network.

The information age has brought jobs to West Virginia. The

information age provides employment oppo"tunities for rural

Americans in the service sector. Technology does not recognize

geographic boundaries. This enables telecommunications intense

industries to locate in rural areas ,.ed easily serve both rural

and urban customers.

West Virginia is served by 10 local exchange carriers

totaling approximately 800,000 access linen, over 600,000 of

which are residential. The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone

Company of West Virginia (C & P) serves 85% of the access lines

with the rest served by GTE South, Contel, Alltel, two

cooperatives and several other qmall telephone companies.

Interexchange carriers include A T & T, MCI, U. S. Sprint and
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several resellers and alternate operator service companies. The

Public Service Commission allows intralata toll competition

within the State's two primary latas and market area. Cellular

operations presently serve the Ohio and Kanawha River Valleys and

several more will go into operation in the near future. By the

end of 1989, C & P will have one-party service to all customers

with e_gual access capability to 80% of their market. By the end

of 1991, 76% of the cential offices will be digital the highest

penetration in the Sell Atlantic region. Interoffice fiber optic

is in place for the largest population areas and is being deployed

at a rapid rate elsewhere. Next year custom local area switching

services (Class), made possible by the latest signaling system,

will be available in a large part of C & P's service area.

These developments have enabled C & P Telephone to place

operator service centers in Fairmont and Parkersburg, West

Virginia which provide operator services not only to West

Virginians but to their customers in other C & P areas as well.

A directory assistance center to serve the Washington, D.C. area

is to open in Beckley in the near future. C & P has also located

two collection centers in my state to perform services for

out-of-state areas. Sell Atlantic operates a large multi-state

telephone directory distribution center from West Virginia's

eastern panhandle.

/n 1987, A T & T opened a credit management center and a

business collection center in Charleston, one of three such

4 2
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centers in the nation. The centers have been expanded three

times and now SOO West Virginians do A T & T collection for

one-third of our country. Chilton Research also located an

office in Charleston to conduct telephone surveys on customer

satisfaction for the seven-state Dell Atlantic territory.

West Virginia University was the first location in our

iegion to have a full, working Integrated Services Digital

Network (ISDN) application.

One of four A T & T satellite communications centers which

transmits and receives voice communications for the main long

distance company with international service from Europe. Africa

and a major part of South America is located in Preston County at

Etam, West Virginia. This information age service requires

unique terrain found only in remote rural areas.

Aside from a technologically-advanced telecommunications

system, other considerations which attiact telecommunications/

dependent-type services to rural areas such as West Virginia

include a readily available workforce, often not found in major

metropolitan areas, low crime, a generally lower cost of living

compared to urban areas, and the availability of affordable lease

space.

Potential information-type activities in a rural state could

include electronic banking, catalogue sales and services,

computerized warehousing, airline/hotel reservation systems,

credit card operations, telemarketing. and re...ote SOO answering

services.
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The telecommunications infrastructure of a state, is as

important to its economic development as is its highways,

waterways and railways. The importance of a state-of-the-art

communications system can hardly be overstated in the upcoming

information age. To states such as West Virginia with terrain

barriers limiting road and rail construction, telecommunications

is by -mir the most efficient link to provide connection to the

rest of the nation and to the world for that matter. Fax

machines, video-audio teleconferencing, voice meesaging and

retrieval, packet swit.-hing, intelligent network, satellite

communications, and host of enhanced services and features yet

unheard of opens up rural areas for economic development as never

before and effectively ends geographic isolation.

One thing to guard against, in my opinion, is toll rate

deaveraging. Deaveraging would put rural erste at a big

disaJvantage in that high density areas would enjoy lower rates

than less dense rural areas making them less attractive locations

for information and other type industries.

In conclusion. I believe it is imperative for rural states

to be positioning themselves to participate in the information

age by limiting, to the degree practible, roadblocks which may

inhibit the development of an efficient, modern, communications

network while maintaining universal service through reasonable,

affordable rates.
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Mr. Wm& I want to thank both of the witnesses very much.
Let me start, Mr. Griffith, with you.
In your last couple of paragraphs, you mentioned your concern

about deaveraging.
To what extent is that under your control as a State public serv-

ice commissioner and to what extent, if any, does the FM have a
role in that?

Mr. GRIFFITH. I think probably both of the FCC and our commis-
sion would influence that. Hopefully, that will never occur from
the FCC jurisdictional standpoint. If you did, it will have a devas-
tating effect on the rural area customer.

Mr. WISE. Ms. Greytok, do you have a response?
Ms. Gamma. I would concur with the chairman.
Mr. Wyss. Let's suppose that a telephone company under your ju-

risdiction u.pgrades the telephone exchange to provide modern digi-
tal service before the older analog switch has been fully depreciat-
ed.

The question is who pays for the undepreciated cost for taking
the switch out of service at that point?

Mr. GRIFFITH. In West Virginia, the customer pays it. We amor-
tize it over a period of 10 years.

Ms. Gar rrox. In Texas that is taken into consideration in the
rate case. If it is something the company proves as essential to
their service and beneficial to the ratepayer, then the ratepayer
pays for it. If it is not proved up, the portion that isn't proved is
taken out of the rates.

Mr. Gaieerni. Mr. Wise, I might also indicate that is not an auto-
matic thing. In West Virginia, every new improvement a telephone
company or carrier makes has to be certificated by us in advance.

In other words, it is not automatic that they can upgrade a
system and let somebody pick up the cost. We determine that in
advance by a certification procedure before the commissioner.

Therefore, we maintahi some control over it.
Mr. WISE. Do you feel that for rural areas your depreciation and

cost recovery policies encourage companies to upgrade facilities?
Ms. GRETFOK. I think companies have been in Texas, Mr. Chair-

man, comfortable with the fact that they have received even
handed treatment in the rate cases regarding their upgrades.

Mr. WISE. Ms. Greytok, I was struck reading about the ARCO
case. Now, Planois it Plano?

Ms. GREYTOK. Yes, sir.
Mr. Wise. That is not exactly a rural area?
Ms. GREYTOK. No, sir. It is more urban. I think it is important to

nno,... in Texas you actually only have 2 of our 66 telephone compa-
nies that are servicing large numbers of urbanites.

The rest of them have largely rural customers. What we are con-
cerned about here is not the legalistic points, but the greater policy
issues.

Mr. Wm. The implications for that are great for rural America?
Ms. GRETPOK. Yes. And the implications of breaching franchise

boundaries are of great concern to our commission.
Mr. WISE. That seems to me to be directly a result of the FCC's

decision. Is that a safe statement?
Ms. GREYTOK. Yes, sir.

4 j
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Mr. Wisx. In West Virginia can we have a similar situation,
Griffith?

Mr. GRIFFITH. We did have. In fact, in 1969, it was not in the
communications industry. It was in the natural gas industry.

As you well know, there were many glass factories in the Clarks-
burg area served by the Qmsolidated Gas Oa. then, and the local
operating company was Hope Natural Gas Co.

There was a develop9r of natural gas that moved in and drilled
seven wells on the perimeter of Clarksburg. It moved in and took
all the business away from the glass makers because they could
sell the gas at a much cheaper rate.

As a result of that, Hope lost a substantial part of its industrial
business. The West Virginia Public Service Commission, in effect,
enjoined that because this company was not a utility at all. It just
moved in and raided the industrial customers.

This is very similar to the case in Texas. The certificated area for
that gas company was violated by that company.

It is not a regulated industr3r at all in that respect. As a result,
all the other customers of the Hope system had to go in and pick
up all the costs to roll into that Hope Gas Co., which increased the
rates of the domestic customers and the commercial customers, at
the same time decreasing them for the ones not regulated.

Mr. Win. Do you see a similar situation arising in the telecom-
munications field affecting rural areas?

Mr. GRIFFITA. I can conceive of it happpning. That may be one of
the areas that this modern technology f.rings. I don't know.

Mr. WISE. Let me ask both of you the same question I asked the
previous witness, which is are there specific FCC policies in place
now that you feel impede development of modern telecommunica-
tions for rural areas?

I suspect Ms. Greytok, you would paint to the FCC involvement
in the ARCb case. I wondered if there is anything else?

Ms. GaErrox. I think in that particular instance, what you are
seeing is setting up a scenario whereby poaching could easily bike
place.

Obviously, that would lead to a situation where the large tele-
phone companies could go out and encourage large companies, in-
dustrials, and so forth, to receive the benefits of their system be-
cause it had greater technological advances and lower rates and
thereby strained a lot of your smaller telephone companies and
their residential customers with literally no economic development
and a situation where they were picking up the tab for all of it. I
think that is where we are concerned.

We are concerned that they stay within their franchise bound-
aries in order not to allow this kind of cream skimming to occur.

Mr. Win. In this case of cream skimming, GTE has financial re-
sources beyond many small, rural telephone companies. Perhaps,
GTE is going to survive.

I question what this would mean in, say, in an area of Texas or
West Virginia, or any rural area where you didn't have a company
the size of a GTE.

It seems to me you could about wipe that compan3r out if you
took that major, if you took a major company like ARCO out of the
rate base; wouldn't you?

6
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Ms. GarrroK. I think so. If you look down to the Rio Grande
Valley, where you are beginning to have a lot of maquiladoras and
twin plants, and across the border where you are getting support
systems for those plants, including the manufacturers of small
parts that are shipped across the border and then assembled, those
small companies will be realistic about technology. They need the
kind of support we have described.

Also, they are going to be able to have that cream skimming or
poaching occurring within their franchise boundaries. I think that
is an important issue.

Mr. WISE. From your work with the National Association of Reg-
ulatory Utility Commissioners, are you seeing this practice occur-
ring in other areas of the county? You have brought one lawsuit. It
is working its way up through the Federal judicial system. I
wonder if this is an increasing problem?

Ms. GREYTOK. From the short time I have been with telecom-
munications, Mr. Chairman, let me say this case seems to have ac-
quired the most attention of any of the ones that have come along
for quite some time, mainly because of the situation it would
impose for, I think, case law for all of the States.

In our discussion at NARUC it has acquired sort of a preemi-
nence all its own.

Mr. WISE. In terms of FCC policies, do you have any suggestions
or any concerns as FCC policies have applied to the development of
telecommunications in rural areas?

Mr. GRIFFITH. None other than the decision they have made with
alternate operator services. That, I think, sticks out in my mind as
certainly the case that they have dealt with from Texas.

We deal in legal precedents in this country. Certainly if that case
is sustained in the Federal courts and upholds the FCC, I think you
can look for it.

Mr. WISE. I am not excited about the decision they made in AOS
either. We might be revisiting that again shortly.

I appreciate your being here.
Mr. McCandless has questions.
Mr. McCAwm.Ess. Thank you.
I have a couple.
Mr. Griffith, in your testimony you talked about certain levels of

service and the goals that have been set at some point or at least
an objective has been accomplished to provide this level of service.

Was that as a result of your State public utilities commission
saying to certain telephone companies serving certain areas that
you have a time line on which to upgrade your area of jurisdiction
since it is a public utility and since you have a franchises, we want
you to be able to provide this service by a certain date?

Mr. GRIFFITH. We normally have reporting periods by the utili-
ties to the commissioner

Mr. MCCANDLKSS. Would you pull that microphone closer?
Mr. Gaissrrii. We have reporting periods normally. Most of the

time we don't even have to ask. They come to the report and they
tell us about their progress in expanding and making top grade
communications available to everybody.
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As you may or may not know, we are a State that has many hills
and a lot of valleys. It is very difficult and expensive to provide
telephone services.

I think our telephone utilities have done a marvelous job in
bringing a modern, updated telephone service practically to every-
body in the State. I ftnk it is the fact that we have had a good
genuine, bona fide relationship between the utilities and the regu-
lators that we have this.

So I think the answer to your question is, yes.
Mr. Mc CaNnuss. Ms. Greytok, I found your comment about the

Rio Grande Valley very interesting. That part of Texas is very
competitive with my part of the country as far as agricultural com-
modities are concerned.

You talked about the service there, and I am not sure at what
level we currently have the service. The chairman talked about the
chicken and egg theory.

The Rio Grande Valley has been developing over the last 5 years
as a very important southwestern agricultural area bringing with
it jobs, packing, shipping, and all of the various and sundry other
service activities.

Has that then brought with it the necessary base upon which to
improve the service or have you and Texas as a result of more
demand, said to the providers in that area either provide a service
to continue this growth or find a buyer?

Ms. Grairrox. I don't think we have approached it quite in that
manner. I do feel that in that part of the State they are beginning
to upgrade, particularly in the area that you are speaking of, down
in the Edinburg, Harlingen area and then over into Eagle Lake,
and so on.

There are some upgrades, but there is room for more. I will say,
having been in a field full of watermelons and wishing that I had a
hard copy order instantly, you certainly cannot underestimate the
value of, say, facsimile technol 'A . If you have to wait until you get
the order by some other meth , the price may have fallen 2 cents
or whatever. Although there may be a phone on a pole out in the
watermelon field, there is not a facsimile machine attached.

It is something that you wish were available. It certainly is avail-
able probably for most of the produce sheds in the lower Rio
Grande Valley and for the shippers.

But that technology is a recent thing. The telephone companies
are, I think, moving as rapidly as possible to provide the service.

I think some of the smaller telephone companies, however, in our
State have had needs that are a little bit loveyond what they can
handle. They would like to go ahead and put in place the technolo-
gy that would then allow them to attract that same type of devel-
opment.

As a comparison I remember when they built the freeway be-
tween Houston and Galveston. All of us wondered what h the
world it was for.

It was massive sheets of concrete, and back then it was going no-
where as far as we could see. Today, it is so crowded, it is impossi-
ble to drive it. They have been upgrading it for as long as I can
remember.
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Back in my early days it looked like a useless expenditure. I also
remember that and think about it in regard to telecommunications.
Certainly we don't want a lot of useless telecommunications capa-
bility.

But in the areas that will provide for jobs and for economic de-
velopment, I am extremely supportive of it because I can't help but
feel that obviously the tax dollars are going to increase when the
jobs increase and people are all working to their full effort.

Since they will be paying back the loans that were mentioned, I
think, as was said by Dir. Parker, the cost to the taxpayers is the
interest differential, and the interest probably will be more than
offset by in the increase in jobs and opportunities for the constitu-
ency.

So I, while being a very strong conservative, also feel there is
nothing more important than jobs and economic development to
enhance our citizens' way of life and the quality of life. That is why
I am testifying en behalf of that today.

Mr. McCANDLEss. The other question I have deals with the up-
grading and developing improvement of communications in grow-
ing areas.

An example, for purposes of our discussion, the Chi leo Valley
Telephone Co. used to be owned by a family. The elder used to do
all the collecting of the pay phones himself and then go down to
the bank at 3 o'clock after it closed and then put all the money out
and count it.

A pretty basic type of accounting principle and operation. If
there was any static on the line, we always said, well, the cows got
too close to the barb wire fence. And she will move in a little while,
and it will go away.

It went from that and then the California Telephone for awhile
and then to GTE.

The resources to the two previous to GTE were not available to
them to continue to keep up the technology and the growth of the
area and it required capital outlay.

Isn't this kind of the ultimate for any growing area where you
have a rural telephone company or a small company that maybe
has a limited number of stockholders and do not have the re-
sources? Isn't that the ultimate way you accomplish the upgrading,
is to merge with a larger, more resource oriented people?

Ms. GREVTOK. Perhaps to some extent.
Mr. GRIFFITIL I think that has already happened in West Virgin-

ia.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. That could be then more and more in the

future as West Virginia and other rural areas develop that you
would fmd your capital and fmd your improvements through merg-
ers or buyouts or sales?

Mr. GRIFF1111. Yes.
Of course, any time that larger companies do it, as long as you

have REA money, you are able to keep the rates down. Certainly
no investor such as C&P could borrow that type of debt capital at
that rate.

Mr. McCANniass. You brought up the point of REA money. Last
year we talked about how do you establish the interest rate for
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telephone loans, and so on, and so forth, through the public funded
corporation.

It seemed to me like there was available money that was not
being utilized in both the REA and its equipment to rural tele-
phone organizations, available capital without increasing the neces-
sary availability of money; is that true, or am I incorrect?

Mr. GRIFFITH. I don't think I know the answer to that.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Ms. Greytok, do you?
MS. GREYTOK. I do not know--
Mr. WISE. Mr. Schiff.
Mr. SCHIFF. I understand your description of telecommunications

in what we are calling rural areas. I am not quite sure I under-
stand, is there a specific request here for Federal dollars to do
something?

Ms. GRErroK. I think basically I am asking that you be sensitive
to the needs of the three areas that I spoke to. One, the franchise
boundarief, and what happens with the types of cases that we have
laid out.

Also the situation as regards to rural America and rural Texas
specifically. And if that does come down to an enhancement of
those funds, be sensitive to that and be aware they will be paid
back.

I certainly do understand comments regarding the larger phone
companies purchasing the other phone companies. We have a good
situation in Texas regarding our rates.

So far we have managed to see the survival of the 66 phone com-
panies in the State, the two very large ones and then all the small-
er ones. I would not want to recommend that they give way to the
two larger companies.

I would say that I don't think they are frivolous in their applica-
tion for the loan funds. They do not want to go out and purchase
more equipment or more up&tes than are necessary.

I do stay in close touch with the Texas Telephone Association.
They are very prudent in the way they handle their business. We
also have some of the types of arrangements like you just men-
tioned. Some of them are being purchased by yet another smaller
phone company, not the two large ones. We are seeing some merg-
ing of those interests.

Mr. SCHIFF. Thank you.
I have just wanted to make sure I had that in my mind, the level

of awareness we are being asked to take here.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. I like the way that you translate level of awareness

into dollars.
I want to thank both of you very much.
Mr. WISE. Our third panel will be composed of four persons.

Dwight Welch, general manager of the Hardy Telephone Co. That
is ardy County, WV, representing the National Telephone Coop-
erative Association.

A. Gray Collins, Jr., senior vice president, external affairs, Bell
Atlantic, representing the U.S. Telephone Association.

Margaret Goatcher, president of the Cimarron Telephone Co.
representing the Organization for the Protection and Advancement
of Small Telephone Companies. And Curtis A. Sampson, president
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and chief executive officer, Communications Systems, Inc., repre-
senting the National Rural Telecom Association.

If the four of you would take your place at the table.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WISE. As with the other panels, your entire written state-

ments will be made a part of the record. Inease feel free to summa-
rize.

Why don't we proceed in the order in which I named you.
If Dwight Welch would begin, it is always good to see you again.

You are a frequent person before this committee and other commit-
tees.

You represent your particular interests and those of the Nation-
al Telephone Cooperative Association very well as well as the fact
that you are a high school classmate.

I tWnk we ought to put all of that on the record.

STATEMENI F DWIGHT WELCH, GENERAL MANAGER, HARDY
TELEPHONt. CO., REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL TELEPHONE
COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION

Mr. WELcx. Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the com-
mittee, my name is Dwight Welch, and I am the manager of the
Hardy Telephone Co., which serves approximately 1,800 customers
in rural West Virginia.

In addition to Hardy, today I am also appearing on behalf of the
National Telephone Cooperative Association which represents
nearly 500 small telephone systems in 42 States. It is a pleasure
meeting each of you and I appreciate the opportunity to appear
before you.

The topic of my agenda today is rural telephony and the continu-
ing iieed for the Rural Electrification Administration and the rural
telephone bank telephone loan programs

Through the REA and RTB telephone loan programs, we are able
to spawn rural development while maintaining our commitment of
making affordable telephone service universally available to our
rural customers.

In seeking this objective, we at Hardy, and our fellow NTCA
members, are helping ensure America's rural sector remains a
viable force in improving the country's overall economic health and
that rural Americans have the same access to jobs, education and
services that are available to our Nation's urban population.

Through the use of advanced telecommunications, there is little
our ruin' communities couldn't accomplish.

Moe zn telecommunications service is a vital part of rural Amer-
ica's infrastructure and the REA telephone loan program is the
heart of rural telecommunications.

The existing REA and RTB lending programs are available to
implement most of the changing needs of rural telephone compa-
nies and cooperatives. As loan programs which charge the borrow-
er interest, they are relatively self sufficient.

Indeed, many in this room may be surprised to learn that in the
history of these two programs never once have they experienced
borrower default. So, at the moment funding is secondary to the
far greater problem of the unenthusiastic management of these
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very programs that could easily be used to improve rural econo-
mies.

The REA and RTB telephone loan programs are stalwarts of
rural development. But, the programs have certainly not run their
course. A percentage of rural America remains unserved. And, ex-
isting service must be continually upgraded to meet the technology
standards of today thus ensuring the future growth of our rural
communities.

Hardy Telephone Co. would not be here today without this vital
program. As of the late 1950's, there was no telephone service in
the Lost River area.

The citizens had requested service from GTE which serviced
neighboring communities but GTE felt that because the Lost River
area was so sparsely populated and costly to serve that they
couldn't economically justify it.

Thus, a group of citizens banded together from a telephone coop-
erative. The coop received an REA telephone loan and telephone
service finally came to our community. REA has been playing an
active and vital role for our cooperative ever since.

When I joined Hardy in 1982, the system was losing $160,000 a
year and nearly unable to make its payroll. But, REA helped the
system completely integrate digital switches by 1987, and in 1988
we installed a toll microwave radio system.

Our net worth is no longer negative and we are submitting an
application for a new REA loan for outside plant and one more
remote digital office. Also a portion of the funds will be: ..sed to tie
fiber from the host switch to a remote.

Thus, you can understand the very real need that continues to
exist for this important program. The fact that estimates indicate
it will take nearly two decades before all rural areas are able to
compete technologically with the urban areas only underscores this
issueAspen Institute study.

Simply ensuring the existence and enhancement of the REA tele-
phone loan program, nowever, will not guarantee borrower success
and the commencement of rural development. Improving the
lengthy loan application approval process is an equally important
issue.

Finally, the last key that is necessary to unlock the REA tele-
phone loan program is congressional assistance in addressing many
of the restrictive REA program regulations that the agency has re-
cently issued.

Mr. Chairman, I know you are already familiar with this issue,
but I did want to let you know it is a major concern to us.

These mulations would have a broad negative impact on rural
development if left unchanged. Many needy borrowers woukl be
disqualified from the program due to low tier ratios and loan matu-
rities could be sped up enough to actually increase subscriber tele-
phone rates.

Members of the committee, in general so much is possible under
the REA telephone loan program, yet as of late so little is being
accomplished simply due to the uncooperative nature of the admin-
istration.
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It is a problem that could easily be rectified through legislative
language that could be incorporated in any one of the many agri-
cultural oriented measures that are considered this year.

In closing, I would like to thank each of you once again and to
remind you of the importance of maintaining our rural telecom-
munications network, Preserve it now and the entire country will
prosper.

With your help the telecommunications industry in rural Amer-
ica can maintain the universal concept that industry and govern-
ment have worked so hard to build and maintain through the
years.

I ask for your continued support of the REA and RTB telephone
loan programs on behalf of the rural telephone subscribers who are
the direct recipients of the benefits these programs offer.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Welch follows:]

C410
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Mz, Chairman, distinguished members of the Committee, my name

is Dwight Welch and I am the. Manager of the Hardy Telephone

Company, a small cooperative in Lost River, West Virginia_ In

addition to Hardy, today, I am also representing the National

Telephone Cooperative Association. It is a pleasure meeting each

of you and I appreciate the opportunity to appear before you.

Briefly, NTCA is a national trade association representing

nearly (:)0 small telephone systems serving rural consumers in 41

states. Hardy serves approximaely 1,800 customers throughout the

rural confines of Eastern West Virginia. Our subscriber density

is only 2.3 per route mile of telephone cable whi.c.h is extremely

low when compared to the telephone industry as a whole which

averages over 50 customers per mile. As a further point of

reference, the Bell companies serve about 130 customers per mile.

Thus, you can understand the need and continued importance of rural

oriented systems such as Hardy.

The topic of my testimony this morning is the continued

impnrtance of the Rural Electrification Administration Telephone

Loan Program, not only to NTCA members and their subscribers, but

to all of rural America. This program is one of the country's

first and finest examples of a successful rural development

program. The central focus of all NTCA members and other small

telcos must and will always be to utilize all available resources

in making affordable telephone service universally available to our
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rural customers. And, the quality of such service must always

equal that which is available to urban residents. In seeking this

goal, our efforts can and will 'spark telecommunications related

rural development which helps to ensure America's rural sector

remains a viable force in improving the country's overall economic

health and that rural Americans have the same access to jobs,

education and health care that are available in our nation's urban

communities.

Now, as each of us is aware, distance is perhaps the greatest

obstacle associated with rural life. Fortunately, this obstacle

can be overcome with ever increasing effectiveness, through the use

of modern telecommunications facilities and at,vices.

Telecommunications can mitigate the so-called penalty of distance

in such a way as to ensure rural areas are able to compete with

urban areas in previously unimaginable ways. This is especially

so during this "information age" that has been and will continue

proliferating our iociety for decades.

Through advanced telecommunications, there would be little our

rural communities couldn't accomplish.

Though we would expect money to play a central role in

carrying out such lofty objectives, this is not the case in this

situation. The existing REA Telephone and Rural Telephone Bank

lending programs are available to implement most of these community

services. As loan programs which charge borrowers interest, they

2
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are relatively self sufficient. Indeed, it might interest the

people in this room to know that in the history of these two

programs never once have they eXperienced a default by a borrower.

This is terribly impressive! So, at the moment funding is

secondary to the far greater problem of burdensome Administration

proposals that in many ways are restricting our ability to move

ahead with rural telecommunications development. Perhaps where

this is more evident than anywhere else, is in regard to the REA

Telephone Loan Programs.

Indeed, as I mentioned earlier, the REA Telephone Loan Program

is one of the country's stalwarts of rural development. Today,

rural America is 95 percent serviced with at least the most basic

form of telephony. This would not have been possible without the

REA program. But, the program has certainly not run its course.

A percentage of rural America remains unserved. And, existing

service must continually be upgraded to meet the technology

standards of today thus ensuring the future growth of our rural

communities.

Hardy Telephone Company would not be here today without this

vital program. As of the late 1950's, there was no telephone

service in the Lost River area. The citizens had requested service

from GTE which provided telephone service for neighboring

communities but GTE felt that because the Lost River area was so

sparsely populated and costly to serve that they couldn't justify,

3
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from an economic point of view, providing initial telephone service

to the region. A group of citizens then banded together and

formed a telephone cooperative.' The coop received an RCA loan And

telephone service finally came to our community. REA has been

playing an active and vital role for our cooperative ever since.

Wben I joined Hardy as the Manager in 1982, the telephone system

was losing $160,000 a year and at the point of not making payroll

payments. However, with the help of REA, Hardy went completely

digital as of 1987 and in 1988 we installed a toll microwave radio

system. Our net worth is no longer negative and we are submitting

an application for a new REA loan for outside plant and one more

remote digital office and we gill be using these funds to tie our

host and remote switches together with fiber optics cable, and to

provide our most remote subscribers with basic radio service.

As you well know, recent Administrations have felt that the

REA Telephone Loan program has outlived its usefulness and thus

should be dismantled. In an effort to cement this concept into the

minds of the American public as well as the Congress, those in

charge of the program have simply chosen to under-utilize it.

Clearly this was not the intent of the implementors of the REA

program nor of sceres of subsequent government leaders, se:h as

yourselves on this committee, who have been extremely supportive

of the REA and RTB Telephone Loan program.

4
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It may come as a surprise to many that the REA Telephone Loan

program does not exist simply to provide loans for telephone lines

alone. Loans can include funds for developing or acquiring

physical plant such as buildings, computers and other tools,

vehicles and additional operating equipment. In addition, loans

are not simply to fund projects in yet unserved areas. REA

Telephone Loans are allowed and indeed encouraged for purposes of

upgrading existing service areas. This would include replacing old

cables with new fiber optic lines; installing advanced digital

switches guaranteeing equal access, and shoula include cellular

service encouraging general business competition. Seriously,

upgrading is especially critical because estimates indicate that

at the current rate of upgrading, it may be more than two decades

before all rural areas are able to fully compete teohnologically

with urban areas.

Simply ensuring the existence of the REA Telephone Loan

program, however, will not guarantee borrower success. Improving

the loan application and approval process is an equally important

issue. Currently, due partially to foot dragging by the

Administration as well as a complicated application process in

general, it can often take several months to receive approval for

an REA Telephone Loan application. Such timing constraints are

devastating to rural telcos and their customers and could be used

t.
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to completely circumvent serious, well intentioned and much needed

rural development initiatives.

Another important issue adVersely affecting the REA Telephone

Loan program relates to recently issued program regulations that

are extremely restrictive. Mr. Chairman, as you and your

subcommittee know so well, the purpose of instructing the REA to

codify existing procedures in the 1987 Reconciliation Act was to

consolidate and clarify the policies and requirements of their loan

procedures. Unfortunately however, REA took this opportunity to

implement major policy changes, which if left unchanged, will

likely lead to the demise of the REA Telephone Loan prcy-am.

Specifically, the regulations impose an unreasonable TIER

requirement of 125 percent climbing to 150 percent on all of a

borrowe-'s outstanding and proposed REA loans as a requirement to

obtain an insured program loan; a reduction in the REA Telephone

Loan repayment period and the elimination of authorized loan

purposes which now allow approval of funds for physical plant,

tools, equipment and vehicles. Federal legislation maybe necessary

to address these problem regulations.

In general, so much is possible under the REA Telephone Loan

program, yet, of late so little is being accomplished simply due

to the unwillingness of the Administration.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I can not stress the

importance of the REA and RTB telephone loan programs enough. They
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lend themselves to rural development and guarantee the existenee

of the universal telecommunications network. Therefore, by

strengthening them now the entlre country will prosper. However,

by ignoring them the resulting stagnated rural areas will

ultimately drag down our urban centers as well. As you know, our

federal government has focused on national rural policy since

before the development of the Constitution. From the days of

Thomas Jefferson, rural America's greatest advocate, through

Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal reaffirming our commitment to rural

America, and on up to the days of the current Presidential

Administration, rural programs and the importance of our rural

communities has not wavered far from most of our minds.

I am hopeful my thoughts as well as those of the other

participants in these hearings will assist you in examining the

current status and increasing need for modern telecommunications

in our rural communities.

Thank you!
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Mr. WISE. Thank you.
Next we will hear from A. Gray Collins, Jr., senior vice president

of external affairs, with Bell Atlantic and representing the U.S.
Telephone Association.

STATEMENT OF A. GRAY COLLINS, JR., SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS, BELL ATLANTIC, REPRESENTING THE
U.S. TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION
Mr. COLLINS. Good afternoon. I am senior vice president for ex-

ternal affairs for Bell Atlantic. I am testifying on behalf of the U.S.
Telephone Association, which has a membership of approximately
1,100 local exchange carriers. I want to thank you for allowing me
to appear this afternoon and discuss this important concern to the
telephone industry. That is, bringing the information age to rural
America.

There is no question that the United States is moving rapidly
into the information age. Experts predict that by the year 2000,
two-thirds of the American work force will be employed in some
form of information services. The problem facing rural America is
an undeveloped telecommunication3 infrastructure, which is re-
quired for full participation in the information age. Many rural
communities do not have essential private lines, touchtone phones
or digital switching yet.

Therefore, the proper telecommunications infrastructure must be
built which will link every home and business in the United States.
Such an infrastructure, which should be universally available on a
simple, dial-up basis to all Americans, remains vital to eliminating
a society of information haves and those who are information have
nots. An advanced telecommunications infrastructure is as impor-
tant today to rural America's future as electricity, railway, and
highway systems have been in the past.

My testimony this afternoon will focus on two important tele-
phone industry matters affecting rural America. First, the impor-
tance of the telephone companies developing a telecommunications
infrastructure and, second, the obstacles we face in developing such
an infrastructure, if the infrastructure is to become reality in the
United States.

The infrastructure must link every home and business in the
United States and serve as America's super highway system in the
information age. Such a network, one that can transmit combined
audio and video data, and digital systems on which information
services will be based, is the infrastructrre foundation of our
future.

In the rural areas, telephone companies arc: th t. only available
entities who can deliver this to all of the rAnlic. Few others will
seek to offer the service there. It is not economic for many of them
to pursue these kinds of duplicate networks in rural areas.

Chairman Griffith explained how a modern telecommunications
infrastructure can be important to a rural area. CAP of West Vir-
ginia has a high development of digital switches, a high capacity
optical fiber circuit between the major cities and one of the highest
digital trunking developments. Because we have that modern net-
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work in West Virginia, new services and businesses are developing
in West Virginia.

As our society becomes more information oriented, communities
that have full, modern telecommunications networks will be able to
compete for businesses and jobs wherever they are.

Besides new business opportunities and new jobs, rural Ameri-
cans will benefit in a number of other ways, such as education,
medical, and entertainment services.

Mr. Chairman, Bell Atlantic has completed this study called "De-
livering the Promise." It is a vision of the kinds of communications
information services that will be available in tomorrow's world if
we are allowed to develop those services. I would like to submit
that for the record.

Mr. WISE. Without objection.
[The information follows1
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forces) that might ketuence the Creation of
Serviea

We concluded that in the information age.
many of the activities in the aver0Qe
consumer'S daily We WM revolve Oround some-
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'FRIDAY, February 44. ROOS'

The alarm crock rings or 5 a rn He hits the
snooze button. whch will let him steep tor 10
more rrunutes while The coffee is being mode

Sipping hd coffee he gores at the little
office monitor screen resting on the kitchen
couriter. which cs displaying his Scrieduie fOr
ihe day Having formed 0 quick mental
picture ot where tie s going that day he
changes rhe channel to the sports station The
teem/Verve 70ers will be at home the week
end Droving the Knicks-a great matChun
the announcer Otters a limited rime freket
special !city hesitotes. then shrugs and hit%
the 'Neer' Outten on his remote control unit

the work day begins with an uneventful
drive into town Once at the depot he re
mOte-startS his rig and then cheeks the screen
101 any Schedule changeS He notreS that he

tO go to clan tote this aftereoon-all the
way ("Cross town Corn his lost delivery He
drives to the warehouse to pick up rus food ot
dekverabies tot the day She warelause is
lammed a loader conveyer nos atea ancl the
repair tec hnician haSn't yet arrived to fix it
While warring. Toby ponders whether the
Company's retraining CIOSS will realty give him
0 chance at advancement

Those *pair PfehrtiVoril 9.9 be*
Fir". but HWY' $04Phd (*Me CM much
ham oe Mir rood aS I do. And whom
do I go from Mom? lho old mon was
ORM I nvsw should Roush droppod Out
of school.

By 7 30 the lOader is fixeebut now the
treewrty us mobbed The depot screen shOws a
tratfr mess on all good routes except Route
40 rand the truck ban there won t tor
dhother hour Toby reseauenceS the deliveries
to minimize hes road tine

the first two stops ore regular Customers
The third is o new customer whose locatiOn is
untorneor to Toby using the truck computer
he summons up the mop function the routing
system suggests he take Route 40-- which by
now truckS may uSe

WO,

Mire*1.i

The morning proceeds apece At I 30 he
StoPs at 0 gas station. getting out to stretch hrs
legs Going to the videophOne booth he collS
his wite Connie. tO COnsult about plans tor the
evening VeS She says wa re going to Mlle
Toby's sOccer game tonight. and yes. Bill and
Bonny Miller witi be there too

en con see that Connie rs busy putting
lunch on the table tor Toby Jr so he dOesn t
linger Next he cons Arby s to see what the
lunch special looks like The roast beef looks
Too good to pass up, ne orders it and returns tO
The Truck Picking uP hrS turrh 0 few minutes
inter at the drive.threvgh window

He finishes his remaining deliveries by
3 al-which shOuld mean that he has plenty of
time to get tO craSs Frt route To the training
Center however Teby receives a warning trom
'he computer of stalled traffic ahead it seems
Ma+ a buck pckknited on the bridge

Toby calls the training center to ter them
know he'll be tote the insttuctor tells him to
keen to the clan Over his truck speaker. and
Pic !' ip what he Can The lesson. Bastc Rabat

s 40Intenonc:4. is interesting enough. but
Tr itty wishes he c.xild see the the graPhrs and
0 ()grams to wh,h the instructor keeps refer
ft

B, iris, e traffic finolly stcrts moving she
c kiss is almost over, the instructor agrees wrth
Toby that there s little point in his trying to get
to the training center this night Toby can finish
the lesson at home the instructor will efectroni
catty mail the graphics to his home screen

The workday over. Toby goes home to
quick dinner Even though the boy loves
rhaCatahr laby. Jr is-as usual on game
nights--OenoSt too excited tO eat

MIS time. TOby Sr teetS Much the same
way He has been waifing tor the right mo-
ment to try out Me new Videocorder his
parents got him tor his birthday He knows
tt ,ey it to innlied 10 See their onty grandchild In
action on the kid As for htmsetf. he Can't
wort to play with he. new 'toy

Toby and COnrue enjoy the game in the
Company ot Bill and Bonny, whose daughter
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Lenny does down the stairs and Into the
kitervan. the dog iust ohead Of Nm He Pours
orange juice Os the con ot dog food rotates
under the electne con opener He feeds the
dog orki dashes upstairs without pausing to
dink

Woe g4rf in fe ballroom belay The
kidas dos Ira OA ova.

Thus bowls another typrcoi day in the tite
of a tast.tood manager

tiffany ts worting at the bathroom door
when Lonny comes out. they sign good morn-
ing to eoch other, and he ldsses her on the
Cheek

Bock in the kitchen, ne switches on the
ciffice monrtor that perches on a sheit In o
moment the screen depiays the logo of Fast
Chrck Inc . NS employer. 'Mar% happen-
ingl' he says. and turns to Ns orange Juice
Instanny the screen disptays a status repOrt Of
conditions at the 24-hov0-dayiestourant
WNie dOwning a bOWI of crated. Lenny scans
other pages CT MO MIN report. such Oa
yesterday's total sales. Inventory status. fore-
cast of today's expected usage, and his
employees work schedules,

kis wifO, FriCOO. yens Lenny in tee kitchen.
Ond osks Nm It he'll be at the restaurant ol
day. she might want to rectCh him He neteS
that she con always get a message to him at
the restaurant. so what's the difference? 1 juSt
may wont to see your faCe, that's oil? she
soys He shrugs at her mysteriousness and
prints °et a copy of his daily schedule tor her

DeWtt enters the kitchen, komediatery
coils out 'What's happening?' with great
pomp, and starts toughing Otredientty the
screen deploys the reStaurant status report
again

Lenny bids all goodbye Ond drIves to work
He melees that he likes havOg the office
monrtor at homes the status report gives him a
stile advance warning about the shape of the
duel/ nurncane at the restaurant

7;1

Wising INOCIO *an geeing to Mot
pioco end AWN two hundwO espy
Cub Scads daMIX74:67e kefausp for
Mak Mynas Mel Mot alms data night-
mad Mat day.

it was Ina alb Scouts incideet that hod
persuade:1 him to Oxtail the office monitor at
home, over eiarra's oblections that he was
letting work invade thek pdvato kves. Bat now
she's teed to tt. and likes being able to keep
hack of Lenny's whereabouts. The screen
Provides one more way tor him to corm/A*
case visually wtth tiffany. And DewItt OS gets
a charge cut of the voice-acteratton feature,
which he shows off to every Mend he brings
home.

Ws a fairly normal tashfood day, wffh the
usuq/ assortment of minor CftSes to manage
two people don't show up for wale ane of the
milkshake blenders breaks down: a custcx-ner
demands a refund because Mere's no lettuce
on his sandwich

Another customer wonts to de assured that
the chemical oddity. MSG is not present In
any kat Chick food Lenny leads hol to one
of the monitors k.1 the kitchen, which disploys o
tat of al ingredients in the food fie offers to let
the customer send Cln electronic tneSSOge

actty to Fast Chick No-Wet/Offers In DaNas.
but the customer is assuaged and rations to Ns
table

In between trkers to and from the front
cotinter. Lectoy PeirtOme Pus other mangeerial
duties from the relolve qulef of he little office
using the big screen to make necessary reports
to corporate headquarters

On deociline to Shish one SUCh report, he
teas the screen to 'hoid cals.' which prompts
the system automatIcale, to divert ea Ocorning
oaks crcept ensergenCles

Often Shona wiN colt him at work to tel him
about some new medical development that
she's heard about She Is constants/ watching
the health shows in search of new treatments
for the deaf, anc when she ends a new Item.
she usually con" wolt to share it with Lenny
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THE PROFILES
Olefineltiellst Roma

apologizes and turns brightty to the sitilect of
their visit.

After the ace. she makes hersett a cLsa ot
tea. Once ooaln, the screen Is deploying
news. Rising her lips. she picks up the remote
command unit and tuns to the screen's utility
chonnei Letting out a deep breath, she cols
Cornpatbies Anonymous. a dating service she
has used before, though not for monfng

No need b isiXtee My Nen my ates ox-
acme the wows as, It mos live months

The Irst eligible bachelor to oppear on the
semen happens to remind Moon° ot her ex.
husband. Greg At once she exits horn the
service and returns to the news

SATURDAY November 1 '2008

the chkken awaken theona at 8 o'ciock.
having already been up playing for an hoar
theona hussies to put breakfast on the table.
wishing she hadn't oversieOf

Now re tw nett to the oil:mit as
tessa

%%tile the childesn ere eating Thee cereal.
theona diode the screen for traffic delays on
the way to Wathington National Airport tt ap-
pears thre eC be one mcNor fragile slowdown.
due to construction. She checks to see If she
might be better oft flying from DuNes Inferno-
Vinci, but the screen IndlCates worse trek
pent In Mat direCtian.

She then switches to the weather channel
to rind out whether she needs to pack pny
special clothing tor the children-Roches
*specialty the Boston weather report Indi-
cates mPd temperatures through the week.
end, wtth scattered showers

M;

The packing goes smooh y. Thema th-
istles with ample time to sip another cup ot
too She takes the oppartuntry to glance at
her electtonic calendar for the next few doYs
to see what's coming up She notices that
there's a reminder about the Renoir exhibit
corning to the Metropolitan Museum

Oh. yilw Grilo tows Ronald Nerties on
*city way k get her CIWIstinat present

oaance.

Having a few minutes to spare. Thoona
calls the Metropolitan Museum's store to see
what Renck books and Pints IT has ovaliable
She selects two prints. chooses homing for
them, and requests that they be wropped and
shipped dkectty to Graft's address a week
before Christmas

Tireona daydreams about how the prints
wiN look on the wag of Grotto's madmen?

Grotto wit lore pkytng wen detenint
amapiwnents on two =von. 1 klak
she ought to go into Werke decorating
ond be done MAI A

the tight to Boston is smooth and unevent-
ful On landing. however, theono begins
wonytng whether she'd lett the stove or the
won on Her mother upbraids her tor crwaYs
being In a ruSh and fOrgefting things Vittfil a
sign. Thew° leaves the children wrtth thek
grandmother. goes to CI videophone booth
and dicts her house No alarms me signding.
but to be on the safe side, she disconnects di
of the circuits except the our:ide lights. reteg-
elator. Ond heating.

I wish y()u Lion t have to n onage thot big
house by yourself her mother says
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She wakes cm dawn bows streaming
oerosS the 4ty The chlicken ate stit wet. but
Jay NM already lett tos the office Woefully.
the svAtches on the screen in the bet:Sevin to
soe if he has left her o message He has. She
beetles hot hair whets weld-Mg him Say good
morning to her on the screen. She csggess as
he messege turns romantic, she ploys the
message through again, then erases it. lest toe
children shodld find R.

She begins her mortwig household routine
by setting the temperature and security can .
trots tor daytime Last year's wave ot burgla-
ries In th e area hied needy cOnvincee Jay tO
seek a job transfer and relocation, but the
securdy system allayed Joyce s rears sue!.
cent* Met ho put the pctoo aside

Joyce ond the kids ore watchng the
Today Show over breakfast wfien the prosdroo
IS interrupted try 0 flashing message from the
school classes have been canceled the
morning Clue to a malfunction n the building's
ventilcthon system TO her surprise. the kids am
less than enthusicelic Obout the turn Of events

Mars Coda N I were theN age. I word
have cheered.

The mornng stevidn' t be a thee oss tor
the kids- education. Joyce decides Sne scans
the video menu tor some suitable programs.
erelong and locking in one entertainment
video, sandwiched between two science
videos from the school !kirk-try

With the children occupied. Joyce takes
cote of Ts° morning dishes and vacuuming
They'll have a casserole fot dinner. she re
mOyeS from the fteezer a dLsh the had pre
pared last week, puts tt n the oven and tells
Me Stove She wants tO Serve at 630

Joyce is the househotcl money manager
An ad in the paper about investment serytces
rerninCh her that silo wants to look tor ()Item°.
eve ways to hande their savings account

With the children watching the living room
screen. she uses the screen In the den to Shop
for coeeicates et deposit She finds two CDS at
an attractively high rate the beckground
record on both institutions appears solid

e.0

Botom moving the cash. she decides to
check with ..10te to ask it hO s seen a better
decu She calls him at he office and shares the
financial information Screen with him Sour ids
great, honey let s go tor it he says then he
exCuSeS himSelt netting that -I'm On my way to

Meeting "
As soon as she disconnects. Sne ,eutOes

she'd forgotten to tett him something Grn
catting hack she is notified that he is away
trom doss,. pease leave a video messugE
she room to his inarning 41cleo greeting ',I Kt
marks it *Centklentiol

/ sum don' t wont Ats boss to see Mat
one

Then she rings and completes the
transfer ot their savings account cash into I ;

';he figures the children must Oci oto
rnisc nee! by now --Out finds that they
obsorbea in the video on genetics

mars elect. tit colt Itfcfn so we con
stast pkwellog for The Unify get -
together over Fowl% of July.

She returns to the den and calls her mother
in Vermont Mother Suggests they inc'yde her
sister Judy. in the conversation. since she
coming in from Chicago Joyce calls Judy at
het office. and the three proceed to discuss
holiday pions Soon they re laughing ornout
their hila'auSiy deaStrOos family reunion ot
1496 the year Judy invited alt ot her in-lows
Joyce's ester notes thot she still has a video et
the occalon Mother shrie-ks and insists Judy
transmit her a copy at once

Joyce. Meanwhile. receives onOther
Interrupting message item the Khoo! As
classes are suspended tor the day. but the
school will re-Open tontOrrow on SCheaule
Teochers will be dispatching assignments to
their PdPils irs o few mieutes

Joyce s mother considers this onangement
grossly unfair to her grandchildren. saying that
the school should simply let the kids have the
day aft Joyce decides to mit on the note
and turns Me Call Over to Arch,
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ChriStOpher sees himself wandering
through o mare Of tosebushes. trying to find
'he telephone that's rInging

then he reOkzes dimly thot he s dreaming
the beils,Cle monitor hos been trying to woke
ran up tot the past ten minutoS Groggily he
shuts off the rnOrktot alarm ond forces hknsert
lo open his ayes undo

Rosebushes, rosbushes. lers see: was I
supposed to oick( son* rosebushes for
sOmebody?

It's nct unwuol tor Chnstopher to dream
ahout work he rum hes own business. ono tt
tivOS or dies Oa56.0 on his effort.

Toothbrush in hOnd, he sits on the edge of
the bed and brings his dolly schedule up to the
screen The day's work turns out to be a
tumble of item e has to handle or follow 1.4o
On f eeling too foggy to decipher oil the
dene ne prints ovt a copy 10 rood during
breokfast

While waiting tot the coffee to brew, he
cots .larmo. who says that he's ready to drive
over in the pickup truck Christopher kkes
Ju'ino s "Can do' attitude -wtvch IS why he
Promoted him tc toremon

Jormo's rtd very strong on design $41,
that don't inciter mix:b: he can Man
the basics on the screen.

ChretOpher Cenci Jaffna arive at the nursoni
at 5 30. finding the crew akeady waiting to go
to the lob site Christopher putts o itst of motor+
res from the office computer: he and the crew
hove the SupplieS sbaded In the trucks by 6 30

Christopher drives the dicier() to the job
site, with the others following in the trucks The
screen In the pickup warns of o traffic slow
dew,. on Poute 20. and suggests a detour
Shining lanes to tore the detour. Chretobber
Quickly phones Jarmo and tots hen to alert the
others tO tOilow

Todoys work is a tasty routine landscaping
On Involving the instosation and calibration of
o yard irrigation system trs Important to dO

e

every job weil. Christopher notes-especiary
when its thek first iob rio neighborhood

Me pool look oval-cold the ami-
tosis's wit brag to the neighbors Wog.
the water she's 90wesg. We" be Wing
&ninon ilssmt v neighbors about a
T or *annoy.

The customer has bought the automatic
hiorwilly-eftiven of.. -in The crew make good
progress with the reloilation ond. having
trenched most of the garden's perimeter
before 10 o'clock. start laying the Sptinkkar
pipe and control cable

Just before krich, Jarmo tells Christopher
that Stavros can't Show up on Monday be
cause he has to go to tvs son's school Nov
molly Ctylstopher would ignore such tempo-
rary vacancy on he crew. simply asking every
One e:Se to push a tette harder But stece Itts
lob is strategically Important, he deCides to
seek sOmeOne tO III in tor Stavros

Christopher asks to borrow the customer's
odeophone. Entering he code, he instantly
receives a reminder that ho needs to call the
bank about his payroll transfers

then he calls the labor PoOlagencY They
have several workers available tor Monday
who would frt smoothty Into the crew Among
theM is Wily Max. a handicapped veteran
whO's On expert at designing outduor eiectn-
col systems

Or Way On, much good web the weft.
handing emsloment, brI can luggie
the Man around

Having token care of the Monday Fab°,
problem. Christopher calls Maryann ot the
bank to chock on the payroll transfers As
usual, he insists that she go out with him the
next night she's tree As usual. she responds
that she won't be tree until at leaSt 2016 As
usual, he counters with a gallant remain( he's
not surpreed ot her unavailability. considering
how great she's looking today She becrns at
heM and then disappears from the screen

Bock at the lob site. Jarmo and crew have
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Mr. COLLINS. As an advanced telecommunications infrastructure
will bring improved quality of living to rural America, like any-
thing else, there are some obstacles. One real obstacle is cost. Re-
placing 52 million miles of wire in our networks today with fiber
could cost over $200 billion. REA borrower telephone companies
must have continuing sources of financing if they are to participate
in this upgrading of their facilities. The R.EA telephone program is
essential in order for all rural areas to participate in the informa-
tion age.

A second obstacle, and one that is very important, is political in
nature. USTA member companies, both large and small, are eager
to continue to update the telecommunications network and to bring
the information age to rural America. However, we are continually
frustrated from doing so. Governing our activities are the U.S. Con-
gress, the FEC, States, public utility commissions, and for the Bell
operating companies,the Department of Justice, and, of course, U.S.
District Court Judge Greene.

Not only are we singularly regulated, but in instances regulators
disagree among themselves. Let me give you an example of what
happens in the Bell Atlantic region, which affects the rural parts
of our country:

Last June, the U.S. court issued a final order authorizing the
RBOC's to provide the information gateway service. It allows us to
rely on a centralized computer system. Bell Atlantic in installing
two trials, sought in one of them court approval to provide the
-rateway services throughout the State of Pennsylvania using one
centralized computer. The centralized computer would have been
accessed from all the other areas in the State over long distance
lines purchased by Bell Atlantic from long distance carriers.

The court said I3ell Atlantic could not use that efficient arrange-
ment. Instead, based on the court's decision, Bell Atlantic would
have to install a gateway computer in each of its five local service
areas in Pennsylvania. The result, Mr. Chairman, of their decision
is that we are limiting the gateway at this time to the Philadelphia
region and we are not reaching out to the other parts of Pennsylva-
nia.

In other related regulatory areas I would like to mention that
rate based regulation dampens our incentive to aggressively invest
in our network to the extent we could. The MFJ restrictions on the
Bell companies manufacturing and the generation of information
content limit development of new services.

The Cable Act of 1984 inhibits the telephone companies from
putting into use the a tremendous power of the optical fiber net-
works. I would like to pause and thank you for cosponsoring the
cable legislation.

Even if all those restrictions are not removed, the telephone com-
panies are going to deploy fiber and digital switching over time. It
would be fair to estimate that under a scenario with respect that
the restrictions main, it will take up to 30 years to complete that
transition. If we act now to provide the incentives to our private
telecommunications companies, the infrastructure for the 21st cen-
tury will begin to be built in the 20th century.

It is this infrastructure which will bring to rural America the
state-of-the-art telecommunications services for its residents, busi-
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nesses, hospitals, and schools, and drive the cost down so those
services will be attractive there. When there is a coherent common
policy and removal of restrictions, the information age will be de-
livered to rural as well as urban consumers.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Collins followsd
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Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and Subcommittee Members. My

name is Gray Collins, senior vice president - external affairs

for Bell Atlantic. 1 am testifying today on beha2f of the United

States Telephone Association which has a membership of

approximately 1,100 local exchange carriers.

I wish to thank the Subcommittee for allowing me to appear

this afternoon and address an important concern of the telephone

industry -- "pringinq the Information Age to Nral America."

There is no question that the United States is moving

rapidly into the "interWdon age." Experts predict that by the

year 2000, two thirds of the American workforce will be employed

in some form of information services. The problem facing rural

America is an undeveloped telecommunications infrastrueture,

which is required for full partcipation in the information age.

Many rural communities do not have essential private lines,

touchtone phones or digital switching yet.

Therefore, the proper telecommenicaIIMP_ .nfrastrugure must

be built which will link every home and business in the United

States. Such an infrastructure which is universally available on

a simple, dial-up basis to all Americans remains vital to

eliminating a society of "information haves" and those who are

"information have-nots." An advanced telecommunications

infrastruQture is as important today to rural America's future as

electricity, railway and highway systems have been in the past.

it;



My testimony this afternoon will f)cits on two important

telephone industry matters affecting rural America. First, the

importance of the telephone companies developing a

telecommunications infrastructure and, second, the obsacles we

face in developing such an infrastructure -- an electronic

highway -- if such an infrastructure is to become reality in the

United States.

Telecommunications infrastructure should be thought of as

our communications highway system. In their Te_lecoe 20Q0 _Report,

the National Telecommunications
and Information Administration

said that: "telecommunications
is the electronic tie which can

more closely bind our nation of communi,ies together into an

electronic 'national neighborhoed'." The report also declares

that telecommunications affords individuals expanded access to

information, offers individuals greater freedom, more social and

economic power, and enriches the overall quality of our national
life. I believe those are goals we all want to achieve.

Analogies exist between our modern telecommunications

infrastructure and the transportation systems of the industrial

age, from railroads and canals to our interstate highway system.
Therefore, a superior

telecommunications infrastructure must be

deployed to deliver the full benefits of the information age.

Last August, the National
Governors Association unanimously

adopted a policy on telecommunications, which in part said: "the

ability to transmit and process information is essential to

- 2 -
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improving economic productivity and growth, and is playing an

increasing role in the delivery of education, health care, and

other essential social services. This ability, in turn, depends

on the capabilities, quality, and cost of our national

telecommunications infrastructure."

Our telephone infrastructure today consists of -- copper

wire, switching equipment, radio transmitters, and satellite

dishes. The infrastructure of tomorrow must consist of an

optical fiber-based broadband switched network that will link

every home and business in the United States and serve as

America's "superhighway system" in the information age. Such a

network -- one that can transmit the combined audio, video, and

digital signals on which information age services will be based -

- is the infrastructure foundation of our future. In rural

areas, telephone companies are the only viable entities who can

deliver this to all of the public. Few others seek to offer

service there. It is not economic to pursue duplicate advanced

networks in rural areas. The result is that we as telephone

companies need your support and encouragement to secure the

public interest in rural telecommunications.

Why is such an infrastructure important to rural America?

Let's turn to West Virginia -- a state in Bell Atlantic's

territory.

CS? of West Virginia's telecommunications infrastructure is

among the best in the world. It has the highest digital switch

- 3 -
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penetration in Bell Atlantic. Between its major cities, high-

capacity state-of-the-art services are available through optical

fiber circuits. CU:, of West Virginia has one of the highest

digital trunking rates in the nation. We have done this much in

the face of significant obstacles. Just think what could be

achieved with active governmental support!

Because we have a modern network in West Virginia, we put a

new operator services facility there to serve clients from the

Atlantic Ocean to the Appalachians. We provided a bank with

public packet switching service. We gave a statewide department

store chain a modern digital network for video conferencing and

credit verification. In tact a Philadelphia research

organization relocated a major operation to Charleston partly

because we had the network to support its polling and survey

business over much of the east coast.

As our society becomes more informtljn-oriented. those

communities that have fully modern telecommunications networks

will best be able to compete for business and jobs -- wherever

they are. There is no question that a sufficient level of

interconnected telecommunications services will make our

geographical barriers transparent.

Telecommunications offers unique opportunities for rural

areas. Businesses are starting to look to rural America as a

place to locate new operations, and to relocate old ones,

especially when computer and other new technology makes it easy

4 -
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to link distant sites. Without advanced telecommunications

systems, however, these businesses would not have the necessary

technology to tie these sites together to accommodate their

needs. As rural telecommunications becomes more efficient and

offers more, the businesses that depend on the network become

more efficient and offer more as well.

Companies which have taken advantage of small communities'

advanced telecommunications capabilities include Citicorp. which

moved its credit card operation to Sioux Falls, South Dakota;

Rosenbluth Travel, Inc., one of the largest travel agencies in

the country, which moved its computer reservations system to

Linton, North Dakota; and American Home Shield, which opened an

office in Carroll. Iowa. to handle customer calls from 18 states.

As an economist from the University of Missouri points out;

"There's absolutely no reason why a lot of these companies can't

operate in a rural area just as easily as they can in Los Angeles

or New York City."

I would like to cite the recently released study by the ee-e

Foundation and the Aspen Institute title "Rural America in the

Information Age." According to the study, a modernized

telecommunications network in rural America could provide a means

to attract national and international business and related job

opportunities. The report suggests that the economic blight in

many rural communities could be relieved by attracting new

business opportunities linked by advanced telecommunications

systems.

5 -
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Besides new business opportunities and new jobs which an

infrastructure would provide, rural Americans would benefit in

other ways. Let's take education. Students in relatively

isolated areas could enjoy the benefits of a fuller range of

courses by telecommunications and be exposed to stimulating new

ideas and teachers that would not have been available if their

physical presence had been required. Communications cen make a

significant difference in disseminating knowledge.

For example, US West communications is working with the

school district in Moffat County, Colorado to explore

technological options available for providing two-way interactive

television links with five schools separated by distances up to

120 miles. Panhandle Telephone Cooperative in Guymon, Oklahoma

has developed a fiber optic network which connects schools across

the Panhandle via two-way interactive television system.

Enhanced medical services and home health monitoring are

already being delivered to rural areas over advanced

telecommunications network systems. Such systems have been

proven not only more convenient, but have provided a higher level

of care by allowing doctors to make what amounts to be telephone-

aided house calls.

Simply put, the proper telecommunications infrastructure

will bring to rural America both opportunities and important

information services. That's the good news. Unfortunately,

there is the bad news -- there are still both real and

- 6 -
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unnecessary obstacles standing in our way of building the

"electronic superhighway."

One real obstacle is cost. Replacing the estimated 52

million miles of copper cable that currently serve American homes

would cost billions. The entire overhaul of the public network,

including the installation of fiber, could cost over $200 billion

according to some estimates. Duplicative networks for rural

telecommunications are not an efficient option. REA borrower

telephone companies must have a continuing source of financing if

they are to upgrade their facilities. The REA telephone program

is essential in order for all rural areas to participate in the

information age.

However, thu second obstacle -- the chief obstacle -- is not

economic, it is p,,litical in nature.

USTA member companies large and small are eager to continue

to update the telecommunications network with emerging technology

and to bring the information age to rural America. However, we

are continually frustrated from doing so. Governing our

activities :.re the U.S. Congress, the FCC, the states, and for

the Bell operating companies, both the Department of Justice,

and, of course, U.S. District Court Judge Greene. Not only are

we singularly regulated -- but our regulators often disagree

among themselves. The result is gridlock. Let me give you an

example of something that has happened in the Bell Atlantic

region.

- 7 -
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One year ago, legit June, the U.S. District Court issued a

final order authozicing the nBOCs to provide gateway services.

Gateway services allow customers to reach a variety of computer

databases and services by dialing a local telephone number.

Bell Atlantic viewed this change as a positive development

and has deployed two gateways. But Bell Atlantic efforts to

develop one of the gateways are being impeded by the court's

interpretation of the decree's long distance restriction.

Gateway service relies on a sophisticated computer system

accessed via the existing telephone network. Bell Atlantic

sought court approval to provide gateway : rvices throughout the

state of Pennsylvania using one centralized computer. The

computer connects the customer to the gateway menu -- and then

sets up a separate call between the customer and the information

database using the carrier selected by the information provider

to handle the call. The centralized computer would have been

accessed from each of the areas of the state, including rural

areas, over long distance lines purchased by Bell Atlantic from

a long distance carrier. The kind of centralized functions

performed by the computer are common in the local telephone

business.

The decree court, however,

use this efficient arrangement.

decision, customers throughout

gateway by making a local call

said that Bell Atlantic could not

Instead, under tse court's

Pennsylvania could reach the

only if Bell Atlantic installed a

- a -
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separate gateway computer in each of the five local service

areas in Pennsylvania. The court recognized that Bell Atlantic

is permitted to use efficient, centralized arrangements for

traditional local telephone services, but nevertheless held that

the same could not be done for new services. It felt that

efficient low-cost operations for consumers provided an

insufficient justification to permit a statewide gateway.

America needs to forge from the many differing viewpoints a

single national telecommunications vision and policy. What we,

the USTA, ask of the public sector is the freedom to build the

network -- the removal of unnecessary and counterproductive laws,

rules and regulations that take away our incentive to forge

ahead.

I also.refer to the rate-based regulation that dampens our

incentive to invest further in our network. I refer to the MFJ

restrictions on Bell company manufacturing and generation of

information content. And I refer to specific laws, notably the

Cable Act of 1984 -- that prohibit telephone companies from

putting to use the tremendous power that optical fiber clearly

possesses. These restrictions hold the conaumer back too.

Evan if restrictions are not removed, telephone companies

will install fiber and broadband switching over time. However,

it would be fair to estimate under that scenario it will take 30

years or more to complete the transition. But that is too, late

if our national economy is to z ain competitive in world

markets.

- 9 -
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But if we act now, as I believe we must, to provide

incentives to our private telecommunications companies, the

common carrier system of the 21st century will begin to be built

in the 20th century. After all, the public switched network is

our nation's most vital infrastructure. It is this same

infrastructure which will bring to rural America the state-of-

the-art telecommunications services for its residents,

businesses, hospitals, and schools.

Bell Atlantic recently completed a study entitled:

"Delivering the Promise: A Vision of Tomorrow's Communications

Consumer." The study describes a new generation of

communications services that may become available in the next 10

to 20 years. Mr. Chairman I ask that this study be incorporated

into the record -- for it will give your Subcommittee a vision

into the information age.

rnc1.4.,0 asall..1440....,460
aU4;14101c. 411(003V, SOVA..0 cnrvs. ticc.

Finally, whatever our perspective, whatever our own

particular interest in this issue, let us remember: the world is

moving rapidly and inevitably into an "information age" and a

global communications continuum. The new age is ours to lead or

to follow. Let us be the leaders traveling down the superhighway

of communications -- not a follower. When there is a ce..rent

common policy for the nation in place, the information age will

be delivered to rural as well as urban consumers.

This concludes my oral testimony and I will be happy to

answer any questions the panel may have.

- 10 -
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Mr. Win. Out next witness will be Margaret Goatcher, presi-
dent, Cimarron Telephone Co., and representing the Organization
for the Protection and Advancement of Small Telephone CAmpa-
nies.

STATEMENT OF MARGARET GOATCHLR, PRESIDENT, CIMARRON
TELEPHONE CO., REPRESENTING THE ORGANIZATION FOR THE
PROTECTION AND ADVANCEMENT OF SMALL TELEPHONE
COMPANIES
Ms. GOATCHER. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and members ..)f

the subcommittee. I deem it a pleasure to appear before you toriay
on behalf of rural development.

am Margaret Goatcher, president of Cimarron Telephone Co. in
Mannford, OK, and also first vice president of OPASTIM, the Or-
ganization for the Protection and Advancement of Small Telephone
Companies.

OPASTCO is a national association representing more than 400
telephone companies and cooperatives that serve less than 50,000
customers. Collectively our members provide telephone service to
approximately 1.5 million subscribers in 39 States in rural Amer-
ica.

Mr. Chairman, OPASTCO supports rural development for the
communities our members serve and for communities throughout
the Nation. In fact, OPASTCO recognized this in a very specific
way in January of this year. OPASTCO established a foundation
the fund for rural education and development, or FRED. The prin-
cipal activity of FRED is sponsoring programs related to the tech-
nological, social, and economic conditions of rural areas.

T.t is important that all parts of our country, including rural
areas, have the infrastructure necessary for the United States to
compete in world markets. To increase the potential for rural de-
velopment, we must look to other segments of our economy, such
as the provision of information goods and services. A state-of-the-
art telecommunications infrastructure is essential if rural business-
es are to effectively compete not only in national markets, but in
world markets. OPASTCO is key to future development.

OPASTCO members were very interested in rural development
and recognize the need for appropriate actions by the Federal Gov-
ernment and by State governments. Indeed, the Federal Govern-
ment already has in place a most effective rural development pro-
gram for the telecommunications infrastructurethe Rural Elec-
trification Administration. We call your attention to our written
testimony, which states the accomplishments of REA in the past,

isince its nception in 1949, and the rural telephone bank in 1971.
But REA in recent years has backed away from ita traditional

role of promoting the up to date telecommunications infrastructure
so necessary for rural development, and OPASTCO believes that
REA needs to reverse ita current philosophy. Specifically, REA
should be directed to accomplish the following to assure state-of-
the-art telecommunications for rural areas:

Reestablish the policy of promoting the latest technology for
rural areas by directing the REA to promote innovations and appli-
cations to speed the delivery of information services to rural areas.
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To reverse restrictive REA policies on eligibility for loans. Pro-
mote full use of loan authority.

Provide funding for all act purposes including headquarters
buildings, computers, vehicles, work equipment, and particularly
capabilities such as signaling system 7 and equal access.

My company, Cimarron Telephone Co., currently has 6,400 access
lines serving ten exchaes in northeastern Oklahoma. I can hon-
estly say that without MA fmancing and technical assistance, our
company could not have achieved the level of facilities and service
quality we have today. But I emphasize that REA's job is not fin-
ished. To bring the information age to rural Americaincluding
fiber optics, advanced signaling networks, telephone companies
servicing rurel areas must continue to receive REA funds and tech-
nical assistance.

In addition to REA funding and technical assistance, two other
Federal policies have promoted state-of-the-art telecommunications
in rural areas. Realizing maintaining these policies are FCC poli-
cies and this committee has FCC oversight jurisdiction, we encour-
age you to consider the following in the promotion of rural develop-
ment:

First, pricing of communications services to and from rural areas
should remain the same as pricing for the same services in urban
areas. Average pricing of interstate toll rates is a past and current
FCC policy.

Second, a settlements system that permits rural companies to re-
cover their higher cost of doing business through pooling remains
essential. The FCC has implemented a universal service fund for
higher cost small companies to accomplish this need.

The continuation of nationwide rate averaging and the universal
service fund, along with the future viability of REA, are key ele-
ments in not only the maintenance of universal telephone service,
but also in the promotion of universal information service, which is
imperative for rural development.

For future information services OPASTCO believes that a nation-
wide fiber optic network is essential. Many small telephone compa-
nies already have installed fiber for interoffice connectivity, trunk-
ing, and other applications and several of our members already are
involved in using two wa,y interactive television over fiber facilities
to enhance curriculum offering% in local schools.

Two way interactive television permits the teacher and the stu-
dents at remote locations to truly interact as if they were in the
same classroom. For this application, fiber technology is superior to
other technology.

Several components are necessary to attain this fiber network
and the resulting rural development benefits: financing of the
actual delivery facilities, the opportunity to offer the services nec-
essary to make the system viable, and having sufficient pricing and
revenues to support the system and services. To realize these com-
ponents, OPASTCO recommends the following:

The REA must be in the forefront of financing development of
fiber technology.

The FCC ir ust continue its policies of toll rate averaging, pooling
for small companies, and universal service.
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The Congress should permit telephone companies the opportuni-
ty to provide entertainment television, particularly in rural areas
where offering entertainment TV service via the same system can
provide revenues to help pay for fiber to the home.

Any legislation related to telecommunications in rural areas
should not specify technology, because technology changes.

One of the key questions that we ask ourselves is whether small
companies should invest in new facilities to attract new businesses
or should they wait for new businesses before installing new facili-
ties. At the very minimum, OPASTCO believes that small tele-
phone companies need to be able to have the basic facilities, includ-
ing fiber optics, and digital switching, to meet the demands of new
businesses and rural development.

So that small telephone companies can accomplish this, REA
needs to change its procedures and be responsive in making loans
quickly to accommodate rural development. Small companies also
need realistic depreciation rates to pay for older equipment. Most
importantly, small companies must have the necessary revenues to
pay for the investments that precede and encourage rural develop-
ment.

OPASTCO has limited its comments to the telecommunications
infrastructure of rural development. However, our members stand
ready to participa.e in all areas of development. In fact, small tele-
phone companies are ready now to provide state-of-the-art services
such as interactive television, transmission of data for medical
care, facsimile transmission, and many others. Our networks cur-
rently are underutilized in many ways and we can accommodate
much development using the facilities we now have in place.

Mr. Chairman, we have given you specific proposals for the tele-
communications infrastructure in rural areas:

The REA telephone program should be returned to its traditional
role of actively promoting up to date telecommunications infra-
structure.

Federal policies on average toll rates and a universal service
fund should be continued.

The elements such as depreciation rates and provision of enter-
tainment television should be addressed so as to provide the neces-
sary components for the network of the future.

Also, in addition to being common carriers, OPASTCO members
are most interested in providing the necessary technical expertise
and the necessary services to promote rural development in all
areas, including education, health, and other businesses.

We believe that the cost of our proposals is very little. Other
than policy actions, our proposals would require only a modest in-
crease for additional REA staff. The current appropriations for
loan levels should meet the needs of REA telephone borrowers, and
we also emphasize that REA loans are paid back by the borrowers.

Mr. Chairrean, we lcok forward to continuing to work with you
on ruz al development.

Thank you.
Mr. Win. Thaik you.
[The prepared ktatement of Ms. Goatcher follows:]
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Statement of

Margaret Goatcher

President, Cimarron Telephone Company

First Vice President, Organization for the Protection and

Advancement of Small Telephone Companies

before the

House Committee on Government Operations

Subcommittee on Government Information, Justice and Agriculture

June 14, 1989

Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee. I

appreciate this opportunity to appear before you to discuss rural

development.

I am Margaret Goatcher, president of Cimarron Telephone Company in

Mannford, Oklahoma, and also First Vice President of OPASTCO, the

Organization for the Protection and Advancement of Small Telephone

Companies.

OPASTCO is a national association representing more than 400

telephone companies and cooperatives that servo less than 50,000

customers. Collectively our members provide telephone service to

approximately 1.5 million subscribers in 39 states in rural

America. Of our members, 70 percent are REA or RTB borrowers.

1 ti
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Mr. Chairman, OPASTCO supports rural development for the

communities our members serve and for communities throughout the

nation. In fact, OPASTCO recognized this in a very specific way

in January of this year. OPASTCO established a foundation - the

Fund for Rural Fducation and Development, or FRED. The principle

activity of FRED is sponsoring programs related to the

technological, social, and economic conditions of rural areas,

particularly as these conditions impact telecommunications. The

support to achieve FRED's educational and research oriented goals

will come from volunteers and private sources.

It is important that all parts of our country, including rural

areas, have the infrastructure necessary for the United States to

compete in world markets. Rural development in the past occurred

because of advantages in natural resources: geography, such as

agricultural land: and transportation via rivers and railroads.

Today these segments of our economy are not growing or even may be

declining.

Ta increase the potential for rural development, we must look to

other segments of our economy such as the provision of information

goods and services. A state of the art telecommunications infra-

structure is essential if rural businesses are to effectively

compete not only in national markets, but in world markets.

Telecommunications, particularly for tomorrow's business world,

eliminates distance and geography as a handicap for rural areas.

2
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OPASTCO believes telecommunications is the key to future

development.

OPASTCO members are vary interested in rural development and

.recognize the need for appropriate actions by the federal

government and by state governments. Indeed, the federal

government already has in place a most effective rural development

program for the telecommunications infrastructure - the Rural

Electrification Administration.

The REA telephone program was established in 1949 when REA was

authorized by Congress to loan funds for telephone services, and

the Rural Telephone Bank was established in 1971. Since its

inception, REA has accomplished the following in communications:

- The number of individuals with telephone service in

borrower service areas has increased from 36 percent in

1949 to 96 percent in 1988.

- One party service in borrower service areas has

increased from 20 percent in 1961 to 93 percent.

- The REA Standards Division has promoted and

established standards for innovations such as buried cable

instead of open wire, and subscriber carrier equipment to

increase the number of phone conversations that can be

carried on a single pair of telephone wires. In addition,

the REA Standards Division has created and enforced a set

of standards and specifications that has insured that

3
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rural areas, thus far, have received quality telephone

service equivalent to urban areas.

But REA in recent years has backed away from ita traditional role

of promoting the up-to-date telecommunications infrastructure so

necessary for rural development, and OPASTGO believes that REA

neuds to reverse its current philosophy. Specifically, REA

should be directed to accomplish the following to assure state of

the art telecou.munications for rural areas:

- Reestablish the policy of promoting the latest

technology for rural areas by directing the REA telephone

program technical staff to promote innovations and

applications to speed the delivery of information services

to rural areas.

- Reverse restrictive REA policies on eligibility for

loans contained in the Code of Federal Regulations which

have the potential to force small companies out of the

program.

- Promote full use of loan authority; the

Administrator should lend up to the full amount authorized

by Congress.

- Provide funding for all Act purposes including

headquarters buildings, computers, vehicles, work

equipment, and particularly capabilities such as signaling

system 7 and equal access.

4
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My company, Cimarron Telephone Company, currently has 6,400

access lines serving 10 exchanges in northeastern Oklahoma. I

can honestly say that without REA financing and technical

assistance, our company could not have achieved the level of

facilities and service quality we have today. But I emphasize

that REA's Job is not finished. To bring the information age to

rural America -- including fiber optics, advanced signaling

networks, and the services these technologies will provide--

telephone companies serving rural areas must continue to receive

and make efficient use of REA funds and technical assistance.

In addition to REA funding and technical assistance, two other

federal policies have promoted state of the art telecom-

munications in rural areas, we encourage you to consider their

importance in the promotion of rural development. OPASTCO

believes that these two federal policies were essential in

obtaining universal service and the present technology-rich

network and are important tor promoting the future information

age in rural areas:

- First, pricing of communications services to and from

rural areas should remain the same as pricing for the

sass services in urban areas. Average pricing of

interstate toll rates is a past and current FCC policy.

- Second, a settlements system that permits rural

companies to recover their higher cost of doing business

through pooling remains essential. The FCC has

5
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implemented a universal service fund for higher cost small

companies to accomplish this need.

The continuation of nationwide rate averaging and the a universal

service fund, along with the future viability of REA, are key

elements in not only the maintenance of universel telephone

service, but also in the promotion of universal information

service, which is imperative tor rural development.

For future information services OPASTCO believes that a

nationwide fiber optic network is essential. Many small

telephone companies already have installed fiber for interoffice

connectivity, trunking, and other applications and several of our

members already are involved in using two-way interactive

television over fiber facilities to enhance curriculus offerings

in local schools. Two-way interactive television permits the

teacher and the students at remote locations to truly interact as

if they were in the same classroom. For this application, fiber

technology is superior to satellite technology because the

Characteristics of satellite favor one-way transmission.

Despite the progress by small companies in installing fiber for

trumking applications, fiber to the home is being used only on an

experimental basis, even in urban areas. But getting fiber to

the homes in rural areas as well as urban areas is key to the

future information age. This is truly the next generation for

6
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telecommunications.

Several components are necessary to attain this fiber network and

the resulting rural development benefits: financing of the

actual delivery facilities, the opportunity to offer the services

necessary to make the system viable, and having sufficient

pricing and revenues to support the system and services. To

realize these components, OPASTCO recommends the following:

- The REA must be in the forefront of financing fiber

in rural areas and promote development of new technology

specifically for rural areas.

- The FCC must continue its policies of toll rata

averaging, pooling for small companies, and universal

service.

- The Congress should permit telephone companies the

opportunity to provide entertainment television,

particularly in rural areas where offering entertainment

TV service via the same system can provid., revenues to

help pay for fiber to the home. At present, independents

serving communities of less than 2,500 people are

permitted by FCC rules to provide entertainment

television. OPASTCO believes this definition needs to be

greatly expanded to bring cable service to rural areas and

enhance the prospects for innovation in combined cable and

telephone services on fiber.

- Any legislation related to telecommunications in

7
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rural areas should not specify technology because

technology changes.

One of the key questions that we ask ourselves is whether small

companies should invest in new facilities to attract new

businesses or should they wait for new businesses before

installing new facilities. It is the chicken and egg concept,

but in any event, this d4lemma brings up some serious questions.

At the very minimum, OPASTCO believes that small telephone

companies need to be able to have the basic facilities, including

fiber optics and digital switching, installed and ready to be

upgraded quickly to meet the demands of new businesses and rural

development. So that small telephone companies can accomplish

this, REA needs to change its procedures and be responsive in

making loans quickly to accommodate rural development. Small

companies also need realistic depreciation rates to pay for older

equipment and install new technology. Most importantly, small

companies must have the necessary revenues to pay for the

investments that precede and encourage rural development.

Today, the federal government via REA has significantly furthered

rural development through small telephone companies who now

provide a modern telecommunications infrastructure for rural

`merice. OPASTCO believes that the most efficient and cost

effective method of promoting rural development is to continue

this progress into the future. It would be counterproductive and

8
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costly to the federal government to duplicate small telephone

company facilities by financing other common carrier type

activities. Neither rural areas nor the federal government can

afford duplicate efforts or facilities.

OPASTCO has limited its comments to the toiecommunications

infrastructure of rural development: however, our members stand

ready to participate in all areas of development. In fact, small

companies are ready now to provide state of the art services such

as interactive television, transmission of data for medical care,

facsimile transmission, and many others. Our networks currently

are underutilized in many ways, and we can accommodate much

development using the facilities we now have in place.

Mr. Chairman, we have given specific proposals for the

telecommunications infrastructure in rural areas: the REA

telephone program should be returned to its traditional role of

actively promoting an up-to-date telecommunications

infrastructure; federal policies on average toll rates and a

universal service fund should be continued; and elements such as

depreciation rates and the provision of entertainment television

should be addressed so as to provide the necessary components for

the network of the future. Also, in addition to ing common

carriers, OPASTCO members are most interested in providing the

necessary technical expertise and the necessary services to

promote rural development in all areas including education and

9
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health.

We believe that the cost of our proposals is very little: other

than policy actions, our proposals would require only a modest

increase for additional REA staff. The current appropriations

for loan levels should meet the needs of REA telephone

borrowers, and we also emphasize that REA loans are paid back by

the borrowers.

Mr. Chairman, we look forward to alntinuing to work with you on

rural development. Thank you.

10
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Mr. WISE. Our final witness on this panel will be Curtis A. Samp-
son, speaking on behalf of the National Rural Telephone Telecom
Association.

STATEMENT OF CURTIS A. SAMPSON, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EX-
ECUTIVE OFFICER, COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, INC., REPRE-
SENTING NATIONAL RURAL TELECOM ASSOCIATION

Mr. SAMPSON. My name is Curt Sampson. I am president and
chief executive officer of the Communications Systems, Inc., in
Hector, MN. Today I am appearing on behalf of the National Rural
Telecom Association, a national trade association of commercial
local exchange telephone companies that obtain financing under
Rural Electrification Administration programs. I am also an elect-
ed commercial industry member of the Rural Telephone Bank
Board.

I would like to clarify something that has been brought up re-
garding the REA lending program. There are three programs. One
is the insured or direct loan program. Another is the guaranteed
loan program. The third is the rural telephone bank. It is of inter-
est, perhaps, that the minimum levels have never in recent years
been loaned out, not because there weren't sufficient applications,
but because of processing problems at the REA.

Each year there have been more dollars of applications and more
loan funils authorized by Cmgress than what loans have been proc-
essed. So there are some processing problems, particularly appar-
ently in the legal area, and at the secretary's level.

My company, CSI, is a small holding company that operates and
owns five rural telephone companies, serving 5,400 customers in
Minnesota and Wisconsin. CSI also manufactures telecommunica-
tions equipment and operates several rural cable television systems
in our telephone service areas.

The five CSI areas are very rural and are primarily agricultural.
Three years of dry weather have accelerated the decline of the ag-
ricultural economy in our area. Small towns continue to shrink.
Towns near regional centers and recreational areas do somewhat
better. But the rural economy needs all the help it can get, if wider
rural recovery is to become a realistic hope.

Mr. Chairman, Dr. Parker's report shows how important it is for
rural America to share in the advanced technologies and new serv-
ices of the evolving information age. Communications is not our
only need, of course, but good telecommunications is an absolutely
necessary ingredient in any plan to revitalize the economy and im-
prove the quality of life in our rural areas.

I am going to focus on the last, but very important goal in Dr.
Parker's paperenabling rural telephone carriers to provide the
telecommunications and information services that become general-
ly available in rural areas. Technology has been moving so fast
that no one can predict all the opportunities that communications
will open up for rural people.

Let me give you one example of what is already happening in
Minnesota. CSI and other local small telephone companies are
working together to use optical fiber technology to connect local
schools in small communities with larger schools, vocational educa-
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tional programs, colleges or other resources in regional centers.
The rural schools can then use interactive video to offer courses
they could not provide themselves. Getting optical fiber into the
community this way is a first step over the threshold towards an
information rich society.

Optical fiber has the capacity to carry voice, data, video, pro-
gramming, and facsimile transmissions. Most larger cities and nu-
merous inter city routes already have fiber in place. Some is being
installed in rural areas, but rural areas can't afford to fall behind
urban areas in communications capabilities. Businesses look care-
fully at the cost and range of communications in an area before
choosing a location. Gommunications will be even more important
as new services spring up.

NRTA and CSI agree with Dr. Parker that digital switching is
essential for information age service. We are now working towards
upgrading to digital switching for our companies in three vez y
small Wisconsin communities and several Minnesota communities.
We also plan to upgrade another Minnesota community to digital.
However, because of the remaining investment in the existing
equipment, we are unsure if we can feasibly provide digital capabil-
ity to our other companies.

Congress should confirm universal information services and na-
tionwide advanced network capability as national goals. NRTA
heartily supports Dr. Parker's recommendation that the REA
should play a central role in bringing the basic tools of the infor-
mation age to rural areas. I am happy to say that REA insured
loans and rural telephone bank loans are already authorized under
the act for most of the improvements he recommends.

CSI has REA applications on file for loans to carry out the plans
to install the digital switches I just mentioned. REA financing is
also available for installing optical fiber. REA programs must con-
tinue to be the cornerstone of the rural telecommunications infra-
structure as it evolves into a nationwide intelligent network.

There has been a lot of digital activity in the REA, as mentioned
by our friend from West Virginia, in installing digital services. It
was noted at the end of 1987, approximately 32 percent of the REA
financed companies had digital service or 32 percent of the custom-
ers are served by digital. I think that same figure in the RBOC's
was about 34 percent. REA and the borrowers have been keeping
up. It is important they maintain that momentum.

Making the current REA and RTB programs more effective can
go a long way towards including rural America in the information
age. For example:

One, REA should make use of the $153.8 million in carryover
funds authorized in prior years but not made available to rural
telephone companies.

Two, REA should speed up its processing of loan applications to
help rural areas upgrade and update their facilities.

Three, REA should be required to set loan amortization sched-
ules in accordance with the request of the borrower, up to the full
period authorized by the act, not shorter periods that undermine
the effectiveness of REA programs.

Four, REA should have a more flexible dividend policy to permit
REA borrowers to make more investments in rural areas.
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Five, REA eligibility should not be restricted by rising interest
coverage requirements for loans because that can make areas that
need service improvements most not eligible for loans.

Six, REA should adopt policies that encourage borrowers to pro-
vide cellular service and provide loans for their service areas. Serv-
ice by telephone companies to the large rural areas they cover is
necessary to make this advanced technology widely available.

Mr. Chairman, bringing information technology and services to
rural areas is important, but it won't be easy. Congress adopted the
REA programs because rural e- as were not getting acceptable
telephone service. Most States 1.ave regulated telephone service as
a public utility affected with the public interest. Telephone compa-
nies are allowed to provide service in their franchise areas without
competition in return for providing universal service at reasonable
rates. Both the NTIA 2000 report and Dr. Parker's report recognize
that competition can be counterproductive in rural areas, where
the economic base may be too small to support one firm.

The local franchise will be even more important as rural tele-
phone systems try to modernize their service to keep pace with the
information revolution. Dr. Parker is correct in pointing to the
danger that competitors would cream skim the towns and leave the
rural countryside unserved. NRTA believes that the States must
not lose their ability to use the local franchise as the only way that
has proved successful to extend service to virtually all small tele-
phone customers.

Rural telephone companies are ready to meet the challenge of
bringing modern service to their areas, if Congress will only main-
tain and update the strong national policies and programs that
have already made high quality service a reality for so many rural
Americans.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before your subcommit-
tee, Mr. Chairman, and for your strong interest in rural needs.

Mr. WISE. Thank you very much, Mr. Sampson.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Sampson follows:}
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Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee.

My name is Curtis A. Sampson and I am President and Chief

Executive Officer of Communications Systems, Inc. in Hector,

Minnesota. Today I am also appearing on behalf of the National

Rural Telecom Association, a national trade association of

commercial local exchange telephone companies that obtain

financing under Rural Electrification Administration programs. I

am also an elected commercial industry member of the Rural

Telephone Bank Board. My company, CsI, is a small holding

company that owns and operates five rural telephone companies in

Minnesota and Wisconsin. CS/ also manufactures telecommunica-

tions equipment and operates several rural cable television

systems in our telephor service areas.

The five CSI areas are very rural and are primarily

agricultural. Three years of dry weather have accelerated the

decline of the agricultural economy in our area. Small towns

continue to shrink. Towns near regional centers and recreational

areas do somewhat better. But the rural economy needs all the

help it can get, if wider rural recovery is to become a realistic

hope.

Mr. Chairman, Dr. Parker's report shows how important it is

for rural America to share in the advanced technologies and new

services of the evolving Information Age. Communications is not

our only need, of course. But good telecommunications is an

absolutely neceasary ingredient in any plan to revitalize the

economy and improve the quality of life in our rural areas.
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I'm going to focus on the last, but very important, goal in

Dr. Parker's paper -- "enabling rural telephone carriers to

provide the telecommunications and information services that

become generally available in rural areas." Technology has been

moving so fast that no one can predict all the opportunities that

communications will open up for rural people. Let me give you

one example of what is already happening in Minnesota. CSI and

other local telephone companies are working together to use

optical fiber technology to connect local schools in small

communities with larger schools, vocational education programs,

colleges or other resources in regional centers. The rural

schools can then use interactive video to offer courses they

could not provide themselves. Getting optical fiber into the

community this way is a first step over the threshold towards an

information-rich society.

Optical fiber has the capacity to carry voice, data, video

programming and facsimile transmissions at the same time. Most

larger cities and numerous intercity routes already have fiber in

place. Some is being installed in rural areas. But rural areas

can't afford to fall behind urban areas in communications

capabilities. Businesses look carefully at the cost and range of

communications in an area before choosing a location.

Communications will be even more important as new services spring

up.

NRTA and CSI agree with Dr. Parker that digital switching is

essential for Information Age service. We are now working

I1...4
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towards upgrading to digital switching for our companies in three

very small Wisconsin communities and several Minnesota

communities. We also plan to upgrade another Minnesota community

to digital. However, because of the remaining investment in the

existini equipment, we are unsure if we can feasibly provide

digital capability to our other companies.

Congress sh,uld confirm universal information services and

nationwide advanced network capability as national goals. NRTA

heartily supports Dr. Parker's recommendation that the REA should

play a central role in bringing the "basin tools" of the

Information Age to rural areas. I am happy to say that REA

insured loans and Rural Telephone Bank loans are already

authorized under the Act for most of the improvements he

recommends. CSI has REA applications on file for loans to carry

out the plans to install the digital switches I just mentioned.

REA financing is also available for installing optical fiber.

REA programs must continue to be the cornerstone of the rural

telecommunications infrastructure as it evolves into a nationwide

intelligent network.

Making the current REA and RTB programs more effective can

go a long way towards including rural America in the Information

Age. For example,

1) REA should make use of the $153.8 million in carryover

funds authorized in prior years but not made available to rural

telephone companies;
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2) REA should speed up its processing of loan applications

to help rural areas upgrade and update their facilities;

3) REA should be required to set loan amortization schedules

in accordance with the request of the Borrower, up to the full

period authorized by the Act, not shorter periods that undermine

the effectiveness of REA programs;

4) REA should have a flexible dividend policy to permit REA

Borrowers to make more investments in rural areas;

5) REA eligibility should not be restricted by raising

interest coverage requirements for loans because that can make

areas that need service improvements most not be eligible for

loans; and

6) REA should adopt policies that encourage Borrowers to

provide cellular service and provide loans for their service

areas. Service by telephone companies to the large rural areas

they cover is necessary to make this advanced technology widely

available.

Mr. Chairman, bl.nging Information Age technology and

services to rural areas is important, but it won't be easy.

Congress adopted the REA programs because rural areas were not

getting acceptable telephone service. Most states have regulated

telephone service as a public utility "affected with the public

interest." Telephone companies are allowed to provide service in

their franchise areas without :ompetition in return for providing

universal service at reasonable rates. Both the NTIA 2000 report

and Dr. Parker's report recognize that competition can be

t!
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"counter-productive" in rural areas, where the economic base may

be too small to support one firm.

The local franchise will be even more important as rural

telephone systems try to modernize their service to keep pace

with the information revolution. Dr. Parker is correct in

pointing to the danger that competitors would "creamskim" the

towns and leave the rural countryside unserved. MRTA believes

that the states must not lose their ability to use the local

franchise as the only way that has proved successful to extend

service to virtually all consumers.

Rural telephone companies are ready to meet the challenge of

bringing modern service to their areas, if Congress will only

maintain and update the strong national policies and programs

that have already made high quality service a reality for so many

rural Americans.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before your

subcommittee, Mr. Chairman, and for your strong interest in rural

needs.
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Mr. WISE. I get the impression, listening to much of the testimo-
fly that what you are saying is that there was a purpose for
REA, which was to bring basic telephone service to rural areas,
whether it be multiparty or however it was, it was mainly running
lines to homes that otherwise would not be linked up.

In many ways that purpose has been largely met. We have a lot
of unservedaccording to previous testimony-1 percent of rural
customers are not served. But they are largely served with basic
telephone service. Now, we have entered a new era where if you
are going to survive, then you are going to have to upgrade the
system. You are going to have to become able to compete. Other-
wise, there won't be a question of the chicken or the egg, because
neither one is going to be around to worry about if you don't have
modern telecommunications.

Is that a fair summary of the need for REA to continue function-
ing as it has?

Mr. SAMPSON. I would say so. When I came into the business 35
years ago, my first job, and it was during college, was climbing
polestelephoneand trying to keep the J-2 line and the rural
telephone customers happy. Kee: it working. There were like 28
customers on at night, and every night with the rubbernecking and
so forth, nobody could hear. I suppose there were those that
thought, well, they have got telephone service, what do they want?
Maybe it was four party, but anything was supposedly good
enough.

Right now I think we are probably at that same point. Sure
people have telephone service now. Right now we are looking at it
again and we are probably at the same juncture. Down the road we
will probably look back and say what 11 ple have now in the rural
areas and small towns is probably a 11 ut the same as we looked
back and f:;ee what people had 25, 35 years ago, and would be ap-
palled at that unless we go forward.

The REA program certainly does have a place for the future, be-
cause people expect to come out and have touchtone phones and be
able to dial pay phone calls without an operator.

Ms. GOATCHER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say a few words
further oz. that. It is not just the financing was the important
thing for my company and the reason that we went to the REA.
That was a big part of it.

Another part of it was the technical assistance we got from their
staff. From personal experience, my husband, when he passed
away, and I became manager for the telephone company, of course
my experience was very limited in anything other than the book-
keeping part of it. Because of the technical staff that we had, our
field engineers, and all that have helped us, we were able to go
ahead and continue like we did, and they really educated me in a
manner of speaking.

Also, we have had a set of standards for equipment. We could
rely on them to be sure that the vendors met these standards. They
had field trials for things like our subscriber carrier. That was .n
the sixties. In the seventies it was the fiber optics. The small com-
panies do not have that inhouse. They have relied on REA's engi-
neering staff, and their standards to help them with that and to
provide it.
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1 think as time goes on, technologies continue to change, we still
face those things. And I think that provision of this staff to restaff
it would be a very important part of the REA program.

Mr. WISE. Are you still getting those technical services?
MS. GOATCHER. Sir?
Mr. WISE. Are you still getting those technical services?
Ms. GOATCHER. We personally haven't taken advantage of them

in the last few years, but the last opportunity that we had we did
not feel like that it was up to the standard it had been in the early
days.

Some of these that have had that experience later could speak
further on that.

Mr. WISE. Would anyone else care to comment on that?
Mr. WELCH. Just due to the help that is available from REA, we

simply choose to use our consulting engineers because we feel it is
far superior to what is available from REA.

Mr. WISE. Now, Mr. Welch, have you seen a decline in quality of
service provided by REA, or has that simply been the way it has
been?

Mr. WELCH. There has definitely been a decline, probably start-
ing about 5 or 6 years ago.

Mr. SAMPSON. They have had considerable staff reductions, and
they haven't replaced people and made the areas larger and basi-
cally made the borrowers more dependent on hired consultants.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Collins, I am curious. We were hearing from Com-
missioner Greytok on the ARCO situation. Which side is the USTA
pulling for in this dispute?

Mr. COLLINS. That is a fairly good question. That involved--
Mr. WISE. I noticed a lot of the audience wants to hear the

answer too.
Mr. CoLLINS. I am going to dodge it. Actually, it involved two

major companies, members of the USTA, and it is a matter involv-
ing the franchise. Small companies are very, very interested in re-
taining that franchise structure. It proved to be very beneficial in
developing the telephone services we have had today.

I don't think the franchise has as much value or protection in it
in the metropolitan areas, like Washington and Dallas and places
like that, where it is notnot one telephone company invading the
other, it's the other entrepreneur coming in and building a fiber
network or interchange exchange carrier reaching out to the local
network to big business customers and taking the revenues. I think
USTA stayed out of the fray because it involved several of our big
companies.

Mr. WISE. Well, in the case of the regional Bell operating compa-
nies, are they interested in providing telecommunications services
to customers in other service areas?

Mr. COLLINS. I can only answer for Bell Atlantic. We have no
plans to do that. The only reason we would invade another fran-
chise area or seek to vould be because the facility that we sought
from probably the local telephone company was not available. Oth-
erwise, I think we would stay, generally stay with our franchise
territory.

Mr. WISE. Has Bell Atlantic ever been in the position of having
to defend its local franchise rights against another company?

1 7S
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Mr. COLLINS. The only case I am familiar with, and I am not fa-
miliar with all the details, could be in Virginia where Virginia
Pnwer has indicated they were going into some communications
business, and I believe they appealed to the local commission. I
would have to check my facts on it. If I am wrong, I will get back
to you.

Mr. WISE. Also, Mr. Collins, there is a big push to remove the
modified final judgment service restrictions on the Bell companies.
I think it is safe to say Bell Atlantic supports such a change.

Mr. COLLINS. Yes. Aggressively, sir.
Mr. WISE. My question is, how will rural customers benefit if

these MFtl. restrictions are lifted?
Mr. (`'.).LLINs. I am glad you asked that. I have 11/2 days of discus-

sion on that. Let me brief it by saying I believe we will bring about
the introduction of a wider variety of information services and new
technologies. We will provide the incentive for those services to be
developed faster than they would otherwise be developed, we would
drive the costs down because the demand would develop faster and
thereby all of those services would be made available sooner and at
more affordable prices in rural America.

In particular, we would certainly like to be a participant in but
not control all data bases. That would be unreasonable, data baseswill be available to all segments of the L.)untry as a matter of the
communication channel being established to reach there. If we can
help those to develop, the communications facilities the small com-panies have will be fully utilized to get the information services
there locally.

Mr. WISE. Turning to cable for a minute, Mr. Sampson, I under-
stand your company will be providing cable TV, is th.it correct? If
it is, are you doing that under the rural exemption?

Mr. SAMPSON. We got into the business in one of our telephonecompanies with an exemption still operate that way. I did spend
many years trying to encourage the REA to amend some of their
policies so that would have encouraged the telephone companies toserve their own areas because there was a tremendous operational
savings, it would have brought cable much quicker. And, unfortu-
nately, they don't do that and the FCC rule was somewhat restric-tive with the size town that could be built by telephone companies.But we did go on of our own choosing. We did decide to build in
other areas, and we did come up with like 75 cable TV systems pri-marily in the upper midwest. It got to be of such size, we spun itoff into a separate publicly held company. For the life of me, I
don't know why other companies didn't do it. They should havebeen able to see it was a golden opportunity. Certainly they shouldhave been doing "-,when permittedin their own territories. Any-where it is remotely feasible to do it, at the present time, theyshould be doing it.

There is very good synergism. Our people are billing the custom-ers, doing the maintenance, the customer service, every aspect ofit. There's very high synergism level.
Mr. WISE. Are any of the rest of you involved inare any of therest of you qualifying for the exemption, and are you providing

cable service?
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MS. GOATCHER. We have an affiliate which provides cable service
in three communities that we do not serve telephone service. We
are now in the process of filing for a waiver for several of our very
small, of our service areas. We have two or three that are very,
very small. And at this time we do not feel that it would be eco-
nomically feasible to try to provide the TV service there. We are in
hopes that the cross ownership will be lifted and that through re-
search and development that we can be able to provide telephone
service to those, I mean TV service to those communities through a
joint facility.

If we were able to do that, where right now we only serve maybe
the city limits, you know, with the cable, we could afford to go out
and maybe serve the rest of the rural customers.

Mr. WISE. We are going to hear Mr. Welch first--
Mr. WELea. We qualify for the exemption. The economic studies

we have done in our area, due to our density, two prescribers per
route mile, the feasibility of it is out of the quertion until we can
use fiber optic technology. Whenever we can use that jointly for
video and voice network both, certainly it will become feasible at
that time.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Collins.
Mr. COLLINS. I was going to suggest as part of your "What can

the FM do for us", you can encourage them to complete their
study this year on time, which I believe will show that the cable
cross ownership rule should be modified.

Mr. SAMPSON. Mr. Chairman, I have never suggested anybody
build cable TV in a rural area of the telephone company in all the
years I spent trying to convince REA borrowers. It doesn't make
sense to build the rural area. The idea would be at least we go in
with cable, and if a technology comes along, they would be there.

Now what has happened is most cable comparlies have come in,
taken the towns, and there is only the rural arm'. left, 90 they have
kind of missed the boat. Even if theytownsare as small as 75 or
100 homes you can cable, there is ways you can do it with the tele-
phone company doing it.

Mr. WISE. This is my aside. I think what the cable companies
need right now is a good dose of competition. It is my hope if I can
have anything to do with speeding that along, I will. And so I look
fm-ward to working with you on that. I think I can get pretty much
agreement from this panel on that subject.

I have learned a lot, and I think this has been a very elpful
hearing. Let me just stress what the purpose of this hearing is and
a couple more we are going to be having, is to lay a foundation for
where we are with rural telecommunications. I think it is extreme-
ly important, as Chairman English indicated, what he is doing in
his subcommittee is working on an overall rural development bill.

I believe in the area of cable, you are going to see some legisla-
tion at least beginning to move this year, a lot of issues that are
before us, the REA in its role, and so in these important areas, I
want to lay the foundation for where we are and what it is we need
to be doing.

I appreciate your being involved in this. You have also, inciden
tally, supplied the ground work for a couple of hearings that w(
had not only contemplated, but we will now be looking into. So it

1
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has been valuable for many reasons. I want to thank each of you
for coming and preparing such excellent testimony.

At this point, I declare this hearing adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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mittee on Government Operations.

Mr. WISE. This hearing will come to order.
If it is all right with my colleague, Mr. Schiff, we will dispense

with opening statements or make them part of the record, and wewill just begin immediately.
We are delighted to see such a good panel of our colleagues.
Basically, what we are doing is looking at rural telecommunica-

tions issues, particularly what could be done in the upcoming Con-
gress, dealing with RE.A and other areas, that could foster ad-
vanced telecommunications, that mn benefit rural America.

At this time, I would like to call on Congressman Skelton for any
statement he might wish to make.

STATEMENT OF HON. IKE SKELTON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. SKELTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank you and the
members of this committee for the opportunity to be with you thismorning.

As you know, I am chairman of the Congressional Rural Caucus,
and I am also chairman of the Small Business Subcommittee thatdeals with rural development and has that within its jurisdiction.As a result, I am very interested in the issue we are discussing
todaytelecommunications in rural Am tnica.

Mr. Chairman, looking at the ways to revitalize rural areas, I
can think of very few better ways to start than with communica-tions. We all know that nonurban areas need better educational op-portunities, better health care delivei y systems, and the develop-ment more meaningful and economically viable jobs.
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Rural America faces higher energy and transportation costs. It
has a farm economy that has recently had its ups and downsa
great deal of downs, as we knowand a "brain drain" of many of
its bright young citizens to the more populous areas, and we, frank-
ly, must seek solutions to these problems.

However, the best investment this country could make would be
in modern telecommunications systems for the entire Nation. With
this investment would come the full use of our Nation's greatest
resourceits human resource. In this age of rapid information
output and retrieval, rural America really must not fall further
behind.

With use of fiber optics, with use of computers, with use of satel-
lites, less populated communities can be empowered, through infor-
mation and education, to assist agriculture, to assist industry, to
assist students, and even senior citizens and small businesses and
local governments.

Information linkage will also assist the average rural citizen,
putting him or her in contact with economic and social services on
the various levels of government. One of the problems with deliver-
ing assistance to rural areas is that, many times, residents either
do not know about existing government and private assistance or
they do not have the capacity to connect with those services.

A more comprehenswe telecommunications network in rural
areas would greatly enhance the health-care delivery, a system
that is already suffering; rural hospitals, which we all know are
having a hard time attracting and keeping specialized physicians.
This will enable them to use the expertise that is readily available
in the urban and the suburban areas. Medical records and ease his-
tories, for instance, would be only minutes away and retrievable.

Small schools could take advantage, and those of us that live in
small towns really understand this. Small schools could take ad-
vantage of State and university libraries. They could even take ad-
vantage of the Library of Congress.

Many schools already take advantage of satellite technology to
share teachers, but not enoughfor example, teaching foreign lan-
guages and teaching some science courses that they cannot afford
on their own local payrolls. Computers and better telecommunica-
tions can make this sort of sharing even more important.

Rural small businesses could take advantage of better commun.:-
cations and technology. Introducing and integrating telex, famimi-
le, electronic mail, data processing, and other services in rural
areas would give these businesses many of the same resources that
their urban counterparts today take for granted. Computer and in-
formation technology has moved so rapidly in the last 15 years and
will probably continue to modernize even quicker in the days
ahead, that rural areas, Mr. Chairman, must begin to catch up and
must keep pace with the rest of the world or they are going to find
themselves literally out in the cold.

Local leadership is the key to the development of any communi-
ty. With enhanced communications, local leaders will be able to
easily obtain knowledge needed to make better decisions for the
community. Local law enforcementI think this is already coming
into beinglocal enforcement and emergency services would be in
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touch with other authorities to have better law enforcement and to
save lives and property.

Some options to enhance our human resources could include Fed-
eral collaboration with State and local governments to upgrade the
public-information infrastructure, as well as basic vocational educa-
tion. Increased funding for civil research and technology develop-
mAnt could be provided. Such a step would be concerned not only
with manufacturing but also the service industries, which consti-
tute three-fourths of our Nation's economy today.

Qmgress needs to push for a national telecommunications policy.
A clearinghouse must be set up for information about telecom-
munications technology and establish model programs to libraries,
schools, universities. Every effort should be made to attract the
telecommunications industry to fully invest in niral America.

Once again, I am talking about empowering our Nation's great-
est resource, its people.

Mr. Chairman, someone that decides to move to a small town ora rural area should have the same opportunity, and the technology
is there today and it is being developed there today, and the cost isnot that significant. There is no reason why they cannot have the
same advantages educationally, business wise, and in other areas,
as they have should they live in Kansas City or St. Louis, MO.

Thank you so much. I appreciate this.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Skelton follows:]
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MR. CHAIRMAN, I WANT TO rHANK YOU AND THE MEMBERS OF THIS

COMMITTEE FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK THIS MORNING. AS CHAIRMAN

OF THE CONGRESSIONAL RURAL CAUCUS AND AS CHAIRMAN OF A SMALL

BUSINESS SUBCOMMITTEE THAT DEALS WITH RURAL DEVELOPMENT, I HAVE A

GREAT INTEREST IN THE ISSUE WE ARE HERE TO DISCUSS TODAY,

TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN RURAL AMERICA.

WHEN LOOKING AT WAYS TO REVITALIZE RURAL AREAS, I CAN THINK

OF VERY FEW BETTER WAYS TO START THAN WITH COMMUNICATIONS. WE

ALL KNOW THAT NON-URBAN AREAS NEED BETTER EDUCATIONAL

OPPORTUNITIES, BETTER HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SYSTEMS, AID THE

DEVELOPMENT OF MORE MEANINGFUL AND ECONOMICALLY VIABLE JOBS.

RURAL AMERICA FACES HIGHER ENERGY AND TRANSPORTATION COSTS, A

FARM ECONOMY THAT HAS RECENTLY HAD ITS UPS AND DOWNS, AND A

"BRAIN DRAIN" OF MANY OF ITS BRIGHT YOUNG CITIZENS TO MORE

POPULOUS AREAS. WE MUST SEEK SOLUTInNS TO ALL OF THESE PROBLEMS.

HOWEVER, THE BEST INVESTMENT THIS COUNTRY COULD MAKE WOULD
BE IN A MODERN TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM FOR THE ENTIRE NATION.

WITH THIS INVESTMENT WOULD COME THE FULL USE OF OUR NATION'S

GREATEST RESOURCE, ITS HUMAN RESOURCE. IN THIS AGE OF RAPID

INFORMATION OUTPUT AND RETRIEVAL, RURAL AMERICA MUST NOT FALL

FURTHER BEHIND.

WITH THE USE OF FIBER OPTICS, COMPUTERS AND SATELLITES, LESS

POPULATED COMMUNITIES CAN BE EMPOWERED, THROUGH INFORMATION AND
EDUCATION, TO ASSIST AGRICULTURE AND INDUSTRY, STUEENTS AND

SENIOR CITIZENS, SMALL BUSINESSES AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS.
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INFORMATION LINKAGE WILL ALSO ASSIST THE AVERAGE RURAL CITIZEN,

PUTTING THEM IN CONTACT WITH ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SERVICES ON THE

FEDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS. ONE OF THE PROBLEMS WITH

DELIVERING ASSISTANCE TO RURAL CITIZENS IS THAT MANY TIMES

RESIDENTS EITHER DO NOT KNOW ABOUT EXISTING GOVERNMENT AND

PRIVATE ASSISTANCE, OR THEY DO NOT HAVE THE CAPACITY TO CONNECT

WITH THESE SERVICES.

A MORE COMPREHENSIVE TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORK IN RURAL

AREAS WOULD GREATLY ENRANCE HEALTH CARE DELIVERY, A SYSTEM THAT

IS ALREADY SUFFERING. RURAL HOSPITALS, WHICH ARE HAVING A HARD

TIME ATTRACTING AND KEEPING SPECIALIZED PHYSICIANS, WILL BE ABLE

TO USE THE EXPERTISE THAT IS READILY AVAILABLE IN URBAN AND

SUBURBAN AREAS. MEDICAL RECORDS AND CASE HISTORIES WOULD BE ONLY

MINUTES AWAY.

SMALL SCHOOLS COULD TAKE ADVANTAGE OF STATE AND UNIVERSITY

LIBRARIES, EVEN THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. MANY SCHOOLS ALREADY

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SATELLITE TECHNOLOGY TO SHARE TEACHERS, FOR

EXAMPLE FOREIGN LANGUAGE AND SCIENCE TEACHERS, THAT THEY CANNOT

AFFORD TO KEEP ON THEIR PAYROLLS. COMPUTERS AND BETTER

TELECOMMUNICATIONS CAN MAKE THIS SORT OF SHARING EVEN MORE'

IMPORTANT AND VIABLE.

RURAL SMALL BUSINESSES COULD TAKE ADVANTAGE OF BETTER

COMMUNICATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY. INTRODUCING AND INTEGRATING

TELEX, FACSIMILE, ELECTRONIC MAIL, DATA PROCESSING AND OTHER

SERVICES IN RURAL AREAS WOULD GIVE THESE BUSINESSES MANY OF THE

SAME RESOURCES THAT THEIR URBAN COUNTERPARTS TAKE FOR GRANTED.

COMPUTER AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY HAS MOVED SO RAPIDLY IN THE
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LAST FIFTEEN YEARS, AND WILL PROBABLY CONTINUE TO MODERNIZE EVEN

QUICKER, THAT RURAL AREAS MUST BEGIN TO CATCH UP AND KEEP PACE

WITH THE REST OF THE BUSINESS WORLD.

LOCAL LEADERSHIP IS THE KEY TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF ANY

COMMUNITY. WITH ENHANCED COMMUNICATIONS, LOCAL LEADERS WILL BE

ABLE TO EASILY OBTAIN THE KNOWLEDGE NEEDED TO MAKE THE BEST

DECISIONS FOR THEIR COMMUNITY. LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AND

EMERGENCY SERVICES WOULD BE IN TOUCH WZTH OTHER AUTHORITIES TO

BETTER SAVE UV:ZS AND PROPERTY.

SOME OPTIONS TO ENHANCE OUR HUMAN RESOURCE COULD INCLUDE

FEDERAL COLLABORATION WITH STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TO UPGRADE

THE PUBLIC INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE AS WELL AS BASIC AND

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION. INCREASED FUNDING FOR CIVILIAN RESEARCH

AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT COULD BE PROVIDED. SUCH A STEP WOULD

BE CONCERNED NOT ONLY WITH MANUFACTURING BUT ALSO THE SERVICE

INDUSTRIES, WHICH CONSTITUTE THREE-QUARTERS OF THE NATION'S

ECONOMY.

CONGRESS NEEDS TO PUSH FOR A NATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS

POLICY. A CLEARINGHOUSE MUST BE SET UP FOR INFORMATION ABOUT

TELECOMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY AND ESTABLISH MODEL PROGRAMS

THROUGH LIBRARIES, SCHCOLS AND UNIVERSITIES. EVERY EFFORr SHOULD

BE MADE TO ATTRACT THE TELECOMMUNICATIONS INDUSTRY TO FULLY

INVEST IN RURAL AMERICA.

ONCE AGAIN, I AM TALKING ABOUT EMPOWERING OUR NATION'S

GREATEST RESOURCE, ITS PEOPLE. PROVIDING RAPID INFORMATION AND

EDUCATION TO CITIZENS OF ALL AGES WILL ENABLE THEM TO MAKE THE

BEST DECISIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS TO THEIR RURAL COMMUNITY.
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Mr. WISE. Thank you, Ike, and I know yc have got a busy sched-
ule. I just want to thank you for the leadershipas one who also
comes from a rural areathe leadership you have shown in the
-ural caucus, and I think this may, given the commitment Glenn
English in the Agriculture Committee and the rural development
efforts, I think this may be the year we can move some rural devel-
opment legislation.

Thank you.
Mr. SKEvroN. Thank you.
Mr. WISE. We had also had a request, because of a time con-

straint, from Congressman Gunderson.
Steve, if you wanted to proceed, and then we will go to our regu-

lar order.

STATEMENT OF HON. STEVE GUNDERSON, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WISCONSIN

Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I
will be brief. I'll ask unanimous consent that my atement be in-
serted in the record and I want to share with you just some general
comments focusing on one of the few areas in rural America in this
country where telecommunications has already played and is play-
ing a vital role.

It was back in 1979 that my home county. Trempealou County, a
small farm county of approximately 20,000 people began a process
known as western Wisconsin communications cooperative. It was
clearly organized under the traditional cooperative movement. It
was a vehicle which was capitalized through a Kellogg grant and
obtained subscriptions from various residents throughout the area
because clearly as we all know, cable television has not been a very
viable entity in terms of the private sector in rural America.

So they went out and through the cooperative, sold subscriptions
to members, farmers, rural people, small town folk alike and they
began a process of setting up an interacting cable system through-
out the entire county. It became first and foremost operated
through the schools, and now we have a central studio located
through the county courthouse and the system is used primarily
for education in rural schools where you frankly do not have the
enrollment, you do not have the students to offer many of the
classes that our urban counterparts are able to do such as the lan-
guage courses, some of the specialized vocational courses, et cetera.

The system works and I considered actually bringing a video
today to show you how it works in that you have television receiv-
ing and sending signals in every school. So the teacher can be in
one school and they can then switch to school No. 1 where the stu-
dents will be able to ask the teacher questions and then they will
go on to school No. 2. All of this is broadcast so there's a total
interaction at the same time that this whole operation is undergo-
ing.

Now, as I indicated, it started out through capitalization with a
Kellogg grant. The Farmer's Home Administration then came in
and provided some early ioan money for the startup of the program
and then the Rural Electric Administration came in and provided
some loan money. So, it has been a combination of different gov-
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ernment agencies through deferent programs that have been help-
ful to this particular effort.

It is successful in education. It is also very successful in public
access, broadcasting city council, county board, various type of gov-
ernment information. It is very successful in public access. Frank-
ly, the senior citizens of my home county have really taken over
the operation of the cameras and the running of the studio for
most of this which has another side effect which is obviously a very
positive one and it has many, many successes.

I will tell you however though its success has also emphasized
one of its major problems and I think an area where the govern-
ment needs to become involved because despite these various loans
that it's received from the Federal Government, it has been forced
to focus really on the small towns and villages and one of the most
emotional and contrary aspects of all of this is that many farmers
and rural people, myself included, bought subscripti9ns back in
1979 and they have never brought this cable out into the rural
areas because frankly, the cost per mile of setting up this cable
into the rural areas is no different than the problems we've had
with rural telephone and rural electric in the past.

So frankly there are some hard feelings out there in regard to
that and it's clearly an area where if we are going to help rural
America in its transition which certainly we are experiencing and I
would assume most rural areas are, and in a time of an inforina-
tion age bringing that information oa a daily basis to these farm-
ers, we're going to have to find the means in terms of capital, in
terms of revolving loans, in terms of technical assistance, et cetera,
to bring that one step further so that it fully is available to the
rural folk because yes, we have the satellite systems that every-
body has across rural American but we also have the problems
with that in that it is not fully utilimd in rural areas for all the
reasons everybody knows about.

I could go into length about a couple of different programs but I
would suggest that as we talk about rural development, we must
talk first and foremost about the quality of life for all our rural
citizens. We must talk secondly about the whole concept of educa-
tion and quality and equal education in rural America to the urban
areas and third, as we see our farming areas switch into diversified
economies, you are going to look at an area of training and retrain-
ing unprecedented in rural America.

I don't have to tell anybody at this panel or anyboity on this com-
mittee that frankly, rural folks are not all that confident and will-
ing to go forward and say, I just don't know and I need to learn.

If we can within the privacy of their own home provide that in
school education and retraining for them, it is going to be an abso-
lutely essential tool to economic development. So with that Mr.
Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to share with you both
a success story and a story that has inlicated at least to me lessons
where the Federal Government needs to expand.

[The prepared statement of the Mr. Gunderson follows:)
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Good morning. / would like to thank Chairman Wise for this
opportunity to discuss the role and importance of a strong
telecommunications network in rural America.

I would like to ahare with you two programs in which education
in several western Wisconsin's rural school districts is enhanced
by telecommunications. One of these programs is called "Project
Circuit" - a local cable cooperative education programmine effort.
Tho other is called the "Wisconsin Rural Reading Improvement
Project," part of an education laboratory designed by Congress to
research, develop, test and disseminate innovative ideas in education.

Many of western Wisconsin's school districte have
enrollments under 1200 students, which presents a challenge for
school boards, administrators and teachers to provide the
education needed for our youngsters to be successful in the
future.

For those of us representing rural areas, we know that the
smaller school districts have I'mited money and resources to
provide the classes that are needed to keep students competitive
with those school districts that have the ;Ability to provide the
curriculum they wish.

PROJECT CIRCUIT

Since 1979, the Western Wisconsin Communications Cooperative
in Independence has been running "Project Circuit," an education
program with a partnership of eight small school districts;
Independence, Osseo-Fairchild, Eleva-Strum, Arcadia, Whitehall,
Blair-Taylor, Alma Center, and Galesville-Ettrick-TrempeelAtu.
"Project Circuit" is also accessed by the Western Wisconsin
Technical College in La Crouae.

"Project circuit" is an interactive cable access education
system, with the curriculum content controlled by the school
districts and taught by teachers within the participating school
districts. With the eight school district forming a cooperative
teaching effort, they can share the costs of providing essential
classes that they normal:y would not find cost effective, yet
necessary.

Allow me to explain how "Project Circuit" functions. At the
beginning of each school year, the eight schools meet to determine
what courses they are not able to provide by itself, but can be
provided by another scuoo,. A list of courses are selected as
well as the providing school and teacher. These courses are then
made available to the students before each school semester. This
year, five courses are being offered through "Project Circuit" -
Spanish, French, German, Shorthand, and Computer Digital Logic.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Each school has its own cable channel, linked by Western
Wisconsin Communications Co-op which each school may access by
simply changing the channel selector.

When one of those °Project Circuit* courses are provided.
the teacher will present the course in e designated teaching
station. The instructor will teach the class not only to the
students in the room with them, but over the cable channel which
is being telecast right from the roam. The teacher ha* full
control of the cameras to coincide with the teaching materia's he
or she is presenting.

The schools an the other end only have to turn the television
on, and tune into the appropriate channel, with the participating
school's students receiving instruction via cable.

For example, Arcadia conducts a Spanish class from its
teaching station and is picked up by Osseo-Fairchild and Alaa
Center school. Getting a three for the price of one deal.

Rather than having each school with one Spanish teacher
teaching five students, the schools can share the cost of one
teacher who teaches before 20-30 students at a time. The
beautiful thing about "Project Circuit* is that the students in
the other schools can interact with the teacher over ths same
cable system.

As I sentioned, °Project Circuit* was started in 1979
through loans with the Farmers Nome Administration. Since then,
western Wisconsin Communications Co-op has been vorking through
the Rural Electrification Administration to continue providing
education curriculum lo the eight school districts.

How important is telecomsunications for rural America?
Without adequate facilities and equilment, these eight school
districts would be taking on the financial burden of trying to
provide education that is required of our youngsters if they ors
to meet the high standards we keep trying to upgrade.

Not only in the educational quality enhanced in these eight
schools through the rative ourriculum, but those schools
also have mimosa to ga; local governments, service agencies,
and yes, politicians, through the Trempealesu County public access
television.

WISCONSIN RURAL READING IKPROVENENT PROJECT

The other program, the *Wisconsin Rural Reading Improvement
Program,* is conaucted in 10 school districts in western and
northern Wisconsin, eight of them in my district. It is a
progressive reading program using the telecommunications resources
of satellites, VCRs, comFutere, and telephones.
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The program, in its second year, is being condsrs-ed by the
North Central Regional Educational Laboratory to upsradn reading
instruction in small schools in Wisconsin.

The project incorporates a television program called
"Storylorde to teach first through fourth graders reading and
thinking skills. The program is based on a fantasy with a
student named Norbert who has been appointed as an "Assistant
Storylord" to help save ths planet Mojuste, from Thorzuul.
Thorzuul is the vil Storylord who wants to rule Mojuste by
turning all the good citizens into stone tablets.

The citizens c..n escape the clutches of Thorzuul by solving
a problem. Student's reading and reasoning skills are Challenged
by this struggle between good and evil through the instructional
support oZ the teacher in the classroom.

Teachers simply record the "Storylords" program that is
transmitted via satellite on the VCRs in their schools. The
taped program is worked into the teachers classroom reading
instruction.

The program uses a complete range of telecommunications.
Broadcast television transmits "Storylords" for schools to tape
and use on VCR. Narrowcast television and radio helps train
teachers. Computer networking and telephone conferencing calls
lot teachers share problems and curricular ideas with fellow
teachers cnd with a reading expert who monitors and reinforces
their activities.

As I mentioned, "Storylords" is in its second year. In the
third year, "Storylords" will be refined and used in more sehools
in Wisconsin, as well as in schools in Iowa. Michigan, Minnesota,
and Illinois.

The program ia operated through the North Central Technical
College, the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire, the University
of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, three Cooperative Educational service
Agencies, the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, and the
Wisconsin Public Radio and Television Networks.

Am you Can see, these two programs allow teachers and school
to expand their teaching curriculum, and reduce some of the
financial burden ot providing essential courses, but they also
push these school districts into an innovative and developing
form of education.

Access, curriculum enhancement, resource expansion, cost
efficiency, and teaching development are all valuable
telecommunication asants for education in rural America.

Thank you.

1 A,
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Mr. WISE. We greatly appreciate that, particularly the personal
illustration. At this point, we hear from someone who's no stranger
to rural communications or cable issues, Congressman Boucher
from Virginia. Good to have you.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICK BOUCHER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA

Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you very much, and I want to begin by
commending you on holding this hearing today on how to bring
modern telecommunications into rural areas, and like yourself, I
represent a rural area. Mine is in the western part of the State of
Virginia, and I am very much concerned that our region is going to
be left behind when much of the rest of the country updates its
telecommunications infrastructure with fiber optic cable or some
other advanced technologies.

Without affirmative government action, I am very much con-
cerned that our country, ultimately, is going to become divided, as
a Nation, among technological have's and technological have-nots,
and the rural areas are most likely to be the residence of the have-
nots.

Historically, rural economies have thrived because of location-
specific advantages. They have had minerals or they have had
crops or timber which were in demand in outside markets. Increas-
ingly, however, new economic development depends on specialized
human resources, on information processing, and on telecommuni-
cations.

More than 50 percent of all U.S. workers today are currently em-
ployed in information-sensitive industries, and that proportion is
growing. Several recent studies indicate that investment in tele-
communications contributes to economic growth, with the greatest
benefit accruing to the less-developed areas.

Just as in the past, when a highway or a waterway or a railroad
link could boost the fortunes of remote towns, so today modern
telecommunications services can bolster and diversify the economic
base of rural America.

As we move into the 21st century, our teleco.nmunications infra-
structure will become the interstate highway of information. Those
regions that are linked along the system will benefit from in-
creased economic development opportunities, and areas that are
not linked are destined to, at best, remain stagnant and probably
will decline.

The advent of fiber optic cable will provide a technological cata-
lyst to information services. These hair- thin wires are capable of
carrying vast amounts of information, with higher fidelity than
traditional twisted pairs of copper wire, which is the basic means
that telephone service is delivered to the homes today, or coaxial
cable, which is the primary means by which cable television service
is delivered.

Already, we are seeing long-distance companies installing fiber
in their trunk systems, and as fiber costs drop, it is quickly becom-
ing attractive for installation in n.3w housing developments. Esti-
mates are that high-density population areas will be fully equipped

1 P 5
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with fiber optic cable and the services that fiber can provide some-
time within the course of the next decade.

Unfortunately, the same thing cannot be said for rural America.
Left to normal market forces, there could be a gap of anywhere
from 10 to 20 to 30 years between the installation of fiber in urban
areas, offering the full services that can be accommodated over a
fiber network, and the installation of that same kind of fiber net-
work in rural America, and that is a very enormous gap, which I
think all of us representing rural areas need to be aware of and
need to be concerned about.

That pattern of fiber installation will make our urban and subur-
ban areas information-rich in comparison with their information-
poor rural brothers. The impact of that disparity would be felt not
just in rural America but, in fact, all across the country.

In the most obvious instance, it will be extremely difficult to mo-
tivate new businesses to locate in rural regions. More and more
businesses are depending upon information technology, and if those
services are available in urban areas and not available in rural
areas, it is going to be very difficult to convince a company that
has to depend upon that kind of infrastructure to locate in rural
America. So, it is a real adversity in terms of economic develop-
ment.

A more subtle problem, perhaps, relates to the educational disad-
vantages that rural areas would have to endure. As new technology
emerges, the new educational products, such as home-study aids
will emerge. Those programs will enhance the schools and students
with access to them and disadvantage those that do not.

In short, Mr. Chairman, I think that universal equal access to in-
formation is as important to America in the 21st century as univer-
sal access to electricity was important to this Nation in the 20th
century.

When we were considering universal access to electricity and
when we were constructing the interstate highway system. we de-
pended upon the Federal Government to provide major financial
support for the building of that infrastructure, and I am convinced
that eventually we are going to be calling on Federal resources to
help build an information infrastructure that is the modern and
future parallel to Lhat old infrastructure deve!opment of decades
ago.

Now, we all know that, given the severe constraints on the Fed-
eral budgeting process presently, that any hope that we will have
Federal resources applies to that effort in the near term is prob-
ably unrealistic, and so, I think we have to look for more creative
avenues.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, and as you kindly mentioned in
your introduction, I have offered one such alternative. It is H.R.
2437, the Cable Compatition Act, of which I am pleased to say that
you are an original cosponsor, as is my colleague from Tennessee,
Mr. Cooper. That legislation has a number of goals.

It is designed primarily to help lower rates for cable television
service be injecting competition into a market that is characterized
cnly by monopoly today. We think that by offering competition, we
also sn provide some viewing options, of which consumers are cur-
rently deprived, but the legislation also offers one mechanism that
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could help fund the important public policy goal of ensuring that
fiber optic cable is deployed in rural areas.

It will just about cut within half the time within which tele-
phone companies would ordinarily deploy fiber in the absence of
the incentive that we are providing and that is the ability to offer a
video signal. If thv cannot offer the video signal, then the time
will be about twice what would be if they can offer that signal.

So, we aink our legislation is one creative way to accelerate the
schediile upon which fiber optic is deployed, both in urban and in
rural areas, and I would commend it to your consideration in that
light.

I do not know, Mr. Chairman, that that is the best possible solu-
tion to the telecommunications problem that I have described, but
it is the only one that I know of for the pi-,aient time, and I would
very much welcome the result of this subcommittee's deliberations,
as you continue to examine that very important subject, and I
thank you very much for having me here today.

Mr. WISE. Thank you, Rick, and I happen to agree with you. In
fact, I would hope that one goal of any rural telecommunications
bill that emerges is to have universal information service by the
year 2000, because otherwise, we are just going to be left increas-
ingly behind.

Someone who has been very active, also, in rural issuesand
Tom, I have been reading the GAO report that you had commis-
sioned on ending some duplication and overlapping of services in
rural areas, and when you start leafing through there, it is kind of
astounding some of the programs that we do have that overlap
from different agencies.

We are privileged to hear today from Representative Tom Cole-
man.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS COLEMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for the
invitation to appear today.

I am delighted to hear all the fine testimony my colleagues have
offered. It ie nice to find people within the Congress and our House
here who have the same interest, even though we serve on various
committees and sometimes do not always get our heads together in
a forum like this. So, I think it is very good that you are holding
these hearings today.

As you mentioned, Glenn English and I are, in fact, coming to-
gether on a rural development proposal, and we are very optimistic
that we can present something to the House of Representatives this
fall and perhaps even have some law later on this year. And mt..ch
more importantly since I have been working on thiq for a number
of years, is the need to diversify our rural economy. There is no
qusstion about it.

While agriculture is always going to be extremely important, I
think, for the future of rural areas to succeed and for small towns
to be able to continue, we definitely are going to have to diversify
our economic base. What this is going to require of us is to plug
into the nationwide economy that exists. In order to do that, we

7
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have to capture high technology. We have to use fiber optics. We
have to use telecommunications systems. We have to use satellites
and cemputers.

No more is rural America isolated. In many cases in the past,
even the Federal Government has organized itself around regional
urban centers. That is not necessary today, because people 200
miles from an urban center can do keypunch, can do computer
input, et cetera, can take care of these types of administrative ca-
pabilities.

So, one of the things that I have mentioned in the past and have
proposed in legislation isand I think it might be appropri& -e for
this committee, because you are the Government Operations Com-
mitteeto consider the location of Federal facilities and how that
might tie into rural economic development.

Another important thingand you mentioned the GAO report
that I requested: What it showed was that nobody in this Federal
Governmentbe it the General Accounting Office, the Office of
Management and Budget, or any other organization that you might
think ofreally knows how many rural-oriented programs there
are in this country, and as a result, they are all over the map. The
jurisdictions vary from department and agency to agency.

Just at first blush, we found 88 different programs administered
by 13 different departments, and it is a need for, if nothing else, a
single-source collection point for information on rural development
for towns and communities to depend on. But beyond that, we are
trying to make some sort of rational approach to rural develop-
ment, so it is not just a scattered, shotgun approach, but targeted
efforts I think the GAO report indicates that a more efficiently run
delivery system would save money and provide better services, as
well.

I agree that, while we talk roais, bridges, and highways, telecom-
munications are going to be those pathways of the future, and I
think it is important for Congress to have an overall approach to
it.

Another thing I want to mention is the utilization of technology
transfer centers. I have proposed, in the past, and I am sure others
would agree, that technology is extremely important in rural areas,
and I have proposed a program that would offer some grants to
nonprofit organizations. I would mention land-grant institutions,
because they are in place, but not limit it to them, to be able to
come up with a program that would actually apply and utilize the
technology that exists or might exist and be able to utilize that in
new market:ng ideas, creation of new products, and new manufac-
turing techniques in rural areas. That is something I think is a.
exciting part and component of what we, together, might be able to
do, between our two committees.

Let me just say, in closing, that education is extremely impor-
tant. We have seen th, lack of information in some rura: schools.
We have appl lached that problem on the basis of trying to develop
with guidance counselors a program which this Congress has adopt-
ed on a pilot-project basis. And as we are vnt to do here, the pilot
project is my district, but the fact is that we are trying to utilize
technology by bringing information to our rural scheols so that the
decisionmaking process for young people is facilitated. Young
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people need to be able to decide what they are going to do with
their future, career-wise, what to do about a post-secondary institu-
tion, or a scholarship. How do you apply? How do you take the
SAT, et cetera, and what schools are out there and what do they
offer.

That type of information availabilitywhat we are doing as a
pilot projectis, I think, part of what could be tied together in a
national network.

So, I commend this subcommittee. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I
hope that, working together, all of us can come up with something
to help our rural communities, because without something new,
they are simply not going to be able to succeed.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Coleman follows-.]
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Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your invitation to testify bcf:.re

the Subcommittee this morning and your interest in the role

telecommunicdtions can play in rural economic development.

As you may know, I have been extremely interested in rural

development fcr a nunter of yee.rs, especially as I saw my own

area of the nidwest, north Missouri, suffer through the farm

recession ot this dcde. Although the farm economy is on the

teLound, the I.ct is that the impact of American agriculture's

return to prtitability in many areas has not reached beyond the

farm gate.

As we on the Agriculture Committee proceed with a rural

evelopment Dill aimed at revitalizing rural communities,

infrastructure needs must be addressed. And, as we approach thc

21st century, it is obvious that adequate c=munications

facilities are as vital as good roads and bridges, and water and

sewer systems.
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In testimony before the Agriculture Committee this summer,

it was estimated that 66 percent of the American workforce will

be employed in information services by the turn of the century.

We must prepare now for rural America to take part in this

information age.

This morning I would like to draw your attention to two

pieces of legislation I introduced earlier this year that should

be part of our rural development telecommunications provisions:

H.R. 2412, the Rural Development Data Base Act of 1989 and H.

Con. Res. 126, a resolution urging the President to revoke an

executive order of the last decade.

The General Accounting Office at my request issued a report

early this year that examined federal programs and activities

that serve rural communities. The GAO identified 88 rural

development programs currently overseen by 13 federal

departments, commissions and agencies. This report clearly

illustrated the need for a single collection point for tracking

and coordinating federal rural development efforts.

H.R. 2412 4ould provide for a single-source compilation and

public dissemination of details on federal, as well as state and

local, rural development programs.. The development and

maintenance of this data base will ensure the availability of
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necessary information to formulate clear and sound rural

development policy. And, Mr. Chairman, with modern

telecommunications systems available to rural Americans, it also

would mean this data base would be accessible to community and

rural development leaders throughout the country.

House Concurrent Resolution 126 also could mean jobn for

rural Americans in places where an up-to-date communications

infrastructure is in place. In 1978, President Carter signed

Executive Order 12072 that required all federal facilities to the

extent possible to be located in centralized business centers of

urban areas. This contravened the Rural Development Act of 1972

that requires USDA facilities to by located in rural areas to the

extent possible. I think it is time USDA's rural development

mission include rural Americans and locating UsDA facilities in

rural areas would be one place to start.

As you know, Mr. Chairman, a word of caution about

telecommunications legislation was brought out at our own rural

development hearings. and I want to emphasize it for the record:

We must not encourage bypass of the telephone network already in

place in rural America. We must encourage subscribers to stay on

the system that has been built through the hardwork and

initiative of our small, rural private and cooperative phone

companies.

0 )
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Onca again, Hr. Chairman, I appreciate your time and your

interest and look forward to working with you in any way 1 can.

Thank you.

0: .)1. t.)
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Mr. WISE. Thank you, Tom.
As I say, we look forward to work with you on this telecommuni-

cations issue.
Congressman Cooper, I just might like to point out, as a 100 per-

cent record in front of this subcommittee. The last time he ap-
peared, he brought warnings of the increasing problems with AOS
operations. It was what, 2 weeks ago, that you passed your bill on
the floor. That is why I am so optimistic, Jim, and why we wanted
to get you here so much, because me knew that if you came and
testified, we could mave a rural telecommunications bill. So, if is
good to have you here.

STATEMENT OF HON. JIM COOPER. A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TENNESSEE

Mr. COOPER. I thank the Chair and I appreciate your help with
H.R. 971, which has already passed the House, as you pointed out,
and as soon as our colleagues in the Senate see fit to pass it, it will
begin helping people all over America, both in rural and urban
areas who are subjected to price gouging by some unscrupulous al-
ternative operator service providers.

Mr. Chairman, I feel that the bottom line of today's hearing is
th's. Our goal is try to make distance completely irrelevant. Thai, is
the promise of the information age and the technological future
but there are many obstacles in our path. I feel that we need to do
all that we can both to remove those obstacles and where appropri-
ate impose reasonable subsidies to make sure that such technol-
ogies as satellite technology, optic fiber, and digital switching are
in place as quickly as possible, not just in our urban areas but all
over America.

As several of my colleagues have pointed out, the only reason
today and let me repeat the only reason today rural America has
so-called universal telephone service or universal electricity is due
to affirmative Federal Government policies that manda:ed that
this would be the case. The private market left Lo its own devices
would still not serve much of America and even with a mandate
from the Federal Government we still have some shortages where-
as the national universal coverage rate for telephones is somethiag
like 93 or 95 percent, in my district it's suit only like 5, 87 pe:
cent, double the national average and that is Na hen Ns e have had an
affirmative Federal policy in place, so we are going to hava to real-
ize that this is a tough issue to tackle but it ia nonetheless a very
worthwhile one.

Let me point out a couple of general guidelines or perceptions
that I have about the overall topic.

First of all, we need to realize that when we are talking about
telecommunication services, it is hard to realize that TV rroadcast-
ers, radio disc jockeys, telephone operators, the handshake signalfrom a mainframe computer are all in the same business, as is
your burglar alarm, as is yourall manner of devces, perhaps
even your toaster one day is going to be hooked up to the telecem-
n-iunications system when you have an intelligent home

21
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We are used today of thinking of these as separate industries
when really they are just fragments of one larger machine that has
yet to be sold or marketed.

Another perception is this. We need to define in our own minds
what is good enough for rural America, because too often we have
taken second place really just due to our own assumptions. Let me
give you some illustrations.

For most a us moat of the time we have settled for leftovers
from the table of urban America and that's been good enough for
usfor example, receiving weak broadcast television signals. For
most of my life I grew up thinking that snow was commonplace on
television even in the summertime because I lived 50 miles from
the nearest broadcast antenna.

In some cases we have been able to do a little bit better. The
advent of rural cable at least in the early days helped us. Since de-
regulation of cable, however, no new systems have been installed in
my district and all we have seen are the prices go up end service
go down, but in some cases we benefited from warm leftoversfor
example, cellular telephones. Now at long last the Federal Commu-
nications Commission has seen fit to hold the lottery so that it will
be permissible for people to bid on cellular franchises in our area.
In this case the private market might have been ahead of govern-
ment action if we had allowed the private market to act but so
often in industrial recruitment their cellular telephone stops v, ork-
ing before they get to my district. That discourages them from ven-
turing outside the range of their normal communications device.

In some areas of telecommunications we have done better than
leftovers or even warm leftovers. In some areas we have had virtu-
ally equal and simultaneous service, for example, fax machines or
1-800 numbers have allowed rural marketers t Ad rural informa-
tion service providers to compete more or less equally because we
had universal telephone service already in place and these were
just improvements on the existing telephone service.

There have been some cases for the more ambitious rural citi-
zens where we have done even better than our urban counterparts
and we shouldn't forget these as examples because sometimes we
haven't just settled for leftovers, we have eaten first, and some-
times we have eaten a little bit better than our urban counter-
parts.

A good example of eating first would be the satellite dish phe-
nomenon. So many urban zoning restrictions and building restric-
tions made it impossible to put a dish on your roof, whereas our
farmers and even some of the manufacturer home owners in my
district heve had dishes in their yards and have benefited tremen-
dously from the improved access to programming they have been
able to receive.

A good example of eating better would be the example of the
cross subsidy that rural telephone operators have benefited from so
many years because we have had a cost advantage in enjoying our
rural telephone service.

Too many of our discussions avoid making these policy assump-
tions explicit. I would urge us in our consideration to make it clear
whether we are going to settle for leftovers or whether we want
equal treatment or whether in a few cases better treatment might
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be technologically appropriate, as with the satellite dish case, be-
cause it is easier and cheaper to deliver that signal to us than it is
through another means.

There are several other areas we need to discuss. We are still
working on improving the FCC's attitude towards rural issues. Too
long they have given us lip service but littie else and it is devastat-
ing for us if that Commission has a rural bias.

Mr. Chairman, to return to the bottom line, our goal is to make
distance irrelevant. Our goal is to make there no handicap, no dis-
advantage at living in a rural area. That is the promise of this
technology. We need to make sure that that promise comes alive.

For exahiple, today satellite dish owners could be th:. first Amer-
icans positioned to receive high definition television signals and yet
there are a thousand obstacles in their path. Technology is not an
obstacle. The satellite is not an obstacle. The programming doesn't
seem to be an obstacle but our own bureaucratic inertia and the
vested interests of other broadcast means seem to be huge obsta-
cles.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would like to propr,se that we organize
either separately or in conjunction with the floase rural groups a
3eparate rural telecommunications task force really modelled very
much along the lines of the rural health care caucus that has al-
ready been so effective in protecting rural hospitals, so that we can
explore a lot of these issues and achieve some real response.

I applaud you fbr holding this hearing and I look for.vard to con-
tinuing a thousand percent batting average.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Cooper follows:)
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STATEMENT OF CONGRESSMAN JIM COOPER

HEARINGS BEFORE THE

G0VERNME:11' OPERATIONS COMMITTEE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INFC,RMATION, JUSTICE AND AGRICULTURE

OCTOBER 12, 1989

Mr. Chairman, I am very grateful to you for giving me this
opportunity to testify on rural economic development and
telecommunications. This is a topic that you and I have
discussed before, and I share your keen interest in the great
potential for economic growth that advancements in
telecommunications offer to rural America.

I know what the bottom line of this topic is: that the new
age of telecommunications should make distance irrelevant. No
longer will it matter how close your home is to yo*.s. office. No
longer will it be important to live in the city. No longer will
rural folks miss out on business opportunities, good television
and movies. And no longer will we have distance as an obstacle
to our economic expansion in rural America. No longer, that is,
if we can foster responsible federal policies to promote fiber
optic cable, digital switch deployment and satellite transmission
in rural America.

Our challenge is discovering the best federal policies to
push, and to plan how to achieve them. Before we get to that
discussion, I'd like to describe very briefly how I see the
current status of rural telecommunications and how we got where
we are today. For most of the history of telecommunications in
this country, rural folks have been playing "catch-up ball." It
has taken a firm federal policy to ensure that everyone in this
country could use the telephone or watch television. Rural
America simply didn't have the population density to support the
cost of telephone service, so REA funding and a policy of
universal -,brvice finally linked us to the network. The job
still isr 'one. While the national telephone penetration is in
the range ,3%, in my congressional district it is more like
85%. And ..zal America still doesn't have cellular telephone
service, at least my district doesn't.

On the televisicn side, we've never fully "caught up."
Broadcasting has never served our interests completely, due to
distar:te limitations and mountains. I'm probably the only member
of the House Telecommunications Subcommittee without a single
television broadcaster as a constituent. My district is served
by stations in Nashville, Knoxville, Chattanooga, Bristol and
Huntsville, Alabama. Most of my district can get three
television broadcast signals -- though they are often snowy. A

1
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few small towns in my district are served by cable television,but their systems were built years ago when cable cared aboutsmall towns. With deregulation of cable television, I've seen nonew system built. I've only heard of higher rates and poorerse- 'ice. There has been little, if any, effort tc expand there_oh of rural systems. Many rural Americans finally tookmatters into their own hands and purchased satellite dishes sothat they could get good television access. But lack of proper
federal policy has enabled monopoly cable television programmersto hamper their access to many programs.

I look at this situation, and on one level I'm proud of theprogress we have made. On the other, I see how far behind westill are, and I get frustrated that we can't move ahead faster.I'm encouraged when colleagues like you, Mr Chairman, and mycolleagues at the witness table see the iin.)rtance of
telecommunications for the future economic health of ruralAmerica. But changes are happening every day that could leave usin the dust if we don't aggressively pursue sound federal
telecommunications policy.

How should we approach the problem of coping with the rapidchanges in telecommunications that are already occurring and atthe same time create new potential for future growth?

The first step is to realize that when we try to cope withand shape the availability of these services, we are not dealingwith a variety of different industries, but the same industry.It is hard to believe that tv broadcasters, radio disc jockeys,telephone operators, and the handshake signal of a main framecomputer are all in the same line of work, but they are. Yourtv, your radio, your telephone, your burglar alarm, and yourcomputer are all fragments of a future telecommunications device.The providers of these machines are also competitors, or shouldbe, lust as your bank, savings and loan, credit union, insuror,
realtor, department store, pawn shop, finance company autodealer, and brokerage house are all competitors in the provisionof financial services. We're going to have to make it in theeconomic interest of the competitors to serve our areas, and thathas been the challenge of policy makers for decades. We must doa better and better job in our policy-making to deal with thesecompetitors and telecommunications issues in general in acomprehensive way. One major example is the need to addresscable-telco crossownership issues within the debate of whether tolift the restrictions of the Judge Greene's Modified FinalJudgment from the local Bell Operating Companies. The
integration of these policies is critical to the overall goal ofgetting "fiber to the home" in rural America.

Once we realize the impact and interconnectedness of the
telecommunications world, a good second step is to define what wemean by successful adjustment to the telecommunications
revolution. For some people, this means getting leftovers fromthe table of urban coneumers, much as we used to receive weak tv

2
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signals in rural areas from nearby cities before we had cable.
For others, wPrm leftovers is the goal, jct as they are contentto receive rural cellular service a few years after their urban
friends. For the mor ambitious, a seat at the table is deaended
so that rural areas can receive equal and simultaneous service.
Here, fax machines and 1-800 numbers come to mind. For the sore
ambitious still, a preference for rural residents is demanded.
Not only do these people want a seat at the table, they want to
eat first or at Ieast better. A good example of eating first isthe setellite dish phenomenon. Eating better is like the cross-subsidy that rural telephone customers enjoyed before access
charges went into effect.

Too many discussions of rural telecomeunications policy
avoid making these goals explicit. The usual tacit assumption isthat rural customers get leftovers because the areas with higher
population densities are served first. This is basically the old
economies of scale argument, and it may not be apt when satellite
or microwave technologies are involved. Unlike when copper wirehad to be strung to every home, there is no per unit cost to thereception of a transponder signal. Obviously, my preference ee
any a broad, comprehensive telecommunicationa policy to ensure
that rural America is at least sitting at the table. It will
certainly bo in our interest to create political obstacles for
those who would have us eat crumbs.

Step three is to realize that telecommunications is probebly
neutral, at least in the long run, to different parts of a rich
industrialized nation like ours. Like the interstate highwey
system, it's no pig deal to be on an interstate once everyone is
close to one. And there appears to be no preferred leestion on a
telecommunications network, since electrons do not run engasoline. Of course, there can be great inequities der.:cg thetime that the telecommunications system is being installed, Youdon't want to be the last to be located on an electronic highway.
But declining costs of fiber optic manufacture and installation
would seen to accelerate the availability Of advanced
communications to the latecomers. Highway costs increased, not
decreased, over tise. Many have heralded telecommunications
advanced by saying that many people and jobs will move to the
country once they don't have to stay in the city.

But telecommunications is a two-way street, and jobs can
also migrate to cities. My guess is that telecommunications will
reinforce the move to the suburbs because so men people like a
compromise between urban and rural life. The real winner would
eeem to be the beautiful, low-cost, crime-fres, temperate,
aenessible, and cultural areas of the world, it any such places
exist.

Not only it telecommunications likely to be neutral in
regard to location, it is distressingly neutral in regard to
content. Just because you can call China long-distance doesn't
mean that yeu have anything worthwhile to say. The old phrase

3
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that a lie car let half-way around the world before truth can get
its boots on may be truer than ever. And the abuse of
telecommunications can take commercial form. Junk mail has grown
up into junk phone calls and junk faxes.

Step four is to realize our options and limitation for
restructuring the telecommunications business. The breakup of
AT&T was in response to one of the most popular, and one of the
least understood, laws ever passed by Congress, the anti-trust
laws. The breakup itself has been extremely controversial and
unpopular. Now the fragments of AT&T, the Sell Operating
Companies, want to broaden their powers beyond what the judge in
the breakup case has allowed them. The Dells have asked
permission to do everything except buy up their small, rural
independent neighbors. Arguments about competition, monopoly,
enhanced services, jurisdiction, and deep pockets have been made,
not so much because anyone really knows whether they are right,
but because it it convenient to make the argument.

Another important limitation has been focusing the Federal
Communications Commission's attention on the concerns of rural
folks, whether it be in their efforts to set up a new system of
regulation on monopoly telephone companies or in their policies
relating to satellite dish owners. Unfortunately, too much of
the time the FCC takes rural issues lightly, so I have worked
with my colleagues on the Telecommunications Subcommittee to get
the Commission to give more weight to rural concerns. The FCC is
the worst possible place to have an urban bias.

Mr. Chairman, to gat to my bottom line again. Our challenge
is to aAvance legislation to promote rural economic development
through telecommunications. Let's be ready to justify the
subsidies required and not be bashful about their importance.
Let's shore up and update our-historic policies that
telecommunications cervices should be universally available at
affordable prices. Let's stand united against any efforts to
neutralize or minimize advantages, such as satellite dish
penetration, that may have evolved, (Satellite dish owners
could be the first Americans positioned to receive high
definition television, and federal policies shouldn't hold them
back.)

Finally, I'd like to propose that we organize our forces
into a Rural Telecommunications Taekforce to speak with one
forceful voice on these issues-and to undergird legislative
proposals for a new rural telecommunications policy.

I applaud you for focusing our attention mare closely on the
issues of rural development, and I'd be delighted to answer any
questions you might have.

4
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Mr. WISE. Thank you and I think that's an excellent idea. Sign
me up for the task force.

I would just like to note I agree with everything you say. You
put things in perspective, particularly about leftovers and then
eating firPt. I'd just observe that some of my neighbors have satel-
lite dishes. They may have been eating first, but someone camt in
and jerked the plate away real quickly on them.

Mr. COOPER. Good point.
Mr. WISE. We are joined also by Chairman English, former chair-

man of this subcommittee and now chairman of the subcommittee
that is going to have ultimate legislative jurisdiction over rural de-
velopment, particularly of this aspect that we are considering
today.

Glenn, good to have you here.
If we could, before we vote, the last witness is someone that I

think can be very, very helpful not only as the newest member of
this subcommittee but also as someone who has worked with REA
in the State of Wyoming in his previous life, Representative Craig
Thomas.

Craig.
Let me just say we will be breaking up to vote. If you choose to

come back, I would l glad to get into some discussion. If not, we
understand, and we will move to the next panels.

Thank you very much for coming, Craig.
Mr. THOMAS. Would you like to go ahead now, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. WISE. Well, were you coming back, Craig?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir, I will come back.
Mr. WISE. If you were going to come back anyhow, what vie could

do is just convene you and anyone else who comes back.
Mr. THOMAS. I would feel more important that way.
Mr. WISE. OK.
[Recess taken.]
Mr. WISE. The subcommittee hearing will come back into session.
Due to his expertise and being a member of the subcommittee,

we have convened a special panel for the Representative from Wyo-
ming, whom we are privileged to have join us, Craig Thomas.

Craig, welcome.

STATEMENT OF HON. CRAIG THOMAS. A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF WYOMING

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
There is disadvantage to this. We have built up this great antici-

pation.
in any event, I do thank you very much for the opportunity to

discuss this issue, and I look forward to dealing with it as a
member of the Committee.

Wyoming, of course, is a very rural Area: In fact, almost all of
Wyoming would be considered rural by most ciiteria. We also have
very long distances, which adds to the problem, and low density. As
you mentioned, I was mmiager of the Rural Electric Association
and, also, manager of the Wyoming Rural Telecommunications
Program, which we began a couple of years ago. I think our density
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in Wyoming for electric was about 5 per mile. so it is really very
low.

Economic development, of course, in its broad sense, la very im-
portant to us. Our economy was largely related to the oil business,
and since the first of the 1980's, we have been involved in general
rural economic development, some of which has been successful.
Other efforts have been less successful. So, communications, obvi-
ously, is a very imp:irtant part of that, and even though I am inter-
ested in the broad aspect, Mr. Chairrnar it is my understanding
that your particular interest will be in the telecommunications, so
I will comment only on that.

The first propositionand these are general, certainlyfirst
proposition is that it seems to me we should set a goal and that the
real issue before the government, in most cases, is to set an envi-
ronment in which the private sector can function. After all, our ex-
perience has been and our success in this country has been, gener-
ally, through the efforts of the private sector, and in that, I in-
clude, the rural electrics and the rural telephone cooperatives, as
well.

There is a need. Telecommunications, I think, in structure, is
much like a utility, and indeed, may be a utility. It is often a func-
tion of revenue, and the efforts are placed, generally, where the
revenues, the likely revenues, the potential revenues will be. Even
though I generally favor deregulation, in a rural area like ours, we
normally suffer. Deregulation causes resources to move the high
revenues.

The information business, of course, is one that we are seeking,
as is true in most rural areas, to diversify our economy, and we
need the communications to do that, as well as the services, the
medical, the educational, and the commercial areas.

Generally, it seems to me, that in a rural area, we are going to
have a better opportunity and more likely to have investment in
these kinds of facilities if it is going to be done through the existing
telephone companies, and I am happy to say that in Wyoming,
there has been substantial investment. There has been substantial
investment in upgrading the communications system. I am pleased
that the telephone companies, generally, U.S. West, has chosen to
put the investment in in anticipation of some increase in the etono-
my, as opposed to taking the other view, which would say when-
ever the economy increases, we will put in the money. So, they
have put in substantial dollars and anticipate putting in additional
substantial dollars.

There are needs in which they are dealing for educational im-
provements, fiber optics, medical, hearing-impaired, general infor-
mation, and it seems to me, specifically, that there may have to be
some changes made in the MFJ that limit the telephone compa-
nies, and I would suggest that one of the areas that we need to look
at is making some changes in that MFJ. I am not suggesting that
all of them need to be made, such as the manufacturing, but there
are some that I think need to be made, and there will be greater
opportunity to have those kinds of investments, I think, if those
companies, where they have capital, can get hold of capital, are
able to do that.

2 2
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The independent companies we h evethose rural electric fi-
nanced independent companies, as well, and they have done an ex-
cellent job, in Wyoming.

In the satellite areaI have been involved in the satellite area.
It seems to be one that, at least in the immediate future, holds best
promise.

Cable TV, I am sure, has certain limitations, they way it is now
structured. You simply cannot build facilities into an area where
you do not have enough density to return the revenues, and I must
tell you that I do not think that there is anything much that the
government can do about that if you are going to do it in the pri-
vate sector and yeei need a return on your dough.

80, we have, I te:nk, seen the satellite industry strengthen over
the last couple of yam s. When I first got involved, at least in our
area, there was some iack of service. There was some lack of de-
pendability on the part of service people. I think ,:hat has substan-
tially changed. There needs, of course, to be common equipment so
that the purchaser is able to use his equipment for some time, and
dependable service.

The fact is, in my experience, that most rural people, at this
time, are interested in entertainment. That is the kind of TV they
want. There are many other things you can do with itsecurity,
bookkeeping, banking, whateverthat is very likely, but in my ex-
perience, most people are not willing to pay for that, and what
they really want is entertainment.

The problem we have had is being able to have third-party pro-
grammers get into the field and be able to offer entertainment at a
price that is consistent and somewhere at least competitive with
cable TV. We paid considerably more for the same programs to put
intothere are cable systems in Wyoming that have 100 subscrib-
ers. We had several thousand, but we paid quite more for the same
programming than the cables did, and much of it, of course, is be-
cause the cable systems, are in the programming business, and that
is an area that you have looked at, I know, Mr. Chairman, and we
need to continue to do that.

I think the rural electrics have done an excellent job in terms of
trying to bring the satellite television to rural areas. The rural
electric cooperatives were the ones that actually did the work.

We did a substantial amount with education, as well, providing
some satellite equipment for rural schools. That is relatively easy.
Having a curriculum that is available to use is corn ething else.
That needs to be available, of course, to fit into the rural schools.

University of Wyomingwe only have one 4-year university in
our State, in a State with 100,000 square miles, so you can imagine
that doing extension work from the university is very important to
us. Flying professors about is expensive, and so, there are some
real opportunities right in our State to provide for the university to
be able to expand there.

It seems to me, as we move about it, we do not need any more
additional departments. We do not need additional bureaucracy.
What we do need is coordination among the agencies that are in
the field.

Chairman English was telling me about the amount of money
that has been available, resources available in rural development,
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which is extensive, if we can bring that to bear and to focus a little
more directly on what we think the problems are.

We tend, I believe, in economic development, to talk largely in
clichés. We talk about economic development, but we really need to
single down to some specific things that we can zero in on.

So I hope that, perhaps, some reorganization of the agencies in-
volved might be helpful. I think the rural electrics can be a very
useful tool. They are in the country, for the most part. They have
involvement of local people. However, if we are going to use utili-
ties to be a prime mover in the area of rural development, we have
to also consider, those areas that are not served by rural electrics
and that are, in fact, served by investor-owned utilities.

I guess I would have to say that I am not quite as pessimistic as
some of the others on the panel. I think we have made some sub-
stantial progress in Wyoming in the rural areas. We need to do
more, but we do have a sound telephone system. We do have satel-
lite services there for people who want to buy into that, and we
have a good base, I think, upon which to grow.

So, I am pleased, Mr. Chairman, that you are undertaking this
effort of rural telecommunications, and I would like to assist in any
way that I ca.i.

Mr. WISE. I appreciate very much your involvement. As I say,
having your background on the subcommittee, I think, can be very,
very helpful.

Let me turn and see whether Glenn has any questions or
thoughts.

Mr. ENGLISH. No, I do not.
Mr. WISE. On that point then we very much appreciate your tes-

timony, Craig, and would invite you, since you are a member of the
subcommittee alsoactually, ifyou would like to come up here and
ask yourself any questions---

[Laughter.]
MT. WISE [continuingi. You are welcome to do that.
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you.
Mr. WISE. At this time I would like to call the second panel. We

are delighted to have with us today from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture the Honorable Jonathan Kislak, the Deputy Under
Secretary for Small Community and Rural Development; the Hon-
orable Jack Van Mark, Acting Administrator for the Rural Electri-
fication Administration; and the Honorable Neal Sox Johnson,
Acting Administrator of the Farmers Home Administration and it
is my understand you will be joined by others.

Please take your places at the table.
As the panel is seated, I want to express my appreciation for

your coming and let me just explain a little further than in August
the Senate passed Senate bill 1036, which is a broad rural develop-
ment package and in it there are certain aspects concerning rural
telecommunications.

The Agriculture Subcommittee on Conservation, Credit, and
Rural Development, chaired by my colleague on the left, Glenn
English, is formulating a bill of similar scope for the House. Glenn
has kindly consented to have this subcommittee work with him in
drafting the telecommunications portion of that legislation, so we
are trying to work together. Just as we are trying to end duplica-
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tion in some areas of rural America, so we are in rural develop-
ment in authorizing legislation.

That is why it is important to continue the examination of the
best ways to make the new telecommunications technologies avail-
able throughout the country.

To help the subcommittee sharpen their perspective, we've asked
you gentlemen to come before us to give us your views. I'd particu-
larly appreciate your reactionsand incidentally your statements,
your written statements, will be made a part of the record so they
are already in there and you may feel free to summarize, but I'd
also appreciate your reactions to Senate bill 1036, particularly
those provisions dealing with rural telecommunications. It seems to
broaden the REA.

I have some questions at the end of your testimony dealing with
the extent to which perhaps we ought to be looking at other as-
pects, other agencies of the USDA, the role that Farmers Home
might play for instance, the role that others might play in the
rural telecommunications area, so we welcome your testimony and
look forward to hearing from you.

As I say, if you have other officials that you want to be included
in this, please feel free to pull your chairs up to the table. I am a
big believer that you just bring everybody under the tent and put
them around a table and let them talk.

Also we have a practice in this subcommittee that in order to
prejudice no witnesses who may appear before the committee at
any time either now or in the future that we swear in all wit-
nesses.

Do you have any objections to that?
[No response.]
Mr. %VISE. If you'd stand, anyone who may be participPting, if

ou would stand and raise your right hand.
[Witnesses sworn ]
Mr. WISE. Mr Kislak, would you like to start as Deputy Under

Secretary?

STATEMENT OF JONATHAN I. KISLAK, DEPUTY UNDER SECRE-
TARY, SMALL COMMUNITY AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT, AC-
COMPANIED BY JACK VAN MARK, ACTING ADMINISTRATOR,
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION ADMINISTRATION; AND NEAL SOX
JOHNSON. ACTING ADMINISTRATOR, FARMERS HOME ADMINIS-
TRATION

Mr. KISLAK Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for this opportu-
nity to address you and the members of the subcommittee. I am
pleased to be here today to discuss the Department of Agriculture
telecommunication programs.

With me this morning are Jack Van Mark, the Acting Adminis-
trator of Rural Electrification Administration and Sox Johnson,
the Acting Administrator of the Farmers Home Adrninistiation.

First, I would like to dispel any notion that the Nation's rural
tek?communication system is either nonexistent or antiquated and
in need of major renovation. In many important respects the Na-
tion's r_iral telephone system is more state-of-the-art than the na-
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banal system as a whole. This is due in large measure to the suc-
cess of the Rural Electrification Administration.

The REA has been making loans to rural telephone companies
since 1950 and continues today to make direct loans as well as
loans through the Rural Telephone Bank for the establishment, op-
eration expansion, and maintenance of much of the Nation's rural
telephone system.

Consider the following figures. Today 96 percent of the Nation's
rural residents have reliable telephone service. Many of these rural
areas are served with modern digital technology. REA has financed
nearly 5,000 host and remote telephone switches nationwide and in
many areas the rural telephone companies are well ahead of na-
tional providers in the installation and use of modern technology.

Through December 1988, the REA had loaned over $140 million
to install 4,200 miles of fiber optic cable and related terminal
equipment. In 1989 alone loans totalling more than $21 million for
an additional 1,175 miles of fiber optic cable and related facilities
were appro

In other activities the REA has made loans to rural telephone
companies, specifically to provide fiber optic facilities for educa-
tional television systems for rural schools. In 1989 eight loans total-
ling $2.5 million were made in Kansas, Oklahoma, Minnesota, and
Pennsylvania to install this advanced technology, two-way interac-
tive, real time, digital video learning systems.

REA also makes loans for mobile communication systems and
has provided financing for improved mobile telephone services to
qualified borrowers since the late 1960's.

In addition, while REA can make loans for cellular telephone
systems, the current trend seems to be for REA borrowers to form
subsidiaries or joint ventures or partnerships with non-REA financ-
ing through which they enter the cellular market. In these cases
the REA has granted lien accommodations to these borrowers so
that they can obtain funding from other sources.

REA also finances basic exchange telephone radio systems, which
are radio telephone system that hold considerable promise in pro-
viding telephone service to extremely remote areas at very reason-
able costs. These systems have been financed in Alaska and
Kansas, in Minnesota, Montana, Oregon, and Texas.

Farmers Home has a relatively limited role with telecommunica-
tion. There is one program that could be used to finance telecom-
munications facilities although to date it has note been used forthat purpose.

The Community Facilities Loan Program makes loans generally
to public bodies and not-for-profit organizations. These loans are
generally used to construct or enlarge improved community facili-
ties for health care, public safety, and public service. It could be
used to finance the installation of satellite receiving dishes for com-
munications and educational purposes.

In closing, I want to emphasize one fact of USDA and more spe-
cifically, Mr. Chairman, the Rural Electrical Administration role
with regard to telecommunications in rural America. The REA is a
bank. It has expertise in rural telephone and rural electric service.
It is based here in Washington and it specializes in loans to tele-
phone companies and electrical cooperatives for the provision of
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those services in rural America. It has and continues to perform
that function well and efficiently.

I appreciate the opportunity to make these remarks and would
be pleased to answer any questions of the committee.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Kislak follows:]
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1 Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I am pleased to he

here today to discuss the Department of Agriculture's telecommunications programs With

3 me this morning me Mr. Jack Van Mark, Acting Administrator of the Rural Electrification

4 Administration and Mr. "Sox" Johnson, ..cting Administrator of the Farmers Home

5 Administration.

First, I would like to dispel any notion that the nation's rural telecommunicatons

system is either non existent or antiquated and in need of major rmlovation. In many

important respects. the nation's rural telephone system is much more -state-of-tteart. than

10 the national system as a whole. This is due in large measure to the activities of the Rurai

ti Electrification Administration. The R..ral Electrification Administration '..as been inaking

loans to rural telephone companies since 1950. and continues today to make direct loan\

13 as well as loans through the Rural Telephone Bank, for the establishment, operation.

expamsion and maintenance of much of the nation's rdral telephone !istem

15

Consider the following figures. Today 96 percent of the Natiou's no...

17 have reliable telephone service, and many of these rural areas arc serviced with modern

l digital technolog; to date, REA has financed nearly 5.000 digital host and remote

IV telephone switches nation-wide, and in many areas the rural telephone companies are v.ell

20 ahead of national providers in the installation and use of modein technology. through

21 December 1988, REA had loaned over $140 million, to install 4.200 miles Of fiber otoKs

2 cable and related terminal equipment; In FY '89 alone, REA made Itans totaling mote

than $21 million, for an additional 1,175 r-iles of fiber optics cable and related facit.,les
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In other activities, REA has made loans to rural telephone companies, specifically,

25 to provide fiber optic facilities for educational television MTV) systems for rural schools.

26 In FY '89, eight loans totaling nearly $2.5 million, were made in Kansas. Oklahoma,

:/ Minnesota and Pennsylvania to install these advanced technology two-way interactive real-

28 time digital video learning systems.

29

30 REA also makes loans for mobile communications systems and has provided

3 1 financing for Improved Mobile Telephone Services [IMTS) to qualified borrowers since the

32 late 1960's. In adjition. while REA ean make loans for cellular telephone systems, the

33 current trend seems to be for REA telephone borrowers to form subsidiaries, jointventures

34 and partnerships, with non-REA financin& through which to enter the cellular market. In

35 these cases REA may and has granted lien accommodations to borrowers so they can

obtain funds from other financial institutions.

37

38 REA also finances Basic Exchange Telephone Radio Systems (BEIRSJ, which are

39 ra .io telephone systems that hold considerable promise in providing telephone service to

40 extremely remote areas at a very reasonable cost. BETRS system: have been financed in

41 Alaska, Kansas, Minnesota, Montana, Oregon and Texas.

42

43 The Farmers Horne Administration has a very limited role with regard to

44 telecommunication.

45

46 Within the Farmers Home Administration there is one program that could he ized

'7 to finance certain telecommunications facilities, although to date it has not been used solely
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for that purpose. The Farmers }lox:: Administration Community Facilities Loan Program

makes loans to public bodies and nonprofit corporations. These loans are i:,enerrAlly used

50 to construct, enlarge or improve community facilities for health care. pnblie safety and

51 public services. This program could be used to finance the installation of satellite receiving

51 dishes to he used for communications and educational purposes.

53

54 In closing. I want to emphasize one aspect of the USDA's, and more specifi.:a,:y the

55 Rural Electrification Administration's, role with regard to trilecommunic_tions in rural

56 America. The Rural Electrification Administration is a bank. With no expertise ii; matters

other than those related rural telephone and electric service, REA truly is a Washington,

f:ts DC based lending institution that specializes in making loans to rural telephone companies

5() and rural electric cooperatives for the provision of those respective services i.i r:ral

Americans. In that respect. REA has, and continues to perform itA mission v.cii ztad

efficiently.61

6.2

63 Thank you fm this opportunity to snake these remarks. We woLld be r:e.r.cd

13 answer any questions iou may have
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Mr. WISE. Thank you very much. Did either of the other two gen-
tlemen wish to make any statement?

Mr. VAN MARK. Could I offer
Mr, WIsE. Sure.
Mr. VAN MARK. We talked about the 5,000 remote and host

switches. I think the Under Secretary meant to say 5,000 digital
telephone host and remote switches. I think that is important be-
cause it is the cutting edge of technoloa.

Mr. Wow. I would like to go to the last part of your statement
first.

When you said, you pointed out I thought quite emphatically
that the REA is a bank with its expertise basically in Washington,
did I read in that that you weren't looking for any great expanded
role in REA, or that you were not recommending that? As you
know, the bill that's passed the Senate would seem to expand the
role of REA in rural telecommunications.

Mr. Kist Ax. Mr. Chairman, I think in rural communications that
REA does have a role to play. I think to expand the REA into areas
beyond its current expertise and areas that are well served by
Farmers Home and in other areas may duplicate programs and
services that are well provided elsewhere in the government.

Mr. WISE. That's an important point and one that this subcom-
mittee wants to get into.

Could you expand on that? In specifically what areas do you
think that Farmers Home is taking, is serving now and that REA
would not need to get into in the rural telecommunications issue,
particularly in light of the Leahy bill.

Mr. KISLAK. Mr. Johnson, maybe you can talk about some of the
community facilities programs and rural development prooTams in
your agency.

Mr. JOHNSON. We do not see ourselves as a primary provider in
the electric or telephone cystein field because as we look to our
sister agency to be the primary mover in that area. Our agency, I
think, in some years past has maybe had some enlarged role that
was shifted to REA to avoid duplication.

We see ourselves as more active through our community facility
loans and able to assist with educational purposes. Certainly, we
can provide onsite or facility-type of equipment in conjunction with
telephone and communication systems, satellites, and so forth.

We do have a role there and are participating to some degree.
Also, with our business and industrial loan programs, there may be
some potential but I don't recall any applications from any Comm u-
nicatior networks for utilization of that program to help in the
cable, satellites, or any of those things. Obviously, that is a pro-
gram that is available.

I do see those as two different things as they relate to the pri-
mary supplier of telecommunications and telephone networks as
opposed to what we do as part of a facility.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Johnson, as I understand Farmers Home present-
ly, there is nothing to prevent it either through the community fa-
cilities loan or you also have a small business loan program too, as
I recall, don't you?
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Mr. JOHNSON. That's what I am referring to as our business and
industrial loan progr9m. It's comparable to SBA or small business
type loans.

Mr. WISE. I like the way you handle it a lot better than SBA
does, but that's a subject for another hearing and another commit-
tee, I guess.

Mr. Kis Lax. We appreciate the vote, Congressman.
Mr. WISE. But my question is, there is nothing to prevent you

from assisting in the development of rural telecommunications, for
instance in theif businesses wanted to go into an incubator or if
businesses wanted to develop and increase telecommunications ca-
pacity in a rural area, that is something that you could already
provide, I would think.

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, within the purposes and to the type entities
we deal with. The business and industrial loans are for the for-
profit types. Those are guaranteed loans only, so, obviously, if there
was some for-profit organization that wanted to get into cable or
set up a satellite distribution center or something like that, they
could possibly fit in with our business and industrial loans.

As for public entities and not-for-profit organizations, we try to
limit our assistance to the facility in which we make loans for edu-
cational buildings, and other essential community facility type
buildings that may happen to be for educational purposes. The or-
ganizations may want to incorporate later technology that would
tie on to a bigger service, so we could make loans for those pur-
poses.

Mr. KISLAK. Let me add, Mr. Chairman, that Farmers Home also
is very active in making loans to public bodies and not-for-profit or-
ganizations for water and sewage treatment, water distribution and
for sewage treatment and that is an active part of the Farmers
Home community facilities program.

Mr. WISE. I foundmy observation of Farmers Home coming
from a rural area is that ever since revenue sharing went down the
tubes, yours is about the only show in town and so I try to make
great use of Farmers Home.

As part of a facility, a community facility, would telecommunica-
tions terminal equipment count? Could I apply for a loan in that
regard?

Mr. JOHNSON. For educational purposes, yes, as long as it is a
part of that facility.

Mr. WISE. There is a provision in H.R. 5, the Education Improve-
ment Act, which the President signed last year, for certain pro-
grams that could foster greater telecommunications links, satellite
link-ups, and so on. Now, can Farmers Home also be involved in
that?

Mr. JOHNSON. I do not know
Mr. WISE. That program is administered, of course, by the De-

partment of Education.
Mr. JOHNSON. We would have to look. We would be happy to look

and provide that for the record.
Mr. WISE. Under the community facilities part of what you do.
Mr. JOHNSON. I am just nct sure. We will be happy to look into

that issue and respond.
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Mr. WISE. Everything that we have been talking about in our
conversation has been dealing with loans, as I understand it. Is
that correct? Not_grants.

Mr. JOHNSON. That is correct. We have no grant program in the
community facility programs. We do have in the sewer and water
programs, but not in the essential community facility program.

Mr. WISE. Are those loans in the community facilities program,
are they lower rate than the market rate?

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, we have three rates based on income of the
community. So there is some interest subsidy involved in those pro-
grams.

Mr. WISE. I have some other questions, but I am going to wait
until another rlund, and turn to my colleague, Mr. Thomas.

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Where would one go to find a coordinating paint for USDA on

rural area development?
Mr. KislAx. The Undersecretary. The Undersecretary's office is

responsible for rural development, reporting to my boss.
Mr. THOMAS. Does he have jurisdiction over all of the agencies

that are involved?
Mr. KISIAK. No, sir.
Mr. Thou As. What do you think of what I heard in the GAO

report, that there are many, many agencies involved, some of
which, perhaps, could use a little coordination? How would you
react to that?

Mr. KISIAK. Mr. Thomas, I think that certainly there is more co-
ordination in order. I am not sure what the best way to achieve it
is. There are not only agencies within USDA and, essentially, every
agency inside USDA has some rural development aspect to it, but
there an a number of programs outside of USDAthe EDA, the
Small Business Administration, Department of Transportation,
HUD. Just go down the list. Almost every department and agency
in the government has some rural development aspect to it.

Mr. THOMAS. Would you agree, if we could focus all those re-
sources a little more precisely on the problem, that it would be
more effective?

Mr. KOMAR. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMAS. Do you have a plan to do that?
Mr. KIRA& The Secretary is studying it right now, and I am not

at liberty to disclose until the President does. The President or-
dered, in March, an Economic Policy Committee study, through all
of the departments of the government, how best to deal with rural
development. This is an important topic for the President. That
report is in its final stages of being completed, and I hope that
some of the recommendations that come out of that would deal
with better coordination of the government efforts.

Mr. THOMAS. Good. Thank you.
Mr. Msg. Jack, the rural electrics, of course, it is very important

for a utility to have commercial business. What do you think the
role of a loct..1 rural electric is to encourage commercial businesses
and development in their area? Do you see them having a role?

Mr. VAN MARK. Of course. However, Congressman, it will vary
from community to community. Currently the rural electrics' have
the ability to invest funds equal to 15 percent of their plant value
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in rural development projects without coming to the Administrator
for approval. They can go above that on a case-by-case basis with
the Administrator's approval.

We did a little calculation to see what that would come to in
rural America, and it comes to something like $7 billion that would
be available for investment in rural development projects.

Mr. THOMAS. it is fairly difficult for a local board to commit
some of their members' money to a risky project, isn't it?

Mr. VAN MARS. One would anticipate that it would require the
board actionand the board represents the local coop, so they have
to make many difficult decisions.

Mr. Tnosstss. I understand. Thank you.
Mr. Kisi-sx. Congressman, if I could add to that and emphasis

what Congressman Skelton said in his statement, the first key to
rural economic development is local leadership. Certainly, the
board of the coop is one of the places that that is most likely to
reside. Whether they, as individuals or as a member of the board of
the coop, take the leadership, somebody has to take that first step.
Whether it then takes the coop's money to invest or those leaders,
either as the board of the coop or as leaders in their community,
find other sources of funding, whether it be from Farmers Home or
any one of the other programs, I think that, certainly, the first role
that the coop can play, without committing its members' cash, is to
be the catalyst and the leader in that community.

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wisg. Thank you.
Chairman English.
Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Chairman, I have got quite a few questions, so

let me know whenever I have exceeded my time.
With regard to that, Mr. Van Mark, the other question that

comes to mind is that the REA has a powerful influence, obviously,
with regard to all the REC's, with regard to rural telephone coop-
eratives. What you say is correct. As a result of the 1987 agricul-
ture credit legislation, the REM can invest 15 percent of their
plant value, and you are correct, that would make available some
estimated $7 billion for rural development.

The question that cornea down isit has been 2 years now, I sup-
pose, since that legislation passed. What action has the REA taken
to encourage REC's to take advantage of that opportunity, and
what in the way of guidelines, directives, advisories, how many of
those have been issued to the REC's?

Mr. Vies MARK. Well, we have not issued guidelines or advisories
or attempted to advise them on how to invest their funds because
each local area is unique in itself. What I have done, Congressman,
is in almost every presentation that I have made around the coun-
try, I have reiterated that they have that investment option. We
have sent copies of the regulation implementing the new provision
to borrowers. There is no lack of awareness on their part that the
investment opportunity is available, and I think that is about the
limit.

[The information follows0
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March 22, 1989

SUBJECT: Autnority for REA Electric Borrowers to Invest
Funds, Make Loans. or Loan Guarantees

TO: REA Electric Borrowers

At the mouse of Representatives Subcommittee on Rural Development, Agric6ture.
and Related Agencies hearing this week, REA was asked to clarify the present
authority of borrowers to invest general funds in rural development r:ojects
in the absence of final rulcmaking on this subject.

As a result of the Omnious Budget Reconciliation Act of 1987, REA informeo
borrowers at meetings held in Washington, D.C. in Mey 1988 that REA consioered
borrowers were authorized to use their general funds up to 15 percent of Total
Utility Plant for investments, loans, or loan guarantees, ncluding investments
in rural development projects. Tnis message was published in the May 13. 1988,
issue of Rural Electric Mewsletter and was repeated by various REA repre-
sentatives at each of the seven Regional Meetings held during the fall of 1988.

REA published its draft implementing rule for the program entitled
7 CFR Part 1715, "Criteria for Securing REA Approvals Reolireci Under tne
Mortgage by Electric Borrowers Relating to Financial and Management Matters,"
on November 28. 1988, and each borrower was provided a copy witn our mailing
date0 December 7, 1988. REA is now completing its final rule and we believe
that it will De available in 30 to 45 Jays. The final rule will exempt certain
investments from inCluSion tn the 15 percent of Total Utility Plant computation.

Meanwhile, we are furnisrv.ng this clarification letter as requested at the
hearing.

JACK YAM MARK
Acting Administrator

22G
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definite* a -me lesdr. if this
bite .mastite nem decease borrow*,
°odd lawn caah which le soteseity to
make nazi, payments el pdadpel end
intermit on loans pads, guaranteed. or
lien accommetiand by REA. Alta If Ns
onterrnanan namt damn. borrower
could laved cosh wawa le melte
twee lose apeman fa semitattd.
loseetene investments man* it te
default on le REA maw. Wigton.
In such clecusaisnon. REA would be
effectively faced is cresieece la the
defeat or tandem wages. collatene.
includes these kresonnade, at lass than
the fere amass of the debt REA
anticipetes that tech baronet might
even start in defeated ite condom.
that REA csameated le matt activity by
acute Silt a (hsAd Lida Mutt of
this se. In support a its panne. the
commestatoe dad statemeat in the
House Report No. 3111f1).100th Coat tat
Sew XI to the effect that Investmenia
lase thee 15 wad of land utility plant
shotld set *soy way pet eocereseen
funds or seamity teemed et rine.
Apposed% the COSIMIlidataft flaws the
rePon lluar-agel see ondrinea. Pace
the spat conalsed no beets for etch
swaying conchstras REA lamas the
etatennet to be s directive. Atmoniinaly.
REA nee so Osailict betereee the
*Wu& te bereaves to Seem
their own funds aed ea eininietrauve
interpretatioa thin when payment I. el.
funds madam for debt wake ere no
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beget the borrower', "cwn funds" ea
that phew. I. toed to wrists 31314 the
RE Ace

One comment objected to the
detentes of 'Total Utility Plane
because It la halted to total efeeric
utility plant. Aitken de *action 312 was
Use term "tatal utility plant." it does not
define the tine nor does the legislative
Kidney amplify its meanizte. However.
eection 1121a. by in enema term&
hented to bonowws of ''slectric"
The ovenvheiting malonty of electric
borrower* have no utility plant mhtch la
not electric utility pleat. Therefore. REA
think. that tha referinete is lection
to an electric proems bonoweee total
utility plant manna the toted electric
utalty plant of that borrower mid bee ao
defined tha tam. The definitioa of total
utility ;dant does *ot restrict borrower*
from ttweating in collar utilities if they
chose to do ea. Thus for moat REA
electric program borrowers, the
definition snakes no diffmsece. For the
linottid .iumber of REA prcgrons
borrowers which operate mon than on.
utility Ionic*. dna interpretation will
preclude such borrowers from
leveraging the amount of unmetrieted
investment* they otherwise could mike
by &Nutting cootrnfiing lowest* I.
other utilitie and then inductive the
indite of mach natio ta the compatation
of -total utility planr foe the purposes
of section 312.

One comment emegiesterd that REA
delete the definitioo of subsidiary sod
remove the requirement In I 13111.234b)
that sublet-la the moor& of borrowers to
auditing procedures pra.alb.d in 7 CM
Pan 11111 A. deftned in thia rule. a
subsidiary is anotbor onnotitation
which the borrower controls. Thus the
borrower La tn position to cause its
subaidiaty to snake mooed. eindlable
mut to comply with itRA accounting
requirements. REA Coonidem these
requirements lob* justifieltha to
furthering its ohltsetions wider the Act
to are that loons made or guirettwed by
it remain adequately waled end that
sedl balsa ere reid la accordance
with their terms m commentate,
conceded that REA Might hav such
authority under other statutory
provisions or agreements but objected to
REA'. inclusion in this rule as
condition foe exercising txwestzwnt end
piarantee authcetty. However. the
records end accoimting requirements in

Ins.as(b) do not condition the shinty
of borrowste to make Lovestments or
yusrentem iutden eection 312. ESA
inserted them requirements to this rule
at I 171323(b) becouve REA la
Aroadenins the scope of its Rnencial
monitoring in papoose to the tnceeesed

level of tereatmeet. loan. snd guarantee
ectivity getserated by section Sit

REA received , few roomette
ebfecttttg 10 the *Weak*. tn I 1705.24
Cewcatfy these objectIone went based
so two ennieda Fleet a belief that
motion 221 prevents the Administeritor
from changing in any way REA's
adalislairtUvs precticee concerning
brewebaeeta. toe. end guarantee
scilvtdes except to melt. them mom
permletelve than they weft wben 'action

was esected. While section 312 and
int04stivo history show an

somietekable natation to mita the level
of unclassified inveatateets loans and
wiranteee requinne miat REA approval
foam 3 percent lo IS percent. the
ies wage of section 313 does not Impose

'Aloi:tattoo on the discretion of the
stator to testrict such activities

when they exceed 15 percent of
borrower's total utility plant.
Aceordinely. REA doe. not agree with
cemmenta euggesting that fiction 312
mariodse the Admintetratoe from
',considering whether Investments.
Woe end guarantees that were not
subject to REA approval under REA's
pest administrative practices ahould be
testrictal when they exceed le percent
eta botrawnee total utility plant. REA
believes that section 342 does riot
maims this ism* 4nd thua leaves the
Arfasinistretoes authority under the RE
Act enthused te this respect. Second.
ease *edam. noted that the existing
REA monies,* went multiparty
einsamenta and dim In propoeheg to
nperIrt certain tomminwnts that had
imtvionsly been vametricted. RM was
mosedine it* authority coder the terms
deal/ging legal agreements. te REA
mortgegee by in effect amending them
unilaterany. boo meow* to this second
armansent. PLEA hes modified 5 111124 to
remit borrower' to continue to milk.
imestritents. Ivens and guarantees
without prior REA approval tn
circumstances where such approval re
not requited under they mustang REA
tacetgatee

A. reault of the above change.
:arraPh, fe). lb). and (ri in 1711 24

peoposed specific uniform
eschniona bare been limited in the final
rale to Owe* inetannell where REA he
MASA, a altar kali or guarantee and the
ormortgagren.0 any, cavern to the
modsficanon of the REA mortgage
Thome perapaphs have been further
modified to bait the exclusion of %woe
investments from the computation only
I. those butane:es wham the borrower
pledges those inveerments under the
REA. marten*. fri hom turned
Memnon where such amine may not Pe
pledged. a g . restricted stock. borrowers

" . r / .
. . r

could Mill melte each investments hut
they would be eerbject to the te percent
restrittion exprweed in the panel nate.
Paragraph (10 1718.114 evdirdieg
certain mesmiteminto Incurred price to
the original monger, has been det4ted
from the finel rule since it is
unnecestery in the cats of meeting
owe Mame which contain similar
provisioa and tienecNeary foe More
mortgages *MC* the euthorizatIon of IS
percent to meths 372 of the RE Act
provules ample itiltnertky of the very
limited number of borrowers that have
this type of commitment.

The final rUhl 00%. Clearly Permits the
continuation of borenwir inetatewnts in
securities of CFC. the reenacted Bank foe
Cooperative. and the Paul Rank
for Cooperanves all unicludad
investments to determining compliance
with3 111523 of the Me. The rule also
clarifiea that permitted radiator,. in

1715.14 are the same as thou in
borrower's curreat mortgage.

REA does not agree with comments
suggest:tree that the pause* of "teflon
311 in effect statutorily -bone- existing
REA mortgage provisions dealing with
thie subtect. Accordingly, new
paramsph id) hes been added to
1 1715.34 to maks it clear that REA is
not odopting this interpretation REA is
resenting tts I 1713.24 in historic tieht to
make ease by cam revisions in REA
mortgages la coonectfon with any new
REA financial weistance. To clarify the
interectioe of the currently existing
Mortgage plc/anima with the
requirements of this Rule. an Appendix
is included with the Rule to set forth a
hypothetical exempts, of bow 11 1nsm
.nci 1713.24 would apply.

One rorpondent requested REA to be
speciflc in ...eteirvining the ernount
avatlaNe for investing. if borrowet
must Include the unrecovered
investments (1014re on inveetments and
guaranitall) la devastate* its haws
compliaoce with the rule REA accepts
the reetwel. and has added a new
paragraph (d) to 17'i 325. Records, to
clarify thls determination to assure that
tl tenses occumng on en investment
will not he counted against the 15
percent in future calculations. and {2) an
Int estfeent which la -railed aver is not
accumulated or counted against die t
percent IP fu*.ure calculation. but ra .

treated as only oat inveMment. Tina is
scccmplidred by requiring the borrows.
to WI, amounts actually reflected
it books and records foe the lowtelaw

The :.oal rule will become effective
y days after its publicanon
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Ust at Sabha. he 7 cnt rut nu
Electric power. loan prommaawner.y.

Rip:stn and racordheeath
raquirearrota itttt rah

in 141y al tha above. REA bomb)/
amend. 7 CPR Caspar XVII by addicts
new Part 1713 coosistins of Subpart If
(1' I71S.20-172541) to mad as follows:

PART ITISIRTIVIIA FOR
SECGRINO REA APPROVALS
AMMO MEM ISE MORTGAGE
EY ELECTRIC ISORROVICEO
RELATES:I TO noimeta ARO
SMUG/MEM liACTSPS

A-4leseaveel
haram 0-500atalata, Lama and
Gutraileas by Readela Donowina

an.
177110 Purpoe.
man Polley.
171411 Ceintriona
171543 Geottest
171524 Endonoode
Int-U Remade.
1711.111 Med of eta *about on REA loan

maid and ample
mat, landOcanta moped by ontee

lenders
Inaba bentatimata Mr, and !meantime

a mow at la wow iTotst Utility
Mant.

Awdeader USX. 107-110b. Tidal.
Saban. 0, tac. libet.Eatalbwa Ilotaist
Reamilsatia. Ace el WV. Pb. t um-am
thimathe el Astlacity try the su.y
niacatat. r Ili Weems of
Aithatityby tba that* ferry for Small
Commenity aid Lina tievesoent, 7 cypt

Illistdert A-414rwervaill

lubsselllloweedrawas Lamm and
Outwards** by 1011CV10 SCOMMWS

Palma
Ma Mani cuntaina ths genital

naphtha of tha Rural alactrtflation
AMninhiration (REA) for implementing
and interpeeting th provisions of dr
Rural blectrifioation Act of IBA as
amended. lacludin. 'anal 312 (7 DAC
Pal sed4 GIE Act). permitting. La
certain circumstances. that borrowers of
instead atguazataid electnc loam
under tin RE Act ray. without
motto° or prior approval of the
Adminhiretoe a Ran. invest their own
funds sod make lows or guarantees.

I 27111.11 Petry.
RBA alactic borrowine are

encouraged to tans Gift own fundj to
participate to tha mama* davelopmant
of rend arms. pnividad that such
activity dam not la my way putt=t funds at ish a impair, le

ability to repay its
indabtadrwes to REA and mbar lenders

In coma:keg whether to Pak* hank
lavastramsta, or guarantees. borrowers
en expected to act in accordant. with
prude% asthma pesetas and lo
conformity with the law* of the
huiedictiona is which they serve REA
shams that borrowers will um the
latitude afforded them by motion 312 of
%ha RE Act primarily to make aided
tar...town in twat community
irtfreatnictme peartch (such am water
and wad* systems. prat... collection
esemaa. etc) and in lob maths
ctivities (ouch aa provtdia4 tichalcal.
financial, managerial annum* and
What actleitka to promote Whom
development and economic
diversification la nthei comanthitim.
Romaniess. REA believe* that
borrowen should continuo to gnu
primary consideration to safety and
liquidity In tha management of their
funds

1711143 Cleantilona.

As used in this subpart
"Sorrowse means corp.-minion ce

other legal entity argued. or Intending
to becomr engeged. tn tha generation.
tranaraladon or distribution of
dectricity. and whom outittanding
obligations meriting from RE Act loans
or rarseknoxitees are not to default

strunton Fund-Truths
Account" means Ilta account direcribed
in Ili REA Uniform System of Accounta
as our to which funde ale deported foe

the corsetruction or purchasefet= factlivas.
"Guarenkte- maw to widertalw

collawnliy to rower for the', payment
of wake,' debt or the melanoma of
another. any. liability. ae obligation.
incloding. without limitation. tha
oboe manswa of subsidiaries. Snow

=4 of euch guarantees wcudd
suatanteas of paymant ce

callectIon co non or ether debt
instrument Ismuring returns on
investanstat Whim pmformarica
broda a consolation bonds or costiotng
lease. or othr °Miriam of itird
miles

lomat means to comma money in
order to earn financial return au
assets. including. without limitation. aIl
financial trimentions properly monied
oo the bonowers books and records at
Waveband account s tame scram°,
sal used Is the Volfons helm of
Account. for REA Palawan.

4ala lour west* to lend ovt
mosey Per temporary me on coodition of
repetruzirdth intenst.

Primate meanaez
&sea al Es borrower which is
in the REA 111Kelblift.

"Ows hair seam money belongins
to the honowar aim than II) Proomda

0
I '1.0

a Weft madejaicentiedor lien
accommodated by REA: (II) funds
necemary iau. timely payments of
piranha and harem an Iowa mach.
'vanished or lim accommodated bY
REA: (Iii) lateurems proceeds funs
ntoctplad peopser (lv) darnss- awards
and sale proceed. nowitins from
eminent domeIn and similar proceedums
theater. eavitd property: (v) sale
monad, frost reetgagrd property min
mural spat& REA approval and (vt)
rands m deposit is the oath
ccentructias maim account.

REA Mortify amens any and all
tharnsassets mods. a Han on or
becurity enema in Vie borrowars amen
It connectim with loans at guarantees
under the RE Act

"Sal* horeecir MINN, all
consideration received from the rale of
matt after &darting reaionabk

smaction If any. and after
in the cam of amti taken by

power of aaatime domain. ei amount. If
any of the damage award paid to the
borrowet a oampenostion for low
future, reveinum.

-Subsidtarf means corporation the
bealoeity Wok at which is owned or
controlled by a harower.

"Sopplemissed Lamle' means
lender that Ira 'moulded a supplmental
sow* of finaacbg that Is secured by
the REA madame

°Taal Utility Naar ow* the sum ot
the barawers "alaccir plant accounts"
and -camtroctim wads in program-
shark ecommte." aa ouch woo are
seed In I. RIA Uniform System of
Accounts. fat PEA lorrowera.

Ilrafama Sperm of Accounts fat REA
Borrowan" MOM thi system of
accounts peoscribied in CFR Part 1775.

!TIM Gamma
A borrown may. withost priOr written

approval of the Administrator. must its
own funds or wake loans o luarant es
nos la 14000* af 11. pewee of tea total
utility plant without mud to any
movidas asolshed IA any REA
mortgage to dr effect that eh* bonower
must anis prier approval from REA

f 2711LI4 landadalea

(a) In calcula tes. the amount of
invetuniaele. Isar and patentees
permitted ewer 4 min. then is
acludid him the coiputstten any
Invitenaset. loam es maranne of the,
type which by A. lama of the
borsousera REA ma-4pp the borrower
may make he sahmitad amounts without
REA approvaL

lb) Rama to Imatalum when the
consent of third manias ta required and
cannot be obtained. RitA will require
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that say shcbsc loan med. or
gmaraoteed by REA after luly 32. lear
Mail ba Maned by a mortgage
metricting laveetneate. toms and
guarantee, by the Sorrow'r
leitenentfelly as follow-,

(tlfl borrower slay. to the extent
Permitted by r CFR 171573. invest Its
own foods or make loans or gmarentem
not ta excem of la percent of Its total
utility plant ae Moos ternw ere wed to 7
CFR Part 1711k fathom! It

(Pro* boiScriclit may sho maks
unlimited tormarands. without prior
spproval of tbe Adtainistretre. to:

II) Emanate+ or deposits hosed.
guaranteed or fully insured as to
payment by the United Stem
Government or any agency Mallet

Capital tenia cartificam, bank
stock. or other similar securities of the
supplemental tender which have been
purr-tweed as e coodition of membership
in the supplemental lender. or as a
conditioo of recemina Einancial
entrance from such lender:

lug Patronage mpital allocated horn
power supply ctOperattre of which the
borrower I. a member

I MISS Illecords,
(a) Every borrower null maintain

accurate mettle COAcerinog ell
Inseinatente loons aad guartntem made
by it Such records shatl be tent in a
Manner that will enable REA to readily
demob*.

(I) Tim mourn and sorsnm Of all
anixos. ommeee and loom rafereted
from tbe borroweis loan& guarentees
and investment,.

(2) llre location. Identity end hut
priority of any loan rolleteral
from activities permitted by this subpart .
and

i7) The effect, If any. which mach
activities may have au Ui. feasibility ci
iodine made. guaranteed or lien
accointoodated by REA.

Ih) The reowds ot borrowers and their
eubsidiartee ehall be subject to the
auditing procedures ?retorted in Part
Ind of this chapter'. REA reserve* the
right to renew the haancial records of
any eubekharies of the borrower to
ascertain If the debts. Guarantee* les
&fined herein). or other obillatfoo
the eubeirberiee. could adversely affect
the ability of the borrower to repay its
debts to the Government or to determine

the borrower Is to compliance with
this subpart

lc) Every borrower Wean report to
REA. in the manna end oa the form
weaned by the Adainistretor. the
current Mess and principal enrostat of
each outstanding loan and guarantee

which It has made pursuant to f 171342
al this subpart

(OW rho Gamow ewe ors-an)

(dl derarsimies the )evel of
investing...a el Is percent et total utility
plant (as defined lo MN gapers) for
reporting le REA dodog any calendar
year, the boroweir Asti me the
worded soh* of each quolifying
investment as reflected cm its borne and
records foe the twat preceding and-of.
month. swept fre the end-otyier report
which Mall be based on Donohoe's
infonstatioo.

$ MIA Mal as Mk MOW an REA
lean arentrict mut ramegege.

(e) Mahn* in thia euhpart shalt affect
any rights which nippleatental lender,
have under the REA mortgage to limit
Investments loans and guarantees by
then borrowers to levels below II
percent of total utility plant.

(hl Notting in this subpart shall
relieve. borrows, of Hi obligation
under die REA mortgage to peewee the
hen of the REA mortgage a* tint lien
on all of the honowar's assets. sat(ect
to such WSW exceptiona as may be
provided For therein.

tcl Nothing to this subpart authorises
*Vans to oaks extensions or

Icageormsanta to its electric syetem
midmost price amoral ot REA

Id) KEA rename the right to chap
Peirrinana et the REA mons.. oo

casebressa bane. in unosetirm with
Providmili additional Ono, la sail stance
to homeless. eta /sly 31. 19,00.

11.11Ln Illeoriegerm Imo.* bp other
beds*

Nothiag la dile subpart is intended to
prevent aupplemattal lender from

anforning, or orochfyiag
restrictions cootained in its loan
documeotetton that limit the rights of s
borrower to make loan*, patentees or
Lovestmorta

I ttla.M thweebeisnak
therambese to ..ai.se 11 patters ter Toes,
thee Pima

if Ix:mower wishes to eiumeci the
egramen amount of Investment,- loans.
and guaratneee peratitted wider
I truisa of thie oabpart. the borrower
must amply with the provisions
contained In the REA isotope to the
effect that II meet obtain prior approval
has REA ftipssts of the type
described immediately above should be
mode la writioa for mosiderstion by
REA on a came-by.case bans

2 3 1

Doted Noe U. 1Itha
}ak Vaa WA.
Arta* Manw4rolat

Aggro& Rade 7 CFI Peri 1713.
tsibpanl, #1 1=04 7311,114
larinemmille. Lama ea Gaataalass bar
Mork Iheinemmem

Nglatlaa Appeadla pvb401.14 r
Inforatatiots oily mad will se* lie osslitisd la
40 COO* of Podong Reaulatims

Ths Issawing iete maims is promone to
Mr** the selathathI. bewares the LEA-
Tererowet WV.% ask dm type and level ol
Inv...mama hams Grimm gssarnarser the
borrower, they make ma be ia pareelbusoe
with # ifll.flatlblbtasbpact

Sotrowle Motion* A4~ alverpoo--..
Note that RIEnthstrotrat Mermen ate not
nithrtre lieweree. the kekterthe maple
Montage pew** le repertmetetive sud e
wed to &some how I mum world *ploy
in Ise awe et borrower thei bed tke mon
mimeo type M roongego comedy hoed in
the REA woven The following or ample
boks. Is preowned Sem for Itleetrento
purposes silly. and does not mem, OW future
isortssese win Mist* else provisisea ismd is
dus *asp*

Seer* Mick U. Section IP of the lltEA
Marisa. for Wreath Iiiectric Cooperative
ilirpoirsetiod aim) *Me ea *kw*

*risen The Mortgagor will eel without
the wet* el of both of lho
Moor.* here,tlormaka asty loaa or
Mum* In er tali* say investwoot te. us
purcharo or wake any oewthilemat ts
redoes my Med. hoods. atlas w ether
section* et so geenety. wain ot
ether.* tmosese obligabed a liable loth
moped lo the obilgetione M. any seem fir,
re onthendirs. emit (I) Mcwities
thttenta nreeth guersalsad at fulls moral
m is minas by the Muted giaiev
Comm* or sap avatar dithelk
Cannot tem Oe'triles we ether secsnues
el CPC fail remdisi credits residua, ban PM
paywal * power sed mew punthaesd
sad sato* rweived ham a rams tm. 404
irseamieerms areperelher al which the
mangey* I. a mirlenr. inilessastinnat
*dream lareateneate. eaotettios
*apnoea which tar basergertor bee. prior to
the to* Wort ammalimd nenl so make.
Warmer emdartaka ea Ms saes may be.
sod sa is shirrs Ms Irmtgrgor has vise the
Mot*** $01/as ie *Wag grim to the dew
Swat sal (r) neck ether Issas ileassas.
ad*** Ininthesete sOt Minnow* s
may bon leo S. thee he seek purchased or

bp the Mangos* pea ithd
however. That the wept/ oat of
lareethmea. plea the 10141 lewd principal
mewl a lease, deposit,. advances and
obligate* **MOM tomtit thls dorm Ir I
shall not at any tithe exceed I pelmet Mbs
wtal Moot (se web Ws Is daft* to
the Chatham Igor 51 Aramoto aide
mortingor

Selected berremor Fumincsi Deis or al
12/m/eti
Tow Ulna, Mast is Anvica. --Inarocknoc
a Casa *pool* la two MIC New*

beithe with maws ampanao.

t.
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Mr. ENGLISH. Well, the problem we get into, though, as I said, is
the REA is the entity that has a tremendous influence on those
folks. They are the ones that are going to be overseeing. They are
the ones that are going to be checking to make sure that they are
carrying out tbe. law in the manner in which it is supposed to be.

If I were mnning a coop someplace, I can assure you I would not
take advantage of that kind of an opportunityI do not care how
much I supported rural developmentif I, in some way, got the im-
preasion that the REA was not enthusiastically supporting that
effort, and I think that from the people that I have talked to in
coops in my State and around the country--we heard from some
240 witnesses with regard to rural development ove .. in the Conser-
vation, Credit, and Rural Development Subcommittee, people
around the country.

A lot of people that have testified have been from RECs, and I
have yet to have a single one that has indicated to me that they
thought there was any kind of interest or enthusiasm in the REA
for exercising this particular provision, and in fact, we had a siza-
ble percentage that told us that they were waiting on the guide-
lines from the REA before they began exercising.

They, quite frankly, were not sure what they were able to do or
were not able to do, and from the impression I got from what you
just said, not only have you not i3sued any, you really dr; not have
much inclination to do so. Is that correct?

Mr. VAN MARK. That is exactly correct. If we issued guidelines,
then that would be interpreted, if I follow your logic, Congressman,
as direction, and we want them to feel free to engme in rural de-
velopment as they see fit in that unique environment in which
they exist.

There can be no question about our enthusiasm, though, because
we have said it numerous times. The Undersecretary has said it. A

le sidelight, Qmgressman.
Re made the presentation a couple of times in which we talked

about the littleand I say "little' and mean just thatthe zero-
interest loan grant program. When some of our borrowers found
out that they were responsible for the repayment of that $100,000
that they were going to leverage into various projectsI will say
an incubator projectthey decided they were not too interested if
they were responsible for repaying that $100,000, even at zero in-
terest.

Now, you draw your conclusions.
Mr. ENGLISH. Well, I assume that the only conclusion we can

draw is that, as a group, the rural electric cooperatives around this
country are not intensted in rural development. Isn't that the only
conclusion that we could draw, then, if we are to follow the line of
reasoning that you just laid out?

Mr. VAN MARK. If there was some risk of their own money, yes.
Mr. ENGLISH. Well, the loans that you were talking about

making at zero interest, what risk to their money would there be
with regard to--

Mr. VAN MARK. Repayment of the principle in 10 years, which
you could lose that $100,000 in rounding in operations of most of
our coops.
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Mr. ENGLISH. So, if I were running a coop, then if I followed your
line of thinking, basically I am not interested in doing anything
that deals with rural development beyond a grant. If somebody
gives me the money, then maybe I am interAsted in doing some-
thing. If it is anything short of that, that is the attitude of moot of
the people on the boards that are running the coops around this
country, and let's see, if I am, in fact, running that coopand ao-
(-circling to the statistics that we have had over the past 10 years, I
am losing between 400,000 and 500,000 people a year out of rural
America, primarily affecting my coops, that meaner then, that I
have virtually no interest in my own survival.

That does not seem to make a whole lot of sense to me, Mr. Van
Mark. In order to follow your line of thinking, I would have to be,
in effect, willing to destroy my own entity.

That does not jive with the testimony, certainly, that our sub-
committee has received acros s this country. It certainly does not
jive with the interest that has been shown by the national organi-
zation, as demonstrateti in the Senate bill. 'That does not jive with
the board members that I have talked to that belong to these coop-
eratives. That does not seem to make any sense at all.

Mr. VAN MAnx. I have only presented the facts as they are, sir.
Mr. ENGLISH. Well, do you think there, perhaps, is the chance

that you do not understand the facts? Maybe you are misreading
the signals that you are looking at. Is that possible?

Mr. VAN MARK I am not infallible, sir.
Mr. ENGLISH. If, in fact, you are making that er: or and we do

have coopsperhaps even a majority of the ccops around this
Nation--that are verf interested in their own survival, that are
very interested in building their communities, that are very inter-
ested in playing a role in the development of those communiVes
and understanding that if, in fact, they are going to be able to con-
tinue to exist, they have got to have growth, and in fact, they feel
that t!ne REA, the organization that you are operating and the sig-
nals that you are sending is that they should not do that, then we
have got a real problem, don't we?

Mr. VAN MARK. They cannot come to that conclusion, sir. We
have told them that they have that option and that they are en-
couraged to use it.

Mr. ENGLISH. How are they encouraged te use it?
Mr. VAN MARK. We mention it to them every time we talk.
Mr. ENGLISH. I am not sure I understand. You have not sent out

any directives, any advisory opinions, anything at all that would
indicate to them as to here is how you should proceed if you are
interested in taking advantage of this, here is what the situation is
as far as utilizing these funds, here is the impact that it would
have as far as the REA is concerned, here are the things you
should look out for, here is where you might get into trouble, here
is how you can be assured that you Pre going to be able to deal
with this problem or deal with the use of this option.

You have not done any of that, have you?
Mr. VAN MARK. We sure as the world have not issued any direc-
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Mr. ENGLISH. So the only directive that has been is whenever
you had to speak someplace, you go out and you say, you know, if
you folks want to take advantage of it, you can do that.

M. VAN MARK. We held a conference in conjunction with
NRECA, the electric borrowers trade association, at the Depart-
ment of Agriculture in August. Invitations were sent out by
NRECA. There were 360 people in attendance from all over the
country, and we talked about these options and the possibilities
that were available at that time.

Mr. ENGLISH. We just got through hearing that this spring, the
President of the United States, your boss, has indicated that he is
interested in rural development. He wants to do something about
rural development.

Do you think that interest is from the standpoint of, well, it
would be nice if something is done on rural development, it would
be nice if these rural communities survive, it would be nice if some-
how they were able to grow, or is this a situation in which, in your
opinion, the President of the United States says we have got to re-
store rural America? By golly, I want our administration playing a
positive role. We want to make sure that things get done. We want
to make sure that we have growth. We cannot allow rural America
to be wiped out in thit country.

Now, which one of those do_ you think more closely fits the atti-
tude of the President of the United States, as you understand it?

Mr. VAN MARK. I would say he wants us to do something and
make ourselves available to assist rural America or any raral de-
velopment effort that is sustainable at the local level.

Mr. ENGLISH. SO, you think that the President of the United
States expects that you and the REA, as well as the rest of the Dr -
partment of Agriculture and the rest of the Federal Governme it,
take positive steps to reinvigorate rural America. In other wr,ds,
he is not assuming a passive posture with regard to this issue. Is
that the way you see it?

Mr. VAN . I think that is correct, but I do not think he also
said that we direct them to build a certain incubator project or
anything of that sort.

Mr. &max. I have not suggested that, have I, Mr. Van Mark?
Mr. VAN MARK. You asked us if we had sent out directives, and

we have not.
Mr. ENGLISH. Well, that is a far different matter whenever you

send out directives as to how you do things, how the programs
works, what problems you might run into, how in fact you should
proceed to keep yourself out of trouble. That is a big difference,
isn't it? That is not telling people directive on you build a certain
incubator project, is it?

Mr. KISLAK. Mr. Chairman, if I may, I think it is clear that some-
where between what 77e believe the message we are transmitting to
the coops and what they are hearing, that there is a lack of com-
munication there. Certainly, a major part of that has to fall on the
agency. It takes two.

It cannot happen in one way, and if we are not doing appro-
priate job of communicating the dediztion that this President and
this Secretary and tb.-7.- team has to rural development and to the
important role that coops can play, if they choose to, and certainly,
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I do not think anybody here would like to leave the suggestion that
we believe that the majority or all or any rural electric coops are
not interested in developing their community and not interested in
survival of their community, economic viability of their communi-
ty, because I do not think we believe that, and if there is a short-
coming on our part that you have highlighted, we have to fmd
ways to fix it.

We would welcome any observations you have into how we can
communicate to the RECs, as well as to the communities at large,
but specifically to that audience of RF's. Our dedication to rural
development and our enthusiasm, if they went to take a role, is to
support their taking that role.

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, I am delighted to hear that. I appreciate that
sentiment and that attitude, and I think that it is important, be-
cause we do have a problem in this area, in my opinion. You know,
we have talked about it with regard to legislation.

We have got all kinds of programs that have been authorized.
Mr. Johnson has got programs over there in the Farmers Home
Administration.

Mr. Johnson, do you have a program over there in which you
turn back money every year? Every one of your programs, you run
short of money, don't you? You have got more applications than
you can fill and you deal with. You have got programs over there
that are not funded by the Congress. There is simply not enough
money to go around.

So, we have got authorization just running out our ears to do
things. You know, the question is, I thinkand this is going to be
the key as far as rural developmenthow can we take those re-
sources and have the maximum impact, and we have, through the
1987 act, certainly the opportunity for REC's to get involved.

I think that we might even go just a hair further and say that
giving the REC's and their relationship with the U.S. Government
and the fact that they borrowed money and the fact that they were
created by the U.S. Government, maybe we can expect just a little
bit more out of the REC's and their involvement in rural develop-
ment because of the fact of their relationship with the government.

I think we can expect that the REA, as a part of the U.S. Gov-
ernment, and given what Mr. Van Mark understands and what I
would hope would be the attitude of the President of the United
States, and certainly is the attitude of the U.S. Congress that we
aggressively be involved in rural development, that is the key, Mr.
Kislak. I think it is aggressive.

I think there is also another point, and I know it is not very dip-
lomatic of me to bring this up, but I think, you know, in this kind
of a situation, it is best to lay the cards on the table.

The last administration was not that interested in the continu-
ation of the REA, and certainly, this subcommittee held hearings
in which it was amply demonstrated that the intent of Congress
was not being carried out, and it became necessary for us, with
regard to communications and the use of the Rural Telephone
Bank, for the Congress to come and to underscore and require
through legislation, and we are finding again that this subcommit-
tee, and certainly, the Subcommittee on Conservation, Credit, and
Rural Development, over the next few months, is going to take

"
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similar action, that we have bo be very vigilant in making sure
that the intent of not only the previous law but of the law that was
passed last year is carried out.

So, I guess what I think is important for us to clarify mid to un-
derstand is that it is my understandingand I think that we have
got a right to look very closely and make sure that this is the case,
Mr. Kislakit is my understanding that the attitude of President
George Bush is that Federal agenciesDepartment of Agriculture
and throughout the Federal Governmentbe actively involved in
assisting rural America and promoting the develfipment of rural
areas in this country.

That is the way I understand it. Is that the way you understand
it, Mr. Kislak?

Mr. KfsfAx. Yes, sir.
Mr. ENGLISH. OK. That being the case, you know, we cannot

have any foot dragging, we cannot have any people that are a little
bit wishy-washy as to whether we want to do it. I think that, ag-
gressively, we have got to go out and help people.

We have got to show them how to do it, and that is certainly
true of the REC's, Mr. Van Mark. I think you have got to show
them, you have got to encourage it. It is still their decision on what
they do with their money. It is their decision on whether they ap-
prove a project or not, but here is what the procedures are. Here is
how you do it. Here is the role that you have to play. You are a
community. Your State and your Nation is counting on you to play
a role, to step forward.

We have got to make sure, as far as our rural telephone systems
are zoncerned and the cooperatives, that they have the opportunity
to deal with this problem, and we cannot have any, well, we are
going to have some hip-pocket rules that are going to kind of
spread things around, make it as difficult as we can to operate. We
cannot allow that.

They have got to play a critical role as far as rural development.
You know, if we do not have communications, we do not have
modern communications in these communities, there is no way
they can develop.

So, I think that is the key, and Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the
amount of time that you have given me to kind of underscore that,
and I will probably have some other questions later, but I think
that that is something that we are going to have to focus a good
deal on.

Mr. Wlsg. Mr. Kislak, or anyone else, the Senate bill that has
passed would require the REA Administrator to establish a techni-
cal assistance unit to provide advice to REA borrowers regarding
community and economic development activities.

As Chairman English noted, another provision is dealing with
Farmers Home. This provision authorizes no additional funding for
these new activities.

My question is, first, does the REA have the money to support
these additional responsibilities?

Mr. Krsi.mt. Mr. Van Mark, 'maybe you can talk about the fiscal
year budget we just completed.

Mr. VAN MARK. In 1989 we possibly could have done that, Con-
gressman, but in 1990 we are so tight that I have instructed that
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everyone's travel budget is to be cut 15 percent. I have said we
cannot employ the numbers up to actually what the appropriations
report, committee report indicaterl we ought to have, 550 employ-
ees. We cannot do that. We don't have enough money.

Mr. WISE. Do you
Mr. KISLAK. Mr. Chairman, let me respond further. The final

numbers are not complete, but the last version of estimates that we
saw for the personnel and expenditures, nonprogram expenditures
at REA was that in 1989 we would be within $300,000 of the ceiling
on a $30 million budget. Even in 1989, while Mr. Van Mark sug-
gests it might have been done, $300,000 is ft pretty slim margin to
end up with and I am not as convinced as ihe that even in 1989
with no sequestration and no pay raises and none of the other
things that we see happening for 1990 that we would have been
able to support adequately that kind of an effort.

Mr. WISE. So you say you are pretty optimistic on sequestration.
I just came out of a meeting about how we adjust our congressional
budget, if that's a portent of things to come.

Do you think that REA is the most appropriate vehicle for ad-
ministrating the kind of help to be provided by a technical assist-
ance unit? As I said, it's regarding community and economic devel-
opment activities.

Mr. KISLAK. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that is probably not. Farm-
ers Home certainly has a broader array of programs that they ad-
minister directly in-house. The USDA, the Under Secretary's office
where that position resides right now includes both REA and
USDA and brings more clout than any individual agency to being
able to coordinate between agencies and outside of the USDA.

Mr. WISE. Let me follow up on that then, because this Senate leg-
islation also adds a new rural economic development title to the
REA e: to the Rural Electrification Act, giving the REA Adminis-
trator several new duties and X am just going to touch on a few of
them: One, to administer various pilot projects and recommend
specific rural development projects; two, to act as an information
clearinghouse providing information to REA borrowers concerning
rural development efforts; and three, to administer the rural busi-
ness incubator fund, which in itself entails a fairly complex set of
responsibilities,

Do you think it makes sense to give these kinds of duties to REA
or would they be better placed in Farmers Home or some other
agency?

Mr. KISLAK. Mr. Chairman, as we discussed in our testimony,
REA has expertise in the areas that it has expertise inthat is
telecommunications and electrification. It does not have expertise
in some of these other areas. Most of those functions are done else-
where at this point in time.

The information clearinghouse may be similar to the rural infor-
mation center that the national ag library runs. I am not sure ex-
actly what the intent was. Business incubators, certainly there are
other places where there would be. The Small Business Adminis-
tration or the Economic Development Administration or perhaps
the Farmers Home business and industry and community facilities
may be more appropriate to handle it because they have that kind
of a background arie., mac kind of support.
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Mr. WISE. Mr. Johnson can get involved in business incubators,
can't he?

Mr. JOHNSON. Pardon me just one moment.
Mr. WISE. Take your time.
Mr. JOHNSON. Under the intermediary relending program that's

been authorized in recent years, we do get into some of that, but
we are also involved with our business and industrial loan program
in some aspects. I am not sure we are exploring the business incu-
bators in this context.

Mr. WISE. Let me check with Mr. Thomas what your schedule is.
I am going to come back and then I've got other questions.

If you are not able to, then I'll be happy to cede some to you if
you wanted to

Mr. 'NOMA& Mr. Chairman, I would just make one comment and
that is my experience and Mr. Van Mark also, there is enthusiasm
and there is a great deal being done within the cooperatives for
economic development. The thing that they are reluctant to do
sometimes is to loan money but there are things like rates made
there are many things that are being done and there's a great deal
of interest in the rural electric cooperatives on the local level so
that certainly I just wanted to put in the record. Thank you.

Mr. WISE. Well, what we will do then, this is a vote coming up
that no member wants to be found wanting, concurrence in the
report on the Flag Protection Act.

wculd ask the committee and the panelists to be in recess for
10 minutes. Thank you.

[Recess taken.]
Mr. WISE. The subcommittee will resume.
Last as I recall we were talking about business incubators and an

expanded role for REA including possibly administering various
pilot projects, acting as an ;nformation clearinghouse and adminis-
tering the rural business incubator fund.

Would it be safe, is my paraphrasing correct in that the impres-
sion I was getting from your testimony was these functions are al-
ready being taken care of in other areas?

Mr. Johnson.
Mr. JOHNSON. There are some different definitions of incubator,

and that's the reason I was hesitating a moment ago. There are a
lot of different variations of them.

The main thing that we try to avoid is getting into experimental
types of businesses or anything. We like to deal with proven tech-
nology. We don't like to get into just research as such, but certain-
ly there is a ton of opportunities out there that fall within the pa-
rameters of what we utilize these loans for

There are some types of my definition of business incubator that
we are engaged with.

Mr. WISE. When you say you do not like to be engaged inyou
like to Se engaged in proven businesses, which I understand given
your charter, but for instance would you consider a technology
based business such a data processing business, where does that
fall in your

Mr. JOHNSON. Certainly, there may be some degree of experimen-
tation in it, but we would want most of that technology to be a
proven technology.
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Maybe I can give you a little better example as it related to our
involvement in alcohol fuel plants some years ago.

That was obviously a proven technology. People knew how to ex-
tract and get alcohol. That is a proven technology. We did find that
it was a lot more experimental after we got into it. When you start-
ed trying to deal with a large operation to produce a lot of alcohol
as opposed to a small aznount that somebody might consume--

Mr. WISE. Apparently if you follow the proceedings of the Energy
and Commerce Committee, it's still experimental in some people's
minds.

Mr. JOHNSON. Any business has some degree of experimentation
and we recognize that, but we want the bulk of the business to be
along the lines of some proven kind of technology or utilization.

Mr. KISLAK. Mr. Chairman, let me answer the thrust of your
question. Yes, I think it is accurate to characterize our feeling that
those three responsibilities are properly carried out elsewhere in
the government, whether it be in Farmers Home or somewhere
else today, that adding those responsibilities to REA does not add
anything to the array of services, in fact duplicates the array of
services that we offer local communities.

Mr. WISE. Would I be correct also, Mr. Kis lak or Mr. Van Mark
that adding this to REA onlywould also require adding staff to
REA, would it not?

Mr. Km Ax. Adding staff isn't an issue right now, given the
budgetary constraints. Given the budgetary constraints today it
would mean taking staff off of other important projects that are to
REA's major thrust, to either electrification or telephone, where
there is not another agency to my knowledge that could substitute
and pick up the slack.

Mr. WISE. Some proposed legislation provides for telecommunica-
tions assistance to schools, hospitals and businesses in rural Amer-
ica. The school and hospital provisions under the Leahy or under
the Senate legislation are placed under REA whereas the business
link provision is placed under the jurisdiction of the Secretary of
Agriculture.

First of all, and I think I know the answer already, but does REA
have the staff in place to handle the school and hospital provisions
and this essentially is making grants to what would be known as
star schools for educational linkups and to hospitals, rural hospi-
tals and medical centers, to be linked up to larger medical centers?

Mr. VAN MARK. Well, Congressman, we have our telephone staff
that handles loan applications from our borrowers. But no, we
don't have a staff dedicated to knowing the specific telecommunica-
tions needs of rural health care facilities.

Mr. WISE. This isn't your bailiwick, really, is it?
MT. VAN' MARK. Not hospitals.
Mr. KISLAK. Congressman, the technology of providing the link,

whether it be a fiber optic or dedicated cable or something of that
sort, the REAcorrect me if I'm wrong, Jackthe REA would fi-
nance under its existing programs and has the expertise to oversee
and assist a cooperative to install those communications facilities.

The technical aspect of what a hospital needs, v iether it needs a
satellite hookup or a radio hookup or whateN e.r, is something
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thatI'm not sure, could we provide that or not at this point,
Jack?

[Discussion off the record.]
Mr. K/SLAK. Right up to itwe could right up to the hospital.
Mr. WISE. The interesting thing on the Senate legislation though

is it provides the grants directly to the hospitals or to the schools
so my question then becomes whether that is something you are
able to presently assist with.

Under the legislation if you are providing this to the hospital di-
rectly, Charleston area medical center, for instance in West Virgin-
ia, are you able to prcvide the technical assistance presently to
that hospital, not to getting it to the hospital?

I think I got a pretty emphatic no.
Mr. KisLAR. It appears that the answer is no, not at this time.

We don't have any ability to help.
Mr. WISE. Many rural areas do not have E-911 service because

their homes and their communities don't have street addresses, my
own included.

Street addresses and street signs are central to direct fire trucks,
ambulances and police cars or in the absence of that I don't think
you are going to get a street sign out on my dirt road.

Some kind of computer mapping for emergency responders, my
question is whether there are not programs available in either
Farmers Home, USDA, or anywhere that could help these areas
pay the engineering costs of znapping rural communities.

Mr. JOHNSON. I wouldn't thims.
Mr. Kistukii. To the best of my knowledge, Mr. Chairman, there

are no programs to that direction ongoing right now in USDA.
Mr. WisE. Do you know whether there is even consideration of it,

because those of us do feel a little naked in rural areas.
Mr. litsbuc. What Mr. Van Mark points out is if a coop wai ted

to submit for the zero interest grant program to support that kind
of an engineering effort, that would be an eligible project.

To the best of my knowledgeI'm not familiar with any place in
the USDA where the topic is being addressed.

Mr. WISE. Moving on to another area, and perhaps you touched
on it in your opening remarks, last year the USDA appointed a
rural revitalization task force which called for better coordination
of rural programs.

My question is to the extent that these recommendations are
being implemented.

Mr. KISLAK. Mr. Chairman, we have a copy of it here. It was led
by as you know one of your constituents, John Musgrave, and
while there has not yet been a formal announcement on many of
the recommendations, primarily awaiting the President's preroga-
tive and the EPC report and the President's initiative on world de-
velopment, I think it's safe to assume that most of the recommen-
dations will be accepted either exactly as presented or with some
embellishments and maybe even some strengthening.

Mr. WISE. Is this the report that you mentioned earlier, Mr.
Kislak, is at the White House now?

Mr. KISIAK. No. There are two reports. The President ordered a
Cabinet level study that was chaired by Secretary Yeutter. The re-
sults of that study with the recommendations are at the White
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House right now. That is the EPC ecenomic planning council. That
will have some recommendations regarding coordination and vari-
ous other kinds of things beyond the USDA.

The Musgrave study, which is this one which is public and we'll
be glad to leave copies, was conducted inside of USDA, led by John
Musgrave, who for those who don't know is the State director of
Farmers Home from West Virginia.

It came up with a number of recommendations of organization
and other things surrounding rural development. How can we
betterfirst of all, how can we identify and nurture and train and
help those local leaders in their community who want to take a
role? How can we better organize the USDA so that when some-
body in West Virginia or in Oklahoma sticks his head up and says
I'm ready to take the lead in my community, to bring to new jobs,
that we are organized to make it easier, not more difficult for him
to access the USDA programsand some other areas regarding re-
search and similar kinds of things.

I believe that over the coming weeks you'll see the Secretary im-
p:ement virtually all of the recommendations that were made.

Mr. WISE. My impression of that report is that it is a very candid
assessment and I thought a welcome one.

My hope is that much of it will be implemented, not only be-
cause we've got some hometown pride in John, but because it is an
excellent report.

Mr. Johnson and Mr Van Mark, you are each Acting Adminis-
trators for your Administrations. Do you have any idea when
Farmers Home and REA are going to be getting permanent Admin-
istrators?

Mr. KISLAK. Mr. Chairman, I think it is presumntuous for any of
us to preempt the President's prerogative to make his announce-
ments.

Mr. WISE. I understand that but you also understand thatpar-
ticularly if you are drafting rural development legislation and you
are trying to establish working relationshipsyou need to know
where the policy is being formulated, whether the policy is being
formulated, and what the policy is.

My observation of those that are put in an Acting Administra-
tor's role is they have got a tough job. They have got to run an
agency and at the same time try and anticipate what the policy is
going to be, but yet they are not actually the onesthey may not
be the ones implementing it.

A very serious question then isparticularly in rural develop-
ment, particularly to the oversight of this subcommitteeis when
do we get permanent Administrators?

Mr. KISLAK. Your point is well taken, Mr. Chairman. The diffi-
culty of running a large agency or even a smaller staff without the
feeling of permanence. I might add though that rural development
policy is not being set by either of the two Administrators. In this
Administration it's being set by the Under Secretary or the Secre-
tary directly.

Mr. WISE. And you see it continuing to be that way?
Mr. KISLAK. Yes, sir.
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Mr. WISE. Another question: Do you envision ways in which
Farmers Home business and industrial loans could be used in con-
junction with REA programs for economic development?

I guess I am stressing particularly here the rural telecommunica-
tions aspect of it.

Mr. JOHNSON. Certainly we try to work very cooperatively and
closely. We are involved in weekly staff meetings and some more
frequent. We are always trying to look for ways to work to improve
upon our relationship.

Let me give you an example, if I might, that might correct an
earlier statement that I made.

When you asked earlier about mapping in conjunction with
where an area's houses may be, if that was a part of a community
facility loanfor example, we could make a loan to a fire station
and rescue unit. If they wanted to have a big map of their county
or area they were going to serve and have some lights on there to
point it out, if that was included in the feasibility study, we could
finance such a thing.

MI 'VISE. Let me take it a step further, because most of the 911
servicL_ I have seen or at least the mapping part of it is on a com-
puter screen. I call in 9-1-1 and the operator is able to automati-
cally call upknows the call is registered, where it is coming from
and the computer screen shows the directions. In a city it would
give the address but the computer screen shows the directions to
that locality, to that site.

Mr. JOHNSON. Again, if it is included in the feasibility study that
they want this facility, this computer, and so forth, we could prob-
ably finance that.

Mr. WISE. Somehow if I can get it into the volunteer fire depart-
ment I may get a loan on it. If I've got it down to the local tele-
phone company, I might have some other problems. Then you say
that REA might be able to pick that up.

Mr. JOHNSON. As an example, within the buildings we take care
of most of those things if they are included in the feasibility plan
We go outside to connect to power poles or telephone lines but
within the building itself we can take care of most of those things.

Mr. WISE. Could you cover the engineering costs?
Mr. JOHNSON. Certainly, if that is a part of the total project and

included in the feasibility study.
Mr. WISE. Appreciate it. Mr. English.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Johnson, since the Secretary took over, Secretary Yeutter

took over, have you had any personal meetings with him or Mr.
Vautour in which they specifically laid out what this Administra-
tion's policy is to be with regard to the question of rural develop-
ment?

Mr. JOHNSON. I have been involved in a number of staff meetings
that included it, both with the Secretary and with the Under Secre-
tary, on a regular basis.

Mr. ENGLISH. Were you given specific instructions as to how you
were to approach the questions of rural development?

Mr. JOHNSON. The major policy direction, yes, I would say that
direction is coming. It comes through a number of sources, but cer-
tainly, from direct meetings. That is the way we get the overall feel
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of the major policy thrust that is to be involved. Obviously, we
make many, many decisions, and I have to, as an Acting Adminis-
trator, everyday, I make a lot of decisions. Anything that I think is
of any significance at all in which I am not clear in my mind on
what the policy direction is, I involve the Under Secretary, at least.

Mr. ENGLISH. What do you understand to be the clear policy di-
rection of the Secretary?

Mr. JOHNSON. As it relates to rural development?
Mr. ENGLISH. Correct.
Mr. JOHNSON. Well, I see it as very proactive, that we want to

really look at every opportunity to enhance and assist with all of
our loan and grant programs to the maximum extent in rural de-
velopment. As you may know, I have been involved with the
agency for a number of years. In fact, in the implementation of the
Rural Development Act of 1972, I was a project manager then in
which we looked to see what kinds of things might fit into Farmers
Home, as opposed to some other agency.

Mr. ENGLISH. How does the policy of this Secretary differ from
the policy of the last Secretary?

Mr. JOHNSON. Certainly, with the current Secretary, I have felt
that there has been very much an interest in rural development.
We have certainly utilized what funds have been available for all
these years.

We have been obsessed, almost, in Farmers Home, in recent
years, with the agricultural problems that we were faced with and
that aspect of our portfolio. I think that has been an obsession that
I have observed, both in Congress and with Farmers Home, as well,
but that is not to say that we have not utilized ir pushed our rural-
development initiatives.

Certainly, we are hearing more under this Administration, with
Secretary Yeutter, President Bush, and the Under Secretary, than
we have in other years, again, because of that almost obsession
with trying to work our way through this difficult agricultural situ-
ation.

Mr. ENGLISH. How do your instructions from this Secretary differ
from the instructions of the last Secretary, specific instruction3
with regard to rural development?

Mr. JOHNSON. it iS just a greater emphasis, greater emphasis. He
wants much more of a coordinated role, is what I sense as our di-
rection.

Mr. ENGLISH. You are not telling me specific instructions.
Mr. KUMAR. Mr. Chairman, I am not sure, and perhaps we are

not on the schedule that you would like us to be, that the Secre-
tary's policy and policy directives are completed yet. The report
from John Musgrave was presented in the beginning of July.

Since that time, the Seer has held two or three meetings
with all agency heads, all sutarginet level and agency-head people
of USDA gathered around the table and pointedly told them that it
is the job of each one of them to figure out how they can use the
tools at their disposal in the agencies that they had to further non-
agricultural job growth in rural America.

He has spent two or three meetings of an hour to 2 hours each
with all agency heads, not only emphasizing his commitment, but
going around the table and asking for the specifics from each
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agency or specific thoughts on how their individual agency, wheth-
er it be Forest Service or whatever, could support this secretarial
goal of rural development.

Those are the kinds of things that are going into the policy that
is being formulated. Those are contributing factors to the policy
that is being formulated at the White House right now, other than
what Sox alludes to is a feeling or a directive that there is an em-
phasis on rural development and that rural development, in this
case, will be defined as nonagricultural jobs.

There has not been a specific directive or policy to individual
agencies or assistant secretaries as to how we are going to carry it
out. That is forthcoming.

Mr. ENGI1SH. Given that, Mr. Johnson, your new sense of inter-
est by this President and by this Secretary and the fact that you
understand that you are to focus a good deal more on the rural de-
velopment, what action have you taken with regard to the State di-
rectors and their approach to this particular problem? Have you
taken any specific action with regard to State directors as far as
rural development is concerned?

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, we have. We have been in the process of reap-
pointing or designating new State directors. I have participated, of
course, in the interview process on that and have spent consider-
able time with each one.

Mr. ENGLISH. OK. Now that you have spent considerable time
going through that interviewing process with them, was there any
particular attention paid to the credentials, background, what con-
tribution that they might make as far as rural development is con-
cerned in making the appointments? Were they required to have
any specific qualifications with regard to rural development before
their name was recommended?

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir. I do not know of any that we have ap-
pointed that do not have both an understanding and a great appre-
ciation and a great commitment to rural development.

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, a commitment is one thing. Whether they
can make a contribution and have the background is something
else. What specific background are they required to have as far as
rural development is concerned before they are being seriously con-
sidered?

Mr. JOHNSON. Well, we function much like a bank, as you know,
except one with a little special edge on it as it relates to our au-
thorities and our funding and appropriations. So, obviously, we
expect them to understand those programs. Many of them may not
have had a comprehensive background in all aspects that we have
authorities to operate in.

So, we want somebody who has a good level head and can be a
good business manager and communicate with the people and has,
certainly, the degree of intelligence needed to get a good working
knowledge of those programs and can provide leadership not only
to our employees but in working with other lenders in the area, as
well as potential borrowers.

Mr. ENGLISH. SO, they are not specifically required to have any
background as far as rural development is concerned before they
are recommended. Is that correct?
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Mr. JOHNSON. I guess I would have to say it is correct. I never
have recommended someone for a position that I did not think had
a good feel and a good knowledge of it.

Mr. ENGLISH. In the hearings that were held in the Censervation,
Credit, and Rural Development Subcommittee, one of the problems
that we ran into is that there seemed to be great latitude as far as
the State directors were concerned. We would find one set of crite-
ria was being required with regard to loans in one State and was
not being required in another State. We found varying degrees of
interest, evidently, being evidenced by State directors in these par-
ticular programs. Some were good. Some were very good. Some
were not good.

We found that the State directors were, in fact, coming up with
their own set of criteria with regard to whether a loan would be
approved or not, that really raised question with regard toas you
looked at the criteria, it is hard to come away with any conclusion,
other than the fact that these were the roadblocks. They were
meant to present obstacles, to make it difficult, if not impossible,
and as I said, granted, this testimony reflected over the last admin-
istration.

Have you taken any steps at all to evaluate what criteria is
being required by the individual States and require justification for
that eriteria by the State directors?

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir. This is a continual process that is re-
viewed at least mon J y by our senior management.

We establish prop. m nagement servicing goals. I am working
on that process right now. They will be going out. They are very
definitive. They establish very definitive goals. There are elements
and standards, performance ratings of our State directors. They
have those. We are monitoring those things, and we are giving
them feedback on a monthly basis in essentially all of our program.
areas as to where they are lacking in utilization or certain servic-
ing actions.

You know, when I look at these State directors I do not see a
stereotype of a State director in Farmers Home that would be the
ideal person. It varies State by State. Our regulatory system has to
be able to adapt in Maine as it does in Oklahoma or West Virginia
or wherever.

So, our general regulationsand we are sticklers for compliance
with regulationswe want our people to comply. Then they have
to modify goals, by a State appendix or an addition. Those have to
be cleared back with us to see if they comply and are consistent
with our overall guidance and regulations.

So, we monitor the output end of their activities, as well as the
regulatorythat is the way we would get the consistency.

Mr. ENGLISH. We also heard complaints from some States that
some State directors simply refuse to use the program. Is there any
kind of review made with regard to whether or not State director
are applying the various programs in a manner that is fair and eq-
uitable to all the States?

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir. Through my years I've had many, many
personal one-on-one conversations with State directors on various
issues, if I had a sense or feeling, of something wrong. We're going
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to know real quick if some program is trying to be put down by a
State director.

We have a very elaborate internal control system, which involves
coordinated assessment reviews where we send teams in to assess
and evaluate States on what they are doing on these various pro-
grams. We'll have a feeling and we'll know real quick if somebody
is getting out of line. We usually know either through one of your
offices or somebody is going to write us and we're going to know.
We take those seriously and we follow it up.

Mr. It =AK. Mr. Cnairman--
Mr. Wits& Yes.
Mr. litsLAK. Each State director, whether he is new to the job or

as Mr. Vautour calls him, a retread, is being called into Washing-
ton for training in small groups, one of the areas of that training is
a discussion with Mr. Vautour, a frank and open diticussion I guess
is the terminology that the diplomats use where he tells them that
their responsibility is to carry out the intent of Farmers Home in
that State, that if they don't it is their hide. It is their responsibil-
ity to see that the program works and that it works the way it is
designed to work and that it works smoothly and works well. That
is being told on them one-on-one.

If there is some inconsistency in State directors, I think in any
group of 46 individuals you'll find that some do a better job than
others. If there are some people who are not living up to that pur-
pose to the best of their individual ability and are throwing a road-
block I think was the word that you used in the face of the imple-
mentation of the program, certainly I would like to know about it
and that State director or the program chief or wherever the prob-
lem is we'll have a frank and open discussion with them.

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, I think that's important. The next question I
wanted to ask Mr. Johnson on this.

Mr. Johnson, as you go through these applicants for State direc-
tors, is there any effort to determine whether or not these people
actually support or believe in the programs that they are being
asked to carry out?

Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, sir. Yes, sir.
Mr. ENGLL311. And if they do not philosophically believe in those

programs and don't really think that those programs are important
are they still recommended for appointment?

Mr. JOHNSON. 1 have never recommended one that I didn't think
could be adaptable to it. I was involved in interviewing State direc-
tors in 1981 and, of course, in this process again, and we have
brought on about 25 or 35 at this point of our 46 State directors.

We have a number of people that are interviewed in thatin-
volved in that interview processand we all use different tech-
niques and approaches and ask different kinds of questions

The Under Secretary is personally Lwolved in those interviews.
Mr. ENGLISH. One of the difficulties that we find from time to

time and we have run into this againover the past 8 years I
think that it's been quite noticeableis we did have people in
charge of programs that don't believe in those programs. They
don't like the programs. They see their role namely as to dismantle
the program, to in effect render the program ineffective.
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I have got a great deal of trouble with that and I don't think that
the President'sif we understand the President's intent and the
wishes correctly and I am very hopeful that we do, obviously the
President's program cannot be carried out along the lines of the
President's intent if the person doesn't believe in the program.

I would hope and would encourage that the Department of Agri-
culture, particularly looking at people who are going to be connect-
ed with rural development, that there be a particular sensitivity
with regard to making sure that we have got people who feel like
they can enthusiastically support and carry out the programs along
the lines that were intended by Congress when they were passed
and where we all hopefully thiuk that the President of the United
States agrees with.

I think we are going to have big trouble no matter what kind of
legislation we pass and where we go on the bill, obviously if you
have got people who don't support that program it is not going to
work. It's that simple.

Mr. Kist Ax. Mr. Chairman, I agree with you and let me add to
Sox these candidates all got interviewed by a number of people.
There is no candidate who is being nominated :or a State direc-
tor---I mean chosen as a State director who to the best of my
knowledge is not a supporter of the programs and who is not a sup-
porter of the President's goals as you elucidated them to be an ac-
tivist for rural development.

Mr. ENGLISH. I am very encouraged to hear that.
Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. Thank you, Glenn.
I want to thank the panel very much. We will leave the record

open in case you have additional thoughts you would like to
submit. As I say, the purpose wes to get the Department of Agri-
culture's viewpoint on rural telecommunications and on legislation
that is being drafted and we would welcome any fui ther sugges-
tions or thoughts you might have.

At this point I will declare the hearing adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:07 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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BRINGING THE INFORMATION AGE TO RURAL
AMERICA

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1990

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
GOVERNMENT INFORMATION, JUSTICE,

AND AGRICULTURE SUBCOMMITTEE
OF THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS,

Washington, DC
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room2247, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Robert E. Wise, Jr.(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Representatives Robert E. Wise, Jr., Glenn English,

Gary A. Condit, Al McCandless, Steven Schiff, and Deana Ros-Leh-tinen.
Also present: Audrey Bashkin, professional staff member; Aurora

Ogg, clerk; and Monty Tripp, minority professional staff, Commit-
tee on Government Operations.

Mr. WISE. This hearing of the Subcommittee on Government In-formation, Justice, and Agriculture will come to order.
This is a public hearing on cable television in rural America.
I thank those of you, some of whom have come long distances tobe here; some of you have come short distances but it was an incon-

venience on your time and I greatlythe subcommittee greatly ap-preciate your interesi, in participation.
Last June and October, the subcommittee held the first two in aseries of hearings on rural telecommunications issues. The subcom-mittee explored ways in which advanced telecommunications canbenefit rural America and it looked at legislative proposals toemploy new telecommunication technologies as partner of broader

rural development efforts.
With this third hearing we will examine an aspect of telecom-

munications technology that many Americans have come to take
for grantedcable television. Cable TV began as a rural service. Inits early years, cable was intended primarily to transmit broadcast
television to people living in out-of-the-way locations. Since thosedays, cable service has evolved to become a sophisticated source ofentertainment and information programming.

With its evolution cable has attracted much scrutiny, both on theHill and off. The Federal Communications ",ommission recently ini-tiated two indepth proceedings examining rates for cable service
and the regulation of basic service under the "effective competi-tion" standard. No fewer than 18 cable bills are pending before

(245)
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Congress covering such issues as concentration in the industry,
competition from telephone operators, rates, and regulation.

These are all pressing questions and I'm pleased to see that they
are receiving attention. 'But I'm concerned that once again the
rural conaumer is being lost in the shuffle. These issues must be
resolved so as to ensure that all Americans participate in cable's
evolution. Cable service means more to rural America. Off-the-air
television and radio programming is less available to them than it
is to city dwellers. Their entertainment, cultural, and educational
opportunities are narrower.

As one who resides in Clendenin, WV, and would have trouble
receiving free over-the-air signals based on the mountain hollow we
live in, I can testily persohally to that fact.

So it's important that when we evaluate whether to reregulate
cable rates, we not forget to ask whether to do so would benefit
small-town America. Would lifting the obstacles to telephone-cable
crossownership speed the advent of new telecommunications tech-
nologies in rural America? If so, what would be the cost to rural
consumers? To help the subcommittee address these questions, I
have asked rural cable and telephone system operators to give us
their views.

We will also hear from the director of the consumer advoca,:e di-
vision of the West Virginia Public Service Commission and from
the Consumer Federation of America.

Finally, representatives from the Federal Communications Com-
mission and the National Telecommunications and Information Ad-
ministration in the Cammerce Department will testify.

We look forward to this hearing, the start of what may be sever-
al hearings. We think the issues that will be put forward are im-
portant and will guide this subcommittee's discussions and delib-
erations over the next few months.

Once again I thank everyone for coming and would turn to Mr.
McCandless to see if he has any opening remarks.

Mr. MCCANDLFSS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not have any
prepared remarks.

I would comment as you have outlined, there are 18 bills before
Congress. Obviously that represents a high level of interest in the
subject matter. And I commend you for bringing these hearings for-
ward. Hopefully we can resolve some of the issues in one form or
another to the mutual satisfaction of those who provide and those
who use.

Mr. WISE. Thank you, Mr. McCandless.
Mr. Schiff, for any opening remarks.
Mr. SCHIFF. Very briefly, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to thank you for holding this hearing because as you

pointed out in your opening statement, cable television has evolved
from its original intent. It's now a major factor in urban areas.
Even though New Mexico is largely a rural State, most of my dis-
trict is in fact urban, in the Albuquerque area and the exact role of
cable, especially with respect to government; is cable something
that should be regulated by government? If so, what should be reg-
ulated? Should it be franchised? Should rates be regulated? And if
so, at what levels of government? These are becoming very signifi-
cant issues in my district and I think in the Nation as a whole.
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I'm interested in all inquiries about cable television. And I thank
you for holding the hearing and thank the witnesses for coming

Mr. WISE. Thank you, Mr. Schiff.
We're also delighted to have the newest member of our subcom-

mittee join us today, Congresswoman Ros-Lehtmen from the State
of Florida.

Ms. Ros-LEHTINEN. Thank you.
Mr. WISE. At this point our first panel will be Billy Jack Gregg,

the director of the consumer advocate division of the public service
commission in West Virginia. And I might aäd that Billy Jack
comes at a very opportune time since the Statc of West Virginia is
presently considering in its legislature legislation that would at-
tempt to regulate in some form cable operations and would attempt
to structure that legislation to meet the effective of competition
standard as promulgated by the Federal Communications Commis-
sion and also Gene Kimmelman, the Legislative Director of the
Consumer Federation of America.

Gentlemen, we have a policy for all witnesses in front of the sub-
committee, so as not to prejudice any person who may ever testify
before this subcommittee, of swearing in all witnesses.

Do you have any objections?
[No response.]
Mr. WISE. If you would stand and raise your right hands.
[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WISE. Thank you. If you would begin, Mr. Gregg. Incidental-

ly, your statements in their entirety will be made a part of the
record so feel free to summarize them any way you wish.

STATEMENT OF BILLY JACK GREGG, DIRECTOR, CONSUMER AD-
VOCATE DIVISION, WEST VIRGINIA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMIS-
SION

Mr. GREGG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the commit-
tee.

My name is Billy Jack Gregg. I'm director of the consumer advo-
cate division of the public service commission.

I'm here today to tell you principally about the results of a rate
survey which my office has performed for the last 2 years.

Since this hearing is centered upon the effects on rural America
of cable ttlevision, I thought I'd tell you a little bit about West Vir-
ginia.

West Virginia is probably one of the most rural States east of the
Mississippi. We have a declining population of less than 2 million
people. Our largest city is not over 65,000 people. Ironically, howev-
er, West Virginia has one of the largest penetrations of cable sub-scribership in the Nation.

Right now the national average is around 57 percent subscriber-
ship to cable systems; whereas in West Virginia some 500,000
households out of a total of 750,000 households in the State pres-ently have cable.

This is for a number of reasons,- one of which was referred to by
Chairman Wise in his opening statement: Because of our moun-tainous terrain many of our residents cannot get any TV reception
or quality TV reception.
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I know that a number of people can, perhaps, get one station and
get shadows of two or three others without cable.

irn addition, there is an area of the State, the eastern part of the
State, that is under an area of radio silence because of the national
radio observatory at Greenbank.

Because of these factors, we were one of the first States to have
cable television systems. They were introduced in the early 1950's.

Presently even though we are a rather small State population-
wise and even though we do not have many large metropolitan
areas, there are over 200 separate cable operations in the State.
That's an average of about one cable company for every 10,000 resi-
dents of the State.

Cable is very important for the residents of West Virginia. We
have a disproportionate percentage of older, retired, and disabled
citizens in our State who depend upon television as entertainment
and their outlet to the world. They also depend upon the telephone
for the same thing.

Because cable television is perceived by our citizens as very im-
portant to their lives, it has become a hot topic in West Virginia.

In the past few years the number of complaints concerning cable
TV to my office, to the public service commission, letters to the edi-
tors of the various newspapers around the State have increased
greatly.

The major complaint has been the level of rates fol cable televi-
sion.

Because of this and because there was no central clearinghouse
for informationthere's presently no State regulatory body which
has oversight over cable ratesmy office undertook to do a survey
0; cable rates in West Virginia which shows as the starting point
for the survey, 1986, the first year of effective deregulation under
the 1984 Federal cable bill.

We found that since 1986 cable rates in West Virginia have risen
45 percent. The number of channels offered has risen 41 percent.
During the same period of time inflation was approximately 14 per-
cent and utility rates in our State actually declined.

We compared the cable rates in West Virginia to those attaining
in surrounding States: The States of Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky,
Pennsylvania. We found that West Virginians pay more per month
for fewer channels than do residents in surrounding States.

It should be pointed out that most of these cities in surrounding
States were in larger metropolitan areas.

So if you can define West Virginia as, per se, a rural State, then
it would be a fair assumption to say that the rates for those rural
customers are higher for less than they are in urban areas. Howev-
er, in our survey we found no correation between the size of the
cities served in West Virginia and cable rates. Indeed, the cheapest
cable rates in West Virginia were in Lewisburg in eastern West
Virginia, a relatively small city. And some of the highest rates
attain in Charleston, which is the largest metropolitan area. So
there doesn't seem to be any correlation there.

Now I'd like to tell you a little bit about the cable regulation bill
that's presently pending before the State senate. It passed second
reading yesterday and will probably be passed by the full senate
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today on third reading. That bill attempts to fully regulate at the
State level cable to the extent allowed by Federal law.

Obviously because of the FCC's "effective competition" defini-
tion, we are very limited in regulating rates if this bill is passed.
However, passage of the bill will create a structure within the PSC
such that if the FCC's defmition of "effective competition" is ever
changed, we'd be in a position to regulate rates or if the Federal
law is changed, we'd be in a position to regulate rates.

In addition, we would be able to establish billing, quality of serv-
ice, and other types of standards on a statewide basis. We would
also provide a statewide clearinghouse for complaints which would
have an impact on decisions on whether to renew franchises, to
allow transfer of franchises to particular entities.

One of the problems that has followed this bill is the fact that we
would be, as far as. I ran tell, one of the first States going from the
present city franchise type of regulation to a State regulatory
system.

There are presently six States which regulate cable television,
but apparently the State scheme was imposed from the beginning
and cities did not enter into it, or if they did, it was only after the
State already had control.

One of the problems is that under Federal law cities or the fran-
chising authority can charge up to 5 percent franchise fees. The
cities do not want to lose the revenue stream which they are cur-
rently getting from those franchise fees. So an accommodation has
had to be made in the bill t grandfather in those franchise fees to
allow the cities to continue to receive the same amount they're re-
ceiving now

One of the other interesting phenomena that has occurred is that
there really is only a fairly small area of the State in which there
is any franchising authority at all.

In unincorporated areas of West Virginia where cable is offered,
countiei do not act as the franchising authority. And since the
State does not act as the franchising authority, there is effectively
no franchising authority that exists only in incorporated cities in
West Virginia. Because of very limited annexation powers in West
Virginia, the area that is incorporated for each city tends to be
rather small.

I would urge this committee and the full Congress to consider
amendments which would allow regulation of cable television rates.
And I also would urge that the control and focus of that regulation
be left to the individual States under general guidelines promulgat-
ed by the Federal Government. But I believe that regulation that is
closer to the people is more effective regulation.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement and survey and comparison of basic

cable television rates of Mr. Gregg follow:)
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CONSUMER ADVOCATE DIVISION
STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
7th Floor. Unson Building

723 Kanawha Boulevard. East
Charleston. West %brumes 25301

(304) 348-0526

February 7, 1990

STATEMENT OF BILLY JACK GREGG
DIRECTOR, CONSUMER ADVOCATE DIVISION
WEST VIRGINIA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

TO THE GOVERNMENT INFORMATION SUBCOMMITTEE
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Honorable Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Billy Jack Gregg, Director of the Consumer Advocate Division of the

West Virginia Public Service Commission. I am here today to tell you about

the cable television industry in West Virginia and to present the results of a

survey of cable television rates in West Virginia performed by my office.

West virginia has a declining population of under 2 million people, and

is one of the most rural and mountainous states east of the Mississippi. No

city in West Virginia has a population of more than 65,000. Because of the

mountainous terrain, overthe-air television reception in many areas is

limited or non-existent. In addition, a large section of the state is under

"radio silence" because of the National Radio Observatory at Greenbank. As a

result West Virginia was one of the first states to see the introduction of

cable television systems in the 1950s. At the present time, 200 cable

coopanies provide service to approximately 500,000 households out of a total

of 750,000 households in the State. This penetration level of 66% is above

the national average of 57% reported by the GAO in August 1989.
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Currently, no State agency in West Virginia has regulatory oversight of

the cable industry. However, informal complaints to our office, letters in

newspapers across the State reflecting consumer concern about the cost and

quality of cable service, and the lack of useful information on the subject

prompted our office to undertake a survey of cable rates in West Virgina and

nearby states. The first survey was performed last year, and the response to

that survey made us decide to make it an annual event.

The Consumer Advocate Division recently released the results of its

second annual survey. I have attached a copy of that survey to this

statement.

The CAD survey is divided into two parts. The first shows the change in

the number of channels offered and the basic rates charged by cable companies

in twelve West Virginia cities from 1986 (the first year of cable rate

deregulation) through 1989. The second part of the survey presents a

comparison of rates within West Virginia as well as a comparison of rates

charged in Charleston and Huntington (the two largest cities in West Virginia)

with rates charged in cities in nearby states.

The survey shoiss that from 1986 (the first year of cable rate

deregulation) through 1989 the average number of basic service channels

offered in West Virginia went up 41%, from 17 to 24 channels, while average

monthly rates (excluding franchise fees and taxes) climbed by 45%, from $10.20

to $14.84. Inflation during the same period amounted to only 14.2%, while

rates for utilities (electric, gas and telephone) in the West Virginia

actually declined.

Lewisburg had the lowest cable rates in the state at $9.54 a month, while

Milton had the highest at $19.03. Both of these cities are relatively small.
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On a rate per channel basis (monthly rate divided by number of c-annels

offered) Huntington had the cheapest monthly rate at 484 per channel, while

Beckley was the most expensive at $1.15 per channel. Both of these cities are

relatively large. It should be pointed out that the rate per channel

comparisons are based on the lowest priced basic service. Almost all cable

companies offered additional tiers of service (more channels for a higher

price) which result in a lower rate per channel, but a higher overall monthly

rate.

When compared with cities in nearby states, cable television in West

Virginia is more costly and offers fewer channels. On average the non-West

Virginia cities surveyed receive 26 channels for a cost of $14.26 a month,

while West Virginians pay $15.72 a month for 24 channels.

From a review of the two surveys it appears that in the past year West

Virginia cable companies made progress in making additional channels available

to viewers, but at a price. While the average number of channels increased

from 21 to 24, the average monthly rate in West Virginia climbed by $1.76, or

13%. The result is that West Virginians continue to pay higher rates for

fewer channels than cable customers in surrounding states.

Dissatisfaction by consumers with the quality of service and with the

large increases in rates has led to attempts to regulate the cable industry at

the State level. A cable regulation bill was reported favorably out of

committee last week and is currently pending before the full State Senate.

Although the bill attempts to regulate all areas not precluded by Federal law,

without a change in Federal law, the State cannot regulate cable TV rates, the

main area of consumer concern. I urge this Committee to consider amendments

2. f;
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to the 1984 Cable Act which would allow a greater State role in controlling

basic cable rates for the benefit of consumers.

26-920 - 91 - 9
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For the second year in a row, the Consumer
Advocate Division of the West

Virginia Public Service Commission has conducted a survey of basic cable

television rateS in West Virginia
and nearby States. The results of that

Survey are presented in the five pages of tables attached
to this

introduction. The survey is divided into two parts: the first showing the

Change in rates and channels
offered from 1986 through

1989; the second

comparing rates paid in January 1990. All rates shown in the survey are for

the cheapest baSic service available
to a normal customer.

In addition, the

survey does not make any qualitative
analysis of the channels offered: it

merely sets forth the total
number of channels offered

under the basic rates.

Page 1 of the survey
reviewed rates charged and channels offered in

twelve West Virginia cities for the yearS 1986, 1987, 1988 and 1989. The
cities were chosen to provide

a geographic and demographic
cross-Section of

the State. :986 was chosen as the Starting point for this
survey since it was

the first year cable rates
were effectively deregif.ated under rhe Federal

Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984. The final two columns on this page

Shaw the percentage change in rates ano cnannels offered over the four year

period for each city. From 1986 to 1989 the
statewide average number of

Channels offered increased alt.
while monthly rates climbed 45S. During the

last year the average number of channels increased
from 21 to 24 (10

increase), while the
average monthly rate rose $1.76 (13% increase). Cable

rates remained unchanged last year only in Lewisburg, Beckley,
Hontington and

Martinsburg.

It should be noted that
during the study period franchise

fees (fees

Charged by cities) and sales tax rates changed. For consistency's sake the
rates shown on page 1 of the

survey do not include local
franchise fees or

state sales tax. This means the rateS shown cn this page will vary somewhat

2n9
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from those actually paid by customers. The rates shown on the second part of

the survey, pages 2 through 5. dO include fees and taxes and reflect what

cable subscriber actually pays for basic service.

Page 2 of the survey compares the basic rate paid in each of the twelve

Cities in January 1990 and ranks the cities with number 1 being cheapest and

number 12 most expensive. The rankings shown on this page are not affected by

the number of channels offered. As shown on page 2, Lewisburg had the lowest

basic rate of the cities surveyed, and Milton the highest. Lewisburg was the

lowest-cost City for the second year in a row. Basic rates in Lewisburg have

not changed since 1986.

Pace 3 of the survey compares the basic rates in a different way by

ranking the montilly rate per channel paid (basic rate divided by number of

channels). This method of comparison takes account of th number of channels

offered, a7t-ough not the type or quality. Under this method of ranking,

Huntlngnn had the lowest rate pe, cnannel, while Beckley had the highest.

Pace 3 also presents the statewide average number of channels offered, average

monthly rate and average rate per channel for the cities surveyed.

Page 4 of the sur.,ey presents January 1990 cable rateS for Charleston and

Huntington, West Virginia in comparison to basic rates in eight cities in

swrrounding states. Tr,ee different cable companies are shown for Columbus,

Ohio since no one cable company serves the entire city and each has its own

distinct franchise area. The rankings on page 4 are shown on the same basis

as those on Page 2. that is, Only monthly cates and not number of channels are

consiocred. On this banis, the cheapest rates shown are in Lexington,

Kentucky, Cincinnati, Ohio, and Roanoke, Virginia. The most expensive are in

Columbus, Ohio. Based on this comparison of monthly rates, cable in

Charleston and Huntington has become relatively cheaper. Last year Huntington

2 CO
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and Charleston ranked Sth and 11th
respectively, while this year rates in

those cities were the Sth and 6th cheapest.

Page 5 ranks Charleston.
)luntington and the cities in surrounding states

on the same basis as shown on page 3,
that is, monthly rate per channel.

Under this method of comparison Cincinnati,
Ohio and Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

have the cheapest rates. while Columbus. Ohio still has the highest. Page S

also presents the average number of channels offered, average monthly rate and

average rate per channel for the non-West
Virginia cities surveyed. A

cOmparison of the West Virginia
averages shown on page 3 with the average for

non-West Virginia cities shown On page 5 indicates that Wes*: Virginia cable

tOmpanies of'er ST. fewer channels at a basic monthly rate which is lin higher.

The result is a rate per channel
which is 20% higher than in surrounding

states.



BASIC !EMIT WIC TEIEVIS1ON RATES IN WEST VIRGINIA 1905-1989

1986 1987 1930 1989 1 OWItt£ 1995-1919

I Cr-- 9 fIF P OF

CITY MOM CIMAWLS RATE 00411-15 RATE 014144FIS RATE CIPAtil5 wr ClegilS RATE

$11.95 11 11.95 211z

$11.38 19 14.35* 73% 103%

.

I. Beckley Telecable Corp. $9.96 $10.95 Il

2. Charleston Capitol Cable 11 $6.85 18 $0,38 19

3. Clat*slin Clarksksrg Cable 23 $12.00 24 113.00 25

4. Ikaaington Cectury Cable 12 $9.45 76 $12.95 31

5. Hurricane Triax Cablevisica 15 $12.06 17 $13.95 17

Milton

6. kr*ser Telemedia Corp. 12 $9.50 15 $13.75 15

7. lewishurg Telt:in:Ala Corp. 12 $9.00 12 $9.00 12

B. ?Awl ins2ir9 Inaxxl Cable 20 $12.95 20 $12,95 20

9. Morgantaan Century Cable XI $8.40 2D $9.95 20

10. Moundsville TCI, Inc. 28 $10.00 30 $13.00 30

11. Parkersburg ICI, Inc. 74 $14.29 25

12. Wheeling TC1. Inc. $12.00 $13.00 25

AVERN1 17 $10.20 20 $17.35 21

* WIll go to $17.50 for4u channels NOTE: Rates shr-...1 du not Include

in Win - mg?. franchise ftns and sales tax

.91

$14.00 29 is.sn 26% 29%

$13.95 31 I3.95 !Sat 481

$13.95 32 17.95 1131 49%

$13.75 19 15.00 58% tin

$9.00 12 9 OD 0% II%

$15.00 20 15.00 0% 16%

$9.95 19 23.50 45% 61Z

$15.10 32 17.65 14% 11%

$15.00 25 17.75

$14.10 25 16.50 - 38%

113.08 24 14.84 41% 45%

501.8CE: 00649EfR ADVOCATE 01v151(IN

WEST VIMINIA PSC
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Page 2 of 5

COMPARISON OF CURRENT RATES
FOR BASIC CABLE TN WEST VIRG:NIA

JANUARY 1990

CITY COMPANY
# OF

CHANNELS RAT7

1. Lewisburg Telemedia Corp.
12 $ 9.54

2. Beckley Telecable Corp. 11 12.67
3. Morgantown Century Cable 29 14.58
4. Huntington Century Cable 31 :4.79
S. Keyser Telemedia Corp. 19 15.90
6. Charleston Capitol Cablevision 19 15.97
7. Clarksburg Clarksburg Cable 29 16.43
8. Martinsburg Inwood Cable 20 16.46

9. Wheeling TC:, Inc. 25 18.32*
10. Moundsville TC:, Inc.

32 18.71*
11. Parkersburg TC1, Inc.

25 18.82*
12. Hurricane Triax Cablevision 32 19.03**Milton

As of January 1, 1990, known as 'expanded basic service.' 'Basic serviceoffers 6 less channels for a 40t reduction in monthly rate.

** Already effective in Milton, effectiva
in Hurricane in Spring of 1990.

NOTE: Rates shown Include local franchise fees and sales tax.

2C3
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Paye 3 of 5

COMPARISON OF BASIC CABLE TELEVISION
IN WEST VIRGINIA
RATE PER CHANNEL

TERDIRrigg-

CITY COMPANY
# OF

CHANNELS RATE

RATE

PER CHANNEL

I. Huntington Century Cable 31 $14.79 $0.48

2. Morgantown Century Cable 29 $14.58 $0.50

3. Clarksburg Clarksburg Cable 29 $16.43 $0.57

4. Moundsville TCI. Inc. 32 $18.71 $0.58

5. Hurricane Triax Cablevisio 32 $19.03 $0.59
Milton

6. Wheeling TCI, Inc. 25 $18.32 $0.73

7. Parkersburg TV. Inc. 25 $18.82 $0.75

8. Lewisburg Telemedia 12 S 9.54 $0.80

9. Martinsburg Inwood Cable 20 $16.46 $0.82

10. Keyser Telemedia Corp. 19 $15.90 $0.84

II. Charleston Capitol Cablevision 19 $15.97 $0.84

12. Beckley Telecable Corp. 11 $12.67 5I.15

AVERAGE OF WEST VIRGINIA CITIES 24 $15.72 $0.66

NOTE: Rates shown include local franchise fees and salts tax.

21'4
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Page 4 of 5

COMPARISON OF WEST VIRGINIA
BASIC CABLE RATES TO THOSE IN

NEARBY STATES

JANUARY 190

# OF
CITY COMPANY CHANNELS RATE

1. Lexington, KY Telecable 11 S 5.15"

2. Cincinnati, OH Warner Cable 24 $ 8.20

3. Roanoke, VA Cox Cable 16 $ 8.95

4. Pittsburgh, PA TCI, Inc. 36 $13.00

5. HUNTINGTON, WV Century Cable 31 $14.79

6. CHARLESTON, WV Capitol Cablevision 19 $15.97

7. Richmond. VA Continental Cable 30 $16.15

8. Cilirlotte, NC Cablevision 38 516.25

9. Ashland, KY Dimension Cable 27 $16.45

10. Columbus, OH warner Cablevision 12 516.95

11. Columbus, OH All-American Cable 29 519.45

12. Columbus, OH Coaxial Communications 40 $22.50

*Called 'Lifeline Service' although there are no income requirements for subscription.

NOTE: Rates shown include local franchise fees and sales taxes.

21; 5
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Page 5 of 5

COMPARISON OF wEST VIRGINIA
BASIC C.8LE RATES PER CHANNEL TO THOSE IN NEARBY STATES

T 4' 19 0

CITY
f OF

COMPANY CHANNELS RATE

RATE

PER CHANNEL

1. Cincinnati, OH Warner Cable 24 S 8.20 50.34

2. Pittsburgh, PA ICI, Inc. 36 513.00 40.16

3. Charlotte, NC Cablevision 38 416.25 $0.43

4. Lexington, KY Telecable 31 $ $.15 $0.47

5. HUNTINGTON, WV Century Cable 31 $14.79 $0.48

6. Richmond, VA Continental Cable 30 416.15 $0.54

7. Roanoke. VA Cox Cable 16 $ 8.95 50.56

8. Columbus, OH Coaxial Communications 40 $22.50 4C.56

9. Ashland, KY Dimension Cable 27 516.45 $0.61

10. Columbus, OH All-American Cable 29 $19.45 $0.67

11. CHARLESTON, wV Capitol Cablevision 19 415.97 $0.84

12. Columbus, OH Warner Cable 12 $16.45 $1.37

AVERAGE OF NON-WEST vIRGINIA CITIES 26 $14.26 50.55

NOTE: Rates shown include local franchise fees and sales taxes.

2 Cf;
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Mr. WISE. Next we will hear from Mr. Gene Kimmelman, Legis-
lative Director for the Consumer Federation of America.

STATEMENT OF GENE KIMMELMAN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECFOR,
CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA

Mr. KIMM.3124AN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, on behalf of

the consumer federation I appreciate this opportunity to testify
before you about cable television.

I'm going to speak both about the general concerns consumers
have about cable TV and rural concerns. They tend to mesh. There
are a few peculiarities about rural consumers I'll point out but in
general they are very similar.

As a general matter, we may be a little embarrassed by how
much television we watch. The American people may not like to
talk about it too much but it is quite clear from surveys, from
market analyses, that television, particularly the package of serv-
ice that's available over cable TV today has become essential to our
way of life.

To receive most important news, national and local information,
to receive educational programming, important cultural program-
ming, to see the Congress in action, to receive sports and other en-
tertainment programming, one must have cable television in the
United States of America or some other technological means of de-
livering a similar package of services.

It has become virtually essential to everyday life in the view of a
majority of American consumers.

But there are problems in the cable industry and I'd like to
speak today ablut three fundam?ntal problems.

One is that on the local leve, virtually everywhere cable is a mo-
nopoly.

Second, that there are packages c..f monopolies that are growing.
There is horizontal concentration omong a few firms who are con-
trolling access to a large percentap of American cable television
subscribers.

And third, the cable TV industry has been integrating vertically
into programming; controlling some of the most popular, some of
the most essential programming that it itself decides to offer over
its systems.

Now, I'd like to talk a little bit more indepth about each of these
problems and what we believe at the consumer federation that
Congress needs to do to address these concerns.

First of all, after Congress passed the Cable Act in 1984, the FCC
decided that where there were three over-the-air signals that there
was effective competition to a cable system and no local govern-
ment or State government could regulate basic cable rates.

The results have been quite predictable.
Cable rates have gone up on average at least two to three times

the rate of inflation since deregulation. Maybe not astronomical,
maybe not terrible, but compared to the era of regulation, a terri-
ble trend we believe.

2 13 7
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During regulation, basic rates never went up even as much as in-
flation: On average, less than two-thirds the rate of inflation and
now running two to three times the rate of inflation.

I noticed this morning that cablevision in the District of Coluzn-
bia is raising its rates now about twice the rate of inflation this
year.

We expect that because there is no alternative to cable, there is
no market constraint against these rate increases. And that's a
major problem.

It turns out the FCC probably looked at the wrong factors when
it decided to deregulate. It's not a question of getting one or two
signals or three signals or four signals over the air.

It's not a question of whether you can go to the movies. We all
know that we can do that.

The problem is that the market for cable is the package of serv-
ices all combined, put together, including the networks, including
independent stations, public stations, plus the movies, plus other
entertainment, plus sports and educational programming. It's that
package for which there is no competitive alternative.

In looking at nationwide data on the cost of cable systems, the
cost to run them, operate them, reasonable returns, including pro-
gramming costs, versus the price that they provide in the market-
place today, it's quite clear that .ere are excesses in the cable in-
dustry.

Our data show that if cable were subject to full com2etitive
forces or regulated to mirror what a competitive market would pro-
vide, American consumers would be saving about $6 billion on
cable revenue per year. Rates would be down about 50 percent
from what they are. And we believe that needs to be addressed.

The other problems that I mentioned, horizontal concentration
and vertical integration, relate to the cable industry's efforts to
thwart competitive entry, to thwart effective competition to their
services.

This has been done in the horizontal area by a couple of large
firms, particularly TCI and ATC, which is owned by Time, Inc.,
which have bought up IGcal systems. And because they control
access to so many cable subscribers, they can dictate to program-
mers the terms and conditions under which programming is of-
fered; effectively the price, whether it's offered, whether there have
to be exclusivity arrangements, whether that programming can be
made available to anyone else in the community who wants to com-
pete with the cable operator, and importantly, to anyone who
doesn't want to come in the community but wants to offer service
somewhere else.

This type of arrangement has denied service to certain American
consumers and has limited availability of certain cable services.
This trend is ongoing. It's a tremendous danger to diversity of in-
formation over cable systems and the ability of those who do not
have cable systems to receive programming from an alternative
technological means.

The cable industry has also moved into the programming busi-
ness itself. There is a tremendously complicated interlocking web
now of who owns the most popular programming. Not surprisingly

21:
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it's predominantly cable operators who have bought into this pro-
gramming.

The result is similar to the horizontal area: Efforts to deny po-
tential competitors the availability of the programming that the
American people want to see.

Why would a cable operator do this? Why would a vertically in-
tegrated company want to do this?

Well, it's quite simple.
If they can reap extra profits by being the only company in the

market, why would they make their programming available to
anyone else?

If they can continue to demand prices in the marketplace that
far exceed their costs, their monopoly is protected and under the
FCC's rules, there is no regulation of their prices.

Now, a number of ideas has been proposed about how to address
these three problems.

I'd like to talk first about one that we have some concerns about
and then our own proposals.

A number of telephone companies have suggested that they
could be potential competitors to cable systems. We believe that
may be so down the road but there are a number of problems with
that right now.

First of all, copper technology in the telephone system, the
copper that's in the system today is not usable for broad-band video
service. It's not capable of providing video signals like the coaxial
cable is.

Telephone companies would have to engage in a massive invest-
ment, most likely it would be in fiber optic cable, just to be able to
offlr video signals. This would be quite costly.

We've just completed a study, Mr. Chairman, which I'd like to
submit for the record which looks at this issue, among others,
about the information age from the consumer perspective.

Mr. WISE. Without objection that will be entered as part of the
record, hearing no objections.

[Referenced information, "Expanding the Information Age for
the 1990's: A Pragmatic Consumer Analysis" is contained in the
subcommittee files.]

Mr. iintiMELMAN. We find that in the State of Florida where
Southern Bell has made such a proposal to move quickly to fiber
optics to be able to offer video signals, that the speedup costs, if
applied nationwide, would add $250 billion worth of costs to tele-
phone rate payers.

Now, looked at in a very general way, that would mean that
today's telephone customers on average would have to pay about $5
a month for 33 years to pay to speed up implementation of a fiber
optic investment in the telephone network to be able to offer the
very same service that cable offers today.

And another important problem related to that would be service
would not be available in general until the turn of the century
anyway.

So we could see continued overpricing of cable service in ihe in-
terim plus increases in telephone rates.
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We believe it's very important to look particularly at rural con-
cerns from the perspective of what is the least cost technology to
provide the services that rural consumers need and want.

From our own analysis we believe that regulating cable rates
and regulating telephone rates where that equipment is already in
place is the most cost effective way to go.

Where it has been too expensive to provide cable service over a
wire, it appears to us that satellite technology may be the least
cost technology and that rather than move into a wire line ap-
proach as a generalized pattern, we ought to look to what is the
least cost approoc:

The key is to make the programming available to the satellite
distribution system under the same fair terms that the cable indus-
try receives it.

It doesn't matter what the medium is, it's the end product that
the consumer wants and it needs to be at a fair price.

We believe, Mr. Chairman, that it's time for Congress to act and
fine tune the 1984 Cable Act to address these concerns.

We need Cmgress to redefme "effective competition" to include
the entire package of services that consumer so clearly want and to
make sure that those services are provided at a fair price.

We think it's time for Congress to make sure that cable does not
have too much control over a broad subscribership base.around the
country so as to limit the availability of programming to alterna-
tive technologies or the breadth of programming over those sys-
tems and to ensure also that cable makes these programs available
to the satellite distribution systems so that we could possibility
have competition down the road.

We have supported H.R. 3826, which was introduced by Congress-
man Cooper from Tennessee and Congressman Shays from Con-
necticut, which addresses these problems. And we urged you to
look at this legislation and other pieces of legislation to consider
fine tuning the Cable Act of 1984.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kimmelman followsl
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1

Consumer Federation of America

'STATEMENT OF GENE KIMMELMAN
LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR, CONSUMER FEDERATION OF AMERICA

On Consumer Concerns About Cable Television
Before the Government Information, Justice, and Agriculture Subcommittee

of the House Committee on Government Operations
February 7, 1990

Recent developments in the cable television market make it

clear that the goals of the 1994 Cable Communications Policy .t

cannot be achieved unless Congress fine-tunes the Act. Growrng

consumer demand for the package of video services offered by

cable, coupled with increased concentration and vertical

integration in the cable industry, in an environment of

inadequate regulation, has resulted in excessive cable rate

increases and inadequate service.

TLe Consumer Federation of America (CFA)1 believes Congress

must act immediately to bring cable rates and industry practices

in line with today's market. conditions. We therefore support

H.R. 382e, the "Cable Television ...msumer Protection Act of

1989," sponsored by Representatives Jim Cooper (D-TN) and

Christopher Shays (R-CT), which would ensure that cable rates ate

reduced to a reasonable level and promote program diversity and

service quality.

1 Founded in 1968, CFA is the nation' largest consumer
advocacy group, composed of over 240 state and local affiliates
representing consumer, senior citizen, low-income, labor, farm,
public power and cooperative organizations.

1924 16th Street. N W Swte 604 Washinglun D C. 20036 120213&a2.6121

41D.,
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THE CABLE MARKET

While CongresS may haw. dealt with many of yesterday's

problems in the 1984 Cable Act, it did not anticipate the

combination of lax regulation, changing consumer demand and

industry concentration that have undermined the Act's goals.

More and more consumers want the package of video services that

Cable offers yet must pay excessive rates to a cable operator who

monopolizes local markets by thwarting potential transmission and

programming competition. If vigorous competition had developed,

as the Cable Act envisioned, or its surrogate in monopolistic

marketa -- effective tate regulation -- were imposed, consumers

would be paying about half of what they are charged today for

cable services.

Consumer Demand

Television has become the premier source of information and

entertainment for the American people, and cable plays an

increasingly important role in meeting viewing needs. On

a erage. consumers watch seven to nine hours of television per

day,2 and tccent surveys show that demand for cable is rising

because of the attractive package of news, sports, cultural,

2 Testimony of Gene Kimmelman, COmmunigatiOnS_SPin0MMittee.,
committee_Op commerceA_,5cience and TranaPlostati9nA_M.,,L_PSDAIttJune 21, 1989 at 22.

2
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educational, entertainment, and specialized movie programming

that cable offers.3

As cable telev.ision becomes more fundamental to everyday

life, it takes on the attributes of services consumers consider

necessary to function in modern society. Despite significant

rate increases, cable subscribership has been steadily growing,

reflecting increased income and an inelasticity of demand similar

to basic phone service.4 With the national networks -- ABC, CBS,

and NBC -- bundled into a basic cable package of services,

television has catapulted far beyond newspapers and radio as the

American peoples' primary source of news, and consumes a growing

percentage of leisure and entertainment expenditures.5 As a

result of this strong demand for the services t'lat cable packages

together -- news, entertainment, information and sports

consumers increasingly view cable as essential to meet their

video needs.

Competition for Offering video Services

Despite this healthy consumer demand for a broad package of

video services, there is virtually no head-to-head competition

between cable companies in local clarkets.6 Is addition, there is

3 Kimmelman, at 20.

4 Kimmelman, at 25.

5 Kimmelman, at 22-23.

6 Kimmelman, at 13.

3
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very little competition from other technologies that could offer

packages of video services similar to cable, like satellite dish

(TVRO) or wireless sable.

This lack of competition results from an aggressive cable

industry strategy tc monopolize the local video market. Many

cable operators, acting in concert with affiliated owners of

video programming, have engaged in vigorous anticompetitive

actions to prevent head-to-head competition.

Far example, many vertically integrated cable companies deny

potential competitors access to consumers and programming or

overcharge for and restrict the use of programming that is made

available.7 National Telecommunications and Information

Administration (NTIA) data clearly demonstrate that American

Television & Communications Corporation (ATC), the nation's

second largest cable company, discriminates against its major

rival Viacom by favoring the programming of its affiliates HBO,

Cinemax, USA and Black Entertainment Network.8 Similarly, Viacom

favors the programming of its affiliates over non-affiliates.9

UTIA data also show that the nation's largest multiple

system operator (MS0). which controls access to the largest

viewing audience, Tele-Communications Inc. (TCI), exercises its

market power over programmers by limiting programmers' access to

TCI subscribers (i.e., TCI offers fewer programs to its

7 Kimmelman, at 14.

8 Kimmelman, at 16-17.

9 Kimmelme:, at 16-17.

4
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subscribers than smaller cable operators, saving on the cost of

programming, i4creasing profits and leveraging programmers into

preferential arrangements for TCI).10

Allegations of enticompetitive cable practices are not

limited to industry critics. Earlier this year, cable operator

Viacom and its affiliated programmer Showtime Networks Inc. (SNI)

filed n antitrust lawsuit against its largest chain of

affiliated competitors -- Time, Inc., HBO, ATC and Manhattan

Cable -- alleging a litany of discriminatory practices. Viacom's

complaint speaks for iteelf:

This is an action to recover monetary damages and
obtain injunctive relief arising out of the illegal,
anticompetitive and monopolistic activities of defendants
Time Incorporated ("Time"), Home Box Office, Inc. ("HBO.
T:x."), American Television & Communications Corporation
("ATV) and Maihattan Cable Television, Inc. ("MCTV").
Specifically defeldants Time, HBO, Inc., ATC and MCTV have
violated and continue to violete the federal antitrust laws
by engaging in integrated eeries of predatory and
exclusionary acts and strategies designed to increase the
costs of their rivals, raise barriers to entry and
expansion, and otherwise entrench themselves as monopolists
by anticompetitive conduct, injuring the competitive procese
and, ultimately, consumers. Defendants' violations of the
federal antitrust laws includes

i) monopolizing, conspiring to monopolize, and
attempting to monopolize the market for pay
television programming services ..

ii) monopolizing and abusing their monopol: power in
certain local markets for cable television ...

iii) monopolizing and abusic.g their monopoly power in
certain local markets for cable television ta gain
an anticompetitive advantage for defendant HBO.
Inc. marke f..n pay television programming
services ...

10 Kimmelman, at 18.

5
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iv) entering into contracts and coercing others to
enter into contracts in the market for pay
television programming services ...

(v) entering into an Agreemeht and Plan of Merger with
Warher Communications Inc., the effect of which
will be to lessen competition substantially or
tend to create a monopoly in the market for pay
television programming services, in the supply of
other cable television programming, and in certain
local cable markets, to entrench their monopoly
power ...

Cable operators engage in similar discriminatory practices

tc thwart competition from technologies that could offer a close

substitute to cable's video wire. Satellite dish and wireless

cable services, which have a multi-channel capacity somewhat

similar to cable, have been blocked out of numerous local video

markets because video programmers affiliated with cable operators

limit availability of their programming.

For example, cable-affiliated owners of the most popular

programming often refuse to deal with wireless cable or satellite

dish ,ervice distributors, or block ascess to their programming

by signing exclusivity arrangements with cable operators.11

Time, Inc., parent of HBO, has been in the forefront of efforts

to deny satellite dish and wireless cable service providers

access to the most popular movie channel.12

While the cable industry argues that over-the-air video

signals, movie theatres and the movie rental (i.e., VCR) market

effectively compete with cable's package of programming, this is

11 Ximmelman, at 15-16.

12 (immelman, a: 15-16.

6
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clearly not the case. The networks, independents and movies do
Offer partial substitutes for cable TV, however they cannot be
packaged to compete head-on with cable.

If consumers want to see their elected
representatives on

C-Sp.:n they must purchase cable. If they want a variety of
sports, entertainment, cultural and educational programming, they
must purchase cable. One can, of course, attend sporting events,
go to the theatre and

rent movies at substantial expense,
inconvenience, incurring significant transaction costs and
wasting time. To argue that this limited alternative to cable is
effective competition is a little like arguing that bicycles
offer effective competition to automobiles.

Concentration and Vertical Intesration in the Cable Industry

Many of the anticompetitive
practices described above have

been made possible because of increased concentration and
vertical integration in the cable industry. The largest cable
operators, like TCI and ATC, control access to such a large
segment of the viewing public that they can extract concessions
(i.e., exercire monopsony power) from programmers who desperately
need to reach a large audience to cover their programming costs.
Similarly, companies that control supply of the most extensive
and popular packages of programming, like Time, Inc. which owns
HBO aad Cinemax,

extract concessions from all but the largest

7
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cable opz*rators (i.e., exercise monopoly power), who rely on this

"magnet" programming to attract subscribers.

A complicated web of mergers, integration and joint ventures

between these two largest Cable operators and owners of video

programming has increased opportunities for anticompetitive

activities. TCI controls between a quarter and a third of cable

subacriers, and ATC has about a 15 percent market share.13 TC1

and ATC's parent Time, /nc. each own substantial shares of Cable

Value Network, the Fashio;. Channel, Black Entertainment Network,

Cable New Network, Turner Broadcasting and Headline News,

accountirg for 47 percent of all subscribers, 23 percent of all

basic service subscriptions and 67 percent of all pay services

(See Exhibits 1 and 2). TCI and Time, Inc. avoid competing head-

to-head in the marketplace by maintaining exclusive franchises

and exclus..ve programming distribution.

This web of relationship:: enhances market power for both

firms and c.-eates huge barriers to entry for potential

competitors. With two firms controlling access to so many

subscribers and so much popular programming, potential

competitors must be confident they can simultaneously finance

entry into the cable operation market and the programm;.ng

business to taie on TCI and Time, Inc. -- an extremely risky

business venture that has not and is not likely to occur.

Ironically, the cable industry believes its diversification

into programming is good for the American people, while similar

13 Kimmelman, at 6-7.
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1:

JOINT VENTURES IN PROGRAMMING AMONG MAJOR CABLE INDUSTRY FIRMS

CABLEVISION SYSTEMS

COMCAST

TELE-COMMUNICATIONS
INC.

AINBOW PROGRAMMING ENTERPRISES

STORER/OVC NETWORK

AMERICAN MOVIE CLASSICS

CABLE VALUE NETWORK

ASHION CHANNEL

LACK ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK

ABLE NEWS NETWORKAMERICAN TELEVISION
4 COMMUNICATION
(TIME INC.)

HEARST

WTBS

HEADLINE NEWS

ARTS 4 ENTERTAINMENT

CAPITAL CITIES/ABC
LIFETIME/ARTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT

VIACOM

NCTES AND SOURCE: Only joint ventures are shown, wholly owhedprograms are not shown, but are counted in Exhibit 2 in theappropriate column. "Testimony of Zack Valenti, President of theMotion Picture Association of America,"
albqommitteeTAI=Ltuallniraltalazt lad Flpance. gnere3y mai Qammusa qpmmittee.Vnited states House IL Reormsenta.tivP, May 11, 1988; "VerticalIntegration," in Comoottitivt Issues la the, Cable TelevlsionLOdus,trv., Subc=mitteu on Antitrust, Monopolies and BusinessRights, Committee on the Judiciary, United States Congress, March17, 1988, pp. 416-417.
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EXHIBIT 2:

NATIONAL MARKET sHARES OF MAJOR INTERCONNECTED COMPANIES IN
ChBLE SYSTEMS, BASIC SERVICE AND PAY SERVICE PROGRAMMING

COMPANY CABLE BASIC SERVICE PAY sERVICE
SUBSCRIBERS SUBSCRIBERS SUBSCRIBERS
(000,000) (000,000) (000.000)

CABLEVISION SYSTEMS 1.0 1.7 6.3
TELE-COMMUNICATIONS INC. 10.8 26.0 0
AMERICAN TELEVIS-1) 4.5 0 23.5
A COMMUNICATION (TIME)
WARMER 1.4 0 0
COMCAST 1.4 0 .2

JOINT VENTURES 2.0 186.0 10.3

TOTAL 5 COMPANIES 21.1 212.0 40.7

VIACOM 1.1 162.3 11.6
HEARST .1 0 0
CAPITAL CITIES/ABC 0 48.8 0

JOINT VENTURES 0 65.4 0

TOTAL 3 COMPANIES 1.2 265.5 11.6

NATIONAL TOTAL 44.7 930.0 60.1

5 COMPANIES AS % 47.2 22_7 67.4
OF NATIONAL TOTAL

3 COMPANIES AS % 2.7 28.5 19.3
OF NATIONAL TOTAL

SOURCE: "Testimony nf Jack Valenti, President of the Motion
Picture Association of America," locommitttl an
Ta1taQIND.11111.ral1ara anl Finance. Enttax Ana Qammtmt
Urated States ILQUAt UL Re.presentatve, May 11, 1988; "Vertical
Integration," in Comoetitive._ Issuta jr =ft Cable Telsvislpn
Industry, Subcommittee on Antitrus:, Monopolies and Business
Rights, Committee on the Judiciary, United States Congress, march
17, 1988, pp. 416-417.
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vertical integration by the telephone industry would be

anticompetitive and bad public policy. The cable industry argues

that by investing in 'content° (i.e., programming), cable

operators have expanded the quantity and quality of

programming.14 However, when it comes to local telephone company

entry into the video transmission and programming markets, the

cable industry has a slightly different perspective on vertical

integration:

In addition, to the extent that telephone companies
compete in unregulated businesses that require use of or
access to their monopoly telephone facilities or functions,
they have incentives to discriminate against their
competitors and to favor themselves in providing access r.
those facilities and functions.

For example, telephone companies, if allowed to provide
video programming, could still use their control of
essential faeilities to thwart competitors.

... there are myriad ways in which telephone companiescan structure their contractuel relationships and everyday
business dealings with other users to give themselves a
competitive advantage over such users.

Nor is vertical integration of the telephone company's
common carrier transmission facilities with the provision ofvideo programming likely to produce efficiencies.15

14 Statement of James R. Mooney, National Cable Television
Association, Before the Subcommittee on Antitrust, Monopolies,
and Business Rights of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary,
April 12, 1989 at 71.

15 Comments of the National Cable Television Ass.aciation,Inc., In the Matter of TtIsstgilt_gommY_-_c4010 Television
Cross-DynershiolplesL_Sectjonsjat54 - 63.58, CC Dkt No. 87-266at 8,14,15,46.
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CPA believes vertical integration in both the cable and

telephone industrips is dangerous to consumers' interests.16 Any

expansion and improvement in cable programming that occurred

while the cable industry became vertically integrated could be

dramatically accelerated if the anticompetitive practices of

vertically integrated cable companies were put to a halt.

Cable Rates

As a result of the lack of competition in the cable market

and the Federal Communications Commission's (FCC) decision to

deregulate cable pricing, basic cable ratee have shot up

dramatically beyond their historical level. Similar to other

declining-cost industries, where per-unit costs decline as

subscribership and viewership increases, the real dollar price of

basic cable service declined in the era of rate regulation. In

the decade prior to deregulation. basic cable rates rose only

about two-thirds as much as inflation in the economv.17 In

contrast, since deregLlation basic rates have risen on average at

16 Today we are submitting for the record our most recent
study, entitled *Expanding the Information Age for the 1990s: A
Pragmutic Consumer Analysis,* conducted with the American
Association of Retired Persons, which demonstrates the dangers of
.1o4; telephone companY entry in the video transmission business.

17 Mooney, at 92.
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least two to three times the rate of inflation.18 Cable

operators attempt to camouflage these rate increases by adcling

new channels to their basic tier of service, forcing consumers to

pay excessive rates for programming they may not purchase if it

were not wrapped into the basic tier. Even for consumers who

desire the new channels added to the basic tier, rate hikes have

far exceeded the added cost of this new programming.

These rate increases have resulted in excess profits flowing

to cable operators. Analysis of the market price for cable

systems, compared to the hctual ,:ost and reasonable profits

associated with cable services, deronstrates that cable systems

are earning large monopoly profits.19 If healthy competitive

forces were disciplining the cable market, the revenue necessary

to yield a reasonable profit would be less than half of what is

currently paid by consumers in their cable rates.20 Since we

currently lack competition in the cable market, reimposition of

regulation designed to mirror competitive market forces could

save consumers about $6 billion per year, reducing cable rates

approximately 50 percent.21

18 Kimmelman, at 26. U.S. General Accounting Office,
t1Qniirvey Aftes and gervices, GAO RCM-

09-193, August 1989.

19 Kimmelman, at 30.

20 Kimmelman, at 31.

21 Kimmelman, at 1,31.
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ADDRESSING PROBLEMS IN THE CABLE INDUSTRY

CFA believes Congress must step in to stop the monopolistic

pricing and anticompetitive practices of the cable industry. By

reinstating regulation where comparable alternatives to cable do

not exist, outlawing discrimination against potential competitors

and limiting the market leverage gained from a large

subscribership base, H.R. 3826 would help bring down cable rates

and open the door to the increased competition that was

originally envisioned in the Cable Act of 1984.

Until true competition for the unique package of programming

available on cable develops, regulation of basic cable rates is

essential to prevent price gouging. Just as Congress has a keen

interest in providing consumers access to local news, public

affairs1 educational and other significant local broadcasting.

CFA believes Congress has an equally strong interest in ensuring

that national news, information and educational programming

available only over cable is reasonably priced and affordable to

the American people.

While Section 4 of H.R. 3826 establishes the most

appropriate, fair test for when basic cable rates must be

constrained, it may restrict the FCC's power too severely by

preventing the Commission from developing a streamlined form of

regulation. Although we have no particular preference as to

w'lere the primary locus of regulation resides, we believe it may

be appropriate to direct the FCC to devise a simplified form of

14
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price regulation and more detailed functional description of

basic services (e.g., local and national news, informational,

cultural and educational channels) to avoid excessive

complication in the regulatory process.

Sections 9 and 10 of H.R. 3826 would increase consumer

access to video programming and promote maximum competition in

the video marketplace, thereby increasing cable's incentives to

improve quality of service. By breaking TCI's and ATC's lock on

a large segment of the viewing public. Section 10 would prevent

cable operators from exercising monopoly power against

programmers. Section 9 would augment this pro-competitive result

by preventing vertically integrated cable companies from

discriminating against non-affiliated entities in the

distribution of video programming.

Taken together, these two provisions would increase the

diversity of programming available to consumers. By preventing

discrimination against wireless cable and satellite dish service

providers, section 9 would increase the likelihood that consumers
not wired by cable would have an opportunity to receive a broad

package of video programming from non-wire technologies. This

provision would also enhi.nce the possibility to switch from cable

to alternative video providers in wired communities, increasing

cable's imentives to lower prices and improve quality of

service. Section 10 would then reduce the largest cable

15
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operators incentives to maximize market power by li&iting channel

availability, opening up TCI's cable systems to broader viewing

options.

CONCLUSION

CFA strongly supports Representative cooper's and Shay's

Cable Television Consumer Protection Act of 1989, because we

believe that Congress must step In to bring cable rates back into

line with costs and promote greater competition in the cable

industry. Without public limitations on cable rates (i.e., a new

definition of effective competition that suits cable's

monopolistic market conditions) and anti-discrimination/common

carrier rules for cable operators, diversity of programming will

suffer and consumers will continue to be overcharged for cable services.

16
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Mr. WISE. Thank you very much, Mr. Kinimelman.
There are a lot of areas to talk about.
We'll operate in the 5-minute rule.
Let me begin by asking Mr. Gregg his observation. In the State

of West Virginia which I think has, as you mentioned, a pretty
good rural population, do you notice any difference in service com-plaints from rural subscribers over those coming from urban areas?
Is there any difference in the number or intensity?

Mr. GREGG. There's really no way to know, Congressman. As I
stated, there is no statewide regulatory clearinghouse right now forcomplaints.

The public service commission customer relations office has justthis week developed a system for classifying complaints that comein on cable. Heretofore any complaints on cable were simply an-swered with "We have no jurisdiction over cable. Call the franchis-
ing authority." And for people who d: ' not live in a city, theysimply had no recourse except to call back to the cable companies.
So I ivally have no information.

Mr. Wisc. Do you have any obeervation a; to what happens with
a person's complaint when they take that el azplaint to the onlybody that I'm aware of that can deal with it which is the FCC?

Mr. GREGG. I have no information there on complaints that do goto the cities. And the city I'm moat fmnilinr with is Charleston.
They do have one employee whose main duties are interfacing with
the cable company in handling complaints on the local level. But
as far as FCC complaints, once again I have no information.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Gregg, the State legislature is presently consider-
ing legislation that really hangs, I think, on how effective it can beon the definition of effective competition as enunciated by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission.

In your opinion given the present free over-the-air broadcast sta-tion rule or standard, what can that State legislation effectively
do?

Mr. GREGG. Well, there will be some areas of the State because of
limited reception that will probably qualify under the present FCCrule. However, as a general statement even without a change inthe FCC rule and even without direct rate regulation for most ofthe cable rates, I think that the State public service conunission
can have a good effect.

Looking at the example of Connecticut, which currently has
State authority over cable regulations and has no direct rate regu-latory authority, the fact that they have jurisdiction over t egranting of franchises, the renewal of franchises, and approval of
transfer of franchises gives them some leverage to negotiate indi-rect rate regulation.

In other words, "if you want to sell or buy this franchise, then
will you agree to a 3-year rate moratorium or will you agree tolimit your annual rate increases to less than 5 percent'?"

These type of agreements have been negotiated voluntarily andstand in place of direct rate regulation. It's not as effective asdirect rate regulation but we can have some positive and beneficial
impact for consumers.

r. WISE. Mr. Kimniehnan addresses some in his remarks andI'd like to ask both of you to comment on it, Mr. Gregg first, on the
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impact of permitting greater competition by telephone companies
which seems to be one of the two thrusts of the legislation before
the Congress. One is for reregulation of some sort and the other is
for opening up the competition.

Incidentally, Mr. Kimmelman, I noted with interest, you talked
about fine tuning legislation. My observation is that this is going to
require major overhaul.

I had a guy in a shop the other day talk about fine tuning my
car and I found out that "fine tuning" to him and "fine tuning" to
me, at least as far as the rates went on that, were far different and
I suspect it's the same here.

But at any rate, one of the arguments put forward by telephone
companies for expanding their ability to enter into competition is
that for rural areas this would mean greater enhancement to lay
fiber optic cable and would bring a whole new range of services
and it's not cost effective to do it simply under the regulated oper-
ations the telephone company performs now.

Would you have any comment, Mr. Gregg, on that as regards a
rural State such as West Virginia?

Mr. GREGG. Yes. I think that we need to be aware there is a
larger agenda than just altruistically solving the problem of high
cable rates on the part of the telephone company. Obviously it's to
get fiber into the local loop faster than it otherwise would be done.

C&P Telephone Co. of West Virginia estimated this summer that
to put fiber in half of the local loops in West Virginia would cost
$900 million. The present rate base of C&P of West Virginia is $900
million.

You can see that just reachrig half the homes in the State would
double the rate base.

This, of course, was under an accelerated force-fed scenario
which is what the telephone companies aFe after.

I would oppose any lifting of the ban on crossownership at this
time. I believe that a decentralized path to the information age is
developing very rapidly in the United States and it doesn't need to
be force fed, especially it doesn't need to be subsidized by local tele-
phone rate payers.

In addition, it's going to cause an increase in rates by telephone
subscribers in the short term on the promise that down the road
these other services will generate enough revenues to local rates in
the long run.

It's interesting to note that C&P Telephone of West Virginia is
about to introduce a bill in the legislature that would allow them
to keep all profits from new services introduced down the road.

So what we're looking at is a telephone company who wants to
induce us to allow them to force-feed fiber and thus pay higher
rates now and then take all the profits from the system that rate
payers had built down the road.

I would oppose that.
Mr. WisE. Mr. Kimmelman.
Mr. KIMBIELMAN. A couple of observations, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, if we need a new technology to provide a service that

we're not getting today, I'm all for it and we would support that.
W.3 want consumers to have services.

2s$
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What we're talking about predominantly here is a new technolo-
gy to provide what an old technology currently can provide. And
that's a problem.

There's bad news and there's good news for rural America, I be-
lieve.

The bad news is that rural America generally is not the high end
of the market. And regardless of whether it's a phone company
providing a service or a cable company or someone else, rural
America will not get served first. There's not enough money to be
made by starting in the rural regions.

The good news is that even without being allowed to provide
video service phone companies are moving very quickly towards
new techaologies as they become cost effective. And all the Bell
companies are projecting having full fiber systems about the year
2010-2015.

Without raising rates we will have a telephone network that will
be video capable at that point in time and will have excess capac-
ity. I'm sure Congress will want to look at changing restrictions
then.

But until we get near that point, what we're looking at is serv-
ices that are available today that are overpriced and that we need
competition for, or if there's not competition, regulation.

If the phone comp.4iles can't even under the best scenerio with
rate payer financing from telephone bills provide the service until
the turn of the century, we believe we need regulation to bring the
rates down and we need Federal intervention to make sure the pro-
gramming is available to satellite dish technology so we can see
we can compete through a satellite system.

Mr. W/SE. Thank you.
My time has expired. Mr. McCandless.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Gregg, if I understood your testimony correctly, your final

comment was you felt that the States would be able to control basic
cable delivery systems and rates.

Mr. GREGG. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. And that would then liken in cable to other,

quote, public utilities, unquote.
The argument that seems to come forward on this is: Well, that

may very well be, but you've got to understand that the gas compa-
ny and the electric company, et cetera, were formed and developed
and organized as public utilities to begin with; whereas, cable was
not.

How would we overcome that obstacle9
Mr. GREGG. Well, I think that cven though cable may not have

started that way, I think it certainly has become that, at least in
the provision of basic service. You may want to split out rate regu-
lation between basic service and in the premium type channels.
There may, indeed, be room for a dual type system where basic
rates are regulated but the premium channels are not.

By stating that the focus of the implementation of regulations
should be at the State level, I didn't want to imply that there
should not be Federal sthntiards, and indeed, the FM will still
have a very large role in this. But I think the actual implements-
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tion of rate cases and designing of rat ,s for specific local companies
should be done on the State level.

Mr. McCdointEss. You're favoring the State level ov er a city or
county level?

Mr. GREGG. Yes. What we've found so far in West Virginia is
that a number of cities, especially the smaller ones, the council and
the mayor are even part-time positions. There may not even be a
full-time employee of the city except for a secretary to answer the
phone.

They simply do not have the technical wherewithal nor the legal
wherewithAl to deal with the cable companies in negotiations or in
setting rates.

Mr. McCionmEss. Mr. Kimmelman, in your presentation you said
that there were three problems as you perceived it: Monopoly, con-
centration, and programming.

I'll pla3r the devil's advocate here a little bit about the monopoly
aspect of it.

ring initial phases of the introduction of cable service, there
was a tremendous capital expenditure. So Cable Co. XYZ would
come to city ABC and say: "We will put a cable system into your
city but in order amortize that capital cost we need to have a con-
tractual agreement and a monopoly for a period of 'X' number of
years," which would be pretty much representative of the cable in-
dustry beginning.

As that system has improved and the technology is proceeding in
leaps and bounds. there are other large, very large capital expendi-
tures to provide an adequate level of service.

How would we be able to provide the highest level of service pos-
sible if we weren't able to give company ABC the ability to service
the entire community?

Mr. KIMMELMAN. Mr. McCandless, we're not against the notion
of providing a franchise to one company to serve the entire commu-
nity. And that is predominantly what has happened around the
country.

Our problem is the notion of after doing that totally deregulating
the pricing.

If there could be competition and we could find niultiple systems,
multiple technologies to serve everyone, we wouldn't need the gov-
ernment intervention at all. We've not found that to be the ease.
Very few companies want to come in even and challenge a fran-
chised cable company.

But our concern is that without any market pressures oil ate
cable operator, we see rates fleeting up way beyond inflation and
the need for regulation. They should have a right to a fair return.
They should have a right to recover all that investment that we've
wanted them to make in each community, but not excessive profits.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. What cre your feelings about the ultimate con-
trol, the lovel of that control, rate setting and quality of service
control?

Mr. KruhtELmAx. Frankly we believe consumers are being over-
priced so much we'd like to see control at any level at this point.

Mainly what we're looking for is a workable solution. We don't
want to see a major bureaucracy created anywhere to ti y to deal
with this. As far as we can tell, although some cities did an excel-
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lent job in regulating cable rates, they very seldom did very careful
cost analysis as many State utility commissions do for other utili-
ties.

So we think if there's a way of devising a simplified model that
would deal with the generalized costs of cable the FCC may be able
to provide guidance, maybe to set a price limit even, and there
ought to be some local variation. Whether it's at the State level or
the local level I think is a matter of resources and what's most cost
effective.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you.
Mr. Kntromm.A.N. Thank you.
Mr. WISE. Thank you very much.
We've been joined by two additional members of the subcommit-

tee, a former chairman of the subcommittee and himself very
active in rural development issues obviously, Glenn English of
Oklahoma, and also joining us is Gary Condit of California.

We're delighted to have you both.
Glenn, we'll turn to you for any questions.
Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate that very

much.
Mr. Kimmelman, it seems to me the issue we're looking at is the

question really of how we can best make available to people living
in rural America all aspects of telecommunications. How can we
take all these advantages that are developing and make it possible
for people in rural areas to have those, to have access to them?

I think there is the tendency with regard to the breakup of
AT&T and the process that we've taken to let rural America
become a backwater as far as communication markets are con-
cerned; that competition is really in the major metropolitan areas.
And there's very little desire to move into building the latest and
most modern up-to-date advantages in communications and to
make that available in the rural area because there's simply no
competition.

That is really the major issue we're looking at: How can we put
together a system that is a combination ot different services that
make that possible so that we've got fiber optics available and
we've got all of these other advances available which then in turn
are going to make it possible for us to do some new things; for ex-
ample, in my district Gene South is going to be talking about this
when he comes up in the next panel. We teach by using fiber optics
in a number of our small rural classrooms and it's working out
very well. You get a two-way exchange. And a number of our medi-
cal facilities out there are depending heavily upon these kinds of
advances.

Does it all fit together that way? Is that apt to be one of the
overriding factors or should we simply look at it: Well, it's cable
TV versus making this available through the telephone companies?

Mr. KIMMELMAN. I think you're absolutely right. It's a matter of
providing services and any combinations that would be the least
cost way of doing it, the best wqy of serving the broadest needs in
the community.

What we're finding is it's extremely complicated since the break-
up of AT&T and the CablP Act was passed. We've got new technol-
ogies out there and we've got proposals for infrastructure develop-
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ment that may be different in urban areas and rural areas. There
may be a different way of meeting those needs at the lowest cost.

What we're finding in rural America is that although it may not
sound as sexy as pure fiber optics systems everywhere, that there's
a patchwork of technologies that may be the best way of going: Cel-
lular radio and satellite transmission.

I think that with more competition in the marketplace in con-
sumer electronics and in telecommunications in general you'll see
new technologies and new combinations.

We're mostly worried about setting on one course that could be
very costly and may not be the least cost way of going that will not
be in the best interest of each community down the road.

We'd like to see a flexible sysiem evolve.
The benefit in the cable area is that you still have local franchis-

ing and you still have obligations under the Cable Act to provide
service everywhere and to upgrade quality.

Cable systems are moving to fiber optics. Telephone companies
are moving to fiber optics.

Our main concern is that where there's not competition that we
have the right government intervention to provide fair pricing and
access to those services as broadly as possible.

Mr. ENGLISH. I had a number of my cable companies express con-
cern to me that under the loop circumstances they would not be
able to compete; that in fact, you know, much of their cable is
hooked to telephone lines and they get all kinds of problems. It's
simply if you have a line running anywhere, it's easier to go ahead
and use that line instead of stringing another line and that makes
it unfair competition.

Mr. KIMMELMAN. Mr. English, that's absolutely true. We find
wherever there's a wire there that's functional today, a copper wire
for telephone, a little bigger copper wire coaxial cable for cable, it
is cheaper to stick with those and use them as long as you can use
them than putting in a third, new line.

There's no question about that.
And there's a history of discrimination as between the different

industries obviously to get a bigger markec share and to thwart
competition .

But what we find is that the biggest problem is the FCC has de-
regulated cable rates, they've shot up, and there is no real alterna-
tive. Satellite programmers have had difficulty getting the pro-
gramming that cable owns to provide an alternative. That's where
we think the immediate needs are and we need to rectify that.

Mr. ENGLISH. I guess the question I'm asking though is this: does
this put you in a situation where you have unfair competition? You
mentioned on the one hand government deregulation, you insinu-
ate that we've had cable companies that have taken advantage of
situations in their rates simply because there's no competition.

If we go ahead and make this adjustment and allow the tele-
phone companies to carry television programming and getting into
all of these extra areas, is that unfair competition as far as the
cabiu companies? Can a cable company compete with a telephone
company under those circumstances? In particular can you do that
with regard to a company that may be receiving assistance from
the REA?
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Mr. Kamm LmAN. We think the difficulties of tracking costs
would be so immense if a telephone company provided all these
services, not ou t. of any bad intent but out of the natural profit
motive, it would be likely to act anticompetitively and to seek too
much control over its own wire. So we don't think that's the appro-
priate route to go.

If weve got the cable wire in place and we've got the phone wire,
let's use them and let's keep them separate and keep the prices
fair.

And if there's anywhere we see a potential for short-term devel-
opment Rnd competition in the video area, it's from the satellite in-
dustry, not from the telephone industry.

Mr. ENGLISH. But doesn't that in turn make it more costly and
less likely that we're going to see the development of a lot of ad-
vanced communication teclmiques? The whole purpose is if you can
offer these services, you have a phone company out there being
able to do a lot of different things and then they're going to be in a
position to modernize, update, and come out a better service as far
as the consumer?

It sounds to me like what you are saying is: "Well, we need to
regulate both. We have one do one and one do the other. One cable
company is delivering service. You don't let the telephone company
in it."

It sounds to me like you're trying to come down on both sides of
the fence.

Mr. KnitmEnsAN. Mr. English, I think it works pretty well be-
cause we don't want to thwart technology We just don t want to
speed it up too fast if it's not cost effective.

What we're finding is that early in the 21st century phone com-
panies, including the small, rural, independent phone companies,
are likely to be putting in full fiber systems if the cost trends con-
tinue as they are today, coming down for fiber optics. That means
you'll have phone companies that will be capable of offering video
services not too far down the road. The real question is: Do you
need to speed up that investment?

As long as the cable wire is there and functional and provides
the services consumers want, let's utilize that and not throw it
away and not throw away a perfectly good telephone wire either
and raise costs for no good reason other than maybe speeding up
telephone company investment.

So regulation probably is a short-term and maybe a middle-term
goal that's necessary to keep prices reasonable. But it will not
thwart technology. Phone systems appear in all respects to be
going fully fiber optic and video capable in the 21st century.

Mr. ENGLISH. Well, I have had a lot of telephone companies that
have told me, rural phone companies, that they simply don't think
they can offer fiber optics. It simply doesn't pay by itself. So if they
have to install a fiber optic system and that's their initial invest-
ment, it's too expensive to do so.

However, if they can install a fiber optic system and combine it
with providing television service and they acquire revenue off of
that in competition with television cable, if they then are able to
plug it in to the local hospital, then it becomes possible for them to
offer it to the community.
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If they offer it to the community, then you hook up the school
systems. And if you hook up the school systems, then you're going
to have a virtual explosion of subjects that are going to be offered
to rural students that you can't offer today.

Now, how do we weigh all of these?
On the one hand you are over here looking at the consumer and

you're saying, "Well, guys, the consumer is going to be better taken
care of if we just don't go too fast and we want to make sure we
have that and we want to make sure we have got that."

What about the students? We have education in this country
being given a priority. We have got many rural communities in my
district who are losing their schools. We have before the Oklahoma
State legislature right now a sizable tax increase trying to make
some substantial advances.

Do we tell the students out there, "Well, you know, you wait on
into the 21st Century and maybe by that time we'll have fiber
optics out there so you can talk back to a teacher?"

Mr. KIMMELMAN. Mr. English, I don't think we should wait.
We've looked at all of the services that are being proposed and

what we find is that taking into account the revenue phone compa-
nies expect from offering video services, there still is a quarter of a
trillion dollars unaccounted for to be recovered in speeding up de-
velopment of fiber optics. That turns out to be $5 a month over 33
years for every consumer in this country to pay to six ecl things up
about 10 years.

If it were to offer services that we can't get any other way, we'd
Ix all for it.

Mr. ENGLISH. How about those services you can't get any other
way?

Mr. KIMMELMAN. Those services can be provided over cable. They
can be provided over satellite. The question is how much do they
cost today and is anyone willtag to fmance it?

Mr. ENGLISH. I'm going to disagree with you. You cannot provide
a two-way exchange tioetween a student and a teacher over satellite.
It's one-way teaching. The student is simply looking at the tube.
There is nothing there so he can interact with the teacher. There's
no way he can respond to the questions of the teacher as he would
in a normal classroom.

So in fact what you're telling me is that my students in rural
areas should gettle for an education that is less than what he can
receive in an urban area.

Mr. Ktmnoula.k.N. No, sir. The best technology that we have right
now is to be w itching cable television and communicating back
and forth over the telephone. That is true. It's not a full two-way
interactive systi:m. But the costs that I just gave you were for pure
fiber optic transmission. To switch a signal, video signal we have
not developed . hat switch yet. It's technologically not possible and
the cost estimates are enormous.

What I described as a quarter of a trillicw dollars gets you closer
to a trillion dollars when you start anticipating that switching cost.
That technology just isn't there yet. If it were, you know, we'd be
happy to look at it to see if it really offered that service. But as yet
the best we have is a system where you have one wire that trans-
mits video and another wire that will allow you to speak as you
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watch it or separately back and forth. There is no better technolo-
gy in an urban area than in a rural area for those kind of services.

Mr. ENGLISH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. The gentleman from New Mexico, Mr. Schiff.
Mr. SCHIFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, I just want to make sure I have clear the rules that

are in place now ..md the situation as it's in place now.
It's my understanding that the cable companies, whoever may

have a franchise where there is a franchise, own the cable itself. Is
that right?

So this means that enless the law changes to require them to
carry other cable transmissions where one cable exists, that means
cable versus cable competition is not practical. Is that right?

Mr. GREGG. Unless a second one wire is laid.
Mr. SCHIFF. Which would be an enormous expense for somebody?
Mr. GREGG. For somebody, right.
Mr. Kmfmr.f..mAx. That's correct.
Mr. SCHIFF. Given that fact, is my understanding correct that

under current Federal law no State or local body can regulate
cable rates even where there's a franchise where there also exists
at least three over-the-air channels. Is that correct?

Mr. GREGG. That's correct.
Mr. SCHIFF. SO in theoryand I stress again this is in theory, I'm

not adopting this as a position necessarilywhere cable rates are
going up, and they're going up dramatically in my community and
I take it most other places, too, in theory consumers who are com-
plaining about that could be told, "If you don't wish to pay the
higher rates, simply discontinue your cable service and you'll still
have at least three over-the-air channels," that are on would have
in the Albuquerque area. That could be an answer. Is that right?

Mr. KIMMELMAN. That is generally the answer, given that rule.
Mr. ScHmr. However, the consumers seem not to feel that's an

acceptable answer. They seem to think and perhaps correctlyI'm
trying to evaluate all of this and ask you not to read between the
lines in my questionsbut the consumers who I am dealing with
seem to feel that cable is a utility like gas and electric and tele-
phone service and they have a right to it for a payment, of course,
but under a reasonably controlled payment.

Is this the reaction, say, in West Virginia, Mr. Gregg?
Mr. GREGG. Yes. This has been the subject of much consternation

among my staff. They can't figure out why people seem to lye more
concerned about television, which a lot of people take as a pure
luxury, than they are about basic electricity, gas, telephone rates.
And it may simply be a function of the fact that those basic utility
rates have actually gone down in absolute terms as well as real
terms; whereas, cable has gone up.

But I think it's also because as was referred to earlier by Mr.
Kimmelman, television has become such an integral part of peo-
ple's lifestyles and especially people who are somewhat limited in
their ability to go out. That is their connection to the world and
they feel very strongly about it.

Mr. Sc Hur. I guess what I'm getting at is, if I would try to trans-
late what is the public attitude, the public attitude is that cable tel-
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evision is like other utilities. And if other utilities were skyrocket-
infgrIcost, we might be hearing from them.

means to me two things: No. I, that the public is willing to
pay a cable fee. That is, even though over-the-air channels are free,
the public seems to be willing to write a check for the cable service.
They're not objecting to that as such. They're not suggesting cable
should be free. But they are suggesting that in some way, shape, or
form cable rates be monitored as are, at least in my State and I
assume other States, electric and gas rates.

I guess that's half rhetorical anog half that's my perception of the
public attitude in m3r community.

Would you agree that's a general public attitude?
Mr. ICIMMELMAN. Yes, Mr. Schiff. That is a general attitude. And

I think Mr. English hit on it awhile ago as partly why. You can get
three over-the-air signals but what you get on cable is the three
over-the-air signals plus you also get educational programming
which a lot of kids need for school now. You get up-to-date news.
You get to watch C-SPAN and watch the Ccingress in action.

That's the only way you get that package together. There's no
other way of doing it.

Mr. WISE. That's a big seller at home.
Mr. KIMMELMAN. That's right.
[Laughter.)
Mr. &mirF. A big reason why we have to preserve cable TV. I

u nderstand.
y mother from California always calls and tells me what she

thinks of the color of the suit I'm wearing and how I look on a
given day.

Well, Mr. Chairman, that's all the questions I have. But I just
want to make a proposal with respect, if you believe that it's
within the jurisdiction of this subcommittee, I'm aware that this is
a hearing on cable television in rural America. This is becoming
such an important issue, especially in terms of defining the role of
all the players: The government, cable television, and so forth, that
I would urE:e you to consider holding a general hearing on cable
television throughout the United States and what laws should and
should not apply to it given the legislation that's pending.

Mr. WISE. I would be glad to work with the gentleman on that.
There are some hearings, of course, that are already being conduct-
ed and proceedings underway in the Energy and Commerce Com-
mittee but I think that under our jurisdiction to oversee the Feder-
al Communications Commission we certainly do have jurisdiction.

Mr. ScmFF. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. The gentleman from California, Mr. Condit.
Mr. CA3Nrwr. I would just ask a couple of quick questions.
There is presently a rule that prohibits telephone companies

from offering cable service except in communities of 2,500 persons
or less. Would you all be in favor of raising that limit to any figure
and why? Mr. Gregg?

Mr. GREGG. I have n problem with allowing small telephone
companies to expand their provision of cable service. In West Vir-

ia there's presently one such company, Armstrong Telephone
., also offers Armstrong Cable. This may be a way to get some of

the outer rural areas into cable.
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I would like to just respond briefly to one thing that was raised
by Mr. English about whether we are locking out rural areas from
the advantages of the information age.

As lot of the things he had mentioned, the tying together of
schools into networks, in effect consolidation by television; these
things are happenin,g right now in West Virginia, one of the most
rural States in the Nation.

CAP Telephone recently announced a partnership with the Par-
kersburg and Wood County School System and the Parkersburg
branch of West Virginia University to tie those together in a fiber
network, an interactive fiber net.

We presently have 79,000 cable miles of fiber optics in West Vir-
ginia under present regulatory schemes. That is far above the per-
centages in other Bell Atlantic companies.

We presently have over 60 percent of all the acvess lines in the
State hooked into digital switching equipment.

C&P has eliminated all of its party lines in West Virginia as of
November last year.

So that under present nonforcefeeding of fiber into the local loop,
we are making advances into the information age.

The question is the cost of putting fiber into every local loop and
to every home. We can do the hospitals. We can do the schools. We
can do the universities at not very much cost and at immediate
benefit.

The questions, though, are as Mr. Kimmelman raised. How much
are we going to pay and when are we going to pay it and who's
going to pay it?

Mr. ENGLISH. I think that is a good point. I think there is no
question that, as I said, in my own district we've had a develop-
ment similar to that and Gene South maybe will talk about that,
I'm sure.

But the point that I'm making is this, we have this tendency,
and still do, I think, to look at these issues as though they are iso-
lated.

The question is are we going to deliver cable TV? Are we going
to have three network stations that are going to get all MTV and
HBO and all of the other stuff that goes with it and for what price?

I think the issue in rural areas is far broader than that. I think
the real question that we come down to is how much are we going
to be able to offer in rural communities and at what price?

The point that I guess I'm trying to make and ties in even fur-
ther, it"t3 not just a question of whether it's going to make posaible
education, whether it possible health services or cable TV but the
other issue which goes much furtherwhich the chairman and I
have joined in some legislationthe question is if you have fiber
optics, you are in the ballgame. You have got a chance. You can
have some outfit from New York that may want to build new facili-
ties in your rural community.

It means jobs.
It means a chance that rural development may grow.
It means we may be able to stop the hemmorhaging of 5 million

people that we lost in the 1980's.
So it's a big, big issue and I think that it's not too much to say

that at the very core of this question, the very essence of whether

.(%
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or not a rural community has a chance to grow and prosper or
whether they're doomed to die, may in great part be determined by
what kind of communications facilities they have.

That's why I think the thing we have got to look at is not just
the question of consumers and how much they pay and what this
competition is going to do.

The real question isand I would agree with you as to deregula-
tionthe question we come down to is the question of what kind of
combination and mix do we put together that makes it possible for
us to have the greatest opportunity for a community to survive.

If you don't have a school, you're dead.
If you don't have a hospital, you're dead.
If you don't have young people, you're dead.
If you don't have a communications system that allows for

growth, you're dead.
What all of that cooks down to is to a great extent the future

availability of a modern, up-to-date communications system.
Mr. GREGG. I completely agree with you.
Mr. WISE. Thank you. And I thank the panel very much.
Mr. WISE. Thank ygarvitry much.
Mr. KnkommAN. you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. The next panel representing those involyed in the tele-

phone industry will be Kenneth Lein, general manager of Winne-
bago Cooperative Telephone Association, representing the Organi-
zation for the Protection and Advancement of Small Telephone
CompaniPs, and Gene South, executive vice president of the Pan-
handle Telephone Cooperative, Inc.I believe that's Oldahoma,
isn't it, Mr. English?

Mr. ENGLISH. Yes, indeed.
Mr. WISE. Representing the U.S. Telephone Association.
As I mentioned to the previous panel, we have a practice of

swearing in all witnesses. If you have no objection, if you'd stand
and raise your right hand.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WisE.Mr. Lein, if you would like to begin. And as I say, your

written statements in their entirety will be made part of the record
so feel free to summarize in any way you wish.

I would ask Mr. Lein, "Winnebago," is that Iowa?
Mr. LEIN. Yes, it is.
Mr. Wisa. All right.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH L. LEIN, GENERAL MANAGER, WINNE-
BAGO COOPERATIVE TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION, REPRESENT-
ING THE ORGANIZATION FOR THE PROTECTION AND AD-
VANCEMENT OF SMALL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
Mr. LEDi. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my

name is Ken Lein and I am the general manager of the Winnebago
Cooperative Telephone Association of Lake Mills, IA, which is a
memter of the Org. anization for the Protection and Advancement
of Small Telephone Companies.

OPASTCO is a national trade association of more than 420 inde-
pendently owned and operated telephone companies serving rural
areas of the United States. Our members, which include both corn-
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mercial companies and cooperatives, range in eize from less than
100 to nearly 50,000 access lines and together serve more than 1.7
million customers.

Recently the cable industry has drawn much attention and come
under fire for overpricing and poor quality service. This is one of
the reasons OPASIVO conditionally supports lifting the ban on
telephone company crossownership of cable systems. Lifting the
crossownership ban is in the public interest because it will expedite
technological development and help ensure such advanced services
are available to all Americans, especially our rural citizens.

Providing rural communities with the same advanced services as
their urban counterparts will make rural America stronger and
more competitive. In fact, removal of the restrictions would ad-
vance the goal of getting fiber to rural homes by nelping to cover
the cost of network modernization.

My company's copper facilities are aging and we are trying to re-
place them with fiber. This can be done faster and more economi-
cally if we are permitted to provide telecommunication services,
television, and broadband data services over one fiber facility.

Maintaining separate nonintegrated facilities is redilndant and
inefficient. Many small companies may not be able to build state-
of-the-art infrastructures under such conditions. As a result, rural
communities may go without advanced telecommunication access
and businesses may choose to take their jobs to the cities.

Telephone companies providing cable television should r...t be
considered just a marriage of convenience but it is a vital stepping
stone towards the information age, a platform for competition.

Cable television service would be available to more of rural
America if telephone companies were able to provide cable service.

Many small systems have taken advantage of the rural exemp-
tion to provide video services in their telephone service areas. Due
to the rural exemption of 2,500 or less, more than 200 telephone
companies currently provide cable in many rural areas neglected
by large MSO's However, large cable companies are also avoiding
rural areas with populations greater than the rural exemption
since they consider these regions less profitable markets.

Therefore, raising the rural exemption will allow more small
telephone companies to provide cable to more citizens.

Removal of the erossownership restriction with conditional safe-
guards will also give telcos a better opportunity to continue net-
work modernization as well as research and development for ad-
vanced services.

Most cable companies face no competition and telephone compa-
nies are denied aceess. Both have little incentive to invest in R&D
into advanced services and network modernization.

Telco entry would encourage phone companies to merge their ex-
isting narrowband network with broadband capabilities.

Rural infrastructure development would then be as efficient and
coordinated as urban-based systems.

A few policymakers would solve the abuse of a few cable opera-
tors by reregulating the entire industry. Subjecting small cable sys-
tems to regulation designed for urban-based systems, however,
would adversely affect service in rural areas.
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"Tier 1" regulation, for example, could hurt small cable opera-
tors since many of us offer only one tier of service.

Forced carriage requirements would deplete our limited channel
capacity and require us to build expensive receiving antennas to
pick up digital distant signals that may not even be of interest to
our viewers.

Although some see regulation or reregulation as a short-term so-
lution to cable's anticompetitive practices, it would very easily
become too burdensome for rural cable operators.

Regulation in low-density areas, such as Iowa and Minnesota, is
not cost effective.

Winnebago Cooperative Telephone Associationthe system that
manageserves 6,400 telephone customers and nearly 1,000 ca-

blevision customers within our service territory. Our basic service
rate, even in this low density, high cost area, is $12 per month;
whereas, the average cable rate across the United States is over 20
percent more per month and rising.

In addition, the larger systems have lower costs, higher densities,
and have easier areas to serve.

Our opponents argue that if the prohibition is lifted, telephone
companies will discriminate against their telephone customers.

In our years of operation, to my knowledge no one has ever made
that claim against my company. In any event, there are sufficient
Federal and State regulatory safeguards that protect telephone cus-
tomers from such conduct.

It is time to open up cable television services to telephone compe-
tition and I support legislation that would do this. In fact, one of
the goals of the 1984 Cable Act was to foster competition in the tel-
evision marketplace.

Instead of moving to realize that goal, several bills pending in
the House and Senate plan to reregulate cable television services.

Reregulation of our cable system would not help our rural cus-
tomers. In fact, it would undoubtedly add to the cost of providing
that service

In conclusion, OPASTCO supports lifting the telco/cable crossow-
nership ban with conditions.

Any legislation that removes the restrictions should include safe-
guar is for small cable operators.

OPASTCO believes that oversight can be vested in local regula-
tors using the following provisions on small cable systems.

One idea would be no regulation of rates if the rates were in-
creased at a cumulative equal to 5 percent or less over inflation or
if 10 percent of the cable subscribers submit a formal complaint to
the appropriate franchise authority then the body could choose to
regulate tier 1 service for a specific amount of time.

To remain competitive in the information age and global econo-
my, our Nation's economic engines will be driven in part by the
telephone industry's ability to provide new information services to
all customers. Advanced telecommunications should not be limited
to large cities but should also play a role in the development of
rural America. The lives of rural Americans will benefit generally
as information access removes some of the isolation of remote com-
munities and helps revitalize business activities.
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I thank you for this opportunity to comment and I'd be pleased
to answer questions at the appropriate time.

[The prepareu statement of Mr. Lein followsl
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Mr Chairman. nwmbers of the subcommittee, my name is Kenneth Lem. I am General Manager of
the Winnebago Cooperative Telephone Association in Lake Mills, Iowa, which e a member of the
Organization for the Protection and Advancement of Small Telephone Companies. OPASTCO Ls a
nahonal trade association of more than 420 independently owned and operated telephone companies
serving tura; areas of the United States Our members, which include beth commercial coropames and
cooperatives, range in size from less than 100 to nearly 50,000 access lines and together serve more than
1 7 million customers.

Recently, the cable industry has drawn much attention and come under fire for overpncing and
poor service quality. This is one of the reasons OPASTCO co0dittersally suppoits lifting the ban on
telephone company aossownership of cable systems A conditional lifting the cross-ownership ban is in
the public interest became it will expedite technological development and help ensure that more
advanced services are available to all Americans, .mpecially our rural amens. Providing broadband corn-
murucahons, such as cable television, Ls a crucial ingredient in bnngmg advanced telecommurucations to
rural cornmuruhm.

Ewa' diagAurat. Ummuniho. Witkilsg. ad kin d TeleculgIntliati.2111

Providing rural communities with the same advanced set's-ices as their urban coun.erparts will
make rural America stronger and MOM competitive. Allowing rural telephone companies to rain,
entertain television could spawn additional services to rural cuatorners otherwise not available.
Ed ucatio lies, interactive tv, video-on-dernand and even HDTV could be bundled onto a fibel
network stretching into the rural conimumbeis In fact removal of the restrictive would advance the goal
of getting fiber to the noel home by helping to cover the COWS of network modenuzation.

Me compaey's copper telephone facilities are aging and we are bymg to replace them with fiber
This an be done faster and more economically if we are permitted to provsde telephone communications,
television and broadband data services over one fiber facility.

Maintaining separate, non-integrated tanlines is redund Int and inefficient, particularly in rural
aneas. Many small companies may not be able to build state-of-the-art network intrastnictures under
such conditions. As a result niral communitiee may go without advanced telecommumcabons access

and busuieraes may choose to like their jobs to the cities. In fact telecomni. z.ications access is now a key
uKentive to determining where a company locates its business.

The information and broadband services of the future are taking shape as the industry continues to

develop fiber systems and ISDN, a sophisticated digital network structure. Such networks will merge the
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capabibbes of the computer, publishing and communications technologies and will allow comorners to

plug a television. alarm system. personal computer and telephone into the same wall socket.

Telephone companies providing cable television should not be considered just a "marriage of

convenience," but it is a vital stepping stone towards the information age. a platform for broadband com-

petition. Interactive TV located both in clesemom conferenang centers and the home could advance rural

educaeem by allowing students to conduct extensive information searches r even simulate a chemistry

expenment. A school distnct suffering from a shortage of math teachers could use clamp:70m

ronferenring centers to access lecturers outside the county area. A fa.mily in Alaska could access all of the

nation's accumulated knowledge by dialing the Library of Congress in Waslungtin. Digital film hbranes

and customized television feeds would provide consumers with tailonzed video information retrieval.

Rural hospitals could access distant specialists and remve on-line medical advice or even diagnose using

HDTV cameras.

In the last several years, nearly all of these services have been used or tested in some of our nation's

larger oties. OPASTCO members are working hard to provide the same servion and advanced

technologies to the naral communities. but there are a number of hurdles facing rie development of

advanced rural letecommumcations networks and services. Since the funny network will deploy fiber,

for example, OPASTCO realizes that getting fiber to ill homes is the key to the mfoimation age.

The Development_Of Thelnionnallon Age Should Be
Universally Available lu All Citizens Throuehout_The_Nation

to the tact several decades the world's industrial growth has become increasingly linked to

communications and irdormation- To remain competitive in the Inforinanon age and global economy,

our nation's economic engines will be drivee, in pad, by the telephone industry's ability to provide new

information services to efi -mimes* Advanced teleconimunianons should not be limited to large anes,

but should aiso play a major role in the development of rural America. The telecommunications

utfrastructure in mral America will be central to the proapenty and competitiveness of small

conumminas. Maintaining stroog rural telephone and REA plograms is vital to mral Amenca and small

indepeedent telephone CLI.Apaglile. To continue new service and network development there must be

continued capitalization for the Kural Telephone Bank and loans for the REA fund.

We also uise the Congress to adend the concept and policy of universal service to new services

and make sure it is implenumbei in developing a nahonwide intelligent network. Congrese has long

promoted and protected the concept of universal eervice, which reepUres reasonably priced

telecommunications services to iitt The ricer* throughout the nation. The universal service commitment

reflected the governments recognition that telephone setvice was a virtual necessity of modern life. The

nation's telecornmunication.s policy for the information age should broaden the concept of umversal

2
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service now that advanced soviets are offering met than basic voice contmunkotions. To deprive rural
citizens access to the new services in the Infonnation Age has the effect of aeating a class of the
infonnabon nch and the information poor. The universal service mandate Ls a public interact standard

that should be extended to include an "information rich network" that will bring growth and vitality to
rural communities across the country.

Elintinating The Interes

Cable television service would be available to more of niral America if telephone comeantes were

able to provide cable service. Many small telephone systems have already taken advantage of toe rural

exemption to provide video services in their telephone service areas. Due to the rural exemption forccen-

munities of 2500 or less, more than 200 smell telephone cosnpanies currently provide cable inmany rural

areas neglected by large WM. However, large cable companies are also avoiding natal areu with
populations stealer than the nasal exemption since they consider these region, "loas profitable" markets.

Therefore, raising the mat exemption will aRow mem small telephone companies to provide cable to
mime nirol citizens.

Maey of the small teko-owned cable systems already operate in areas that the larger cable

companies would mu serve be:Attie of high costs and low population donsity. Althnugh larger cable

companse had an opportunity to serve those areas they Liid not take advantage of that opportunity. In

some small con-immunee that are served by cable firms, their penetration rate tenth to virtually stop

when it hits 65-to75 percent of total population. It Ls obvious to say many MSOs are concentrating on the

consume,s and market* which are the moot profitable.

Removal of the cross-ownership restrkfikin with conditional safeguards will also give tacos a better

opporturuty to continue netwoek modernization as wel/ ea research and development for advanced

services. Since wet cable nxnpanies face no competition and telephone companies are denied access,

both have little incentive to invest R&D into advanced services and network modernization.

The cost of fiber would mule in lowee not higher costs since the uses of the bandwidth We vutually

unlimited and the maletenence is damper than coaxial In addition, the total cost should deaease as

mos* services ine carried on the network. Teko entry would encourage phone companies to merge their

existing narrowband network with broadband capabilities. Such a detign will reduce redundancy costs.

Rural infra* ucture development would then be as eifioent and coordinated as urban-baeed systems.

3
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WRITTEN STATIMEMT OF KENNETH L LEN
OPASTGO OM& noNoodintogvo

Fotanor, MO

.ja,Regulition,Could Be Harmful To Small Cable Sptena

Not all cable systems have been acused of unfair and antecompetifive practices. A few policy

makers would solve the abuse of a few cable operators by re-regulating the entire Industry. Sublecting

small cable systems to regulahon designed for large urban-based systems, however, would adversely

affect servKe in rural areas.

'Tier r regulation, for example, could hurt small cable operators smce many of us offer only one

tier of service. Requiring cable operators to compromise channel positions is an unfair benefit for the

broadcaster and is technicaLly difficult and expensive. Finally, forced carnage requirements would

deplete our limited diannel capacity and require us to build expensive recewmg antennas to pick up

distant signals which may not even be ot interest to our viewer:I According to several OPASTCO mem-

ber comparues;

-Local broadcast station's flourish in urban areas since large cable operators have the
technical resources to retransmit thesr signals with relative ease and expense Small
cable operators, alternatively, must build expensive facilities to receive the closest
'local broadcaster's signal which can be as far away as a hundred miles or more.
When a broadcast signal is to be retransmitted by a cable system, the signal should
be delivered to the principal headers(' in a manner that affords acceptable quality
retransmissron and does not require the cable operator to build additional facilities.
The definition of 'local,* therefore, should be subject to the broadcaster's ability to
provide a proper signal that is acceptable to Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) quality requirements."

Although some see re-reguLation AO a short-term solution to cables ants-competitive practices. It

could very easily become too burdensome for rural cable operators. Regulation in low density areas,

such as Iowa and Minnesota, is not cost effective. Winnebago Cooperative Telephone Association, the

system I manage, serves 0,400 telephone customers and nearly 1,000 cable teleyssion customers within

our service territory. Our basic service rate even UV this low density, high cost area is $12.00 per month.

whereas, the average cable rate amiss the US. is over V percent mere pet month and rising. In addition.

the larger systems have lower costs, higher densities, and have areas easier to serve

Our oppocirsits argue that if the prohibition is lifted, telephone companies will disounmate agarnst

their telephone cuuciness. In our years of operation, to my knowledge, no one has ever made that claun

agar/n.1 my company. In any event, there an suffioent Federal and state regulatory safeguards that

protect telephone customers from such conduct.

It is time to open up cable television services to telephone competition. and I support legislation

that would do this. In fad, one of the goals of the 1984 Cable Act was to foeter competihon in the cable

television marketplace. Instead of movmg to realize that goal, several bills pendmg in the Howe and

1. Salm moo rural oNatio opoullono les 12 ot *ow Overlook. '<mot any' ovao~,v0vol i so loovi FA:40MM
MAKI, oks one a I mow KVA( some (NNW** (mad Voodoo* laic, the code o5oolioe0 lollgObto cOdovnoi allvocal
Do Otte of sues a osomsimeni MAI Ws sow* 5ey. molt Wm, mew S coolumoro. rid vvoston 11* cad*
opefoloes /Pity to ammo - Id &Mang, nem* Otognoolon olloOnvoollaeore
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fforrEN OTATEmENT Of KENNETH L LEIN
OPASTCOMATter lispnaarNmee

Feworp 1990

Senate plan to re-regulate cable television senkes. Re-regulahon of ow cable systan would not heir our

rural customers. In lack it would uodoubadly add to the cost of providing that service.

re-legulation of all cable systems is found to be necessary, cwAsrco bdievis the oversight

should be vested in the local regulators Luang the following provisions

I) No regulation of rates if vtes are manased at a cumulative equal to five pertent or
less over inflation per annum.

2) If 10 percent of the cable subscribers submit a formal complaint to the appropnate
tranetuse authority. then that body can choose to regulate Tier I service for specific
amount of time.

OPASTCC) eocourages Congress to lift the crum-oweership nishiction with provisions that ensure

sunival of small neral cable awakes.

Cond usion

Telecommunicabons development is a competitive concern to rural areas in bat it can strengthen

and revitalize business activity. Advanced telecommunications. such as broadband video, should not be

limited to large cities, but should also play a major role in the development of rural America. Allowing

rural telephone companies to carry entertainment television, for trample, could spawn additional

services to rural customers otherwise not available.

In addition. some large cable companies are avoiding rural arms with populations greater than the

rural exemption since they consider these regioos law profitebie than other regions. Therefore,

eliminating the crossownaship ban is in the public interest since it extends broadband cable service; to

mote of rural America. Small telephone systems would more easily expeod the availability of inform-

bon services il allowed to provide cable television in their telephone service arras.

Subjecting small cable system to regulation designed for large urban-based systems would

advasely affect service in rural areas. Ol'ASTCO believes that eddreasine the above co:Kerns and con-

sidering the special case of small teko/cable systems will advence the goals of providing the bast quality

and broadest range of cable services to the greatest number of people. The lives of rural citizens will

benefit generally am infatuation amass removes sane of the isolabon of remote corrunumbes. Thus,

OPASTCO supped* eusiitiaaally lifting the tekoicabk crose-ownership ban with provisicau for the

small cable operebit

3n7
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Mr. WISE. Thank you, Mr. Lein.
Next will be Gene South, Executive Vice President of the Pan-

handle Telephone Cooperative, Inc., and he's also representing the
U.S. Telephone Association.

Mr. South.

STATEMENT OF GENE SOUTH, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
PANHANDLE TELEPHONE COOPERATIVE, /NC., REPRESENTING
U.S. TELEPHONE ASSOCIATION

Mr. Soum. Good morning. My name is Gene South. I am the ex-
ecutive vice president of operations for Panhandle Telephone Coop-
erative [PM] in Guymon, OK.

I appear before this committee on behalf of Panhandle and the
U.S. Telephone Association, USTA, which represents about 1,100
member companies that provide telecommunications services over
98 percent of the access lines in the United States.

The purpose of my comments today is twofold: First, I want to
share with you a real life, technological success story. Second, I
want to point out the importance of pursuing the development and
deployment of telecommunications technology for the betterment
of all Americans.

Panhandle Telephone Cooperative supplies telephone and tele-
communications services in the Panhandle of Oklahoma and serves
approximately 4,200 subscribers.

In our service area, as in most rural areas of the country, the
distressed state of our farm and energy economies has led to un-
wanted but necessary cutbacks in many public and social pro-
grams, including education.

Panhandle Telephone Cooperative did not want to see the schools
close. Local school systems are critical to the economy and social
stability of a regional rural area.

Our cooperative, therefore, joined with the administrators in
Beaver County to develop an educational delivery system for the
sharing of curriculum and classes between schools.

We determined that the best way to share Beaver County's edu-
cational resources would be through the use of a private interactive
television network.

Now in its second year of operation, Panhandle Shared Educa-
tional Video Network, PSVN, a joint school/business partnership
with a panhandle subsidiary, is furnishing the means through
which four Beaver County high schools provide high quality in-
struction and education to their students over 83 miles of fiber
optic cable.

The PSVN system is a leading edge educational tool using state-
of-the-art telecommunications technology that provides bidirec-
tional, fully digital video signals with the use of fiber optics.

The system allows the teacher in one school to teach a class
which can be viewed by students in any one, or in all, of the other
schools connected to the network.

The teacher can see and communicate with the students in the
distant classrooms which in turn can also see and communicate
with each other.

3 S
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Eventually this system will tie together school systems through-
out the Panhandle of Oklahoma, including Panhandle State Uni-
versity.

The interactive educational system I just described would not
have been possible were it not for the digital fiber optic network
built by Panhandle Telephone Cooperative.

This digital network provides top quality telephone service to all
of our customers and will serve as the backbone of the PSVN
system as it expands.

This is our sw eess story.
Through the Jse of digital and fiber optic technology, coupled

with network management expertise provided by the local tele-
phone company, we were able to improve the educational opportu-
nities for our young people and realize a better utilization of our
resources.

What else can we do with this technology?
In my view the natural evolution of PSVN would be to take

these services into the home. And this is the other reason why I'm
speaking with you today.

All telephone companies should be allowed to pursue the use of
the latest technology ta benefit their customers. If telephone com-
panies are permitted to offer video services to the home there will
be more revenues available to support the deployment of fiber.
Otherwise fiber costa will have to be shared only by voice and data
services. Fiber deployment will be delayed and this country's tele-
communications infrastructure will suffer.

If large telephone companies are able to enter the video services
market, they will be able to bring their greater research and devel-
opment capabilities to bear as well as attract other manufacturers
and service providers. And this will benefit rural Americans
through more diverse offerings and lower prices.

The public interest is not being served by precluding telephone
companies from being partners in the provisioning of worthwhile
services.

We believe a competitive marketplace would serve the public in-
terest and benefit consumers.

Through a fiber optic network, telephone camper ies would be
able to offer shopping and banking at home, interact Ne television,
sports, entertainment, video on demand, and community services
such as education.

Provisioning of video is just one part of a much larger effort.
The cable law serves as a barrier to the telephone industry as it

seeks to build a network of the future.
I thank you for this opportunity to appear before you and I am

prepared to respond to your questions.
[The prepared statemeat of Mr. South follows..]
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Good morning. My name is Gene South. I am Executive vice

President of Operations for the Panhandle Telephone Cooperative

in Guymon, Oklahoma. I appear before this committee on behalf of

Panhandle and the United States Telephone Association (USTA).

USTA represents about 1100 member companies that provide

telecommunications services to over 98 percent of the access

lines in the United States. USTA members range from large

publicly-held corporations to family-owned companies and

customer-owned cooperatives such aa Panhandle. For nearly a

century, USTA member telephone companies have bean dedicated to

fulfilling two goals: serving the nation's telecommunications

needs and maintaining universal service.

The purpose of my comments today is twofold. First, I want

to share with you a real life, technological success story.

secondly. I want to point out the importance of pursuing the

development and deployment of telecommunications tschnology for

the betterment of all Americans.

In the way of background, as the name of my company

suggests, the Panhandle Telephone Cooperative supplies telephone

and telecommunications services in the panhandle of Oklahoma.

Organized between 1956 and 1958, with 600 subscribers, today the

Cooperative serves approximately 4,200 subscribers.

1
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While we may have had positive growth over the years, I

would not characterize our present or future business

environments as economically sound. In our service areas, as in

most rural areas of the country, the distressed state of our farm

and energy economies has resulted in a substantial decrease in

tax dollars. This shortfall has lead to unwanted but necessary

cutbacks in many public and social programs. Unfortunately, this

includes education.

It is no secret that the educational system in the state of

oklahoma is facing some very difficult times and some tough

choices.

Due to the remoteness of some of our schools, the lack of

teachers, and declining revenue, the Oklahoma state Department of

Education -- as well as the school districts located in tn,

panhandle -- realized it would only be a matter of time before

some of these schools would have to be closed.

The Panhandle Telephone Cooperative did not want to see that

happen. We could not afford to let schools close or be

consolidated into larger school systems outside the local

communities. Local school systems are normally the center of the

community so it is critical to the economic and social stability

of the region that they maintain their vitality and educational

2
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progressiveness. If they did not, then the communities around

them would eventually die out.

One of our primary goals at Panhandle Telephone is to

provide any assistancm that will enable communities in our

service area to not only survive, but to grow and prosper -- now

and in the future.

It is for these reasons that our cooperative joined with the

administrators and boards of education of the four high school

district, in Beaver County to develop an alternate educational

delivery system that would allow for the sharing of curriculum

and cUteses between schools.

In other words, we needed to find a way to pool the

educational resources we had available to keep our schools open.

The increasing emphasis from the Oklahoma State Department

of Education for increased educational opportunities and

standards led to an innovative approach to deal with this

problem. it was determined that the best way to share Beaver

County's educational resources would be through the use of a

private, interactive television network.

As school commenced in August of this year, this network

began its second year of operation. The Panhandle shar-Ed

3
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Educational Video Network (P-S-V-N), a joint school/business

partnership with Panhandle Telecommunication Systems, Inc., a

subsidiary of our telephone cooperative, is furnishing the means

through wh.ch four Beaver County schools provide high quality

instruction and eduoation to their students.

The Beaver County System ties together the schools of Balko,

Turpin, Forgan and Beaver over 83 miles of fiber optic cable.

Transmitting and receiving equipment ia located at each

individual site and each school is equipped with a studio

classroom for broadcasting and receiving classes. The PSVN

system is a leading edge educational tool, using state of the art

telecommunications technology, that provides bi-directional,

luny digital video signals via fiber optics.

The system allows a teacher in one school to teach a cl,ss

which can be viewed by students in any one, or in all, of th.1

other schools connected to the network. With full duplex

interactive video, the teacher can also see and communicate with

the students in distant classrooms. These distant classrooms can

also sea and communicate with each other.

The PsVN system is one of the first fully digital video

networks in existence. Eventually this system will tie together

school systems throughout the panhandle of Oklahoma, including

Panhandle State University. We envision PSU becoming a "regional

4
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university", that will serve the educational needs of students in

Northwest Oklahosa, TeXas, Now Mexieo, Colorado and Kansas.

The interactive educational system I've just described would

not have been possible were it not for the digital network built

by Panhandle Telephone Cooperative.

This network, which includes electronic,: switching centers

connected by fiber optic trans-nission faciLities, provides top

que ty telephone service to all c" our customers. This same

digital network will serve as the ',bone of the PSVN system as

it expands.

And it will expand. The PSVN system has surpassed all of

our goals. It is now apparent to everyone involved that

we have only scratched the surface capabilities this systam

offers. I have no doubt that in the future we will see

innovative applications we hee.en't even thought of yet. Ns know

it will exist for the students ir sur schools and for the people

in our communities.

This is our success story. Through the use of digital and

fiber optic technology, coupled with the network management

expertise provided by the local telephone company, we were able

to improve the educational opportunities for our young people,

and realize a better utilization of our resources.

5
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We have been able to preserve the vitality of our corner of

rural America. And we have done so through the development and

deployment of state of the art telecommunications technology.

But this success story begs the question: °What else can we do

with this technology?"' In my view, quite a lot.

Application-A like the Panhandle Shar-Ed Educational Video

Network are no longer the blue sky dreams of engineers and

planners -- they are reality. Sound business management and the

advancement of the public interest dictate that we must pursue

similar wid even more innovative applications throughout the

country. As Americans, we mut work together to position

ourselves to reap the benefits of the Information Age.

In Oklahoma's panhandle, the PSVN system is not only meeting

an immediate need, it has also led to the improvement of the

telecommunications infrastructure for all of the Panhandle

Telephone Cooperatives'. customers. The natural evolution of some

of the services offered over the PSVN would be to take them into

the home -- for the disabled, for shut-ins or for those who

otherwise can't make it to one of the school sites.

Panhandle is lucky. Because Z,,e communities we serve have

populations of 2,500 or less, we do not need a special waiver to

provide video services. Current regulatory bar.'iers either

6
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prohibit or greatly restrict this possibility for telephone

companies in communities with populations over 2,500. And this

is the other reason why I am speaking with you today.

All telephone companies should be allowed to pursue the use

of the latest telecommunications technology to benefit their

customers. If telephone companies are permitted to offer video

services to the home, there will be more revenues available to

cupport the deployment of fiber.

Otherwise fiber costs will have to be shared only by voice

and d'tta services. Fiber deployment will be delayed, and this

country's telecommunications infrastructure will suffer.

Current FCC regulations and the prehibitions contained in

the Cable Act prevent local telephone companies in communities

with populations over 2,500 from entering the video programming

marketplace. They provide no incentive to accelerate the

development and deployment of advanced technology. In a word,

they are counterproductive. The more services we can provide

over an advanced public switched network, the larger the customer

base will be to pay for this network.

If the large telephone companies are able to enter the viieo

seivices market, they will be able to bring their greater

resestrch and development capability to bear as well as attract.1

7
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other manufacturers,and service providers. This will benefit

rural Americans through more diverse offerings and lower prices.

At Panhandle, through our partnership, we could actively

participate in getting the shared educational video network up

and running over our digital network. We were able to save

thousands of dollars in development and installation costs, and

we are quite proud of the system's success. We want to have that

same type of *partnership* for our residential customers.

I cannot see how the public interest is being served by

precluding any telephone company from being a partner in the

provision of worthwhile services. I doubt that many of the 4,200

residential customers we serve can see the benefit either.

In the on-going debate over cable television/telephone

company cross-ownership, the cable industry has erected many

straw men, saying the telephone industry will come in nd make a

killing in the entertainment television marketplace and run the

local cable operators out of business. This is simply not true.

Local telephone companies want the opportunity to compete with

cable operators in offering cable television. We believe a

competitive marketplace would serve the public interest and

benefit consumers.

Yes, the local telephone industry wants to be able to

a
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provide their customers with cable TV, but it is not the only

objective. Our concerns are broader than who should be allowed

to offer ntertainment television to the American public. What

we are really talking about is the future course of

telecommunications in this country.

The provision of cable television by telephone companies can

provide one necessary impetus to accelerate the deployment of

fiber optic technology into the public switched network. Through

a fiber optic network, telephone companies would be able to offer

shopping and banking at home, interactive television, sports,

entertainment, video-on-demand, community services such as

education and self help courses and much more. Allowing

telephone companies to provide cable television is just one part

of a much larger effort.

The federal cable law that is keeping local telephone

companies out of the cable industry is the same law that serves

as a barrier to the telephone industry Le it seeks to build the

networks of the future.

The people in Beaver County, Oklahoma may live ift a rural

area, but they are on the leading edge of the new era of

telecommunications. They nave tapped into its tremendous

potential.

9
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What we need to realize Is that we are no longer heading

into the Infornation Age - WQ have arrived.

I thank you for this opportunity to appear before you. and I

am prepared to respond to your questions.

10
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Mr. WISE. I thank you for your testimony.
Mr. Lein, your coop has expanded into cable and I take it you

are providing cable service und.er the rural exeroptim. Is that cor-
rect?

Mr. LErN. We are providing it under two crossownership waivers.
Mr. WISE. Then are you providing cable service outside of your

local service area?
Mr. L. We do not. Those two communities in which we serve

the thousand customers are within our service territory.
Mr. WISE. Have either of your systems, yours, Mr. Lein or yours,

Mr. South, borrowed money from REA or the Rural Telephone
Bank?

Mr. LEIN. Winnebago has.
Mr. Souni. We have approached REA for a loan request and I've

received notification that the loan had been approved for educa-
tional cable, not for cable TV purposes.

Mr. WISE. Are there particular obstacles an REA telephone
buyer must face if they want to offer cable TV?

Mr. LEIN. Well, let me make clear when I say Winnebago re-
ceived an REA/RTB loan. It was for telecommunication/telephone
facilities, not for cable.

Mr. WISE. And yours is for education?
Mr. SOUTH. I would see some difficulties because REA will only

allow you to provide those type of services, educational TV, within
your certified territory. They prohibit services outside your certi-
fied territory.

Mr. WISE. Would both of you recommend raising the present
2,500-person standard that permits you to offer cable service?

Mr. LEIN. Yes. I think at a minimum it should be raised to, say,
a 10,000 figure.

Mr. WISE. Mr. South.
Mr. SOUTH. And I have no problem with that. I've heard figures

from the 2,500 up to 20,000. I think the :ssue is that when the
larger telephone companies aro allowed into providing CATV, we
will receive the benefits in rural America by those benefits of R&D
and therefore lower prices.

Mr. WISE. Let me ask some questions that were raised by the
statements of the previous panel, one of those being that there
should not be, in the words of the previous panel, forced feeding of
fiber optics because it's something that telephone companies will
do anyhow, although over a longer period of time and that, indeed,
a rate payer should not be asked in effect to subsidize cable.

Could you comment, react to that, either ante of you or both? Mr.
Lein.

Mr. LEIN. You know, I've got 21 miles of fiber in the ground
today, trunk cable that's been in the ground for 3 years and work-
ing well. I haven't raised rates because of that.

I think that if we're going to get fiber to the home and provide
these services that rural America needs, we can speed it up by put-
ting the two together; by putting cable television broadband serv-
ices and telephone together.

I think it was a dreadful mistake in the 1970's to split thosP two
industries which I think are one and are proving to be one to :lay.

Mr. WisE. Mr. South.

3 21
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Mr. Sotrm. Mr. Chairman, we serve 4,807 square miles in the
Panhandle of Oklahoma with 4,200 subscribers. Our density factor
is 1.6 customer per route mile of cable. We have deployed 231 miles
of fiber optics. Through that we've linked our central offices and
provided educational services to the schools and we have not raised
our rates 1 penny.

Mr. WISE. Let me ask you, Mr. South: You're providing, as I un-
derstand it, educational services via fiber optic but you're not actu-
ally involved in the cable business itself, are you?

Mr. Soum. That is correct.
Mr. WISE. Why have you chosen not to do that?
Mr. Soum. Basically we have 14 communities. Five of those four-

teen are receiving CATV services by other entities than the local
telephone company. Nine of the fourteen exchanges is actually
rural, rural. And rd like to defme that. We do not have--

Mr. WISE. I take it anything outside of Clendenin I would define
as rural, but go ahead.

Mr. Soum. For instance, to give you an example, one of our com-
munities is Eva and we do not have a nucleus of customers in one
small area. For that central office we have subscriber loops that
are 27 and 30 miles long. So it is cost prohibitive to imovide CATV
as a stand-alone service and erect those type of facilitiea to those
long loops of 27, 30 miles long.

Mr. WIsE. What would be your feelings, either one of you, if
there were limited changes made in the Cable Act so as to permit
you to involve in being the conduit for cable television but to pro-
hibit telephone companies from being involved with programming?
Any of you care to comment on that?

Mr. LEIN. We at Winnebago consider ourselves really too small
for programming with a thousand customers. I know what studios
cost and those other activities. I don't think I or OPASTCO has a
problem with the conduit idea as long as the telco would be permit-
ted to provide some programming on that same conduit.

Mr. Sovm. And I would agree with that. Basically I think as my
Congrwsman stated earlier we are not looking just at the aspect of
CATV services; we're looking at a much larger picture of providing
many services over broadband facilities.

Mr. WISE. Finally, in the previous panel there was some discus-
sion of the adequacy of satellite service for educational pu
versus fiber optic. Would you have any observations you woulir
to make on that, and how interactive each one is? Mr. Lein. Mr.
South.

Mr. LEIN. I'm not an engineer but I do believe they're not very
interactive and would not be a successful media today.

You might be interested in an effort to get television signals to
some of my rural customers, I have 2 years ago joined the RNTC
who provides programming through satellite dishes.

I think today Winnebago has 50 rural customers enjoying those
satellite programs they really can't get any other way.

Mr. SOUTH. To me there is quite a bit of difference between that
of satellite and bidirectional use of fiber optics. For instance, the
educational purposes that we're using fiber today in linking the
schools, fiber optic is so sensitive that when a student turns a page
in a remote school, the teacher can hear that page turned.
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Where if you use satellite today with it being nondirectional, you
have the video through the satellite but your audio is through your
land lines of the telephone systems and there is the inadequacy of
true interactive television.

So to ins in using the pure broadband facilities is the way to pro-
vide the best services to those rural Americans.

Mr. WISE. That also means, then, that 30 years ago the teacher
could have seen me talking to the kid behind me, too.

Mr. Soum. That's correct.
Mr. WISE. Technology may have gone too far.
Mr. McCandless.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you. I'd like te see some of that technol-

ogy our district offices. [Laughter.)
e pins we hear drop are sheet metal bombs coming out of' the

cable. rve been waiting to listen to that fiber optic.
My problems are somewhat different than those of my col-

leagues. On every ballot issue in my district there's something that
says "please, don't send any more people to us. We don't want any
more." So when we talk about rural areas, as you gentlemen have,
and the sparsely populated demand for the services that you pro-
vide are somewhat different.

My interest, of course, is in that, but particularly my interest is
in the regulatory process and what if anything we need to do in
order to improve that without placing the governmental organiza-
tional struzture in a mode of hampering what I consider to be the
necessary private enterprise flexibility.

A lot of words.
You gentlemen in your experience in Iowa and Oklahoma with

the current 1984 law deregulation, if you had your "druthers,"
what would you like to see changed and at what level would you
like to see the regulatory process, if any, on cable TV?

Mr, LEIN. For my part, sir, I don't see a lot of benefits in Iowa to
cable regulation.

My two cable systems have never been rate regulated. The com-
munities, although they've had opportunity to, chose not to regu-
late the rates of those two cable systems.

The States of Minnesota and Iowa years ago stopped regulating
the rates of telephone companies under 15,000 access lines. In Iowa
that leaves, of 155 telephone companies, only five rate-regulated
companies, the holding companies. The rest of us are not rate regu-
lated.

I think that the health and prosperity of the telephone compa-
nies and the service and the very reasonable rates to the customers
will bear out that not regulating those rates has been a good move
for that industry.

Soum. In the competitive environment I do not see the need
for regulation. But if i ulation is necessary I feel that there
should be special recognition to those rural areas. There's where
we get to the point of the definition of what is rural. And I have no
problems with the 2,500 being moved up to a threshold of 10,000 or
20,000.

But I definitely believe thatI'm a strong advocate for rural.
Those services that are provided in the urban areas should be pro-
vided in rural areas. PTC1 consumers are entitled to those services.
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Mr. MCCANDLESS. WS nice and quiet in the rural area. Should
the urban area be provided with the same environment?

Mr. SouTH. To respond to that, Congressman, I would say that
we're trying to meet the dramatic food demands in our agricultural
environment. And, yes, we have some peace and quietness that
we'm quite proud of. But within that scenario we also are proud of
providing the best telecommunications infrastructure network and
services over those telecommunications infrastructures.

We have good quality telephone service. We would not expect
less.

And what I am saying is to a continued effort of economic
growth in the rural areas those services that will be provided in
the urban areas need also to be provided in the rural areas.

Mr. McCANDINsis. You two gentlemen have very clearly stated
your position.

Mr. Lein, you talked about the nonregulatory process of the tele-
phone companies which would also reflect the cable companies
within the general area of your habitat. As a telephone company,
occasionally or frequently are you accused of rates being increased
unjustifiably? Are there cable companies in your area similar to
those that have been expressed here today of raising rates too rap-
idly? What is the general atmosphere of that kind of process in
your area?

Mr. LEIN. The telephone companies in Iowa and Minnesota are
rarely accusedthe small companies are rarely accused of exces-
sive rates.

I suppose the MSO cable television companies have rates in tilt!.
$16.50 area which is roughly the national average. And I do know
they get complaints about increases, especially in the last 2, 21/2
years.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Do you think that increase is proportionate to
quality of serviceI mean, the complaints?

Mr. LEIN. I can't respond to the quality of service very well. I
think that it isn't the signals. They're generally getting good sig-
nals. It's probably the response to outages and troubles, that
they're not very responsive, and there are a lot of complaints about
that. They send the serviceman to the town twice a week. That's
not enough.

In my system I can have a person whose telephone and television
is out and he or she will ask to have the television fixed much
sooner than he will a telephone.

If there's a bill problem in making a payment, they'll make the
television bill payment before they will a telephone. It's that im-
portant to them.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Mr. South.
Mr. Souni. In Oklahoma I have not heard any comments to the

point that our rates are too high or that they are increasing.
As to the second part of your question, there was a study made.

In the State of Oklahoma the average rates for cable TV for the
base year of 1986 I believe was $11.64. Compare that to the base
year of 1989, it's $16.39. So there's a 39 percent increase just for
the State of Oklahoma.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you, gentleman. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.
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Mr. WISE. Therf,irailtman from Oklahoma, Mr. English.
Mr. ENGLISH. you, Mr. Wise. I do want to respond to my

good friend and colleague from California and say that noise is usu-
ally connected to jobs. So if you have any noise-connected jobs, you
might send them to Oklahoma from California. We would be de-
lighted to take those jobs and take a little noise off his hands any
time.

Let me ask you with regard to the areas that you serve, both of
you, Mr. Lein and Mr. South, is it correct that of all the rural com-
munities that you have, within the next 10 years how many of
those communities given the way things are now, how many com-
munities do you think will be served by fiber optics as opposed to
what we have today?

Mr. &writ. Within the next 10 years?
Mr. ENGusx. Yes. Give me a percentage. You don't have to give

me communities. But roughly a percentage of the communities
that you have.

Mr. &milt. That is fiber direct to the home I guess is what
you're asking?

Mr. ENGLISH. Right.
Mr. Setrrit. Congressman, I would say that within the next 10

years that if we are allowed as the total telephone industry intocable
Mr. ENGLISH. Just as they are right now.
Mr. Souni. Just as they are now?
Mr. ENGLISH. Everything stays just exactly as it is now.
Mr. Soum. That's hard to decide but I would say 40 to 50 per-

cent.
Mr. ENGLISH. Forty to fifty percent? The 50 to 60 percent that

remain, beyond the year 2000 is there any chance or much chance
in the next 10 years that they would receive fiber optics?

Mr. SouTH. I would say "yes." The deployment of fiber to the
home based on a scale that you have just given me, under today's
environment those, say 50 percent that did not receive fiber to the
home, within that 10 yearsI see the problem of the remaining 50
percent as a cooperative. PTCI needs to provide service to all mem-
bers alike. And for me to provide fiber to home in one exchange
and not provide it in another exchange under a cooperativ if atmos-
phere is not just to PTCI members as a total company. S PTCI
needs to look at it as to the point of when it can really der:oy fiber
to the home hopefully within the next 10 years.

Mr. ENGLISH. Can you deploy fiber optics to a community with-
out deployment to the home, cost wise?

Mr. Sotim. With today's technology there is some cable feeder
routes which is the bulk feeder cable that can be provided through
fiber optics and from there cable to the homes. As those costs are
reduced and new technology comes upon us, I think the best way is
direct fiber to the home.

Mr. ENGLISH. We've got all these communities out there. This 50
to 60 percent that you're talking about that you don't think have a
chance of putting fiber optics in the home in the next 10 years. I
assume the reason you can't go beyond those is cost. ls that cor-
rect?

Mr. Sourx. That's correct.
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Mr. ENGLISH. Can you make fiber optics available to a school or
to a hospital without making it available to the rest of the commu-
nity from a cost standpoint?

Mr. SourH. That we can. And basically what you have to look at,
for instance, if you were to link the medical facilities, the hospitals
in the Panhandle of Oklahoma with the backbone structure that
we have today that links our central offices, we can take small
spars off that backbone and link these type of services together.
Hospitals, banks, medical centers, elderly homes. And you would
not have to deploy fiber to all the customers homes to provide
those types of services.

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Lein, what about in your part of the country?
What percentage of the communities in the next 10 years do you
think will be hooked up on fiber?

Mr. LEIN. I agree with Mr. South's comments except I would
think that in our area the percentage in the next 10 years to whom
we could get fiber to the home would be probably less, 30, 40 per-
cent.

Mr. ENGLISH. Do the remainder have much of a chance of getting
fther in the next 10 years?

Mr. L. One of the problems with responding to the question
is, we don't really know what research and development is going to
turn up in the next year or two or three. But I think unless there
is really great economic breakthroughs, I think there's little
chance.

Mr. ENGLISH. One of the concerns I have is that overriding ques-
tion of all the rural communities. It seems to me that in this field
of technology and the communications systems that for a lot of
communities that's going to determine who's going to live and
who's going to die. And the real question is, I suppose, how far we
go in trying to give as many communities as possible a chance to
survive.

I think we have a question with regard to the REA and the fund-
ing that's going to be provided through the RTB to companies and
how far we move in that direction and how many communities we
give a chance.

I think that this whole question of whether or not we do allow
telephone companies to get into the cable business is another issue.
There are some communities that it may spell the difference be-
tween being able to offer service and not being able to offer service.

What percentage of Winnebago's and the Panhandle's area of
that 50 to 60 percent that's not likely to get it in the next 10 years,
how many of those would it make a difference as far as the feasibil-
ity of being able to offer it, being able to provide television service
and not being able to provide television service?

Mr. Salmi. Again, I think that's an assumption that's hard to
grab a hold of mainly because with the current prices and the cur-
rent technology available that restriction is there. And I feel

Mr. ENGLISH. I'm talking about if the restriction was removed, of
the communities within that 50 to 60 percent that you would be
able to offer fiber to simply because of the fact that you've got
other revenue coming in that you cannot offer today?
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Mr. Soum. What we are seeing, Congressman, is, for instance,
the cost of fiber decreasing about 50 percent approximately every 2
or 3 years.

To answer your question directly I would say half of those cus-
tomers, half of that time

Mr. ENGLISH. Mr. Lein, do you have any thoughts on that?
Mr. LEIN. I'd like to respond to the business aspect of the ques-

tion. Lake Mills, my headquarters town, is a town of 2,300. We
have almost now a thousand industrial jobs. We have been able to
attract three new businesses in the last 3 years. The last one was a
trucking firm, Norseman Trucking. It came in with 35 trucks and
55 or 60 men and women and clerks.

The communications system to them was of vital importance. We
happen to be fortunate enough to have our fiber trunk facility into
my headquarters town where we have a toll switch.

They wanted to install a satellite truck tracking system which I
haven't seen yet but I understand they have it in and working.
When the individuals came in to sell this satellite tracking pro-
gram, they came in with the idea that this thing isn't going to
work here. They were extremely surprised with our fiber facility
that the levels and the tests that they made were of the highest
quality and they had no problem at all installing the system.

This was a key issue to this man as he moved his business to our
headquarters town.

Mr. ENGLISH. Would it make a difference in rural communities
whether you were able to offtv cable service or not able to offer
cable service as to whether or not you can provide fiber optics to
the community?

Mr. LEIN. It would except I have some communities that have al-
ready in the last 10 and 15 years lost the school, last the bank, and
lost the grocery store. They can't be helped.

Mr. ENGLISH. I would agree. I think we've got a lot of communi-
ties that do fall in that category. The question is how many more
in the next 10 years we'll see that fate fall to.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wiss. Thank you.
A followup question. If crossownership restraints were lifted.

and we have been talking about the fact that the first economic in-
centive is to go to urban areas--what's to say that the telephone
companies won't be concentrating on densely populated or higher
income areas and leaving the rural areas behind? Would any of
you care to comment on that?

Mr. SOUTH. I would say that traditionally the telephone industry
has provided high-quality service and provided imiversal telephone
service and is being allowed to provide CATV, with the appropriate
FCC waivers. And basically I think your question is, would there be
"skimming of the cream?"

There's no guarantees. You realize that. But I would say this in
our certified areas of the telephone industry we are interested in
providing that quality telephone service but other services. When
we get outside of our certified territory, you just become that serv-
ice provider, whether it be an information service provider or
CATV service provider.
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So within and outside our certified area we are very conscien-
tious of providing the best service possible.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Lein, any thoughts?
Mr. LEIN. Mr. South earlier made a point about making the best

attempt to serve everyone with the same quality and type of serv-
ice within his community. And that's admirable.

We try to do the same thing. But I must be honest with you,
Winnebago serves 17 communities and I was only able in those
communities that were left, depending on the size, we were only
able to provide cable TV in two communities. leaving eight or nine
others still unserved. I couldn't afford to serve them.

I'm going to have to go where I can economically do the job.
Mr. WISE. Thank you very much.
Mr. McCandless.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. I have nothing else.
Mr. WISE. Thank you and I thank the pane: for your contribu-

tion.
The next witness will be William J. Bresnan, president of Bres-

nan Communications Co. and representing the National Cable Tel-
evision Association.

As Mr. Bresnan comes forward, I would like to note that we had
asked a small rural cable company from West Virginia and I think
it probably reflects sometimes the condition under which rural
companies must operate because the manager's wife became ill and
one of the two employees I believe is sick and, therefore, he had to
be out on the road visiting some homes. So unfortunately he was
not able to be here. Perhaps we can get him at a later time.

Mr. Bresnan, if you have no objections to being sworn, if you
would stand and raise your right hand.

[Witness swoi n.]
Mr. WISE. You may begin. Your written statement will be made

part of the record and please summarize in any way you feel.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. BRESNAN, PRESIDENT, BRESNAN
COMMUNICATIONS CO., REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL CABLE
TELEVISION ASSOCIATION

Mr. BRESNAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, my name is Wil-

liam J. Bresnan. I'm president of Bresnan Communications Co. I'm
also a member of the board of directors of the National Cable Tele-
vision Association here in Washington. And I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to appear before the subcommittee today to discuss the ef-
forts of the cable television industry to bring its programming to
rural Americana.

Cable has been at the forefront of bringing television to rural
areas and I'm proud of the accomplishments of our industry.

Mr. Chairman, cable television started as a rural technology in
mountainous areas of West Virginia and Pennsylvania.

Cable extended the reach of broadcast signals far beyond that
put out by the television transmitters and brought big city televi-
sion stations to rural families who could not get them with their
own television antennas.
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Since shoestring entrepreneurial days, cable, of course, has
developer; a broad diversity of its own programming and has moved
into more populated areas to compete directly with television
broadcasters. Yet we in cable have never abandoned our rural
roots, nor have we forsaken our original mission, to bring television
to the pecple in the country who live where broadcasters fear to go.

Your own State of West Virginia is a perfect illustration of this
point. Whether you live in Bergoo, Flatwoocs, Alum Bridge, or
We lye Pole, you can subscribe to cable television from a local
cable operator.

Now, that's something that people who live in Georgetown or on
Capitol Hill cannot do yet.

There are only 11 commercial television stations licensed to
broadcast in West Virginia; there are 833 communities served by
cable television in West Virginia.

When I entered the cable television business in 1958, the econom-
ics of our distribution technology allowed us to build out into the
country if we could serve about 60 homes per route mile.

The money that our industry has poured into research and devel-
opment, largely as a result of deregulation in the Cable Act of
1984, has improved our efficiencies to the point where we can now
build out into the country, and aggressively are building out into
the country, to an average of 10 homes per route mile. In fact, our
company has a number of construction project -. under way that go
to as few as five hornep per route mile.

For those who live in rural areas beyond even the reach of cable
systems, there still is no need to go without ESPN, CNN, C-SPAN,
or other popular cable networks

Part of the complex compromise that made up the Cable Commu-
nications Act of 1984 was an agreement to legalize the use of satel-
lite television receive-only antennas for the private home viewing
of cable networks.

Home box office, the via?om networks such as showtime or nick-
elodeon, and other cable programmers have moved with determina-
tion to provide their programming directly to rural customers with
backyard dishes.

This programming is available directly from cable networks,
from a number of other distributors, in various combinations, and
at prices comparable tooften lower thanprices paid by cable
customers for the same programming.

In 1988 the cc..ble industry played an integral role in the enact-
ment of the Home Satellite Viewer Act which assured that home
satellite dish owners would have access to the broadcast program-
ming of independent television stations and to broadcast network
programming where it cannot be received from local stations.

Satellite dish owners have the opportunity to purchase more dif-
ferent cable networks than do the vast majority of cable subscrib-
ers.

Further, there are still more than 70 channels of programming
transmitted by satellite that are not scrambled, such as C-SPAN
and C-SPAN II, and satellite dish owners may enjoy these net-
works at no charge.

The access to this broad strray of television programming by sat-
ellite dishcga is a major selling point for this tchnology. Dish sales
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are booming again, programming subscriptions Lire booming, and C-
band direct broadcast satellite business is solid and healthy.

In the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, where my company has
caMe systems, satellite dishes are so ubiquitous that some wags
refer to them as the "state flower." The same is true in most other
rural areas of the Nation. In fact in my comoany which serves
about 135,000 basic cable customers, we serve about 2,50 satellite
dish customeis in the program.

Mr. Wisz. I just imght note for the record, Mr. Bresnan, you
come up our road and it looks like a massive tracking station up
there.

Mr. BRESNAN. I know what yc.0 mean.
Mr. Chairman, all of this should go to demonstrate that rural

Americans have been, and continue to be, full participants and
beneficiaries in the dramatic growth of video programming we
have witnessed through the last decade. Indeed, new technology
has often had its first application in rural are..:. Senrice to rural
Americans spawned the birth of cable and spawned the birth of
home satellite dishes. As technology develops, it will continue to be
applied to rural areas.

I know that represent.Lives of some of the telephone companies
have come before this ,rubcommittee and argued that w'th certain
self-serving changes in the law they could deploy fib ei. optic tech-
nology to American homes. This contention deserveg a serious look
after which I believe it should be dismissed out of hand.

Telephone companies have done a remarkable public relations
job of developing a certain high-tech mystique around a rather
simple delivery technologyfiber optics.

Please don't misunderstand me. Fiber optics is an exciting
medium for delivery of video programming. In fact we use it exten-
sively La the cable industry.

But this mystique conjured up by. telephe, - companies has al-
lowed them to confuse die central issue. It has allowed the tele-
phone companies to portray the deployment of fiber to the home as
an end rather than a means.

New technology, particularly that which serves a captive rate
base protected by statute; that is, the monopoly provision of tele-
phone service, should be deployed for only one of two reasons:
either its deployment is n to bring new services to the
market or its deplGyment isegoer gective because the technology is
cheaper than the one it replaces, thereby allowing for a reduction
in_prices to the consumers.

Deployment of fiber to the home does not qualify under either
criterion.

Most Americans today have access to two forms of wire delivery
to the home: A telephone line and a cable line. Between these two,
consumers can get voice, video, and computer services offered, or
even planned, for home use.

But telephone companies want to replace their existing copper
lines with fiber optic lines to the home. According to Ray Smith,
chairman and CM of Bell Atlantic, the cost of rewiring the Na-
tion's homes with fiber is around $400 Now, that's more
than twice the total asset value of the entire telephone industry
today. And telephone rates are based on investment in assets.
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Now, what new services do tele hone companies propose te give
customers in exchange for this he price tag? Absolutely none.

Despite all the lofty rhetoric oated by telephone companies
about the threshold of the information age, there is not a single
service for residential customers that could be provided over the
fiber optic network of the future that cannot already be provided
today using the copper plant of the telephone companies and the
coaxial plant of the cable operators.

No new services whatsoever.
What, then, is all the debate about? It's simple. As you might

expect, it's about money.
elephone compan,7 rates and hence their cash flow are based on

an authorized return over and above invested capital.
They have become ironic victims of their own technological and

political success.
Improvements in technology have increased operating efficien-

cies and reduced costs. At the same time their lobbyists in Wash-
ington and State capitols have scored enormous tax breaks for tele-
phone companies through accelerated depreciation.

Together these iactors have reduced the expense component of
the rate formula. That leaves the telephone companies in the
rather embarrassing position of having to either find new costs for
investment or cut local telephone rates.

They are under a tremendous financial pressure, taerefore, to
deploy fiber to the home and increase their investment costs which
they will get back with an average 13 percent return in the lorm of
telephone rates.

By ripping out all of their existing wires to the home and .eplac-
ing them with fiber, they can continue to justify high te'lephone
rates for consumers; but as I have pointed out, consumers will get
no new services.

This financial pressure to buttress invested capital builds as the
utility commissions in State after State move to rollback telephone
rates.

Last year alone, according to the FCC, 22 States ordered rate re-
ductions totaling more than $838 million.

In the last 2 years, utility commissions around the country have
ordered rate reductions of more than $2 billion.

Telephone companies seem almost desperate e invest heavily in
fiber to the home now before the cost of telephone service to their
customers is lowered once again.

Mr. Chairman, according to the FCC, 12.7 percent of the families
in West Virginia do not have telephones even though telephone
lines pass nearly every home.

If these familiee could have phone service, but do not, the most
likely reason is that they cannot afford it. This ill understandable.

The average rate for local phone service in West Virginia in 1989
was $25.11. The UST A study, by the way, shows the average rate
for cable in West Virginia is $15.82 in 1989. That's pex month.

That rate gives West Virginia the unwelcome distinction of
having the hightet average local residential telephone rate in
America.

keeping rates artificially high through deployment of fiber to the
home may be in the best interests of the telephone companies,
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their shareholders, and their bankers. It is not in the bebt interests
of consumers.

It is primarily for this reason that the Consumer Federation of
America, whom you heard from earlier, and the American Associa-
tion of Retired Persons recently issued a report concluding that ex-
pedited deployment of fiber to the home is not in the public inter-
est. The report also fmds there is "no need to relax restrictions on
local telephone companies' involvement in cable TV."

I also undentand that some telephone companies claim that
absent a change in the law, rural Americans will go without cable
television.

Let me state unequivocally, Mr. Chairman, that the cable indus-
try has no desire to see a regulatory structure that deprives anyone
of cable television.

It is for that reason that the 1984 Cable Act created a statutory
rural exemption from its crossownership policy which prohibits
telephone companies from being cable television companies in the
same market.

Today a telephone company wishing to serve an area with 2,500
homes or less or with 30 homes or less per route mile may obtain a
franchise to do so. Prior to 1984, that telephone company would
have needed permission from the FCC before it could provide serv-
ice to these areas.

For markets that do not fall within the exemption, telephone
companies may still provide cable service if they can demonstrate
to the FCC that without their provision of cable programming it
will not be provided or if they can demonstrate some other good
cause.

Now, some telephone companies have complained of the regula-
tory burden of obtaining a waiver. A brief review shows this
burden is minimal at most.

Since the Cable Act went into effect, no waiver request by a tele-
phone company has been denied. Every single one has been grant-
ed. The average time for processing these applications is now down
to 60 days.

I have attached to my statement a chart that provides greater
detail.

Mr. Chairman, the waiver process at the FCC acts is no meaning-
:till regulatory barrier to the provision of video programming by
telephone companies in rural areas, consistent with the crossow-
nership policies enacted by Congress in 1984.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, it has been my pleasure to appear
before you to discuss these issues. My colleagues and I in the indus-
try are the ones who first brought television to rural America more
than 30 years ago. We are pioneering ways to improve the service
we already provide. It was important to cable that rural America
share in the diveisity of programming now available in the indus-
try and it remains important. And we intend to see that they con-
tinue to share in all that cabie has to offer.

I respectfully request that my statement be made part of the
record.

Mr. Chairman, I would be glad to respond to any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Bresnaie followsj
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Mt. Chairman, Members of the SUbcommittee, my name is William J.

Bresnan. I am President of Bresnan COmmunications. I am also a member of

the Board of Directors of the National Cable Television Association.

I appreciate the opportunity to Appear before the Subcommittee today to

discuss the efforts of the cable television industry to bring its

programing to rural Americans.

Cable has been in the forefront of bringing television to rural areas

and I am proud of the accomplishments of our industry.

Mt. Chairman, cable television started as a rural technology in

mountainous areas of West Virginia and Pennsylvania. Cable extended the

reach of broadcast signals far beyond that put out by television

transmitters and brought city TV stations to rural families who could not

get them with their own television antennae. Since those shoe-string,

entrepreneurial days, cable, of course, has developed a broad diversity of

its own programming and has moved into more populated areas to compete

directly with television brnadeecters. Yet we in cable have never abandoned

our rural roots, nor have we fore3Xen our original nission: to bring

television to the people in the country who live where broadcasters fear to

go-

Your awn state of West Virginia is a perfect illustration of this

point. Whether you live in Bergoo, Flatwoods, Alum Bridge, or TWelve Pole,
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you can subscribe to cable television frame local cable operator. That's

something the people who live in Georgetown or on Capitol Hill cannot do.

There are Only 11 commercial television stations licensed to broadcast in

West Virginia; there axe 833 communities served by cable in West Virginia.

When I entered the cable television business in 1958, the economics of

our distribution technology allowed us to build out into the country if we

could serve about 60 homes per route mile. The money that our industry has

poured into research and development, largely as a result of deregulation

in the 1984 Cable Act, has improved Cur efficiencies to the point where we

can now build out into the coontry and aggressively axe building out into

the country -- to an average of 10 homes per route mile. In fact, our

company has a number of construction projects underway that will build out

as far as five homes per route mile.

For those who live in rural areas beyond even the reach of cable

systems, there still is no need to go without ESPN, CNN, C-SPAN, or other

popular cable networks. Part of the complex compromise that made up the

Cable Communications Pol;cy of 1984 was an agreement to legalize the use of

satellite television receive-only antennae for the private home viewing of

cable networks. Home Box Office, the Viacom networks such as Showtime or

Nickelodeon, and other cable programmers have moved with determination to

provide their programming directly to rural customers with backyard dishes.

This programming is available directly from cable networks, from a number of

other distributoxs, in various combinations, and at prices comparable to --
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often lower than -- those prices paid by cable subscribers for the same

programming.

In 1988, the cable industry played an integral role in the enactment of

the Satellite Home Viewer Act, which assured that home satellite dish owners

would have access to the broadcast programming of independent television

stations and to broadcast network programming wtere it cannot be received

from local stations.

Satellite dish owners have the opportunity to purchase more different

cable networks than do the vast majority of cable subscribers. Further,

there still are more than 70 channels of programming transmitted by

satellite that are not scrambled, such as CHSPAN and C-SPAN II, and

satellite dish owners may enjoy these networks at no charge.

The access to this broad array of television programming by satellite

dishes is a Major selling point for this technology. Dish sales are

booming, programming subscriptions are booming, and the C-band direct

broadcast satellite business is solid and healthy. In the Lipper Peninsula

of Michigan, where my company has cable systems, satellite dishes are so

ubiquitous that some wags refer to them as the "state flower." The s:..me is

true in most other rural areas of the nation.

Mr. Chairman, all of this should go to demonstrate that rural Americans

have been, and continue to be, full participants and beneficiaries in the

dramatic growth of video programming we have witnessed through the last

decade. Indeed, new technology has often had its first application in rural
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areas. Service to rural Americans spawned the birth of cable and spawned

the birth of home satellite dishes. As television technology develops, it

will continue to be applied to rural areas.

I know that representatives of some telephone companies have come

before this SUboommittee and argued that, with certain self-serving changes

in the law, they could deploy fiber optic technology to rural American

homes. This contention deserves a serious look, atter which, I believe, it

may be dismissed out of hand.

Telephone companies have done a remarkable public relations job of

developing a certain high-tech mystigne around a rather simple delivery

technology -- fiber optics. Now please do not misunderstand me. Fiber

optics is an exciting medium for delivery of video programming. In fact, we

in the cable industry use it extensively. But this mystique conjured by

telephone companies has allowed them to confuse a central issue. It has

alloued telephone companies to portray deployment of fiber to the home as an

end rather than a means.

New technology, particularly that which serves a captive rate hese

protected by statute (i.e. the monopoly provision of voi;:e telephone

service) should be deployed for only one of two reasons either its

deployment is necessary to bring new services to the market, or its

deployment is ccl.t effective because the technology is Cheaper than the one

it replaces, thereby allowing for a reduction in prices to consumers.

Deployment of fiber to the home does not qualify under either c:iterion.

4
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Mast Americans today have access to two forms of wire delivery to the

ham: a telephone line and a cable line. Between these two, consumers can

get every voice, video, and camputer service offered, GT even planned, for

home use. Bat, telephone carpanies want to replace their existing copper

lines with fiber optic lines to the hone. According to Ray Smith, Chairman

and CED of Bell Atlantic, the cost of rewiring the nation's homes

with fiber is around $400 billion. That is more than twice the the total

aaset value of the entire telephone industry today. And telephone rates are

based on investment in assets. Now what new services do telephone companies

propose to give consumers in exchange foe this hefty pricetag? Absolutely

none.

Despite all of the lofty rhetoric floated by telephone companies about

the threshold of the "information age," there is not a single service for

residential consumers that could be provided over the fiber eptic network of

the future that cannot already be provided today using the copper plant of

the telephone companies and the coaxial plant of cable operators. No new

services.

What, then, is all the debate about? It is simple. As you might

expect, it is about coney. Telephone company rates, their cash flow, are

based on an authorized return over and above invested capital. They have

became ironic victims of their own technological and political success.

Improvements in technology have increased operating efficiencies and reduced

cost. At the sane time, their lobbyists in Washington and in state capitals
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have scored enormous tax breaks for telephone companies through accelerated

depreciation. Tegether, these factors have reduced the expense component of

the rate formula. That leaves the phone campanies in the rather

embarrassing position of having to either find new costs for investment or

cut local telephone rates.

They are under enormous financial pressure. therefore, to deploy fiber

to the home and increase their inveetment costs -- which they get back,

aloog with an average 13% return, in the form of phone rates. By ripping

out all Of their existing wires to the home, and replacing them with fiber,

they can continue to justify high telephone rates for consumers; but, as I

ha. pointed out, consumers will get no new services.

This financial pressure to buttress investment expense builds as the

utility commissions in state after state to roll back telephone rates. Last

year alone, according to the FCC, 22 states ordered rate reductions totaling

more than $838 million. In the last two years, utility commissions around

the country have ordered nste reductions of more than $2 billion. Telephone

companies seem almost desperate to invest heavily in fiber to the home now,

before the cost of telephone service to their customers is lowered again.

Mx. Chainean, according to the FCC, 12.7% of the families in West

Virginia do not have telephones, even though telephone lines pass nearly

every home. If these families could have phone service, but do not, the

most likely reason is that they cannot afford it. That is understandable.

The average rate for local phone service in West Virginia in 1989 was $25.11

6
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per month. That rate gives %est Virginia the unwelcome distinction of

having the highest average local residential telephone rate in America.

Keeping rates artificially high through deployment of fiber to the home

may be in the best interests of telephone coppanies, their shareholders and

their bankers; it is not the best interests of consumers. It is primarily

for this reason that the COnsumer Federation of America and the American

Association of Retired Persons recently issued a report concluding that

expedited deployment of fiber to the home is not in the public i:lerest.

The report also finds there is "no need to relax restrictions on local

telephone companies' involvement in cable TV."

I also understand that some telephone companies claim that absent 4

Change in law, rural Americans will go with out cable television. Let me

state unequivocally, Mr. Chairman, that.the cable industry haa no desire to

see a regulatory structure that deprives anyone of cable television. It is

for that reason that the 1984 Cable Act created a statutory rural exemption

from its cross-ownership policy prohibiting telephone companies from being

cable television companies in the same market. e:-.Cay, a telephone company

wishing to serve an area with 2500 or less peeple, or with 30 homes or less

per route mdle, may obtain a franchise and do so. Prior to 1984, that

telephone company would have needed permdssion from the PDC before it could

provide service to these areas.

For markets that do not fall within the exemption, telephone companies

still may provide cable service if they can demonst:ate to the FCC that

7
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without their provision of cable programming it will not be provided, or if

they can demonstrate other good cause.

Now same telephone companies have complained of the regulatory burden

of obtaining a waiver. A brief review shows this burden is minimal at most.

Since the FCC adapted cross-ownership rules in 1970 (which prohibit

telephone -companies from providing video services in their intra-exchange

areas)* 418 waiver requests have been filed. Over that 20 year course. five

were denied. In other words, Mr. Chairman, for 20 years, the FOC has

granted over 99% of the waiver requests it has received.

Since the Cable Act went into effect, no waiver request by a telephone

oompany has been denied. Every one has been granted. The average time for

processing these applications is now dc.wn to around 60 days. I have

attached to my statement a chart that provides greater detail.

Clearly, Mr. Chairman, the waiver process at the PCC acts as no

meaningful regulatory barrier to provision ot video programming by telephone

ompanies in rural areas, consistent with the cross-ownership policies

enacted by Congress in 1984.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, it has been a pleasure to appear before

you to discuss these issues. My colleagues and I in the cable industry were

the ones wbo first brought television to rural Aaerica more than 30 years

ago. We are pioneering ways to improve the service we already provide. It

was important to cable that rural America share in the diversity of video

8
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programing now available in our country, and we intend to see they continue

to ahare in all that cable has to offer.

I respectfully request that my statement be made part of the record.

would be gaad to respond to any questions from the Subcommittee.

9
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SUMMARY OF WAIVER AND CONSTRUCTION APPLICATIONS
RY TELEPHONE COMPANIES TO PROVIDE CABLE

SERVICE IN RURAL AREAS

lbkphone companies serving rural areas currently are allowed to provide video programming service
in their tekphone service area. Iblephone companies serving underpopulated areas may obtain waivers of
the cross-ownership ban if they are able to show that in a particular area, without telephone company
haw/herr:tent as a video programmer, video programming could not exist. The FCr: in 1979 liberalized the
availability of the waiver by creating a presomptioe that cable television service could ruzr xist in areas
where there were less than thirty homes per cable mile. The FCC also later created an exemption for rural
areas (defined as population of less than 2,500), provided no other cable system was in existence Of 11134tef

construction.

Since 1970, 387 applications by teens to provide cable television service nave been granted, serving
communities with a combined population of over one million. Only five of the 418 total applications in that
time have uot been granted. (Seventeen others were withdrawn by the applicant.) Only nine of the
applications made through January 1990 are still pending. Thus, 99 percent of such applications (:187 out
of the 392 cases where action has been completed) have been routinely approved. It typically has taken two
or three months for final action to be completed.

Year Filed Opposed

Dismissed
Without

Opposition Denied Granted5

Average
Process
Time

(lo days)

1970 6 0 0 0 3 352
1971 9 0 1 0 9 :63
1972 1 0 0 0 2 371
1973 23 0 0 0 1 142
1974 12 0 1 1 34 253
1975 ,

.4

0 0 0 2 117
1976 0 0 0 '- 249
1977 1 0 0 0 0 297
1978 5 0 0 1 t, 141
1979 24 0 1 0 1, 273
1980 58 ,- - 1 13 208
1981 40 19 3 1 66 101
1982 4 4 7 0 9 94
1983 17 1 0 0 4 NI
1084 80 0 1 1 79 70
1985 34 0 - 0 31 128
1986 19 0 0 0 25 73
1987 19 0 0 0 15 60
1988 32 0 0 0 34 60
1989 22

.
0 0 22 titt

1990 6 0 0 0 3 N/A

Total 418 32 17 5 387

Applications granted in this year may have been filed in a previous year.

A number of cable interests opposed a waiver application by GTE to build a cable syvem in Cerritos.
California. a city of 50,000 in the middle tif the Los Angeles metropolitan area The ecc granted thc
"MM.

Sourc4.6 f CC W-602 Log Anil Sutton 214 144

.143

e,-.ruary 1990
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Mr. WISE. Thank you very much, Mr. Bresnan. I appreciate your
presentation.

I would like to note that part of the reason for this hearing and
part of the reason for concern is that in the survey that was per-
formed by the West Virginia Consumer Advocate Division and
made a part of this record, a survey of 12 cities in the State of
West Virginiaand I don't mean to make this a hearing on West
Virginia but I do think it's got a story to tell and it's representa-
tive of major parts of our country.

But I note that in the survey that was perfwmed, percentage
change from 1986 to 1989and these are the questions I know
you're getting in other forums besides this onethat out of 12
cities I believe 7 of those cities saw the number of channels increas-
ing but the rates increasing at a higher rate. '1 fiat's No. 1.

I will in fairness note that in two of those cases the number of
channels increased greater on a percentage basis than the rates in-
creased. In the case of Huntington the channels increased 158 per-
cent and the rates went up 48 percent in the same period.

I would also note that in the capitol city of Charleston the chan-
nels increased 73 percent and the rates went up 109 percent.

I would also note that in 8 of the 12 the rates went up greater
than the rate increase that was found to be the avex age by the
General Accounting Office of 29 percent over that period.

I would also note that the conclusion reached by the consumer
advocate is that in that area we had companies offering 8 percent
fewer channels at a basic monthly rate of 10 percent higher than
surrounding cities outside the State surveyed and the result is a
rate per channel 20 percent higher than the surrounding States.

Also there is a frustration growing that consumers don't hay_ a
place to go to deal with this. There is franchising. / think you note
that in your statement, that the cities have some ability to regulate
through the franchising award. The fact is that in a lot of rural
areas and has been testified to there isn't any franchising.

The town of Grantsville, for instance, or the town of Clendenin
where I'm from, has a part-time mayor and a somewhat full-time
secretary and a volunteer fire department and no volunteer cable
regulators. So our cable company goes essentially unregulated. A
decent bunch of folks and they're trying hard. But, I mean, there's
absolutely no place I can go.

I can't go to the consumer advocate. He doesn't have any control
over it. I can't go to the city. We're actually outside the city. They
have no control over it. I can't go to the State PSC. I can't go to the
FCC if I'm concerned about rates.

Whom do I go to?
So that's part of the frustration.
I would like to ask first of all whether you agree with the

present crossownership restrictions on telephone companies in
rural areas or do you think they could be increased from the 2,500
to a higher figure, particularly in areas that cable TV doesn't seem
to serve?

Mr. BRESNAN. I agree with the present restrictions. I think
they're working. And I think increasing the cap is addressing the
wrong direction. I mean, what I seem to hear is that there's con-
cern about the very rural, very sparsely populated areas. I don't
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think it helps those areas by increasing the cap so they can go into
the larger markets.

You heard the people on the panel just immediately before me
saying that there are certa.in areas they can't go into either.

So I think by increasing the cap, I don't think really addresses
the problem.

I think that the restrictions are valid and I really think that a
lot of these cases the cable companies probably can more easily
serve them, those rural areas, than the telephone companies. Be-
cause if you think it through, the telephone companies while they
have poles and they have a base of operations out there, they have
no cable operations in those rural areas.

What tney're trying to do is piggyback a cable operation on top
of a telephone operation. They're saying "became we're there, we
can spread some costs, we can kind of cross-subsidize the cable with
the telephone, and we can offer the whole thing."

But if you think it through, a cable operator who happens to
maybe be nearbyI realize this doesn't fit all situationsyou have
to look at each one individuallybut if there is a cable operator
we're operating in many of our operations, we're operating small
communities within a 50-mile radius of a base operation that we
have. So we can get out there and serve those. We have the people.
We have the test equipment. We have the cable headline. We have
all of the vehicles and the trained personnel and so forth in the
cable business, not telephone. We don't know anything about tele-
phones. We have the cable expertise and we have the cable equip-
ment.

So if you're going to add it on as an incremental service, we can
do it better and we are doing it in a lot of the areas. In my area,
for example, where we operateand I should tell you we operat
in Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Georgia and we are
moving into Alabama soonbut our last 2 years, 1989 and 1990
capital projects, include building in areas with four customers a
mile, eight customers a mile, sixI'm reading the smaller ones ob-
viously to give you the impression of how far down we go-6, 18,
11, 11, 11, 11, 11, 7, 8we're going way down. And we can because
we have the basic cable operation there.

So I think it's misleading to think you can just take a telephone
company and also provide cable service economically.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Bresnan, in rural areas where people have few al-
ternatives for entertainment, cultural events, and so on, cable cus-
tomers seem to be pretty much a captive audience.

Incidentally, on my hill they're not as sanguine about satellite
service since most of it got blacked out within the last couple of
years and the complaint has been historically up until the last few
months at least, and I've not checked siv,ce then, in fact I'm afraid
to ask. Every time I stop off I always gta. hit with the next set of
blackouts. But the complaint has been that the cable companies yet
will offer satellite dish owners a program combination but at often
a higher cost than what the cable service offers.

Mr. BRESNAN. That's totally untrue.
First of all
Mr. WISE. Well, it's true to them. They're getting quoted.
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Mr. BRESNAN. As I said, we're offering cable programming to sat-
ellite dish owners. We have over 2,000 customers taking it from us
and we have to be competitive. They've got a whole variety of
places they can get the cable programming. There's a number of
program packagers just as we're doing that sign up for the rights
for those programs, buy them wholesale, and sell them retail.
That's what we're in the business of doing. In fact they can go di-
rectly to the programmers themselves and do it.

So that's untrue.
They are paying more to the programmer than we're paying. In

other words, a lot of them think they ought to be able to buy it at
our wholesale cost. I think you can easily understand if we're serv-
ing 135,000 basic cable customers and another 2,200 satellite cus-
tomers, we represent one bill for that cable programmer. They bill
us and we in turn bill each of our customers. If they have to bill an
individual customer and collect from him and worry about bad
debts and so forth, a cable proammer a couple of thousand miles
from that customer, I don't think it's fair to expect a cable pro-
grammer would sell to that customer for the same wholesale rate
that he sells to a business on a bulk basis where he knows where
that business person is and he has a right to cut that person off if
he doesn't pay his bill and the business person would be in deep
trouble.

So, you know, it's not a comparable thing.
As a matter of fact, we have conducted studies and will be very

happy to submit to you later information that shows those people
are getting their services in many cases for less than cable custom-
ers are paying.

Mr. WISE. If you would submit that for the record. But let me
continue with my question that cable customerssatellite dishes
aside for a secondare pretty much a captive audience. Service
has to be pretty bad to force you to drop the service and there's no
competition out there.

[Information referred to contained in subcommittee files.]
Mr. WISE. Under these circumstances, what incentives does a

cable operator have to remain attentive to the subscribers?
As I say, I know that our own area I can probably pick one off-

the-air station fairly well. I can get another network station moder-
ately well. I'm out of luck for the third. Public TV, CNN, and of
course that most precious programming of all, C-SPAN, is totally
beyond us.

Mr. BRESNAN. Well, first of all, the cable operators by and large
are doing a good job. But I have no problem with Federal oversight
of cable quality, none whatsoever.

That wouldn't change our operations if there were Federal over-
sight of cable quality.

Mr. WISE. Is there presently any?
Mr. BRESNAN. Well I'm not sure where it stands at the mlment.
There are some FeC rules on system technology but I'd have to

submit that to you.
[Information not furnished.]
Mr. BRESNAN. It's not an issue with us frankly because we oper-

ate an excellent service and take a great deal of pride in it. But I
can see where that could be an issue. You know, if you have a
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person not operating well. As I say, that would be no problem for
me whatsoever.

I should also say that the cable industry itself, the National
Cable Television Associction, has formed an ad hoc committee---it's
a committee of cable operatorsto review cable operations and
generally come up with a recommended code of operations that
cable operators would comply with. Now, obviously the antitrust
rules prevent that from being required but I don't think there's
anything to prevent the government from biking those recommend-
ed Jlolicies and putting them into some kind of regulations.

So there is a serious effort on behalf of the industry to take care
of those problems that may exist.

Mr. WISE. Thank you. mr. McCandless.
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Bresnan, you're booked in here as representing the National

Cable Television Association RS a member of the board of directors
which would include all size cable operations?

Mr. BRESNAN. They have in their membership all sizes, yes.
Mr. McCANutEss. Roughly how many members do they have?

200? 2,000?
Mr. BRESNAN. We'll get you the list. It would be in the thou-

sands.
[Referenced information, "Directory of Top 50 MS0s." is con-

tained in subcommittee files, not all members are listed.]
Mr. MCCANDLESS. So it's representative of a large portion of

those who provide the service?
Mr. BRESNAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. McCAximEss. It appears that in some way or form the cur-

rent rules of the game are going to be changed. Nnd it seems to
center around quality of service, rate structures, and in some cases
programming.

Representing your association and having been involved as a
board of director in formulating policy, what would you, Mr. Bres-
nan, see as the areas of need and what would you, if you had your
druthers like to see in the way of a level of regulation, at whiC;
level if there is to be regulation?

Mr. WISE. Basically what he's asking you is do you prefer to be
boiled in oil or drawn and quartered?

[Laughter.]
Mr. BREsNAN. Yes. I read between the lines.
First of all---
Mr. MCCANDLESS. Let me build on his comment here. I don't

want you to be boiled in oil. But the problem that I have had in my
district with this service and in another life semiregulating it, was
that as long as you got the super bowl game all the way through,
that month's cable bill was not too bad. But if somebody had touted
for weeks a miniseries and the signal went out in the middle of the
miniseries, then it seemed that the number of complaints was in
direct proportion to that outage.

So when we're talking about quality of service, obviously it has a
link to how much people are willing to pay. It's become somewhat
accepted that maybe we need to go back in California and make it
a public utility. I don't know. This is why we're holding the hear-
ings.
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The emphasis of the hearings are obviously on the rural aspect
of it but I'm also interested in this part.

Mr. BRESNAN. I think it's too early to tell as to the rate issue
whether the deregulation is working or not working. I personally
believe it's working.

There was an increase in rates and as the chairman said in
many cases in services, too, after deregulation and that was to be
expected. You have to realize we were held down. We were really
he'd down in many, many areas, way below the cost of the k ate of
inflation for years and years. So I don't think anybody expected
when they deregulated that there wouldn't be a little catch up. So
there has been a little catch up. They talk about horrendous per-
klentages but it's a few bucks a month in most cases.

Now what's happened is that it's pretty much leveled off. In fact
for the last half ofexcuse mefor all of 1989 the CPI was 4.6 per-
cent, basic cable rate increases were 3.8 percent. So we're below the
CPI in 1989.

There was for a couple of years some catch up.
I think what my recommendation is, since you're asking for it,

that they just hold off for a little bit and see what happens. If it
doesn't work, then deal with it. But I think it is going to work. I
think that the catch up is over and that you're gu..iig to see reason-
able increases.

I would hate to see it regulated because the tremendous develop-
ment of programming that has occurred over the last 10, 12 years
by the cable industry has been because we have had the freedom to
make those investments you spoke about earlier, to take those
risks, to make those investments.

If we were a regulated industry that could not charge for that
programming, we wouldn't be able to sign up for the CNNs and all
of those things.

So I think it would be a step backward, to put a lid on the crea-
tivity that has distinguished our industry over the last decade or
more.

Mr. MCCANDLESS. Given what you've said, then, and moving for-
ward with it, absent any changes in the Federal programs that ad-
dress the cable associations, is there a means by whieh there could
be some self-industrial regulatory process?

Mr. BRESNAN. Self-regulatory?
Mr. McCANDLEss. Yes,
Mr. BRESNAN. Yes. That's what I spoke about a minute ago.

Within our own industry we have a committee that is developing a
set of guidelines under which we should operate and it deals with
all of the areas that you would probably be concerned about the
quality of Bernice, outages, answering the telephone, getting out to
repair, all of those types of things.

We're trying to establish some standards.
As I said, we are somewhat inhibited by the antitrust laws in en-

forcing compliance with those. But we hope to create a set of stand-
ards by which most operators would operate and which govern-
ment could use perhaps as a reasonable standard, the Federal Gov-
ernment, for example.

Mr. MCCANDLESS In your prepared remarks, and I'm curious
about this, you went into detail about the number of services per
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mile that dropped to, I think you said, five liOW from a much
higher number earlier.

Mr. BRESNAN. Right.
Mr. McCarimesss. What has actually contributed to that? The

cost of the cable per mile has not changed that much.
What is it that has permitted you to do that?
Mr. BaesrraN. We have a larger base now and there's a certain

amount of subsidization that actually comes from the core oper-
ation and helps provide service to the less densely populated areas.

I would say that the cost generally to the very sparse areas is
usually highera higher monthly charge. So there is some offset-
ting of that additional cost. It costs a lot more to serve a rural area
on a per customer basis as you might expect. In one of our typical
communities we might have, say, 80 customers a mile in the core
community and we may serve down to 10 or 5 customers a mile
inside.

Obviously it costs a lot more to verve those five homes per mile
than it does to serve 80 homes a mile.

Part of those costs are frankly subsidized to some extent because
instead of taking a fully allocated approach, we take an incremen-
tal approach to our costs of serving them and part of the costs are
offset by a little higher fee to the rural areas.

Mr. McCarmass. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. Thank you.
A final set of questiors, and you've touched on this, Mr. Bresnan:

How prevalent is the use of fiber optic technology in cable systems
today?

Mr. BRESNAN. WS used today principally for trunk lines and for
what we call "dead runs" where you're not serving customers.

Fiber today is not practical. By the way, I don't want to sound
like I'm antifiber by any means because I used to be president
before starting my own company, I was president of Teleprompter
Cable TV. In 1976 we introduced the first commercial use of fiber
optic technology in Manhattan in a very short run in a single
channel but it worked and it proved a point. Then in 1978 in
Lompoc, CA, we put a 12-mile run, 12 channel run in.

But the problem is not that fiber optics doesn't work because it
does work. It worked in 1976; it works today.

The problem is the cost. It's mainlythe cost of the fiber itself is
coming down because it's just glass which is made out of sand and
then a plastic wrapping and stuff and a few other things.

But as they get to producing that stuff in large quantities, the
cost of the fiber will come way down and it is coming down. One of
the other witnesses referred to that.

The big cost is in the converting the electronic signal to a light
signal and then at the other end converting it back. The laser
transmitter that changes the electronic signal to a light signal is
very expensive and if you have to detect the light signal in each
home and convert it back to electronic signal, it gets extremely ex-
pensive.

It just is not cost effective. It's not that you can't do it technologi-
cally. But, it's not Lny better than coaxial cable and it's just a
whole lot more expensive.
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Where fiber has its big advantage is in long runs because the loss
of the fiber is so minimal that you can go great distances without a
repeater amplifier. Each time you put a repeater amplifier in a
line, you add a very small imperceptible amount of degradation to
the signal. Imperceptible to the human eye for one amplifier. But
as you accumulate those amplifiers in cascading them over long
distances, pretty soon the degradation is perceptible and that's not
what we want.

So you can use fiber for long distances.
Mr. WISE. How long a distance are we talking about?
Mr. BRESNAN. To give you an idea, with fiber you can run about

10 miles without an amplifier, give or take; whereas, with cable,
say a 60-channel cable system, you'd have 21/2 amplifiers per mile.
That gives you an idea of the difference. It's extremely costly but
it's very good for taking the signal from one point to another and
then distributing it by way of coaxial cable.

A lot of cable companies use fiber now, particularly in big cities.
Fiber is really being used more in big cities right now than it is in
the rural areas. There's some use in rural areas for trunking. One
of the witnesses here before talked about trunking his telephone
lines. It's good for that.

That's really where it's being used is in the big cities where they
have long cascades of amplifiers with typical technology so they
can get the signal to hub points around town.

Mr. WISE. Can today's cable offer constmers use of interactive
video services, home banking, educational opportunities, those
kinds of things?

Mr. BitEsNAN. You're touching on what I spoke about in my pre-
pared remarks.

Today's technologyand by that I'm combining telephone and
cable.

Mr. WISE. When you say "cable," are you saying coaxial?
Mr. BRESNAN. Coaxial cable.
Coaxial cable and telephone together can provide you any service

you want right now and there's no need to rip up all that plant
and put in new stuff at tremendous cost to the customer. All of
these services can be offered.

EvenI'm sorry Congressman English is not here right now be-
cause he was talking about the educational aspectyou can use
cable and we installed a cable trunk in our Sault St. Marie system
tying schools togetherSault St. Marie, MI. There you can use
telephone and one-way cable. The teacher doesn't really have to
see the student. The teacher doesn't really have toand let's be
practical about this. The teacher doesn't have to hear a page being
turned or whether he is looking Lock at the other student to copy.

What we envision in these cases where you use television for
education, you have TV set but yriu alto have a proctor in the
room. You have a proctor that facilitates the class, keeps order.
Though that proctor may not be expert in the particular subject
matter being dealt with, you have the expert teacher from afar
over television. The students can see that person, can see the props
or blackboard, whatever the teacher has. You can have a simple
speakerphone setting en the proctor's desk and the teacher'i desk

(1
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and the students can ask whatever questions they want of the
teacher.

That's today's technology. Telephone upstream, cable down-
stream.

Mr. WISE. Thank you very much, Mr. Bresnan. We appreciate
your coming.

Our final panel and we appreciate their patience, represents both
the FCC and National Telecommunications and Information Ad-
ministration. We have William F. Maher, Associate Administrator
of the Office of Policy Analysis and Development, National Tele-
communications and Information Administration, the Department
of Commerce.

Also we have on the panel Kenneth Robinson, Senior Advisor to
the Chairman of the Fed.eral Communications Commission.

Gentlemen, I appreciate both of you being here. If you would
raise your right hands.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. WISE. Thank you. Mr. Maher, why don't you start your state-

ment. Your written statement will be made a part of the record in
itc entirety.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. MAHER, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRA-
TOR, OFFICE OF POLICY ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT, NA-
TIONAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND INFORMATION ADMINIS-
TRATION

Mr. MA.HER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and good morning. It's a
pleasure for me to appear before you on behalf of the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration to address
the subject of cable television in rural America.

The issue of telecommunications generally in rural America is
very important to NTIA. Our agency is sponsoring a conference on
rural telecommunications issues to be held here in Washington on
March 2.

Moreover, NTIA has already begun a major policy study of the
state of the U.S. telecommunications infrastructure. One focus of
that study is on how investment in telecommunications can spur
rural economic development.

NTIA's study is examining the role of advanced telecommunica-
tions in the delivery of critical services, particularly health care
and education, in rural areas.

From NTIA's perspective there are two overreaching cable policy
issues of concern to rural television viewers: Availability of service
and the conditions under which rural consumers receive service.

First, a core concern is whether television programming is avail-
able to rural America. Cable television is a prominent way of pro-
viding the broad choice of programming that Americans have come
to expect.

However, one could question whether rural areas have benefited
fully frorc the explosive growth of cable television over the past
decade.

For example, about 18 percent of all U.S. householdsmany of
which are in rural areasdo not have access to cable television
service.
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One way to increase programming choices to these areas could be
through expanded provision of cable service by local telephone
companies, which might be able to realize efficiencies from joint
provision of voice anct video services that traditional cable opera-
tors cannot.

As we've heard today, the Cable Act and the FCC's rules general-
ly prohibit telephone companies from providing cable service, or
owning a cable system, within their local telephone service areas.

NTIA recognizes that rural areas present unique issues and be-
lieves that the FCC should consider changing its rules to promote
the increased provision of cable service by telephone companies in
rural areas.

One way to increase the potential for cable service to rural sub-
scribers could be to broaden the current rural exemption to the
crossownership prohibition to encompass areas with populations
greater than the present ceiling of 2,500 residents.

Some have suggested that such a limited change in the current
crosscwnership restrictions would permit the growth of more ad-
vanced technologies and better services to rural customers.

A second core issue involves the conditions under which rural
viewers receive television. Even in those areas currently served by
cable, there is some question whether subscribers enjoy a level of
service comparable to that of their urban and suburban counter-
parts.

NTIA believes that one way of expanding rural choice in pro-
gramming may well be increased competition to incumbent cable
operators via alternative distribution media.

One existing alternative is the home satellite dish industry. In
this regard, NTIA is aware of complaints by distributors of pro-
gramming to home satellite dishes of difficulties obtaining rights to
receive or to retransmit cable network programming.

These problems allegedly take the form of refusal by cable net-
works to deal with home satellite dish program distributors. In
other cases, the alleged difficulties appear in the form of rates for
programming substantially higher than those paid by competing
cable systems.

Now, the FCC is currently examining these issues in its pending
proceeding on the structure of the cable industry.

Congress has already expressed concern over the availability of
programming to competing distribution media.

NTIA expects to participate in these deliberations on this impor-
tant matter.

I'd like to conclude by noting that the FCC recently began to re-
examine its so-called effective competition standard, which deter-
mines when government agencies may regulate basic cable rates.

NTIA intends to participate in that proceeding. I wish to note
that although the regulation might improve control of cable rates,
it would not neceriarily increase the number of services available
to rural cable subscribers. In fact, the opposite could be true. If reg-
ulators set basic rates too low, cable operators could lack the funds
necessary to add new basic programming.

These factors, I believe, deserve careful consideration in any
policy discuedon of rural cable issues.
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Thank you very much for this opportunity to present NTIA's
views. I'd be glad to answer any questions you might have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Maher followsl

3 5 3
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman and subcommittee members. It is

a pleasure for me to appear before you on behalf of the National

Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) to

address the subject of cable television in rural America. I have

prepared a brief oral statement. I request that my complete

written statement be entered into the record of these Hearings.

RTIA Activities JD Rural Telecommunicatigns

NTIA is the Executive branch agency primarily responsible

for developing U.S. telecommunications policy. The issue of

telecommunications in rural America is very important to NT1A.

For that reason, NTIA is sponsoring a conference on rural

telecommunications issues to be held here in Washington on March

2, 1990. Second, NTIA has already begun a major policy study of

the state of the U.S. telecommunications infrastructure, that

started with publication of a comprehensive Notice of Inquiry ,n

the Federal Register on January 9, 1990. One focus of that study

is on how investment in telecommunications can spur rural

economic development. NTIA's study is also examining the policy

issues surrounding the current laws and regulations that

generally prohibit local telephone companies from providing video

programming within their service areas. It explores whether a

change in these restrictions would result in the deployment of

more advanced capabilities in our public networks, including

broadband transport. Moreover, NTIA's study is examining the

role of advanced telecommunications in the delivery of critical

services, particularly health care and education, in rural areas.
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Third, NTIA is planning to file comments in the FCC's

pending proceeding on the structure of the cable industry, and

intends to participate in the FCC's pending rulemaking on the

"effective competition" standard of the Cable Communications

Policy Act of 1964 (the Cable Act).

From NTIA's perspective, there are two over-arching

communications policy issues of concern to rural television

viewers -- availability of service, and the conditions under

which rural consumers receive service. I would like to discuss

each of these broad issues in turn.

Rural AVailebilitY Ot_Television

First, a core concern is whether television programming -- a

primary source of information and entertainment for audiences

throughout America -- is available to rural America. NTIA

believes that a fundamental U.S. policy goal should be the

development of an environment in which communications services,

including television, are widely available throughout America.

For most households, "television" has come to mean an ever-

expanding range of programming from which to choose. Cable

television is a prominent way of providing this broad choice.

However, there is reason to question whether rural areas

have benefited fully from the explosive growth of cable

3 5 f;
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television over the past decade. For example, about 18 percent

of all U.S. households, many of which are in rural areas, do not

have accss to cable television service. NTIA is very concerned

that residents of rural areas have an opportunity to enjoy the

range of programming choices available to urban and suburban

citizens.

One way to achieve this goal could be through expanded

provision of cable service by local telephone companies.

Telephone companies might be able to realize efficiencies from

joint provision of voice and video services that would alloe them

to provide cable service in areas that would not be attractive to

a traditional cable operator.

However, Section 613(b) of the Cable Act and the FCC's rules

generally prohibit telephone companies from providing cable

service, or owning a cable system, within their local telephone

service areas. NTIA's 1988 Video tudv concluded that the

current cross-ownership provisions should remain largely intact,

but recommended that they be modified to encourage telephone

companies to provide dist.-ibution facilities on a common carrier

basis to unaffiliated video programmers. NTIA is currently

reexamining the issue of potential telekthone company entry into

video programming in our infrastructure study. We recognize that

rural areas present unique issues, and believe that the FCC

should consider changing its rules to promote the increased

ri 7
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provision of cable services by tr'lephone companies in rural

areas.

The Cable Act contains a "rural exemption" Z-om the

prohibition, which the FCC has implemented through its rules by

permitting telephone company provision of cable service for

places, outside of urbanized areas, with fewer than 2,500

residents. Thus, telephone companies may be prohibited from

providing cable service in areas that do not satisfy the FCC's

criteria, but nonetheless are both rural in fact, and

underserved.

One way to increase the potential for cable service to rural

areas could be to broaden the rural exemption to encompass areas

with populations greater than the present ceiling. In this

regard, the FCC initiated an inquiry on cable/telephone

crossownership in 1988 that proposed expansion of this exemption.

That inquiry is still pending. Some parties to that proceeding,

including several states, recommended that the ceiling be raised

to 5000; others have recommended a ceiling cf 10,000.

Such a limited change in the current crossownership

restrictions would serve the interests of rural consumers in at

least two ways. While this change would not guarantee cable

service to rural consumers, it would give telephone compeuties the

opportunity to deliver television service in where it is not

371S
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already provided. In addition, as some have suggested, such a

change could potentially promote the growth of more advanced

technologies and networks for video delivery, and could

conceivably lead to further advancements toward telephone company

provision of fiber optic cable to the home.

conditions cf Service in Rural Areas

A second major issue involves the conditions under which

rural viewers receive television. Even in those rural areas

currently served by cable, there is some question whether

subscribers enjoy a level of service comparable to that of their

urban and suburban counterparts.

To examine this issue, NTIA staff gathered data on the rates

charged and the services provided by a random sample of some 200

U.S. cable systems, using data listed in the 1259 TeltYistOn_and

Cahle Factbook. NTIA staff then compared rates and services for

the sampled systems in the 100 largest broadcast television

markets (the "urban" systems) with those cable systems lying

outside all television markets (which ware assumed to be "rural"

systems). NT/A staff found that the average "rural" system in

this sample carried about one-half as many basic and pay cable

services as the average "urban" system. Average basic rates

among rural systems ware slightly less than the rates charged by

urban systems; thus the average cost per channel delivered was

about double for rural systems as compared to urban systems.

359
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There may be cause tor concern about this apparent disparity

in the level of cable service to rural areas. Obviously, there

may be many reasons :or this disparity. NTIA believes that one

solution may well be increased competition to incumbent cable

operators via alternative distributors when sufficient demand

would permits. There are a number of other types of providers of

multichannel television service that could compete with cable

operators, including multichannel multipoint distribution systems

and the home satellite dish industry. In this regard, NTIA

understands that more than 2 million U.S. households are now

equipped with satellite receivers, the bulk of them located in

areas where existing television service is inadequate or

nonexistent.

Programmins Availability

For such alternative providers to be viable competitors of

incumbent cable operators, they need access to comparable (or

substitutable) programming, at competitive prices. NTIA is aware

of complaints by distributors of programming to home satellite

dishes and others of difficulties obtaining rights to receive or

to retransmit cable networks. In some cases, these problems

allegedly take the form of refusals by cable networks to deal

with home satellite dish owners or marketers. In other cases,

the alleged difficulties appear to take the form of rates

substantially higher than those paid by competing cable systems.
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Som people attribute these problems to the presence of

vertical integration within the cable industry, the fact that

many cable networks, which are a highly valued source of

programming to home satellite dishes, are owned by firms that

also own cable systems. They contend that such common ownership

gives cable firms the incentive to deny programming to home

ser-allite dishes and other distribution media in order to

insulate co-owned cable systems from competition. NTIA examined

one aspect of this issue in its 1988 Video Study, and found no

conclusive connection between cable vertical integration and

denial of service to another competing distribution medium, MMDS.

Altbough the question uarrants further study (which the FCC has

undertaken), distributors' difficulties in obtaining desirable

cable programming for transmission to dish owners may be caused

by factors other than vertical integration. NTIA is concerned,

however, about the alleged market practices of some vertically

integrated cable service providers.

There are ways to make attractive programming more readily

available to home satellite dishes. One solution may simply be

to encourage firms interested in serving home satellite dishes to

develop their own programming services. This, of course, is what

the cable industry has done over the years to loosen its

dependence on broadcast signals, and thus differentiate its

product from competing broadcasters.
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Another possibility would be to preclude vertical

integration between cable systems and cable networks, and require

divestiture of programming interests currently held by cable

systems. However, this approach has a number of flaws. It has

not been definitively established that vertical integration has

resulted in the unavailability of programming. Moreover,

divestiture would eliminate the benefits of vertical integration,

such as reduced program acquisition costs for cable systems and

the ability to share risks: of program development among producers

and purchasers. The ultimate result could be higher rates and

fewer services for viewers. In this regard, one should keep in

mind that a large investment from cable operators helped Turner

Broadcasting weather a difficult period after its purchase of the

MGM film library. Similarly, financial support from cable

operators helped keep the Discovery Channel afloat; it is now one

of the fastest growing cable networks.

Alternatively, there could be a requirement that cable

network programming be made available to competing providers of

multichannel television service on nondiscriminatory terms. Such

a requirement would involve policy tradeoffs that require careful

analysis. Although it could promote greater competition among

different types of video providers, it would preclude cable

operators (or any other competing providers) from acquiring and

protecting exclusive rights to programming. Most participants in

31;2
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the mass media industry highly value such exclusivity. Among

other things, exclusivity permits program producers to maximize

their return on their programming investments, thus increasing

their incentives to create more programming. Exclusivity can

also give program distributors a means of distinguishing

themselves from their rivals. Before adopting a

nondiscriminatory access requirement, the FCC or the Congress

would have to weigh the benefits of increased competition and the

costs associated with a loss of program exclusivity. It is not

easy to determine where the consumer's interest lies.

The FCC is currently examining these issues in its pending

proceeding on the structure of the cable industry. Congress has

also expressed concern over vertical integration and the

availability of programming to competing distribution media,

especially in Senator Danforth's cable bill, S. 1880. NTIA

expects to participate in t'lese deliberations on this important

matter.

29.10.1122A-811.1CAL-IBIACIL-4-L-Cilbig.-Raglakt.ireD

I would like to conclude by briefly addressing another

issue. The FCC recently commenced a rulemaking on cable services

that will reexamine its "effective competition" standard, which

determines when government agencies may regulate basic cable

rates. NTXA intends to participate in this proceeding. Although

we have not yet formulated our position on this specific issue,

fl 3
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NTIA believes that increased competition is the best mechanism

for improving cable service to rural subscribers in the long

term. I would like to make two points, however, relevant to

rural cable concerns with regulation.

First, regulation would not necessarily increase the number

of services available to rural cable subscribers. In fact, the

opposite could be true. If regulators set basic rates too low,

cable operators could lack the funds necessary to add new basic

programming.

Second, if the FCC modifies its "effective competition"

standard, the short-term res. . could wall be increased

regulation in rural areas, regardless of precisely how t1.1

standard is redefined. A new definition of effective competition

necessarily would be linked to the presence of competing

providers (whether broadcast signals, a second cable operator, or

a viable home satellite dish operation) in a particular cable

community. Since rural areas are less likely than other parts of

the country to have such video competitors, it seams much less

likely that "effective c.ompetition" will be deemed to exist in

rural areas.

These factors deserve careful consideration in any policy

discussion of cable rate regulation.

3f:t1
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Thank you vary much for this opportunity to present NTIA's

views on this very important set of issues, which NTT?. will

continue to consider in its policy studies. / will be glad to

answer any questions you may have.
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Mr. WISE. Thank you, Mr. Maher.
Mr. Robinson.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH ROBINSON, SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE
CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

Mr. RoancsoN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
In the interests of time, let me succinctly summarize four of the

m "or points which are in my statement.
e first is that the statement goes into a discussion of the factu-

al situation n:minst which telecommunications, rural development,
and the like should be assessed.

It's quite clear that the United States is perhaps the most urban-
ized of the mAjor countries in terms of the percentage of our popu-
lation living in urbanized areas.

By the same token, the size of the country is such that we have
at least 40 and potentially as many as 60 million people living in
nonurban areas. Their interests are of great importance to my
agency as well as to the U.S. Government. And as Congressman
English pointed out this morning, telecommunications can make a
major contribution both to the quality of life that they enjoy and
the character of the economic opportunities which are available to
them.

The second point is that, at present, the United States maintains
a number of programs which are designed to assure that residents
of rural areas have parity of communications opportunity. Those
programs involve subsidies which are developed chiefly by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission and administered by our
common carrier bureau. They involve sums of money which may
seem large but in relative terms were a very small fraction of the
$159 billion regulated telephone economy last year.

For example, our high cost fund which offsets high costs for pro-
viding rural telephone service last year was $340 million. That'f3 a
very, very small percentage of the total telephone economy.

A third point which is contained in the statement is the fact that
the FCC makes a conscientious effort in a number of different ways
to expand the communications options which are available to
people in rural areas. These include our low power television li-
censing programs, sanctioning direct broadcast satellites, special
mobile radio efforts, licensing of fixed cellular, and the like.

Let me turn now to the subject which the subcommittee has
heard the most about this morning and that is cable television.

In respect of the cable television industry the FCC under Chair-
man Sikes' leadership only very recently launched two major ini-
tiatives. The first of these initiatives involves accelerating the
study of the cable industry, which was the FCC was directed by
Congress to make in the 1984 Cable Gmmunications legislation.

We plan, according to the Chairman, to submit our report to
Congress in July of this year. That is many months in advance of
the statutory deadline.

In connection with that study the FCC for the first time in its
history, I should also note, has undertaken a series ef formal fact-
gathering field hearings, the first of which will be held in Los An-
geles. Additional hearings will be held outside of Washington in
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major cities where we hope to hear both from urban as well asrural residents.
Chairman Sikes feels very strongly that it is important for the

people outside of Washington be given a chance to express their
view's on these issues that obviously concern them a great deal.

The second major initiative which we have taken deals with the
reexamination of our 1985 "effective competition" standard that
was, again, a topic of discussion this morning, the so-called three
signal standard.

We issued a notice of proposed rulemaking to reexamine that
standard on January 11. Comments are due on April 6.

Again, Chairman Sikes has indicated every intention to complete
that rulemaking and to take action not later than July of this year.I hope that those two initiatives indicate to the committee the
FCC is sensitive to the great concerns which we have heard, not
only from this subcommittee, but from many others in Congress re-
garding the status of the cable television industry.

Let me conclude, Mr. Chairman, by thanking the subcommittee
and its staff for having these hearings. Personally I feel that com-
munications, which would include cable communications, will be a
very major part of our economy and society and I am always very
pleased to see Congress taking the time to examine issues that I
feel very strongly about and spend a great deal of time working on.Thank you again.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Robinson follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for this opportunity briefly to review several of the key

policies and responsibilities of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)

regarding communications services for rural Americans, and particularly the

initiatives which have been taken recently under Chairman &Ames leadership

with respect to cable television and related video services.

General Importance of Rural Services

Today, Mr. Chairman, the United States ranks among the most urbanized of

countries. More than three-quarters of Americans reside in metropolitan

areas, nearly 90 percent live and work on some 3 percent of our land, and,

indeed, more than 100 million live within 50 miles of our coasta.

Notwithstanding this intense population concentration and urbanization,

however, rural America remains a critieal national economic, 'octal,

political, and philosophical eomponent.

Rural Americans comprise almost 40 million people, living and working in

a diversity of communities dependenZ chiefly on one of oar largest single

national enterprises -- agriculture --but also mining, forest products, and,

in some instances, manufacturing, leisure, and service industriea.

Demographically, rural America tends to be older, too often less

well-educated, and significantly leas affluent than the United States as a

whole. Cpmpounding these challenges, the sheer physical size of the United

States, and the associated costs of providing both common carrier and other

3C9
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communications services in rural areas, have traditionally presented special

regulatory imues.

*Rural" in telecommunications does not always equate with "high cost."

But communications costs often are significantly higher in rural areas, and

the business and :ubscriber base across which they can be spread, la typically

much smaller. These characterLstics have an impact on the level of

advertiser-supported broadcast services, W well as the viability of customer-

sustained, commercial communications offerings. They tend to curtail the

abundance of customer service options and equipment choices.

Special Policy Challenges

Rural communications customers todly, nevertheless, are better off than

they were just a decade ago. Rural telephone companies commendably have made

a substantial investment in new plant and facilities and, indeed, reportedly

now have a greater percentage of high-capacity digital electronic switches

installed thaa do many firma serving major urban areae. Cable television,

which bedan as a rural phenomenon, has contributed to the news, information,

and entertainment services available to rural Americans. New technologies

including mobile satellite and cellular radio should also benefit rural areas.

Decisionmakers, however, need always to be alert to at least four concerns, in

developing communications policies which will reliably advance the interests

of all Americans including rural residents.

- 2 -
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First, decisionmakers have to be particularly alert to the stated

interests and concerns of' rural residents and their representatives. They

also need actually to see some of America's remote rural regions themselves.

Regulatory asaumptions regarding electronic mass media, for instance, usually

reflect personal experiences, at least in large part. As a majority of the

American public is urban, so too are most communications policymakers. There

is thus an unfortunate tendency to extrapolate from the abundance of media

choices routinely available in urban areas -- and to assume that rural

reaidents enjoy a comparable video bounty -- when often they do not.

Second, decisionmakers need to bear in mind the high value which rural

residentsusually accord those comon.iioations options they have. Telephone

service, for example, while important to urban resident*, may be abeolutely

crltical to rural areas ae distances may render alternatives infeasible. In

the cage of electronic MAU med. , what local broadcast service exists also

ueually commands strong listener support. The loss of a single radio or

television signal -- which might escape significant notice in Cleveland or Los

Angeles -- could represent a major blow for the residents of rural communities

who simply lack alternatives.

Communications services contribute, and will increasingly contribute, to
the overall quality of' life which all Americans enjoy. It is also axiomatic

that long-term national progress should be assessed not only by output,

proouotivity, and efficiency meemares, but also in terms of the means and

choices the United States ensures which allow all people to contribute, while

- 3 -
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enjoying full, healthy, and satisfying lives. It is important to remember the

contribution which communications services make, and will make, in this

regard.

Third, and while it is true that some procompetitive communications

policies night find limited application in certain rural areas, decisionmakers

need to remember that rural Americans are as entitled to the benefits of

competitive choice as any others. Particularly in communications, where

equipment costs regularly decline, what naght seem an improbably competitive

marketplace today may well, with advances in telecom=7.1cations technology,

become quite amenable to competition tomorrow.

In general, competition has served the American communications customer

well. To the extent reasonably feasible, Government policies should thus

continue to aim at ensuring that competition Ls not simply an urban

phenomenon.

Finally, communications policymakers need to be especially aware of the

substantial benefits that advanced communications can deliver in areas which

might not otherwise have many econonac alternatives.

Technological developments have made it possible for corporations to

relocate support nInctions (such as check processing, credit operations, and

mailorder fulfillment) to rural areas because of favorable wage and tax rates,

lower housing and utility costs, and general quality of life considerations.

-4 -
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Advances in computers, satellite technology, and fiber optics may make it

possible to decentralize business functions.

Among leading corporations, Citicorp has been among the most aggressive

in capitalizing on some of the comparative advantages offered by less

urbanized areas. About half its total office workspace, for example,

reportedly is located away from its New York City headquarters. Its Sioux

Falls, South Dakota, location Ls responsible for credit card processing and

reporting, and provides a lower cost commercial environment for that part of

Citicorp's business which requires little client contact or personal

interaction with headquarters. Moreover, companies whioh began in small towns

-- such as Wal-Mart did in BentonviLle, Arkansas, or Lands' End did Ln

Dodgeville, Wisconsin, or L.L. Bean's did in Freeport, Maine -- have been

able to maintain and expand their operations Ln those locales.

This is a particularly promising facet of communications industry

developments. A principal reamon for urbanization trends, both in the United

States and abroad, is that rural and small town areas have lagged behind urban

areas in terms of job retention and creation. To the extent that

communications developments can ameliorate this problem, a result could be

more balanced economic development Ln the United States overall, and thus

fewer of the environmental and other pressures and cOsts which very high

levels of population density usually cause. Economic development also

provides the revenue base for a broad range of public services; to the extent

that rural areas are able to strengthen their economy, they will be better

- 5 -
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able to provide imaroved education, health care, public safety, and other

necessary services.

Communications Policy Responses

The Communications Act of 194 places duties on the FCC Lo regulate in a

fashion which will promote both geographic and demographic parity. The

preamble of the statute, for example, obligates the agency to ensure universal

access to communications to the maximum extent possible, a policy which Ls

reflected, for instance, in a longstandthg commdtment to maintaining universal

telephone service at reasonable and affordable prices. Sial.larly, the FCC Ls

obliged to seek a "fair, efficient, and equitable" distribution of broadcast

signals (47 USC S307(0). An objective of the 1984 Cable Act, moreover, was

to encourage the growth of cable systems, notably in rural and other unserved

areas (47 USC f601(21).

To maintain universal telephone service, the FCC has directed the

establishment of a "high cost" program, which helps rural phone companies

offset some of the additional service costs which they face. Additionaaly,

the FCC has a strong policy favoring nationwide interstate toll price

averaging. An effect of this latter policy is to extend to "thin route"

customers the benefits of competitive prices caused by rivalry on major trunk

routes. To strengthen broadcasting tn rural and bum urban areas, the FCC has

also licensed low-power television stations, created special cLmmes of both

AM and FM radio stations, and currently has underway a major AM radio

improvement program which, in part, looks toward permitting power and aervice-
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hour changes which would facilitate local community service on the part of

radio stations, particularly in rural areas.

The FCC also has initiated a series of actions to enhance mobile

communications capabilities, so important in rural areas. It has taken steps

to ensure that rural areas enjoy the same array of tectincaogically advanced

mobile communications services as urban areas -- and at competitive prices.

These services include the Basic Exchange Telecommunications Radio Service

(RETRS) and cellular radiotelephone. They also imlude many private carrier

voice and data communications servicessuch as Specialized Mobile Radio

Service.

At present, the FCC has under consideration several matters which have

the potential to increase both service options and competition in rural areas.

Changes have been proposed, for example, in current Limits on competition to

provide long-distance telephone service in Alaska's remote rural areas. The

limits placed on telephone company provisdon of cable telephone service on a

collocated basis are being examined. Changes have been made in the rules

governing multimedia, multipoint microwave distribution systems (MMDS) -- so-

called "wireless cable" -- to remove any unnecessary regulatory obstacles to

the groweh of this service, and more reformsshould be forthcoming. The FCC

has also authoriaed direct broadcast satellite services, whose U.S. domestic

development has been affected by the difficulties in the satellite launch

business, but which are currently operating in Europe. The oompetitive

7
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potential of DBS operations is significant; such systems also have promise in

terms of broadening customer choice in rural and other areas.

Cable Communications Initiatives

The FCC also has underway proceedings aimed specifically at benefiting

rural cable c Ismunications. The agency has initiated a major, broadseale

inquiry regarding virtually all facets of cable communications, for example,

and has promised to provide Congress the results, together with its considered

eomments and recommendationa, by July 1990. Additionally, the FCC has

commenced a review of the current "eiTective cempetition" standard governing

cable service price regulati..e. The FCC's 1985 standard is pegged to the

presence of three or more broadcast signals; where that level of over-the-air

service prevails, price regulation is generally barred. The surge in cable

subscription rates experienced by many subscribers,

tholuding ; ural customers, during the 1987-89 timeframe has understandably

aauaed concerns. The rule making proceeding which the FCC has begun will

examine the need for changes in the current standard, and should also be

concluded by this summer.

The satellite receiver or "backyard dish" sector is another which the

FCC has sought to facilitate. The FCC has been a strong proponent of

fostering the full and fair competitive circumstances that will ensure that

dish owners have reasonable access to the satellite-relayed services which

they want and need, especially in areas which are unserved by cable teevision

8
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companies. A comprehens.ve review of price discrimination allegations was

only recently completed and released. That study found significant variations

in the prices which satellite c!istribitors of network and "superstation"

signals charge satellite and (table "retailers." The FCC will be looking

further into this matter. Both because of a longstanding comaitment to

and fair competition, and a desire to ensure maximum pcmible access to video

services, the FCC wants to enaure that any anticompetitive or abusive

practices.are remedied.

Conclusion

Most developed countries have comunications policies which endeavor to

further the interests cf both urban and rural residents. In this regard,

however, the United States has more mIch policiwx and programs in place than

any other. Not only are Federal efforts generally aimed at safeguarding the

interests of' rural communications customers, the United States also has

adopted special programs designed to smooth the ongoing transition toward a

much more diverse and competitive communications sector. That special

attention to legitimate transitional equities Ls important. For any costs of

policy changes designed to benefit society as a whole should be borne by all,

and not inadvertently visited on one particular group --eopecially if that

group, by virtue of lower income, for example, is least able to bear it.

- 9 -
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Today, concerns obviously exist regarding cable television prices,

service levels, and availability. Those concerns are in fact being addressed,

however, within the provisions of current LU4. If, following the completion

in July 1990 of the FCC's ongoing cable television (and reLated) proceedings,

the agency concludes that further steps by Congress are needed, detailed

recommendations will be forthcoming.

- 10-
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Mr. Wisz. Thank you very much. I thank both of you.
I'd just like to note if I had held this hearing abont a year and a

half ago, wouldn't you both have been here but you would have
been representing the other's agency? Wesn't there a reversal?

Mr. MAim. We did switch jobs.
Mr. Win. I just wondered. No comment. I was just interested in

that.
Mr. Maher, in your prepared statement you stated that in a

random sample NTIA found the average cost per cable channel to
be about twice as high for rural systems as it is for urban. Could
you just comment briefly for the record some of the reasons for
that disparity?

Mr. MAIM. There are a number of reasons, Mr. Chairman, that
come to mind. One could be what we heard from the previous pan-
elist; that is, the cable companies in rural areas have higher costs
perhaps than those operating in urban areas and the costs could be
reflected in their rates. That would be because of the geographical
problems and the low population density that we've heard about
this morning.

Another possibility would be the fact that many existing rural
systems have been in place for quite awhile, so that they do not
have the newest technology available.

And some say that these results could be indications of less com-
petition in rural areas than in urban ones. That reason to me is
somewhat problematic. I think that we would have to explore quite
carefully what the sources of competition would be.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Robinson, is there anything you care to add?
Mr. ROBINSON. I don't really have anything to add to Bill

Maher's comment.
I would note that is one of the topics which we will be exploring

at great length, not only in the field hearings that we will be hold-
ing, but also in conjunction with our rulemaking. It's a very
common assertion and it's a matter which is of great concern to
the members of the FCC as well as to the staff of the FCC.

We certainly do not want to have a situation where there is a
marked disparity in prices which people in rural areas pay for
service which, as members noted this morning, is rvarded by the
great majority of the cable subscribing public as close to a public
utility.

Mr. WISE. Can either of you state a position of your agencies of
whether 'here should be an attempt to lower rural cable rates or at
least take steps to keep rural cable rates somewhat the same as
urban cable rates similar to the attempts to keep rural telephone
rates at a similar level to urban telephone rates?

Mr. MAHER. NTIA does not have a position on that. As I believe
you pointed out earlier in the hearing, Mr. Chairman, there his-
torically have been different regulatory treatments of the tele-
phone and the cable industries. And the fact that there has been a
suhsidy structure in the telephone industry built up over 30 to 40
years, gives it a bit of a headatart on addressing these kinds of dis-
parities.

The other point, too, is that to the extent there really are higher
costs to rural cable operators, some disparities may be justified.
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Mr. Wise. The General Accounting Office is currently engaged in
a second examination of cable rates. The first study was so well re-
ceived they're going back for a second round. That'll be played on
ESPN.

Isn't the FCC also involved in this study?
Mr. ROBINSON. Yes, Mr. Chairman, that's correct. I'm only a

lawyer. I don't understand the vagaries of statistics, polling, and
the like.

There were many criticisms made of the initial GAO survey. As
part of our survey, which Congress directed us to do, we are seek-
ing to gather a lot of information. Under Mr. Sikes' leadership we
made the determination that it was better for us to go with the
General Accounting Office rather than do our own survey, to use
their expertise and to, in effect, combine forces. And working with
ihe Energy and Commerce Committee we have done that. We have
come up with what I believe is a mutually agreeable poll question-
naire that will be circulated and we hope to get this time results
which are more credible, more systematic, perhaps, than was true
of the first survey.

Mr. WisE. In this survey are you looking at the disparity in rural
rates?

Mr. ROBINSON. I believe that is a question which will be covered
in that survey.

Mr. WISE. Because the GAO survey seemed to me to be deficient
in one regard. It's awful easy to take potshots after the fact. Asyou
say, crafting these things is fairly difficult. But it seemed to me to
be deficient because it was hard to break out rural versus urban.

Mr. ROBINSON. That's correct. And there is a tremendous statisti-
cal difficulty in using averages. As a friend of mine who is a Ph.D.
in statistics frequently reminds me, the average person in this
world is a Chinese woman. So you have to be very careful when
you start talking about the average anything.

The average cable rate may conceal an enormous range of vari-
ations, much as if you checked very carefully the survey which the
West Virginia Consumer Advocate submitted. You will see a tre-
mendous range of rates within just the State of West Virginia.

Mr. WISE. I might note for the record I'm interested in the con-
clusion that your Ph.D. friend in statistics made because I only
took one course in statistics and failed and I would have reached
the same conclusion. I always thought the field had come a long
way.

I know the FCC if reviewing the "effective competition" stand-
ard. My question is how easy is it for a rural area to establish that
it qualifies to regulate basic cable rates under the current "effec-
tive competition" standard?

This has particular relevance, Mr. Robinson, because i suspect
that if Mr. Gregg is correct and the West Virginia legislature does
act this year and enact some form of legislation, you're going to be
contacted pretty quickly as to how it is that you can define effec-
tive competition.

Could you talk about that for a second?
Mr. ROBINSON. My understanding in conversations with the mass

media bureau in preparation for these hearings is that while our
rule does create a presumption, it is a rebuttable presumption. It's
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still up to the city or still available to the city with franchising au-
thority to come in and demonstrate to us that three signals are ac-
tually not available.

Most FCC rules dealing with broadcast signal coverage, the sub-
committee should bear in mind, are based upon predicted contours.

Mr. WISE. Predicted what?
Mr. ROBINSON. Predicted contours, predicted coverage by broad-

cast stations, particularly an average terrain. Particularly in areas
such as West 'Virginia where you have such tremendous variations
in the terrain, those predictions which are very nice when you look
at a television fact book, may bear very little relevance to the real
world.

If a franchising authority comes to the Commission and says,
"yes, we do not have effective competition within our community,"
my_understanding is the FCC permits regulation relatively quickly.

Now, as you pointed out this morning, many communities even
though they may have the authority legally to impose regulations,
have chosen for one reason or another not to do so.

I don't know whether that will change even if we alter our effec-
tive competition standard.

Mr. WISE. In the present process, isn't it true that a franchising
authority must sometimes submit a special engineering study?

Mr. ROBINSON. That is correct.
Mr. WISE. Under what circumstances?
Mr. ROBINSON. If they seek to show that there is not coverage of

the community by three signals.
Mr. WISE. In every case, then?
Mr. ROBINSON. Usually in every case.
Mr. WISE. How expensive is such a study?
Mr. ROBINSON. I think it would depend very much upon the engi-

neer and the situaton. In general an engineering study I would
think would run you somewhere between 5 and 15, perhaps higher,
thousand dollars. That would certainly be a factor, however, which
again we would be looking at in our inquiry.

In fact I should add in that regard that there is in that inquiry
the question of whether an over-the-air signal standard at present
makes any sense to begin with.

As Chairman Sikes has stated publicly on a number of occasions,
the current over-the-air signal delivery system in the United States
for at least 50-million cable households may not be an alternative.
People are wired into the cable. Our rules assume people can pull
out the cable, and put up an antenna. That may be an unrealistic
assumption from the standpoint of a regulatory agency.

The second thing which we will be exploring is the contention
that broadcast signals are not really an alternative because cable
subscribers are looking fur what are exclusively cable services C-
SPAN I and II, CNN, ESPN, and the like. Those are contentions
which people have put forward and which are covered in our in-
quiry and covered in our effective competition rule-naking notice
and will certainly be given very close scrutiny b./ the currently
four and I expect fiveby the time the proceeding comes before
itfive members of the

Mr. MAHER. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. WISE. Mr. Maher.
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Mr. MAHER. Just to make an additional point on that topic: If the
FCC modifies its effective competition standard, the short-term
result could well be increased regulation for rural areas. And I
think the reason is quite clear from t.he hearin* today.

A new definition of effective competition will most probably be
based on the presence of some competing providers, whether they
would be over-the-air broadcasters or a second cable system or
home satellite dishes in a particular cable community. Since rural
areas in general are less likely than urban areas to have such com-
petitors present, then the impact of a new effective competition
finding by the FCC may well be greater on rural areas.

Mr. 'WISE. One concern I have, following up on that, Mr. Maher,
is that when you look at other providers I would hope that this
time we wouldn't be looking at video stores or outlets, things like
that, with the rationale being well, folks can run down to the su-
permart and pick up a video for the evening and plug it into their
VCR.

Would that be within the realm of possibility to be considered as
an alternate provider?

Mr. MAKER. I think the FCC will have to use its good judgment
in looking at those alternatives. Obviously if you're interested in
watching the super bowl, you aren't going to wait until the high-
light film is released.

Mr. WISE. Three years later maybe.
Mr. Robinson, just back to the study for a second and 3rou talked

about the cost of the study: Would that cost aot be prohibitive for
many rural franchisers? And I'm going to follow up and ask wheth-
er you have any statistics on how many, one, applications have ac-
tually been submitted for such regulation, and second, how many
have been approved?

Mr. ROBINSON. Quite frankly it seems to me intuitive that for
some rural communities that cost would be prohibitive.

Obviously there are a large number of rural jurisdictions in this
country. We have 3,000 counties, a large number of which have an
extraordinarily small population bases and very, very sparse or no
economic bases as well. It could very well be that that is a prohibi-
tive cost.

I have no specific information on that. I would be more than
happy to develop that kind of information and submit it to the sub-
committee because I think it would be helpful from the standpoint
of your record to have that kind of specific information.

[The information referred to appears on p. 381.]
Mr. WISE. It would help the subcommittee a great deal because I

think that's one of the genuine oversight issues that the subcom-
mittee would have over the Federal Communications Commission,
the extent to which these applications, "A," are being filed, and
then the success rate and then what the cost is. Then there is a
much more indefinite thing which is harder for you, of course, to
come forward with, which is how many were not filed because the
cost was prohibitive.

Mr. ROMNSON. That's a good point. My sense, and I would point
this out from speaking with the mass media bureau chief and
deputy chief, who have responsibility in this area, is that this has
not been until very recently an area of significant activity. In other
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words, it has only been within, say, the past year or less that there
has materialized a substantial interest in regulating cable rates.

Mr. WISE. Might that he, though, because things were capped
until 1986 and then the cap came off and we're starting to see that
ripple in.

Mr. ROBINSON. That might well be the case. I mean, it takes any
Government agency a certain period of time to respond to the
public and I expect that's true in the case of local country or fran-
chising authorities, too.

I would also add, however, that you must bear in mind that
under the 1984 Cable Act the municipalities receive a franchise fee
of 5 percent of the revenues of the system which generatesand
the precise numbers are available from NCTAhundreds of mil-
lions of dollars of revenue for local franchising authorities. So on:1
has a certain conflict of interest situation presented, where the reg-
ulator has a certain interest in higher raises. So that may be a
reason.

I don't mean to impune the intentions or interests of any State,
local, or municipal franchising authority. But I do believe that
given the pinch on municipal governm, t right now, that very
large amount of money which is flowing oy virtue of this statutori-
ly permitted franchise fee might have some bearing on their zeal to
rush forward and reduce rates.

Mr. WISE. You make a good point on the contingency fee aspect
of that. I just offer as a counter that as one who has to run for
office every 2 years there's a definite constraining influence be-
cause the local government that thinks they're going to reap this
great return, the next election may not be the local government
anymore.

So I would like for my own record to enter that the thing I hear
first about much of the time is the cable rate increase.

The rural telephone systems are offering cable in service areas
today under the rural exemption, presently 2,500 residents.

To what extent would expanding the rural exemption increase
cable service to rural homes and more to the point, it seems like
many definitions of a ruraleveryone has their own definition of
what's rural area but many seem to focus around the population of
20,000 as a cutoff.

Do either of you have any comments on whether 20,000 makes
any sense?

Mr. MAHER. I have just a brief comment. There are many defini-
tions of what "rural" could mean, what that number might be. The
FCC in 1988 initiated an inquiry into the issue of cable telephone
company crossowership generally and asked specifically whether
the rural exemption should be expanded.

The record in that proceeding shows generally that when parties
supported the expansion of the rural exemption, such parties either
supported an increase to either 5,000 citizens or 10,000. The ration-
ale for the 5,000 figure was that the Department of Transportation,
among others, uses that number as a definition for "rural" and
that the factors that went into its selection were comparable to
those present in the cable industry.

So there are many definitions.
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I think that these issues have to be explored more in the FCC's
inquiry which should also examine the actual effects of changing
that number. We have heard some statistics today about how many
of these rural telephone companies have gotten into the cable busi-
ness under the exemption.

Going through some of the records of the FCC, NTIA staff found
that in the last 4 years, from 1986 through the beginning of 1990,
87 telephone companies got into the business of building new cable
systems in their areas under the rural exemption.

You have to ask whether the cutoff 2,500 person limit is an arbi-
trary- cutoff or whether the FCC actually picked the exact, right
number when they set that limit

Mr. WISE. I note with interest your noting that there are many
definitions of "rural."

My own defmition of "rural" used to is e at least three potholes
every mile and the necessity to carry your own set of jumper
cables. But after driving 1-395 out here, this apparently is the most
bucolic freeway in the world. So my oefinition is no longer rele-
vant.

Mr. Robinson, do you have something?
Mr. RosthrsoN. We will be looking at that certainly as part of our

cable television/telephone cross-ownership docket which should
bethere should be a fmal decision in that sometime this spring,
early this spring.

The current 2,500 standard, I believe, derives from the Census
Bureau definition of what constitutes "rural." Quite frankly in the
interest of simplicity I would prefer to have the FCCand I think
other people would prefer this as welluse a definition which is
developed by experts in this area and widely agreed to.

I don't think it would be desirablJ for us to go out and devise our
own special definition.

Mr. WISE. In addition to the rural exemption for telephone provi-
sion of cable service, the Cable Act also provides for a good cause
exemption.

My question to you, Mr. Robinson, would be is this exemption
widely used? Second, how hard is it to get? What kind of showing
do you have to make to qualify?

Mr. ROBINSON. Mr. Chairman, with me this morning is Patrick
Donovan from our Common Carrier Bureau, who is in charge of
handling these matters and I've asked him. Under the rules that
we follow, if you have 30 or less subscribers per route mile, you
almost automatically qualify for the so-called good cause waiver.

My understanding is that we have not been deluged. In fact we
have practically received almost no applications from telephone
companies for good cause waivers.

Mr. WISE. Would you or Mr. Donovan have any subjective obser-
vations about why that is? And once again it's hard to define the
negative but is it difficulty of making that application?

Mr. ROBINSON. Myself, I have no good sense as to why that would
be the case. I would be more than happy, again, to provide that in-
formation to the subcommittee.

Mr. WISE. If you would.
Mr. ROBINSON. Yes.
[The information follows:]
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

WASHINGTON

March 9, 1990

Honorable Robert Vise
Chairman, Subcommittee on Government Information,
Justioe and Agriculture
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Questions arose in connection with my recent testimony regarding, first,
the cost to municipalities or the engineering studies needed to support re-
instituting cable television price regulation and, second, the =all number of
"good cause" waiver requests received from rural telephone companies seeking
to provide cable television service in their telephone service area.

The Commission's Mr *1 Media Bureau has intbrmed me that the costs of the
engineering studies needi2 to demonstrate the abeence of cable television
"effective competition" is from $10,000 to $25,000 -- somewhat above the
$5,000 to $15,000 which I suggested.

The Commission'sSecond Report and Order in MM Docket 84-1296, 3 FCC Red
2617 (1988), para. 39, contains reference to a City of Dubuque comment
Indicating that the studies coot $25,000. I believe Dubuque actually sought
to obtain bids for such a study from some of the higher class engineering
consulting firms, 3;) this is probably at the high end of the scale.

The rules in question were appealed and, in ACLU v. FCC, 823 F.2d 1554
(D.C. Cir. 19871, the court of appeals noted "with concern the substantial
barrier the current waiver system may place on iYanchising authorities...fand
that) this is an area the Commission wouad be well-advised to deem fruitfill
for Purther study on remand." ACLU at 47. On remand several changes were
made to address this concern, Firrt, the portion of the rules describing how
the measurement prGo:as works was amended to delete the requiremer,t Sor
measurements taken during a "mobile run." As yea know, the quality of
reception that is poseible can vary even within a few feet. The engineering
rules, which are used for all kinds of purpose other than effective
competition showings, were amended some years ago to require that measurements
fro a "mobile run" be taken. This was intended to make it difficult tor the
party taking the measurements to search fOr "hot vow to measure. It also
meant thet the party taking the measurements needed a truck equipped with a
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Honorable RobIrt Wise Pais 2.

telescoping antenna and a strip Chart recorder. BeZau2e not many firms have a
need for auch a truck, this significantly reduced the number of firms
qualified to do the studies and incmeased the oast (along with the
reliability) of the studies.

The mobile run requiresent t-ze3 deleted, Dor cable effective competition
studies, in the Commission's Second Report and Ordel in NH Docket 8e-1296t 3
FCC Red 2677, para. 41 (1988) in order to decrease the costs involved. As a
consequence of this c.usnge, it should now be poadble to undertake such
study without the need (ler a consulting fire with a monitoring truck.
You should be aware, however, that both cable systems and cities may have to
pay for these types of studies; the cities to rebut a prima facie showing of
signal availability, and the systems to establian signal availability.

Th0 seoond action taken by the Commission was to incorporate a cost
shifting mechanism into the rules. That is, ir a community hss a study done
and it demonstrates the absence of a signal, the cable system may be obliged
the reimburse the community's engineering expenses. The community must pay
the total cost if the signal is shown to be present. While this ooat shifting
mechanism is now part rf the rules, jou should be aware that
Telecommunications. Inc., filed a reonsideration petition urging that the
rule was beyond the agency's authority. Before the matter could be addressed.
TCI withdrew Its reconsideration petition.

The Commission's Common Carrier Bureau has indicated that they know of
no single reason why the number of "good cause" waiver request has been low.
Legislation enacted in 1984 which simplified the "rural exemption" process to
facilitate operation of collocated cable and telephone systems may be a
reason. Changes in Rurl Telephone Adminisnalition lending policies may be a
factor. So, too, may be the restrictiona placed on "information service"
activities by Bell companies under the 1982 AT&T antitrust oonsent decree.

I trust that this is responsive to the Subcommittee's needs. If
additional information is needed, we would be pleaaed to provide it.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Robinson

Senior Legal Adviser to the
Chairman
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2054B

August 22, 1990
IN REPLY REFER TO:

Audrey A. Bashkin, Esq.
Professional Staff Member
House Subcommittee of Government Information,

Justice, and Agriculture
B-349-C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Audrey:

I'm enclosing our response to questions Chairman Wise asked Ken Robinson during
the hearing on February 7, 1990, regarding cable and other broadband
communications service in rural America. These responses supplement Ken's
letter to Chairman Wise of March 9, 1990.

Please let me know if you neea any additional information to complete the
hearing record.

Enclosure

Linda Townsend Solheim
Director
Office of Legislativ,. Affairs
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Questions Submitted by Representative Robert Wise (D-W.VA)

Question 1: Does the Commission have any statistics on how many
applications for basic cable rate regulation have actually been submitted
to the FCC since the 1984 Cable Act, especially by rural authorities?

Answer: Yea. Eleven cities have filed requests for determinations that
effeotive competition does not exist in their communities. One additional
petition was filed by a cable operator seeking a determination that
effec'fve competition does exist In a community. This petition is not
included in the figures given below.

Question 2: How many have been granted?

Answer: Four petitions have been granted and one was denied. Two oases
are presently pending and four others were dismissed at the request of the
reievant petitioners. These petitioners asked that their petitions be
dismissed as moot because of agreements reached with their local cable
operators.

Question 3: What is the coat to establiah lack of effective oompetition,
i.e., how easy is it for a rural area to establish that it qualifies to
regulate basic cable rates under the current effective competition standard?

Answer: We estimate that it would cost between $8,000 and $12,000 for a
small community to pay for a consulting engineer (including his equipment
and transportation oosts) as well as legal fees to establish a lack of
effective competition in a certain area. This amount may be substantially
reduced if a city has an engineer or an attorney on staff. Larger
communities require more extensive measurements thereby incurring greater
costs of approximately $25,000 to establish the lack of effective
competition.

Question 4: How many applications for basic eable rate regulation were not
filed because the met was prohibitive?

Answer: We have no way to ascertain how many communities have not filed
waiver requests due to coat. However, in three of the eases where a
Commission determination has been made that effective competition does not
exist, the relevant cities have been small. Specifically, Portola,
California has a population of less than 2,000 people. The population of
Sterling, Colorado is less than 11,400 people, and there nre approximately
5,000 people in Hancock, Michigan.
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Mr. WISE. Both the FCC and the NTIA are currently seeking
public comments enabling you to decide whether some curbs need
to be placed on cable rates, and if so, whether that curb should
take the form of incroased regulation, competition from telephone
systems, or some combination.

Do you think the same conclusion will work equally well in rural
America as in urban America? Either one of you may jump into
that one.

Mr. ROBINSON. That's a very complicated question which we will
be, again, looking at as part of the "effective competition" stand-
ard. And it's also an issue which has been somewhat fiercely debat-
ed on the Senate side where they are actively considering a
number of different cable bills.

I really don't have any good sense whether a system of price reg-
ulation unique to rural America needs to be developed. I think ar-
guments go both ways.

In the telephone world as the subcommittee heard this morning,
in the State of Iowa there is no price regulation of a great majority
of telephone companies in that State. Presumably since many of
those were very small companies, very close to the customers, there
appears less of a difficulty.

Whether that kind of circumstance also obtains in the case of
small cable companies serving rural areas, I simply don't know.

We will be looking at a number of different options here .as far
as price regulation in the cable business and I wouldn't want to
prejudge that kind of conclusion; though if the subcommittee or
any of its witnesses have recommendations, we would be more than
welcome to receive those.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Maher.
Mr. MAHER. I share many of Mr. Robinson's views on this issue.

The long-term solution to the rate question and the quality ques-
tion and many others lies in making sure there are alternative
sources of video programming available to as much of America as
possible. That would include a viable home satellite dish industry
or the advent of direct broadcast satellite as Mr. Robinson alluded
to in his testimony.

As far as actual regulation of cable rates for rural areas, I think
the "effective competition" docket will have to shed some light on
possible differences between rural and urban areas.

Mr. WISE. Does either of you have a concern that States such as
West Virginia as the most recent example are feeling the need to
go out and craft their own form of regulation? And let's be candid
with each other. It's gerrybuilt in that they're trying to do it
within parametem that are very difficult to operate in. They will
have to come forthif nothing happens with the FCC's defmitions
of "effective comp.stition," then the State of West Virginia will
have to be submitting somewhat expensive engineering studies for
limited areas of State to provide regulation.

Does either of you have concern with the States feeling this need
and going off in these directions or should we be looking at a more
consistent approach to regulation in recognizing the need for States
to be involved?

Mr. MAHER. I think one of the major aspects of the jurisdictional
questionthat is, how authority should be allocated for regula-
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tionis recognition of the fact that each State is different. West
Virginia, as one of the most rural States in the East, still has many
many geographic and economic differences from some of the
sparsely populated Western States.

State regulation, which would recognize those specific differences
and circumstances, could be the best approach; although even
under such regulation, it could he difficult to get the kinds of stud-
ies that you, Mr. Chairman referred to.

On the other hand, the National Government, that is, the FCC,
the executive branch, and Csmgress, have to take close, hard look
at what the Nation's goals should be for both rural and urban
areas in telecommunications. Indeed, our inquiry on the State of
the Nation's telecommunications infrastructure is attempting to
start that hard look.

There will have to be a balance between national concerns and
the fact that every State is different.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Robinson, I would think this is going to be an in-
creasing challenge for the FCC.

Mr. Romrsorr. Certainly. As Mr. Maher mentioned, you have a
number of tradeoffs here. On the one hand, the United States is a
continental country and the differences are tremendous. Washing-
ton State is not like West Virginia.

Any kind of regulatory system imposed by Washingtor is going
to create certain pluses and minuses.

Certainly I don't think that the FCC wants to impose a system
here.

On the other hand, local option has the potential of making it
very difficult for the industry to open. te and provide services.

Second, it has the potential of creating service disparities. The
people in one State get one set of options; the people in another
State don't get that option.

I think as part of our "effective competition" proceeding and in
working with Congress on cable television legislation, we will be
looking at that issue very, very carefully and seeing what kind of a
balance has to be struck in this particular area to avoid the situa-
tion of, as Mr. Sikes has put it, "balkinizing the regulatory
system," and on the other hand some sort of Federal imperialism
which tells people "this is the way it's going to be, period."

We will be definitely looking at that issue very closely.
Mr. WISE. Many States, mine included, have vast rural areas cov-

ered by the Bell operating companies, not by the smaller independ-
ent companies.

Expanding rural exemption isn't going to permit them to offer
cable service.

Would you all comment on allowing the Bell operating compa-
nies to offer cable lervice in rural America even without a whole-
sale removal of crossownership restrictions?

Mr. MAHER. That question raises a set of di:relent legal issues.
We have been talking this morning mostly about changes to the
Cable Act of 1984, including the rural exemption and the "effective
competition" standard.

The Bell companies are prohibited, under the AT&T consent
decree that broke up the Bell System, from providing so-called in-
formation services. Judge Greene, who is overseeing that consent
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decree, has further interpreted that restriction to mean that the
Bell companies can provide the conduit for certain types of infor-
mation over their networks, but not the content.

No court has definitively ruled whether cable television really is
an information service. If one looks at the words of the information
service definition, the definition could fit rather well.

There certainly is a potential for Bell company participation in
this general area. Their lawyers and the Justice Department must
interpret exactly what the consent decree prohibits them from
doing.

So far as I know the Bell companies have not been, and will not,
be, participating in providing cable service, certainly programming,
under the terms of that decree.

Mr. ROBINSON. Bell companies do provide the transmission facili-
ties on a so-called leaseback basis. In fact that is how the cable tel-
evision system in the District of Columbia finally will be put into
place. The transmission facilities will be constructed by C&P Tele-
phone which will lease it back to the District Cablevision Co.

So it is permitted today but simply as part of a leaseback. As Bill
Maher mentioned, it really is a judgment call by those companies
whether that kind of enterprise is sufficiently attractive given the
other constraints that they live under.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Maher brought up a whole set of issues that I
think are important. But let's assume for a stcond that you hurdle
those issues dealing with the divestiture.

Now we get down to the issue of the 2,500 person exemption.
As a matter of policy would either of you think it would be

worthwhile to permit the Bells an exception to provide cable to
those areas which by ordinary definition of the Bell operating
system they, of course, serve an area much larger than 2,500
people in any State? But would you as a matter of policy permit
them to carve out an area and to serve only that area?

Mr. MAHER. It's probably wisest from a policy perspective not to
look at the identity of the service provider, whether a's an inde-
pendent telephone company, including one of the large independ-
ents like GTE, or a Bell company. Instead, one must look at the
purpose of the exemption and how many additional homes would
be getting cable service under it. I would focus more on what the
threshold number should be: Whether 2,500, 5,000, up to 20,000 is
the best one. Policymakers should focus on the identity of who
would be getting cable sersc:, rather than which telephone compa-
ny might be providing service. The rural exemption is not a guar-
antee or an order to a phone company to go in. It's still up to a
telephone company to make that economic decision.

Policymakers should look at how viewers arehow they would
benefit the most.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Robinson.
Mr. ROBINSON. I would agree very much with that. I would be

loathe to have a system which, in effect, could potentially penalize
people. If you lived in an area which was served by Southwestern
Bell, you could not get cable televisien. If you lived right across the
street in an area served by Panhandle Telephone Cooperative, you
could. Just that kind of accident of geography.
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I don't think that those kinds of costs should be visited upon cus-
tomersl_particularly not in rural areas.

Mr. WISE. The argument was made in a previous statement by
one of the former witnesses, I believe it was Mr. Bresnan, that in
effect there is competition available even within a franchised area
because there's nothing to prer silt the franchiser from permitting
a competing service to provide cable service. How realistic is that
particularly within a rural area?

Mr. ROBINSON. WS very hard to say. I think if you look at most
rural areas, you will see a kind of core, semiurban situation and
then a large, much less populated surrounding area.

Within the kind of core, semiurban area, it could be quite feasi-
ble to have competition; perhaps not competing cable systems, per-
haps an over-the-air multipoint, multimedia micrewave distribu-
tion system, such as we have in a small number of mAjor cities in
this country.

I think when you get down to household densities really below 30
per square mile, in the near term, certainly for the next 5 years,
it's not very realistic.

Mr. WISE. To have competition? Two competing cable companies?
Mr. ROBINSON. It's very difficult to see that.
Mr. WISE. Mr. Maher.
Mr. Mmisa. I agree very much with that.
Mr. WISE. If crossownership restrictions are removed, how can

we In snre that telephone subscribers are not subsidizing cable op-
erations?

Mr. MAHER. Well, that's a classic regulatory problem that both
the FCC and the State regulators have addressed a number of
times when regulated telephone companies enter unregulated mar-
kets.

For example, many telephone companies now sell customer
premise equipment like handsets or PBX's in unregulated markets.
It's a question of how to devise safeguards between telephone com-
panies regulated and unregulated activities. Currently the FCC has
a rather comprehensive set of cost allocation requirements, essen-
tially very strict accounting standards, that separate accounts fr-
competitive or unregulated ventures, like cable television, from
regulated telephone service.

Those telephone companies are subject to annual reporting re-
quirements for the FCC as well as periodic visits by FCC auditors.

Many of the States have very similar kinds of requirements.
Mr. Chairman, your question, is close to the types of regulatory

activities that both the States and the FCC have performed for
yean.

Mr. ROBINSON. I would agree with that.
Mr. WISE. Mr. Robinson, the FCC is under tight budgetary and

staffmg constraints just about like everything else in the Federal
Government. Even if a regulatory structure to prevent cross-subsi-
dization were put into place, how would you be able to enforce it?

Mr. ROBINSON. The FCC only regulates a small part of the over-
all telephone business. The kind of backbone regulation of the tele-
phone industry in this country is undertaken at the State level.

Mr. WISE. So it would be going to the States?
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Mr. RosiNsori. The State regulatory agencies in some instances,
notably California and New York, are actually significantly larger,
personnel-wise than the FCC.

If you were to add the regulatory resources available to the FCC
with those of certainly the principal States in this country, I think
you would sec that there are quite substantial regulatory resources
devoted to monitoring cost allocation, pricing, and other commer-
cial decisions of the telephone industry.

Simply looking at the FCC you might get a somewhat skewed
perspective on regulation. -

I've not yet met anyone in the telephone business who felt that
the FOC was not adequately regulating them or that our activities
plus those of the States were insufficient.

Mr. WISE. What you're suggesting then, as I understand it, is
that most likely the bulk of the regiilation dealing with cross-subsi-
dization would fall upon the State public service commissions. Is
that correct?

Mr. ROBINSON. The State public service commissions would be for
most purposes, I would expect, the first line of defense in this case.
And I have great confidence in their ability to maintain that line
of defense. I think they've got a good record in that regard.

Mr. WISE. Would you have any concern, however, and I happen
to share that with you but I also coming from State government
knew that both consumer advocate offices and even State public
service commission auditing staffs tend to be kept pretty lean out
of budget constraints. This seems to me to be a very complex, so-
phisticated area that we might be getting into.

Would you have any concerns about that?
That's question No. 1. And quickly piggyback on that: If you're

dealing with a regional Bell operating company, would there be
some concern with having a lifferent method of examination of
cross-subsidization with every State but yet a regional company?

Of course we do that already in some regards anyhow.
Mr. RosiNsow. Obviously it is a new enterprise. It is a complicat-

ed undertaking but it's not that new or that complicated relative to
the lot of the existing activities of the State public utility commis-
sions. So I personally happen to think that most of the State regu-
lators, certainly in the larger States in this country, are quite up to
any potential challenges in that regard.

As to the regulation of the Bell operating companies or any of
the other very large telephone company holding companies, GTE,
Continental, United, certainly in some areas of the country, most
notably New England, the State regulators have pooled their re-
sources and they have a New England conference of regulators
which endeavors to look at the holding company in tato.

I think that kind of an approach is a promising one and the
State regulators do regularly meet. Their staffs are in communica-
tion with each other just as the Common Carrier Bureau staff at
the FCC and its counterparts at the State level are in constant
communication.

In fact this will be in all likelihood one of the topics which we
will be taking up again in one of Mr. Sikes' initiatives, and that is
the first-ever State/Federal regulatory summit which takes place
the end of April here in Washington, where tne chairpersons of all
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the State regulatory agencies and the FCC members will actually
for the first time ever get together and discuss ways in which they
can do their job and fulfill their shared responsibilities better and
more effectively.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Maher.
Mr. MAHER. Just a short comment.
The FCC and the State regulatory commissions devote resources

where there are problems or potential problems. I think that's im-
portant.

If there is a sudden upswing of telephone company participation
in this area, whether because of an expanded rural exemption or
for some other reason, I think that the message would come very
quickly to the regulatory staffs of the FCC and the States that this
is something that bears close attention. They will deploy their lim-
ited resources to meet that challenge.

Mr. WISE. Now, let me ask you a question dealing with develop-
ment. There's been much testimony here today at every level from
every party about what is adequate. Some are suggesting that fiber
optic is really not necessary; that you can do much of the same
work with coaxial and copper wire.

Many of us from rural areas are interested in trying to develop
new job opportunities with advanced telecommunications; telemar-
keting, d..-ta processing, that type of thing.

My question to you is, what is the reality; whether we should be
looking for fiber optic cable and at an expanded rate than perhaps
what ordinarily might go down with the present system or wheth-
er, indeed, as has been suggested that coaxial cable and existing
technology is adequate to handle the job?

I agree and submit that it's adequate to handle much of what is
being done today and perhaps to do some of the sophisticated com-
munications, for instance, with hospitals in transmitting medical
information and so on.

I question, though, where we're going to be 10 years from now in
rural areas without application of fiber optic or at least increased
application of it.

Would you all comment on that?
Mr. MAHER. A very important goal is finding the facts. NTIA's

notice of inquiry in the infrastructure study that I have referred to
is 99 pages of questions on precisely these kinds of issues: What are
the relative costs and benefits of trying to deploy new technologies,
whether they're fiber optics or new typ: of mobile or cellular com-
munications technologies NTIA's study will attempt to determine
the best pace for development both in rural and urban areas.

One particular rural area, for example, could install fiber optics
at a local business center and attract, perhaps, a telemarketing
concern to locate there. However, one has to ask on a national
level whether such a development would mean that there would be
a population shift or a job shift from some other rural area? Per-
haps that would not be best for the country as a whole.

I think thr.: chohxis for infrastructure development are relatively
clear. It's just hard to balance them. On the one hand you can cer-
tainly leave the matter to consumers of telecommunications serv-
icesand by that I mean businesses as well as individuals and
what they demand from a telecommunications system. And if there
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is already in place in a rural area a business that needs more
modern telecommunications and is willing to pay for it, then devel-
opment can occur that way.

On the other hand, there's a real question as to whether some
sort of government led jump start is needed somehow and whether
that should be a goal of a town or a State that is trying to plan its
economic development.

The academic literature is very mixed on the role of telecem-
munications, and specifically the deployment of fiber optics, in eco-
nomic development.

It may be that a rather rich sets of technological options, as Mr.
Kimmelman was discussing, could be the best thing for the country
as a whole.

It will be very difficult to balance these concerns and come up
with a national policy to fit each rural area.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Robinson.
Mr. ROBINSON. I would say this: What Mr. Maher has said I be-

lieve would most likely be the official FCC response.
On a personal basis, I must say that I sympathize a pvat deal

with Congressman English and in a sense I recoil from 'being told
that the people who live in rural areas should, as one of the wit-
nesses put it, have a patchwork communications system.

These systems are not the same--the current systems. The com-
parison between twisted pair and fiber optics is unbelievable. In
fact I brought samples with me, which I'd be pleased to show you,
showing you what a current twisted pair looks like compared to the
fiber optic. You get tremendous capabilities with fiber optics.

I personally do not believe that the costs of providing this kind of
very feature rich and advanced communications service to rural
areaa are even remotely close to many of the estimates which have
been advanced.

Mr. WISE. Could you repeat that?
Mr. ROBINSON. I do not believe that the costs are even remotely

close to the estimates.
The current investment in the United States in telecommunica-

tions apparatus, total national investment is $672 billion.
The total investment of the regulated industrythese are De-

partment of Commerce figures$440 million.
We have heard estimates here that it would be $1 trillion. That

is to me intuitively a flawed number.
There are only around 96 to 100 million telephone subscribers in

the country.
The experience in this industry is rapidly declining in costs, 20

percent per year compounded.
The cost of electronics drops like a st-ne.
So I would not personally believe that it would cost a great deal

to put into place ubiquitously in the United States the kind of fea-
ture-rich and enhanced infrastructure that Congressman English
and others have mentioned.

That's my own personal view. That's not necessarily one which
the five members of the FCC would necessarily vote to sustain.

Mr. WISE. I appreciate that.
The one area we've not gone into and let me just ask whether

you will be covering it in your inquiriesand I'm going to be quite
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honest with you, Mr. Maher, I tried to read your 99 pages and I
couldn't get through it. do better. But I tried on a plane the
other day and the trip was just too short.

Mr. MAREa. The infrastructure report will be more interesting
than the questions, so we'll wait for the report.

Mr. WISE. But your inquiry obviously is the part I did not get to.
Does it concern itself with the issues that we've not discussed today
basically of vertical and horizontal integration, the increasing mo-
nopolyseemingly increasing monopoly cAntrol of cable television?

Mr. MAHER. The infrastructure study doesn't raise that particu-
lar set of questions, although NTIA will file comments in the FCC's
proceeding on this topic because it specifically raised those market
structure questions for the cable industry. INZTIA hopes to be sup-
plying information and policy suggestions to the FCC in that pro-
ceeding.

Mr. WISE. Mr. Robinson.
Mr. ROBINSON. Those are topics which Mr. Sikes when he testi-

fied in front of the Senate stressed. We certainly will be looking at
them; the degree of vertical integration and what the effect of ver-
tical integration is on the availability of programs to would-be com-
petitors, as well as the effects of concentration levels, ownership
concentration here. Those will be figured very prominently as part
of the FCC's study.

Mr. WISE. As I say, that is not a subject for today. I would ju3t
note some concern. I subscribe to a rural cable service that is not
owned by anyone yet according to the operator. There are, I think,
two brothers that operate it with one secretary. They're out under
houses and on the road all the time. At least if I have a complaint,
I know whom to get a hold of. I have a feeling that one day when
they're probably acquired and I have to call ATC or TCI, they may
not be as interested at Time, Inc. headquarters about talking to me
as these two fellows are.

So that's a growing concern and subject, as I say, perhaps, for an-
other day and I know other committees are also looking into it.

I want to thank both of you very, very much. You've brought a
lot to it. The reason I had asked for you to be at the end is because
I wanted to have a chance for the other witnesses to testify and so
that you could frame your responses in regard to them. I appreci-
ate the time you've spent.

This will conclude this hearing.
[Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene subject to the call of the Chair.]
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Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the committee, my name

is David Herron and I am the General Manager of West Carolina Rural

Telephone Cooperative in Abbeville, South Carolina. In addition

to West Carolina, today, I am else representing the National

Telephone Cooperative Association (NTCA). I appreciate the

opportunity to present my testimony.

West Carolina serves approximately 7,600 customers throughout

the rural confines of western South Carolina. Ou,.- subscriber

density is only 7 per mile of telephone wire which is extremely low

when compared to the rest of the telephone industry. Thus, you can

understand the need and continued importance of rsral oriented

systems such as West Carolina.

The topic on the agenda is bringing the Information Age to

rural America, which is of great importance, not only to NTCA

members and their subscribers, but to all of rural America.

General4, it can be said that all NTCA members are already

involved with rural development and the advent of new

telecommunications technology as their primary lending source, the

Rural Electrification Administration's (REA) Telephone Loan Program

is one of the country's first and finest examples of a successful

rural development program and provides the technical expertise

required to deploy advanced telecommunications technologies in

rural America. However, many NTCA members are beginning to look

into additional forms of rural development as the local economy of

their service areas contieues to falter. Meanwhile, the central

focus of all NTCA members must and will always be to utilize all

available resources in making affordable telephone service
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universally avcilable to our rural cust.)mers. And, the quality of

such service must always equal that which is available to urban

residents. In seeking this goal, our efforts can and will spark

rural developmen'.. which helps to ensure America's rural sector

remains a viable force in improving the country's overall economic

health and that rural Americans have the same access to jobs,

education and health care that are available in our nation's urban

communities.

Prior to working for meat Carolina in 1986. I had spent 16

years employed by REA. I joined REA immediately following

graduation at the University of Tennessee with a degree in

Electrical Engineering. After training in Kentucky and Tennessee,

I was transferred to Washington, D. C. where I worked as a staff

engincer in the Southeast Area Telephone Engineering Division.

also spent several years as a field engineer in Alabama, Georgia,

Florida, Puerto Rico and South Carolina.

When / first came to REA, they were considered leaders in the

industry. "EA had technical staff that were 4iewed as experts in

their fit The staff was reknown for their innovative design

techniques and standards which were essential for REA borrowers to

he able to design and build telephone systeas in rural areas which

consis,..ed of so few customers per mile and very long loops. It was

a different world trying to provide these services in rural areas

as opposed to urban areas. Innovative techniques had to be used

in order to provide these much needed service* in rural areas at

affordable rates. Through the development of performance standards
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and speJifioations, REA opened the door for the competitive market

to develop the kinde of equipment and materials necessary to

accomplish their goal. They became recognized nationwide and their

standards and construction methods are used throughout the world.

As the industry kept growing, it also became more complicated

with the advent of toll settlements, divestiture and deregulation.

REA answered tha call by creating a telecommunications management

division which stayed om top of all of the changes and issues

taking place in the industry. This division acted as s consultant

to its borrowers by providing education and assistance as to how

these industry changes could affect our rural companies and

cooperatives. They, too, became well respected in the !.ndustry and

were included on industry task forces to develop settlement

arrangements and resolve other issues which would be mutually

satisfactory to the big companies as well as the small companies

and would assure the integrity and preservation of universal

service throughout rural America.

As a field engineer with REA, I was part of a team consisting

of an engineer, an operations and management specialist, and an

accountant supported by an expert and well-respected staff in

Washington. Part of our function was to work with the borrowers

and their luansultants to develop forecasts, designs, and budgets

to determine the loan requirements. Another function of the field

staff waft to ensure tha security of the government's investment and

the well-being of our small borrowers. This function served to

enhance enforcement of the operations, maintenance, engineering and

3
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construction procedures developed by REA, an well an provide advice

and assistance to the borrowers.

There aro still a lot of small companies who provide service

in the rural areas who cannot afford to have a staff capable of

keeping up with all of the changes going on in the industry;

capable of having a staff of financial advisors in order that they

may make the best decisions to keep the company and the

government's loan security sound; capable of developing operations

and management procedures; capable of developing performance

standards, designs and construction methods to make it economically

feasible to provide the most up-to-date telecommunications services

in the rural areas, or to develop standards for new materials and

equipment, and to test and evaluate these materials to see that

they will hold up to the true test of providing uninterrupted

telephone service in the most difficult to serve rural areas.

Although a lot of the education and up-to-date information on

the current issues are being provided by some of the national trade

associations, not all companies belong to the trade associations

and not all companies belong to the stme trade association. The

common bond that REA has provided through the years has been

invaluable. Another aspect which is hard to define is the clout

that is associated with the United States government's development

and enforcement of standards and procedures. People nett-sr; to the

government and when a manufacturer's product does not meet up to

expectations, that manufacturer will do everything possible to

resolve any

4
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technical problem for fear of being removed from the government's

approved list.

Rural America has increasingly begun looking toward new ways

of 1,..ovicing goods and services as a means of expanding their well-

being and fortifying the rural economy. In this process of

fostering rural development, the manufacturing and business

community is looking to the rural territories for expansion.

However, the manufacturing and business subscribers are

increasingly demanding modern and advanced telecommunications. The

ability of the rural network to meet the needs of corporate America

and to maintain technical parity with the national network is

imperative If business expansion into rural America is to prosper.

The necessary technological changes demanded by the

Intelligent Network must be met by rural independent telephone

companies as well as the large urban local exchange carriers. But

the cost of bringing the Intelligent Network to rural America is

high, and many rural independents are faced with the real and

justifiable threat of not being able to keep up with technology.

However, from a technical perspective, many independent

telephone companies are well positioned for introduction of the

Intelligent Network because rural telephony has been able, with the

assistance of the Rural Electrification Administration telephone

loan programs, to modernize antiquated switching equipment to

digital switching, a basic element wf the Intelligent Network. The

mandatory network enhancements necessary for complete deployment

of the Intelligent Network will increase and it remains imperative
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that adequate and effective REA and RTS loan programs are available

ier the next ara of celecommuniCations network upgrade.

Additionally, steps should be taken by Congress to ensure that

REA maintain its vital Engineering and Standards Division. This

technical assistance available to borrowers helps to ensure that

they receive the advice they need from the purchase of equipment

to actual implementation of technology. Aside from quickening the

process of bringing the Information Age to rural America, these

standards ensure that the government is making vital investments

in rural telecommunications. The existing REA Telephone and Rural

Telephone Bank lending programs are available to implement most of

these technologies.

It may come as a suprise to many that the REA Telephone Loan

Program does not exist simply to provide loans for telephone lines

alone. Loans can include funds for developing or acquiring

physical plant such as buildings, computers and other tools,

vehicles and additional operating equipment. In addition, loans

are not simply to fund projects in yet unserved areas. REA

Telephone Loans are allowed and indeed encouraged for purposes of

upgrading existing service areas. This would include installing

new fiber optic lines, advance switches guaranteeing equal access,

and should include cellular service encouraging general business

competition. These points on upgrading are especially critical

because estimates indicate that at the current rate of upgrading,

it may be more than two decades before all rural areas are able to

fully compete technologically with urban areas.
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Simply ensuring the existence of the REA Telephone Loan

Program, however, will not guarantee borrower succss. Improving

the loan application and approval process is an equally important

issue.

Now that I am on the othr nide of the fence as a manager of

a telephone cooperative, I see the continued need for a program

such as the REA if we are going to accomplish our goals of rural

economic development. Irdicommend in any rural development

legislation that wording be made a part ef the legislation to

provide the same type of follow-up and assistance and internal

auditing controls that has made the REA telephone loan programs so

successful to date.

I am hopeful my thoughts as well as those of the other

participants in these hearings will assist you in developing

legislation that will extend this historic commitment for many

years to come.
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